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Abstract
This review presents an overview of the remarkable progress in the field of heavy-quark exotic hadrons over the past
15 years. It seeks to be pedagogical rather than exhaustive, summarizing both the progress and specific results of
experimental discoveries, and the variety of theoretical approaches designed to explain these new states.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Overview
When one considers all the elementary particles discovered in the past two decades, the Higgs boson rightly takes
center stage as the most significant example, not only by virtue of its eminent role of completing the Standard Model, but
also in capturing the attention of both the scientific community and the public. However, most of the particles discovered
in the current era were almost completely unexpected, and they seem to be broadly interrelated. Quite remarkably,
though, no scientific consensus has yet emerged to explain all of them by means of a single, universal theoretical principle.
These particles are, of course, the 30 or so observed candidate exotic hadrons (i.e., ones that do not fit into the paradigms
of either qq¯ bosonic mesons or qqq fermionic baryons [q being a generic quark]). Most of these states have masses in the
same region as conventional charmonium states (hadrons consistent with a cc¯ bound-state structure), and indeed have so
far never been observed to decay into hadrons not containing charm—and hence are called charmoniumlike). Almost all of
the other candidate exotic hadrons appear in the bb¯ bound-state sector and are bottomoniumlike. In addition, a few states
have recently been observed in the lighter-quark sectors that are good candidate exotics; however, the most unambiguous
candidates for exotic hadrons observed to date appear in the cc¯ and bb¯ sectors, and their formation, properties, and
structure comprise the subject of this review.
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) has long been the accepted quantum field theory of the strong nuclear force
responsible for holding atomic nuclei together. The three interaction charges, called colors, are carried by elementary
strongly interacting spin- 12 particles called quarks, which interact through the exchange of massless force-carrying gauge
bosons called gluons. In these respects, QCD is very similar to Quantum Electrodynamics (QED), the quantum field
theory of electricity and magnetism, for which the interaction charge is simply electric charge, and the gauge bosons are
photons. However, QCD is much more complicated in several ways: The presence of three distinct color charges and
the non-Abelian nature of the gauge group means that the gluons themselves carry color and therefore can interact with
other gluons (in contrast to charge-neutral photons). More significantly, no particle—quark or gluon—carrying a net color
charge has ever been experimentally isolated, a phenomenon called color confinement. The contrast with QED could not
be more pronounced, in which it is effortless to produce free charged particles, such as electron beams. Instead, colored
particles are only found in color-neutral compounds called hadrons, and until very recently, it was possible to classify
every known hadron as a conventional meson or baryon.
The mathematical structure of the gauge symmetry describing the 3 color charges is that of the group SU(3), which
produces an easily enumerated list of possible color-singlet combinations, and hence of possible hadron structures. The
rule is very simple: Any net number of quarks (Nq quarks minus Nq¯ antiquarks) that is divisible by 3, plus any number
Ng of valence gluons (except for a single gluon with no quarks) can form a color singlet. Mesons have Nq = Nq¯ = 1,
Ng = 0, while baryons have Nq = 3, Nq¯ = 0, Ng = 0 (and antibaryons of course swap Nq ↔ Nq¯). “Valence” here refers
just to those gluons—or, if one prefers, the total gluonic field of the hadron—affecting the overall spin (J), parity (P ),
and charge conjugation parity (C) quantum numbers JPC of the hadron, because real QCD is so strong that innumerable
gluons (not to mention virtual qq¯ sea quark pairs) are constantly created and destroyed in any hadron. Then a hadron
with valence structure qq¯g (Nq = Nq¯ = 1, Ng ≥ 1) is called a hybrid meson, and a hadron with valence gluons (Ng ≥ 2)
but no valence quarks is called a glueball. Multiquark hadrons are also possible, the smallest two options being qq¯qq¯
tetraquarks and qqqqq¯ pentaquarks. All of these hadrons except conventional mesons and baryons are called exotics.
The possibility of exotic hadrons was anticipated even before the advent of the color charge degree of freedom or of
QCD, in the seminal works by Gell-Mann [1] (which introduced quarks) and Zweig [2, 3] (which introduced the equivalent
“aces”). The development of the quark model provides a special intellectual resonance with the current state of affairs in
exotics studies: The quark model was developed as a simple paradigm that brought order to the confusing proliferation
of hadrons discovered in the 1950s and 1960s, and the current era awaits the development of an analogous resolution for
exotics. As of the time of this writing, several paradigms or physical pictures have been developed to understand the
known exotics, such as hadronic molecules, diquarks, and so on, and we will discuss the successes and shortcomings of
each of these pictures in detail in this review. But one should be under no illusion that any single one of these pictures
has yet accommodated all of the experimental data on masses, production mechanisms, decay modes, and decay rates of
the exotics. Of course, it is likely that no single picture will suffice to explain all of the new data.
Even so, some interesting patterns have begun to emerge, and we will offer some opinions on the directions that the
data and theory appear to be heading.
Speaking of the data, the very first charmoniumlike exotic was discovered by the Belle collaboration at KEK in
2003 [4], and although a great deal is now known about this state, it is still called X(3872) to indicate its fundamentally
unknown nature. It was just the first of many unforeseen states to be observed in subsequent years, some at multiple
facilities and some (so far) only at one. Several of the most important experiments for uncovering these exotics are still
in operation (e.g., BESIII, LHCb, CMS), some are undergoing upgrades for future runs (e.g., JLab12, Belle II), and yet
others are in the planning/development stages (e.g., P¯ANDA). The full story of exotics is an ongoing one: It is a rich,
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data-driven field producing numerous new and surprising results every year, in which novel theoretical ideas compete and
are continually tested.
Our purpose in this review is to summarize and clarify the field of heavy-quark QCD exotics for non-experts. It
is not meant to be completely exhaustive; dozens of experimental papers and on the order of 1000 theoretical papers
have already contributed to the study of these states. Nor is it the first review dedicated to heavy-quark exotics, which
date back as far as 2006 [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. In addition, several previous reviews whose subject is heavy
quarkonium, or exotics in general, discuss exotics [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. We intend to paint a detailed picture, accessible
to non-expert researchers, on the discovery history, current status, and future prospects of these remarkable states.
The remainder of Sec. 1 presents the key theoretical underpinnings of the states and an overview of the methods used
to analyze them; Sec. 2 provides a semi-historical account (organized by physical process) of the key experimental findings
on the exotics; Sec. 3 describes the leading theoretical pictures for the exotics in greater detail; Sec. 4 offers a discussion
of the possible future directions for exotics studies; and Sec. 5 concludes. Appendix A summarizes the exotic candidates
individually.
1.2. Distinguishing Conventional from Exotic Hadrons
In order to substantiate a claim that an exotic state has been observed, one must first ask two questions: how does
one know that a state has been observed, and second, how does one know that it is exotic?
First, with regard to observation, a sufficiently long-lived charged state leaves a measurably long track in a detector,
while a sufficiently long-lived neutral state leaves a measurable gap between its production point and its decay via
charged particles or observed absorption in a calorimeter. Kinematical reconstruction is then used to identify the energy,
momentum, and ultimately mass, of the particle. A short-lived particle is identified via the energy-time uncertainty
principle as a resonant peak in the production amplitude, its mean lifetime given as the reciprocal of the full width at
half maximum, Γ. The idealized form representing such a resonant state is the Breit-Wigner amplitude,
f(s) =
Γ/2
M −√s− iΓ/2 , (1)
where
√
s = ECM is the center-of-momentum (CM) frame energy and M is the resonant-state mass parameter (to be
specific, this is a Lorentz-invariant expression of the nonrelativistic form). The absolute square |f(s)|2, which is the
quantity observed in a scattering cross section, gives a Lorentzian peak at
√
s = M of the same type that is familiar
from multiple branches of physics. However, in a physical situation one finds that the parameter Γ can assume an energy
dependence, that closely spaced resonances do not assume the simple form of a sum of Breit-Wigners [21], and that
other amplitude effects, such as the opening of thresholds for the formation of on-shell particles, can severely obscure
the idealized form of Eq. (1). One cannot assume that every bump in a cross section corresponds to a new resonance.
Fortunately, Eq. (1) also presents one additional handle for discerning resonant behavior, through the phase δ = arg f(s)
(the phase shift of scattering theory). In the neighborhood of
√
s = M , δ increases rapidly from 0 to pi, passing through
pi
2 precisely at
√
s = M . The amplitude f(s) exhibits a counterclockwise “looping” behavior in the Argand plane, which
is taken as the standard indicator of resonant behavior, idealized Breit-Wigner or not.
Second, the procedure for deciding whether a state is conventional or exotic can be carried out at several levels. The
simplest is by means of JPC quantum numbers. In a nonrelativistic quark model, a qq¯ meson with total spin angular
momentum S and relative orbital angular momentum L has P = (−1)L+1 and C = (−1)L+S . The case JPC = 0−−
and the series JP=(−1)
J, C=(−1)J+1 ∈ {0+−, 1−+, . . .}, cannot be reached for any values of S and L, and are therefore
manifestly exotic. No manifestly exotic baryon JPC value occurs, however.
The known electric charges of quarks (or alternately, their isospin [for u, d] and other quark flavor [s, c, or b]) content
provide another signal for exotics. A bosonic hadron with charge +2, for example, cannot be formed as a qq¯ state, and
therefore is at minimum a tetraquark. Charmoniumlike states with nonzero charge are necessarily exotic, since they must
contain more valence quarks than just the (neutral) pair cc¯; for example, the Zc(3900)
+, which was the first state of this
type with its discovery confirmed (in 2013) [22, 23], is believed to be a cc¯ud¯ state.
More typically, however, an exotic candidate carries the same JPC and charge as some conventional state. In such
circumstances, one expects the states to mix quantum-mechanically, making identification even trickier. However, even
in those cases, one can make headway. If one has a principle for deciding how many states of a given JPC should occur in
a certain mass range and finds extras—so-called supernumerary states—then one can be sure that the set of these states
contains an exotic component; we shall see such examples in the JPC = 1−− charmoniumlike sector. Second, a state may
have the same JPC and approximately the expected mass of a conventional state, but it may be difficult to produce in
the expected way, or it may decay into unexpected channels or have suppressed decay rates into the expected channels.
For instance, the X(3872) has the same JPC = 1++ as a yet-unseen cc¯ state, χc1(2P ), but its behavior is inconsistent
with expectations for the χc1(2P ) in a variety of ways. In particular, its width is quite small, Γ < 1.2 MeV. The χc1(1P )
state for which χc1(2P ) is a radial excitation is well known, and despite being hundreds of MeV lighter and therefore
having much less available phase space for decays, it has a width only slightly smaller (840 keV) than the X(3872) upper
bound.
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1.3. Heavy Quarkonium
In order to predict a spectrum of hadronic bound states, one must make certain assumptions about quark and gluon
interactions to solve their equation of motion. The complexity of the strong interaction, both in its magnitude and in
the intricacies of gluon self-coupling and sea-quark production, makes for a problem that cannot be completely solved
analytically, and even reliable numerical solutions (in the form of lattice QCD simulations) remain difficult to achieve.
These effects are particularly prominent in the light-quark (u, d, s) sector, in which the quarks are manifestly relativistic.
However, in the heavy-quark (c, b) sector1, one can consider the quarks to be slowly moving color sources interacting with
a background field of gluons and sea quarks—a Born-Oppenheimer scale separation. The typical energies associated with
light quarks and glue are given by the QCD scale ΛQCD = O(200 MeV), which is larger than mu,d,s but much smaller
than mc,b. The production of cc¯, bb¯ sea-quark pairs in hadrons is also known to be suppressed, which justifies treating
the cc¯ in charmoniumlike states (or bb¯ in bottomoniumlike states) to be valence quarks.
One can thus obtain a substantial simplification by treating the heavy quarks as interacting nonrelativistically via a
chosen potential V (r). The best known such example is the Cornell potential [24, 25] for heavy quarkonium,
V (r) = −κ
r
+ br , (2)
where the first term represents the short-distance Coulomb-like one-gluon exchange interaction, while the second represents
the confinement potential, ever-increasing with separation. The Cornell model has been enhanced over the years, its most
thorough application being Ref. [26]. One may then solve the Schro¨dinger equation with the heavy-quark pair interacting
through V (r) just as one does for e−p in hydrogen, thus obtaining a complete spectrum of conventional cc¯ or bb¯ states.
The results are quite impressive: 14 cc¯ and 17 bb¯ states predicted by this quark-potential model have already been
observed. Several of these states lie above the threshold for producing open-flavor heavy hadrons (i.e., cq¯ + c¯q for cc¯),
which is the analogue to the ionization threshold for hydrogen; in other words, confinement allows for the production
of prominent above-threshold resonances, which have been experimentally seen. Solving the Schro¨dinger equation also
produces specific eigenstate wave functions, which can then be used to predict hadronic and radiative transition rates,
and in turn provide comparisons to data in order to confirm a state’s conventional quarkonium status.
1.4. Quarkoniumlike Exotics
The level diagram for neutral cc¯-containing states is presented in Fig. 1. Conventional cc¯ states are solid (black)
lines labeled by Greek-letter particle names, while the lowest predicted but yet-unobserved cc¯ states are represented by
dashed (blue) lines (clusters indicating the predictions of variant models). The stunning result of the years since 2003
is the observation of all the levels marked in red and labeled as X, Y , or Z, the exotic candidates. The states of the
charged charmoniumlike sector, which as noted above are manifestly exotic, are presented in Fig. 2. These figures should
be considered a snapshot in time, as some of the states may disappear under closer scrutiny, while additional ones will
doubtlessly be discovered. In the higher-energy (and thus not quite as easily accessible through current experiments) bb¯
sector, 2 neutral and 2 charged exotic candidates have been observed.
The naming scheme currently in use for the new states is still not entirely settled. The labels currently employed are
X,Y, Z, and Pc. The original X(3872) was first seen [4] as a J/ψ pi
+pi− resonance in the decay B± → K±J/ψ pi+pi−,
and therefore X has generically been used to denote neutral resonances appearing in B-meson decays. However, not only
has X(3872) been since observed in other processes (such as at hadron colliders [27, 28]), but also some states appearing
in B decays [e.g., Y (4140)] are labeled as Y , and some states appearing so far only in other production processes [e.g.,
X(4350) in γγ fusion] are labeled as X.
The first new state observed in the initial-state radiation (ISR) process e+e− → γISRY pioneered at the BaBar
experiment at SLAC was seen in 2005 and named Y (4260) [29]. Currently, all such states produced this way are labeled
Y , but as noted above, so are a few others.
The first charged charmonium-like state was observed by Belle in 2008 [30] and was named Zc(4430). Since then,
the label Z has been used for all charged quarkoniumlike bosons, but since all such states are expected to have neutral
isospin partners (e.g., Zc(3900)
+ has an observed Zc(3900)
0 partner [31, 32, 33]), the label now has come to mean exotic
candidates in an isospin multiplet that has a charged member.
Bottomoniumlike states are labeled with a b subscript (Yb, Zb).
The Particle Data Group (PDG) [34] currently avoids the naming ambiguities in the meson sector simply by calling
all charmoniumlike bosons X.
Only the label Pc is, as yet, completely unambiguous. It is used for baryonic charmoniumlike exotics (first observed
in 2015 at LHCb [35]). Certainly, a clearer naming scheme for the new states is highly desirable.
1t quarks are so heavy that they decay weakly to b quarks long before they could form hadrons.
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Figure 1: Level diagram for the neutral cc¯ sector. Conventional, observed cc¯ states are solid (black) lines labeled by Greek letters, the lowest
predicted yet-unobserved conventional cc¯ states are labeled with dashed (blue) lines (the clusters indicating predictions of several variant model
calculations), and the solid (red) lines labeled by X, Y , or Z indicate exotic charmoniumlike candidates. Each measured state mass, including
its central value and uncertainty, is presented as a rectangle (lines simply indicating very thin rectangles). Relevant thresholds are given by
gray dashed lines; if a gray dotted line is nearby, it indicates the threshold isospin partner to the labeled dashed line. In some cases, likely
quantum numbers have been assigned to states for which some uncertainty remains; this is the case, for example, for the X(3940) and X(4160),
which have been studied as ηc(3S), ηc(4S) candidates. The actual known quantum numbers are listed in Table 2.
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Figure 2: Charged charmoniumlike states, both bosonic and fermionic. Each measured state mass, including its central value and uncertainty,
is presented as a rectangle. Relevant thresholds are given by gray dashed lines; if a gray dotted line is nearby, it indicates the threshold isospin
partner to the labeled dashed line.
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1.5. Overview: Models and Pictures for Exotics
The large amount of data on candidate exotic states has spawned a number of potential theoretical explanations that
are summarized here and described in greater detail in the following sections. It should be emphasized that no single
picture naturally accommodates all the observed states; some might turn out to be of a molecular nature, some of a hybrid
nature, and so on, or a given state could easily be a quantum-mechanical mixture of more than one type. Furthermore,
distinctions between some of the pictures can sometimes blur, depending upon dynamical assumptions.
1.5.1. Molecular Picture
Upon first glance, the most obvious interpretation of a tetraquark (pentaquark) state is that of a hadronic molecule of
two mesons (one meson and one baryon). In this picture, each component meson is bound internally by strong QCD color
forces, while the mesons bind to each other by means of a much weaker color-neutral residual QCD force, the analogue
of the van der Waals attraction in chemistry. Molecules formed of separate color-neutral hadrons are of course plentiful
in nature—after all, all atomic nuclei beyond hydrogen have this structure. Supporting the molecular interpretation is
a mathematical fact of color algebra: A 2-quark 2-antiquark system can be assembled into a color singlet in only two
independent ways; in the case of cc¯q ′¯q, the combinations are (cc¯)(q ′¯q) and (cq¯)(c¯q′), i.e., either the color structure of
charmonium plus a light meson, or a pair of open-charm mesons (with analogous results for pentaquarks). Indeed, the
original proposal of molecules formed from charmed-meson pairs is almost as old as QCD itself [36, 37]. Similar comments
hold for pentaquarks, charmed or not [38, 39]. Of course, this result alone does not necessarily imply that the quarks
segregate themselves inside the tetraquark to resemble two separate hadrons. The color-singlet pairs can be completely
delocalized within the tetraquark in a variety of interesting ways, the specifics of which define the other physical pictures
to be described below.
The plausibility of the molecular picture is greatly substantiated by two further facts. First, a number of exotic
candidates lie remarkably close to two-meson thresholds. The most impressive example is provided by the original exotic
candidate, X(3872), whose mass obeys mX(3872) − mD∗0 − mD0 = +0.01 ± 0.18 MeV. This value suggests a state at
least 10 times more weakly bound than a deuteron, which itself is already considered a weakly bound hadronic molecule.
Second, the absence of evidence for near-degenerate quartets of exotic candidates containing uu¯, ud¯, du¯, and dd¯ forming
I = 0 and I = 1 isospin multiplets, despite a dedicated search [40] in this energy region, suggests a preference for binding
in certain isospin channels. Such a result is natural when one supposes that the necessary molecular binding is the result
of meson exchanges, and recalls that the lightest mesons pi have I = 1. Indeed, a significant part of the binding of
the I = 0 deuteron is accomplished through pi exchange. Moreover, no prominent resonant structure seems to occur
at the D0D¯0 threshold [41], which is consistent with a molecular picture in which the binding is accomplished through
the exchange of JP = 0− mesons like pi, since the invariance of strong interactions under rotations plus parity forbids a
three-pseudoscalar coupling such as D0D¯0pi.
Not every exotic candidate lies just below a suitable threshold, however. For example, the Zc(3900)
+ lies about
20 MeV above the nearest (DD¯∗) threshold and dominantly decays through this mode. In this case, one faces the
awkward problem of attempting to form a bound state out of components into which it can freely decay. It is also worth
remembering that the deuteron, unlike all charm molecules, faces no such stability issues.
In addition, the production rate of X(3872) at high-energy collider experiments in the primary interaction region
(“prompt” production) is observed to be comparable to that of ordinary charmonium states [27, 28]. If X(3872) is a
purely molecular D0D¯∗0+D¯0D∗0 state (subsequently we write just the first term, the charge conjugate being understood),
then presumably the two mesons form in the collision first, and they must furthermore possess a sufficiently small relative
momentum—a rare occurrence in a high-energy collision—to allow their subsequent coalescence into a molecule. The
large measured prompt production rate of X(3872) argues against this state having a purely molecular nature [42, 43].
1.5.2. Hadrocharmonium Picture
In the hadrocharmonium (or more generally, hadroquarkonium) picture for multiquark exotics, the heavy-quark pair
QQ¯ forms a compact core about which the light qq¯ or qqq forms a quantum-mechanical cloud [18, 44]. The QQ¯ in the
simplest variant of the picture forms a color singlet, in which case the light-quark cloud does as well, and their mutual
binding again occurs through weak color van der Waals forces, like in molecular models. Alternately, both the core
and the cloud can occur in the color-adjoint representation, thereby creating a much stronger mutual binding, but this
configuration lies outside the original hadrocharmonium proposal.
The hadrocharmonium picture was originally motivated by the strong preference of several exotics to decay to conven-
tional charmonium [e.g., J/ψ, ψ(2S), and χ] rather than to heavy open-flavor hadrons (D, D∗), which can naturally be
viewed as the dissociation of the charmonium core from the light cloud. If the dynamics is such that the heavy degrees of
freedom largely decouple from the light ones, as expected from heavy-quark spin symmetry [45], then the spin and wave
function of the QQ¯ within the exotic should leave an imprint on the final-state quarkonium. For example, the preference
of Zc(4430) to decay to ψ(2S) rather than the 1S state J/ψ [46] may indicate a radially excited cc¯ core in Zc(4430).
Decays of a particular exotic state into final states with more than one cc¯ spin [e.g., both J/ψ (scc¯ = 1) and hc (scc¯ = 0)]
need not violate heavy-quark spin symmetry, as long as the exotic contains an admixture of the two spin states [47].
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On the other hand, hadroquarkonium also has conceptual drawbacks. If the forces holding the state together are
sufficiently weak, it is unclear why the system would persist long enough to be identified as a distinct state. If the
forces are sufficiently strong, it is unclear why the quarkonium and light components would remain largely decoupled,
rather than immediately rearranging into two heavy open-flavor hadrons. Indeed, the exotics that decay prominently into
open-flavor pairs, such as X(3872) into D0D¯∗0, do not appear to admit a satisfactory hadrocharmonium interpretation.
1.5.3. Diquark Picture
The binding of color-singlet hadrons through the triplet (3)-antitriplet (3¯) qq¯ combination is so familiar from the
ubiquity of mesons that it is easy to forget certain other color combinations are also attractive. Of course, the baryon
qqq combination also forms color-singlet hadrons, and since each of the quarks transforms as a 3, each complementary
quark pair must form a color-conjugate 3¯. The diquark combination 3⊗ 3→ 3¯ must therefore be attractive in order for
the baryon to be bound. Indeed, it is straightforward to compute the color dependence of the short-distance coupling of
particles in SU(3)c representations R1 and R2, whose color generators appearing at the interaction vertices are T
a
1 and
T a2 , respectively, to the product representation R. The trick is precisely the one used to compute spin-spin couplings for
SU(2): s1· s2 = 12 [(s1+ s2)2 − s21 − s22]. For an arbitrary group, the squares define the quadratic Casimirs C2(R) ≡ T aRT aR,
C(R,R1, R2) ≡ C2(R)− C2(R1)− C2(R2) . (3)
From Eq. (3), one may compute the relative size of short-distance color couplings for all qq or qq¯ systems:
C(R,R1, R2) = 1
3
(−8,−4,+2,+1) for R = (1, 3¯,6,8) , (4)
respectively. Unsurprisingly, the most attractive coupling is that of the color-singlet qq¯ combination. However, the diquark
3¯ coupling is also quite large, being half as strong at short distance, while the two repulsive couplings are rather weaker.
Diquarks therefore provide a promising potential source of substructure in hadronic physics, and have long been
studied as such [48], particularly in the baryon sector. In the tetraquark sector, the structure is that of a bound state
of a diquark and antidiquark, although such systems are often confusingly dubbed “tetraquark models” in the literature.
Originally suggested for the light-quark scalar mesons a0(980) and f0(980) [49], the diquark picture was applied to the
charmoniumlike exotics in Ref. [50] by means of a constituent-quark Hamiltonian including spin couplings between the
quarks. Due to the equal importance of each colored quark in determining the structure of the full state (as opposed to
molecular models, in which the qq¯ pairs are first combined into color singlets), diquark models predict a rich spectrum
of states. Indeed, when the pattern of observed exotics became more apparent in the past few years, the original model
of [50] was found to predict too many states, and was modified through the Ansatz that the only significant spin couplings
are the ones within each diquark [51]. In such models, the Y exotics are understood as L = 1 orbital excitations of lower
states such as X(3872) (which is supported by possible observation of the decay Y (4260) → γX(3872) [52]), while the
lighter Z states [Zc(3900), Zc(4020)] are related to the X(3872) through different diquark spins and relative orientations,
and Zc(4430) is a radial excitation of the Zc(3900). The Pc states can be considered analogously [53]. Even with these
successes, the diquark model of [51] still predicts many more states than have yet been observed.
Additionally, a Hamiltonian treatment suggests an (approximately) common rest frame for all the components, since
it implies a single, shared time coordinate. If the diquark-antidiquark (cq)(c¯q¯) pair form a relatively static molecule, then
the question of stability again arises: Why should the system not simply reorganize itself into the more tightly bound
open-flavor heavy-meson molecule (cq¯)(c¯q)? The dynamical diquark picture [54] addresses this question by proposing that
the diquark-antidiquark pair are created with a large relative momentum and, if below the threshold for creating extra
qq¯ pairs, can only hadronize through the long-distance tails of meson wave functions stretching between the quarks and
antiquarks, providing an explanation of exotics’ relatively small widths. The large diquark pair separation also gives a
natural explanation for the spin Ansatz of Ref. [51]. The pentaquarks Pc can be constructed by an extension of the
dynamical diquark attraction [55] to the color-triplet attraction of triquarks, c¯3¯(qq)3¯ → [c¯(qq)]3, thus describing the Pc as
diquark-triquark states. However, the dynamical diquark picture has not yet been developed as a fully predictive model.
1.5.4. Hybrids
The previous sections have focused on quark dynamics for conventional and novel hadrons. As noted, an alternative
way to construct novel hadrons is by admitting explicit gluonic degrees of freedom, in addition to quarks, in the state.
These states are called hybrids [56], while states that are dominated by gluonic degrees of freedom are called glueballs.
The history of the development the quark model and QCD illustrates that discovering explicit nonperturbative glue
can be difficult. As stated above, all the well-established mesons have JPC equal to 0−+, 0++, 1++, etc., which can be
created with qq¯ pairs in a given orbital momentum state. The qq¯ picture is supported further by the absence of mesons
with isospin or strangeness greater than unity. Thus it appears that quarks are spin-12 entities, while the spectrum
ordering suggests that energy eigenvalues increase with orbital angular momentum. In this way, the simple quark model
of mesons (and baryons) was partly motivated by the absence of “exotic” hadrons such as multiquark or gluonic states.
It is therefore perhaps no surprise that QCD exotics have been difficult to observe.
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?Figure 3: The relationship of scattering and self-energy amplitudes.
The simplest explanation for this absence is that gluonic degrees of freedom are somewhat “stiff” and therefore difficult
to excite. Of course, with the increasing energy, luminosity, and capabilities of modern accelerators and detectors, one
might hope that this impediment can be overcome.
Historically, the nonperturbative gluonic degrees of freedom have been analyzed in the context of two broad ideas: They
are some sort of string or flux tube, or they manifest as an effective constituent confined by a bag or potential [57, 58].
Alternatively, nonperturbative glue can be thought of as either collective, nonlocal degrees of freedom, or as a local
quasiparticle degree of freedom. More recently, lattice gauge theory computations have provided compelling evidence
that nonperturbative gluons are effectively chromomagnetic quasiparticles of quantum numbers JPC = 1+− [59] with an
excitation energy of approximately 1 GeV. Thus, the lightest charmonium hybrid multiplet is expected near 4180 MeV,
with quantum numbers JPC = (0, 1, 2)−+ and 1−−. In addition, effective field theories have been developed for hybrids
that place on a rigorous footing some of the lore of the field [60].
Hybrid mesons are every bit as “hadronic” as conventional mesons, and thus convincingly identifying them will rely
on developing a robust and reliable model of their spectrum and production and decay characteristics. This effort profits
greatly from recent algorithmic and computational advances in lattice gauge field theory. These developments, coupled
with the nascent GlueX experiment and the forthcoming P¯ANDA experiment, provide much hope for dramatic progress
in the subfield.
1.5.5. Kinematical Effects
As stated above, many of the XYZ states lie near threshold and are therefore naturally associated with weakly bound
molecular interpretations. Intriguingly, several of the new states lie just above threshold: Zc(3900) [DD¯
∗], Zc(4020)
[D∗D¯∗], Zb(10610) [BB¯∗], and Zb(10650) [B∗B¯∗]. This fact strongly suggests that these experimental enhancements may
be due to threshold rescattering rather than quark-level dynamics.
That something nontrivial can happen at a threshold can be seen with the following two-channel nonrelativistic
example. Consider a→ a and a→ b scattering (the letters refer to channels) described by the S matrix:
S =
( √
1− ρ2 e2iδa iρ ei(δa+δb)
iρ ei(δa+δb)
√
1− ρ2 e2iδb
)
. (5)
Near an s-wave threshold at E = E0, ρ
2 ≈ 2ck, where c is a constant, and
k2 = 2µb(E − E0). (6)
Under these conditions,
σ(a→ a) ≈ 4pi
2µaE
∣∣∣∣ (1− ck) e2iδa − 12i
∣∣∣∣2 ≈ 4pi2µaE (1− ck) sin2 δa. (7)
As E0 is approached from above, σ(E) is well behaved, but dσ/dE → −∞, indicating a slope discontinuity. Continuing
σ(E) below E0 shows that this discontinuity can appear as a cusp. This effect was first pointed out by Wigner in 1948 [61]
and was studied further by Baz’ and Okun [62] and Nauenberg and Pais [63] in the late 1950s.
Two-particle scattering can be mapped to a two-point function by cutting a propagator (Fig. 3). Thus, the opening-
channel singularity is related to the self-energy threshold singularity. Because of these connections, terms such as “thresh-
old effect”, “rescattering effect”, and “cusp effect” all refer to similar dynamics, and tend to be used interchangeably.
We illustrate the two-point function behavior with a simple nonrelativistic expression for the self-energy of a scalar
particle coupled to an intermediate state AB, dropping overall coefficients:
Π(s) =
∫
d3q
(2pi)3
exp (−2q2/β2)√
s−mA −mB − q2/(2µAB) + i
. (8)
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Figure 4: Self-energy Π(z) vs. z. |Π| for z < 0 is given by the dotted line.
A phenomenological exponential “form factor” with scale β has been included in the expression to account for the spatial
extent of the hadrons in the process. The integral can be evaluated in closed form and is given by
Π(s) = − µABβ
(2pi)3/2
[
1−√piz exp(z)erfc(√z)] , (9)
with
z =
4µAB
β2
(mA +mB −
√
s). (10)
The behavior of the self-energy [in units of the prefactor of Eq. (9)] is shown in Fig. 4. The imaginary part of the amplitude
is zero for positive z (i.e., below threshold) and turns on rapidly once the intermediate-state threshold is crossed. The
real part of the amplitude also exhibits singular behavior near threshold [as required by the complex analyticity of Π(s)],
and it is no surprise that the rate can display large enhancements just above threshold. Furthermore, the “cusp” produces
phase motion that is similar to that of a Breit-Wigner amplitude (but differs in that the motion follows the real axis until
threshold is reached).
To¨rnqvist [64] and Bugg [65, 66] have stressed the importance of this simple phenomenon for interpreting hadronic
reactions for many years, highlighting, among other effects, the mechanism by which resonances are “attracted” to
threshold cusps.
1.6. Theoretical Techniques
1.6.1. Quark Potential Models
Attempts to understand hadrons with potential models date from shortly after quarks were introduced by Gell-
Mann [1] and Zweig [2, 3], and were based on a simple-minded extension of the quantum-number coupling techniques of
nuclear physics. Early problems with the apparent lack of free quarks and fermionic quark statistics were obviated by
the introduction of QCD (or, more accurately, were replaced with the color-confinement problem), which in turn led to a
renaissance of the field [67, 68]. In the modern treatment, the application of simple quantum-mechanical models to the
structure of hadrons is underpinned by potential nonrelativistic QCD (pNRQCD), which builds a systematic description
of low-lying heavy hadrons by integrating out (a` la Wilson) a series of large energy scales in QCD [69].
Typical quark potential models of heavy quarkonia assume a central confinement potential, often taken to be linear, a
Coulombic interaction [or both, as in the Cornell potential of Eq. (2)], and supplemental QCD-motivated spin-dependent
interactions. The agreement with the established charmonium and bottomonium spectra can be startling, and it is in fact
difficult to understand why it continues to work for states above the open-flavor threshold. For example, a four-parameter
nonrelativistic model [26] obtains the masses of the 12 charmonium masses known at the time with an average error of
0.26%.
The application of quark potential models to highly excited heavy hadrons and light hadrons is a model of QCD, in
the sense that it is not justified by an expansion in an identifiable small parameter. Nevertheless, in the same way that
Landau’s quasiparticles emerge from strongly interacting fermionic systems, the hope is that many phenomena can be
subsumed into model parameters. We remark that the potential concept is often stated to be inapplicable in the light-
quark regime. However, the QCD Hamiltonian can be defined in Coulomb gauge, which induces an explicit instantaneous
interaction. The presence of light quarks can greatly modify this interaction, but does not eliminate it.
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Important conceptual problems nevertheless do occur once light quarks are included. For example, light quarks permit
transitions between Fock sectors, and these transitions are expected to play a large role in hadronic properties high in
the spectrum. Gluonic degrees of freedom must also have an impact once excitations of the order of the effective gluon
mass are reached (around 1 GeV). Finally, chiral symmetry breaking is the dominant dynamical feature of QCD in the
very low-energy regime, but is impossible to incorporate into simple nonrelativistic potential models.
We remark that all of these problems can be overcome with generalizations of the potential model approach: coupled-
channel models can be used to model transitions, gluonic degrees of freedom can be explicitly included, relativistic
kinematics and dynamics can be assumed, and chiral symmetry breaking can be incorporated with simple many-body
physics techniques.
1.6.2. Meson Exchange Models
The idea that meson exchange is relevant to nuclear structure dates to a seminal paper by Yukawa in 1935 [70]. In
just over a decade, Yukawa’s suggestion was confirmed with the discovery of the pion. By modern standards, this saga
is something of a fluke: Baryons are made of quarks, and quarks strongly interact via gluon exchange. Had Yukawa
known this, he would have arrived at an infinite-ranged NN interaction—which he knew could not be right, because real
nuclei have a finite size. Alternatively, had he known of color charge and confinement as well, he would have arrived at
an interaction range that is too small. In fact, obtaining the correct interaction requires spontaneous chiral symmetry
breaking and the correct amount of explicit chiral symmetry breaking in order to achieve a pion of the “correct” physical
mass. This circumstance conspires to make the pion unnaturally light, and therefore ubiquitous in hadronic interactions.
Yukawa’s idea has been taken to its limit by the Nijmegen [71], Bonn [72], and Argonne [73] groups, who have built
extensive models of nucleon-nucleon interactions based upon the exchange of many mesons. Of course QCD is a theory of
quarks and gluons, and presumably the short-range nucleon-nucleon interaction is dominated by these degrees of freedom.
Since mesons couple to quarks, it is also natural to consider meson-exchange contributions to the interquark interaction,
and a phenomenology of the baryon spectrum has been based on this idea [74]. We add, however, that this idea has been
heavily criticized as inapplicable to mesons and incompatible with baryon phenomenology [75].
Since pion exchange provides an essential source of binding for the deuteron, it might be relevant to other hadronic
interactions. The first to treat this idea seriously was To¨rnqvist, who found many possible bound-states of combinations
of D, D∗, B, or B∗ mesons [76]. The idea has found many applications to novel hadrons, especially those that couple to
heavy-meson pairs in an s wave and have masses just below the decay-channel threshold.
In spite of the enthusiasm for meson-exchange dynamics, several conceptual difficulties bedevil the field. The standard
approach is to consider the nonrelativistic limit of pion (or other meson) exchange for the process AB → AB. For pion
exchange, the resulting scattering amplitude is of the form
M∝ (σA · q) (σB · q)
q2 + µ2
τA · τB ,
where µ2 = m2pi − (mA − mB)2. Here q is the momentum exchange in the process, and σ and τ refer to spin and
isospin. Fourier transforming this expression yields a central potential with a delta function and a tensor function that
is not an admissable quantum-mechanical interaction because of its singular nature. These problems are addressed by
introducing a regulator that modifies the interaction at short distance. This modification can be drastic: It is typically of
the opposite sign to the central Yukawa potential and very strong at the origin. In the case of the deuteron, the regulator
“core” is useful because it matches expectations for the repulsive NN core interaction. However, in general the regulator
dependence is arbitrary and cannot be expected to match to reality. This problem is especially visible when repulsive
Yukawa interactions are considered, since these correspond to an (unphysical) attractive core.
An additional problem arises when the masses of hadrons A and B are not equal. If the difference is large enough, µ
and the interaction become imaginary. Such a result may be a reasonable analytic continuation for the amplitude, but it
implies that the system should be considered as a three-body problem (A-B-pi) to capture the essential dynamics.
1.6.3. Heavy Quark Symmetry
Were quarks degenerate in mass and electric charge, they would give rise to hadron multiplets degenerate in masses
and couplings. This effect is well illustrated by the phenomenon of isospin symmetry, since the few-MeV difference
between mu and md and the QED-induced energies are small compared to the strong-interaction energy scale ΛQCD. In
the opposite limit Q ≡ ΛQCD/mQ → 0, different heavy quark flavors Q become interchangeable static sources of color
charge. Moreover, since the spin-dependent interactions of these quarks are suppressed by powers of Q, one finds a
near degeneracy between different spin states of heavy quarks (as seen, e.g., from the relative smallness of the difference
mD∗ −mD compared to its average, since the D and D∗ differ only by the flip of the c-quark spin). Taken together, this
heavy-quark spin-flavor symmetry [77, 78] gives rise to the powerful heavy-quark effective theory [79, 80], which has Q as
its expansion parameter; for a review, see [45].
Heavy-quark spin symmetry (HQSS) also plays an important role in the spectra and decays of the multiquark exotics,
generally producing nearly degenerate multiplets of different spin, analogous to the D-D∗ pair. Each theoretical picture
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produces a distinctive set of constraints on the spectrum, once HQSS is imposed [81]. For example, the spin of the
heavy cc¯ pair in hadrocharmonium should be a conserved quantum number, so that if the Y (4260) is a JPC = 1−−
hadrocharmonium state, it should have a slightly lighter 0−+ partner, while molecular models based upon single-pion
exchange should have multiplets in which a given spin state has either isospin 0 or 1 (but not both), and static diquark
models should produce multiplets with dozens of states.
From the perspective of heavy-quark physics, the chief difference between the cc¯ and bb¯ spectra lies in the fact that
c ' 3b, leading to the open-flavor threshold (Qq¯)(Q¯q) falling in a different location with respect to the conventional
quarkonium states, depending upon the quark flavor. For example, the DD¯ threshold occurs only slightly above the ψ(2S),
while the BB¯ threshold occurs slightly below the Υ(4S), a fact used to great effect at the B factory experiments BaBar
and Belle. The location of exotics with respect to open-flavor thresholds are similarly expected to be flavor dependent.
1.6.4. Chiral Unitary Models
Effective Lagrangians can also be formulated in terms of certain hadronic degrees of freedom by exploiting the chiral
symmetry of the QCD Lagrangian under transformations q → exp(iθγ5)q for massless quarks q, which is broken spon-
taneously by quantum effects and leads, by means of Goldstone’s theorem, to the appearance of a multiplet of massless
JP = 0− mesons. In the real world, the masses mu, md (and to a lesser extent, ms) are small but nonzero, leading to
the lightness of pions (and to a lesser extent, K and η). An expansion in inverse powers of the scale Λχ ' 1 GeV of
chiral symmetry breaking, or more accurately, in powers of the typical momenta p of physical hadronic processes in the
combination χ ≡ p/Λχ, leads to the rather successful chiral perturbation theory (χPT) [82].
However, χPT is only valid for p  Λχ. As p approaches Λχ, the number of terms in the effective Lagrangian
contributing significantly to the process increases rapidly (just like the number of terms of a Taylor series needed for the
accurate representation of a function near its radius of convergence), degrading the predictive power of χPT. The key
physical ingredient one can use to extend the range of usefulness of such calculations is the unitarity of the scattering
matrix [83].
One such unitarization approach, called the Inverse Amplitude Method (IAM), uses χPT to fix constants that appear
in a dispersion relation for the physical amplitude (which, by construction, acts as a Pade´ resummation of the perturbative
series and satisfies unitarity). The amplitude, when re-expanded, not only reproduces the low-energy input of χPT, but
can generate nonperturbative resonant poles as well. The IAM was first described for elastic scattering in [84] and for
coupled-channel systems in [85].
The other common approach [86] uses the N/D method [87] and allows one to incorporate explicitly the existence of
known resonant poles. Here, the numerator N and denominator D functions for a partial-wave amplitude are separately
defined so as to isolate the contributions of branch cuts in various regions of the complex momentum plane corresponding
to scattering processes and their crossed channels. Such an approach is advantageous in that it allows one to probe whether
a given resonance has an existence independent of its couplings to other hadrons, or only appears as the dynamical effect
of the rescattering of lighter hadrons. This distinction is especially interesting for multiquark exotics, where even the
most basic questions of their structure remain unanswered.
1.6.5. QCD Sum Rules
The operator product expansion (OPE) of a two-point correlation Green’s function at some momentum transfer q2,
Π(q2) ≡ i
∫
d4x eiqx
〈
0
∣∣TJ(x)J†(0)∣∣ 0〉 , (11)
for a quark current J of some chosen quantum numbers, forms the starting point of the QCD sum rule method [88].
One writes Π(q) in two ways: as a sum of Wilson coefficients Cn(q
2) times vacuum expectation values of local operators
Oˆn that are expressed in terms of the fundamental quark and gluon degrees of freedom (the operator product side), and
as a dispersion integral over the imaginary part of Π(q), which (reminiscent of the optical theorem) can in turn can be
written in terms of the hadronic spectral density function ρ(s), a function of measurable masses M , decay constants f ,
and continuum-state form-factor contributions for all hadronic states that can couple to J :
Π(q) =
∑
n
Cn
〈
Oˆn
〉
=
∫
ds
ρ(s)
s− q2 + i , (12)
where
ρ(s) =
∑
n
δ(s−M2n)
〈
0
∣∣J ∣∣n〉 〈n ∣∣J†∣∣ 0〉+ ρcont = ∑
n
f2nδ(s−M2n) + ρcont . (13)
Choosing a value s = s0 above which continuum and higher resonance (n > 0) contributions are expected to dom-
inate, and performing an integral transform on both sides of the equation that gives extra weight to the lower-energy
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contributions where the lightest resonance occurs (a Borel transformation with mass parameter M2), one obtains a result
for the lowest resonance mass M0:
M20 =
∫ s0
0
ds e−s/M
2
s ρOPE(s)∫ s0
0
ds e−s/M2ρOPE(s)
. (14)
The quantity ρOPE(s) here is the spectral function computed from the OPE.
A good deal of artistry is needed to achieve successful application of QCD sum rules. For example, one can obtain
numerically stable results only by a careful choice of the current J , the operators Oˆn to include, and the values of s0 and
M . Early applications of QCD sum rules to the charmoniumlike exotics are reviewed in [89], and more recent ones in [13].
1.6.6. Lattice QCD
In 1974 Ken Wilson examined the strong-coupling behavior of QCD by discretizing the theory on a spacetime grid
(called a lattice in the community) [90]. It was soon realized that this approach provides a representation of QCD (really, a
regularization) suitable for carrying out Monte Carlo simulations [91, 92], thereby spawning the discipline of lattice gauge
field theory. The intervening four decades have seen tremendous advances in computational abilities, with commensurate
improvements in the quality of lattice calculations. At the same time, software and algorithms have progressed from an
era where a single investigator could write a complete simulation in a few days, to one in which suites of sophisticated
code are maintained by large collaborations.
Lattice gauge field theory computations are typically set up with scalar and spinor fields on lattice sites, and gauge
fields appear on links, which connect two spatially separated sites, x and x+µ. Link variables map to the gauge field Aµ(x)
in the continuum limit, and provide a convenient way to maintain QCD gauge invariance. Monte Carlo computations of
observables then amount to executing Markov-chain processes that iteratively equilibrate to the normalized exponentiated
Euclidean action SE ,
exp(−SE)∫
Dφ exp(−SE [φ]) .
It is necessary that this factor defines a real probability density, and thus Grassmann-valued fields (spinors corresponding
to dynamical fermions) must be integrated out explicitly. This integration gives rise to a determinant that must be
included in the Markov process, which unfortunately introduces substantial numerical noise in the computation. Because
of this limitation, early calculations either were performed in the pure gauge theory, or simply ignored the determinant (the
quenched approximation). This impediment has been overcome in the last few years, and all modern lattice computations
are now performed with dynamical quarks of varying types.
Measuring correlation functions permits the extraction of particle masses, via expressions like
〈Tφ(x)φ(0)〉 =
∫
Dφφ(x)φ(0) exp(−SE)∫
Dφ exp(−SE) =
∑
n
|〈n|φ(0)|0〉|2 exp[−(En − E0)x]. (15)
Similarly, measuring three-point or higher correlation functions permits the extraction of hadronic couplings. The matrix
elements in Eq. (15) also provide information on the structure of states, although the values obtained in a simulation
must be interpreted with care, since they depend upon the regularization scale.
The accomplishments of the field are impressive; among them are the establishment of color confinement, a precision
computation of the pure-glue spectrum, the computation of the proton mass—along with the masses of other low-lying
mesons and baryons in each flavor sector—and a convincing demonstration of the independent existence of hybrid mesons.
Recently, the resonance structure of hadrons has started to be explored, the extraction of scattering parameters for simple
processes has been achieved, and beyond-Standard Model physics is being explored.
We remark that hadronic properties that feature “unnatural” scales (i.e., scales much smaller than the scale ΛQCD ∼
200 MeV), such as in nuclear physics (e.g., the deuteron binding energy 2.2 MeV), or the properties of weakly bound
exotic states, remain stubbornly out of reach.
1.6.7. Born-Oppenheimer Approximation
The presence of heavy quarks in many of the exotic hadrons suggests that the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is a
useful tool in the study of these systems. This approach was introduced by Born and Oppenheimer in 1927 [93] in an effort
to understand atomic binding in molecules. The method relies on the large ratio of electron to nuclear masses to separate
their temporal scales. Thus, electron motion can be considered in the potential created by static nuclear Coulombic
sources. The energy of these systems can then be traced as a function of the positions of the nuclei, thereby generating
Born-Oppenheimer potentials. Finally, masses can be obtained by studying nuclear dynamics in the Born-Oppenheimer
potentials.
The first lattice gauge theory computation of the Born-Oppenheimer potentials for meson was made in 1983 by
Griffiths et al. [94]. In the static limit, the quark and antiquark serve as a color source and sink, and the gluonic field
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Figure 5: Lattice adiabatic hybrid potentials. The curves are labeled with diatomic quantum numbers ΛYη , where Λ is the projection of the
gluonic angular momentum on the quark-antiquark axis, Y represents parity under reflection through a plane containing this axis, and η is
the product of gluonic parity (through the midpoint of the quark-antiquark pair) and charge conjugation. The quantity r0 is approximately
0.5 fm. Figure courtesy of C. Morningstar.
arranges itself into configurations described by the quantum numbers of diatomic molecules. These potentials were traced
in great detail in the quenched approximation by Juge et al. [95], and are displayed in Fig. 5.
Once nontrivial quark dynamics are permitted, the resulting mesons are interpreted as hybrids with their gluonic
degrees of freedom in the appropriate representation. These energies were compared to the corresponding meson masses
in a full lattice calculation by Juge et al., with agreement at the 10% level. It is thus likely that the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation is a useful guide to properties of (spin-averaged) heavy-quark hadrons. Subsequent work has extended the
method to heavy baryons [96, 97, 98], heavy four-quark systems [99, 100, 101], and pentaquark systems [102, 103]. The
use of Born-Oppenheimer techniques for the XYZ mesons is discussed in Ref. [104].
2. Experimental Foundations
2.1. Historical Sketch and Overview
A new era in the study of QCD exotica began in 2003 with the accidental discovery of the X(3872). While studying
the process B → Kψ(2S) with ψ(2S)→ pi+pi−J/ψ, the Belle Collaboration noticed a narrow peak in the invariant mass
spectrum of the pi+pi−J/ψ system higher than the ψ(2S) mass (Fig. 6a) [4]. The peak was surprisingly narrow and did
not correspond to any of the expected charmonium states from potential models. We remark that, in a not atypical
happenstance, the X had previously been sighted by the E705 Collaboration at Fermilab; however, the significance of the
novel peak was not appreciated at the time [105].
Immediate efforts to clarify the nature of the X(3872) focused on searching for other decay modes and other production
mechanisms. However, these searches only led to new experimental discoveries. It is this pattern of one unexpected result
after another, with the emergence of desperately few connections, that has characterized the last 14 years of experimental
studies in this field. A brief historical sketch of a few of the discoveries between 2003 and 2007 illustrates this rapidly
expanding collection of QCD exotica.
(1) In the initial discovery of the X(3872) with X(3872)→ pi+pi−J/ψ, it was noticed that the pi+pi− system appears
to originate from a ρ. If so, either the X(3872) is an isovector (which cannot be the case for ordinary charmonium), or
the X(3872) → ρJ/ψ decay violates isospin. Assuming it is the latter, a natural place to search for the X(3872) is in
B → K(ωJ/ψ), since the X(3872)→ ωJ/ψ decay would conserve isospin. This search was quickly performed in 2005 by
the Belle Collaboration, but instead of finding the X(3872), a broader peak was found at a higher mass (Fig. 6b) [106].
This peak became known as the Y (3940).
(2) Since the quantum numbers of the X(3872) were still unknown after its discovery, it became important to search
for it using several different production mechanisms. If the X(3872) had JPC = 1−−, it should be produced in e+e−
annihilation. The BaBar Collaboration searched for e+e− → X(3872) → pi+pi−J/ψ using Initial State Radiation (ISR),
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where the initial e+e− beams had center-of-mass energy around 10 GeV, but radiated photons before colliding, thus
allowing the search to cover a wide range of collision energies. Rather than finding evidence for the X(3872) [107], a
different peak was discovered in 2005, referred to as the Y (4260) (Fig. 6c) [29].
(3) After the discovery of the Y (4260) in e+e− → Y (4260)→ pi+pi−J/ψ, it was natural to search for the Y (4260) in
other decay modes. Since the Y (4260) decayed to pi+pi−J/ψ, it is expected also to decay to pi+pi−ψ(2S). However, a
2007 search for the Y (4260) in e+e− → pi+pi−ψ(2S) by the BaBar Collaboration, using the same ISR technique used in
the discovery of the Y (4260), did not find the Y (4260), but instead found a peak at an even higher mass (Fig. 6d) [108].
This peak became known as the Y (4360).
Thus, by 2007, the collection of QCD exotica had already grown to a half-dozen or so. Attempts to understand
the existing peaks had only led to further peaks and puzzles. This pattern of discovery, attempts to clarify, and then
new discovery, has largely continued to the present. The timeline in Fig. 7 shows a steady stream of new discoveries.
While a few patterns have emerged, such as between the Zc states (in the charmonium region) and the Zb states (in the
bottomonium region) both being observed in e+e− → piZc,b, there are still many states that appear in only one production
mechanism. For example, it is still not clear why the Zc states observed in e
+e− → piZc [such as Zc(3900)] and the Zc
states observed in B → KZc [such as Zc(4430)] are apparently mutually exclusive.
Because there have been so few connections made between different production mechanisms, this section is organized
by production mechanism. Table 1 sorts the XYZ states according to production mechanism and serves as a loose outline
for the following discussions. For reference, Table 2 also lists the XYZ states organized (roughly) by mass. A glossary of
all observed exotic states (Appendix A) also serves as a reference.
As a final note, all of the results covered in the following are experimentally robust, unless otherwise stated.
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signal. To determine an upper limit on the total width, we
repeated the fits using a resolution-broadened Breit-
Wigner (BW) function to represent the signal. This fit
gives a BW width parameter that is consistent with zero:
! ! 1:4" 0:7 MeV. From this we infer a 90% confidence
level (C.L.) upper limit of !< 2:3 MeV.
The open histogram in Fig. 3(a) shows the !#!$
invariant mass distribution for events in a "5 MeV win-
dow around the X%3872& peak; the shaded histogram
shows the corresponding distribution for events in the
nonsignal "E-Mbc region, normalized to the signal
area. The !#!$ invariant masses tend to cluster near
the kinematic boundary, which is around the " mass; the
entries below the " are consistent with background. For
comparison, we show the !#!$ mass distribution for the
 0 events in Fig. 3(b), where the horizontal scale is shifted
and expanded to account for the different kinematically
allowed region. This distribution also peaks near the
upper kinematic limit, which in this case is near 590 MeV.
We determine a ratio of product branching fractions
for B# ! K#X%3872&, X%3872&! !#!$J= and B# !
K# 0,  0 ! !#!$J= to be
B!B# ! K#X%3872&"'B!X%3872&! !#!$J= "
B%B# ! K# 0& 'B% 0 ! !#!$J= & ! 0:063" 0:012%stat& " 0:007%syst&:
Here the systematic error is mainly due to the uncertain-
ties in the efficiency for the X%3872&! !#!$J= chan-
nel, which is estimated with MC simulations that use
different models for the decay [13].
The decay of the 3Dc2 charmonium state to #$c1 is an
allowed E1 transition with a partial width that is ex-
pected to be substantially larger than that for the
!#!$J= final state; e.g., the authors of Ref. [4] pre-
dict !%3Dc2 ! #$c1& > 5' !%3Dc2 ! !#!$J= &. We
searched for an X%3872& signal in the #$c1 decay chan-
nel, concentrating on the $c1 ! #J= final state.
We select events with the same J= ! ‘#‘$ and
charged kaon requirements plus two photons, each with
energy more than 40 MeV. We reject photons that form a
!0 when combined with any other photon in the event. We
require one of the #J= combinations to satisfy
398 MeV< %M#‘#‘$ $M‘#‘$&< 423 MeV (correspond-
ing to $15 MeV< %M#J= $M$c1&< 10 MeV). In the
following we use M#$c1 ( M##‘#‘$ $M#‘#‘$ #MPDG$c1 ,
where MPDG$c1 is the PDG $c1 mass value [9].
The B! K#$c1, $c1 ! #J= decay processes have a
large combinatoric background from B! K$c1 decays
plus an uncorrelated # from the accompanying B meson.
This background produces a peaking at positive "E val-
ues that is well separated from zero and is removed by the
"E< 30 MeV requirement. Because of the complicated
"E background shape and its correlation with Mbc, we do
not include "E in the likelihood fit. Instead, we perform
an unbinned fit to the M#$c1 and Mbc distributions with
the same signal and background PDFs for Mbc and M#$c1
that are used for the !#!$J= fits. We fix the Gaussian
widths at their MC values, and the  0 and X%3872& masses
at the values found from the fits to the !#!$J= chan-
nels. The signal yields and background parameters are
allowed to float.
The signal-band projections of Mbc and M#$c1 for the
 0 region are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively,
together with curves that show the results of the fit. The
fitted signal yield is 34:1" 6:9" 4:1 events, where the
first error is statistical and the second is a systematic error
determined by varying the Mbc and M#$c1 resolutions
over their allowed range of values. The number of ob-
served events is consistent with the expected yield of
26" 4 events based on the known B! K 0 and  0 !
#$c1 branching fractions [9] and the MC-determined
acceptance.
The results of the application of the same procedure
to the X%3872& mass region are shown in Figs. 4(c) and
4(d). Here, no signal is evident; the fitted signal yield is
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be equal. The curves in Fig. 3 indicate the results of the
Mbc fits.
The fitted B-meson signal yields are plotted vs
M!!J= " in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). An enhancement is evi-
dent around M!!J= " # 3940 MeV. The curve in
Fig. 4(a) is the result of a fit with a threshold function of
the form f!M" # A0q$!M", where q$!M" is the momentum
of the daughter particles in the !J= rest frame. This
functional form accurately reproduces the threshold behav-
ior of Monte Carlo simulated B! K!J= events that are
generated uniformly over phase space. The fit quality to the
observed data points is poor (!2=d:o:f: # 115=11), indi-
cating a significant deviation from phase space; the integral
of f!M" over the first three bins is 16.8 events, where the
data total is 55.6 events.
In Fig. 4(b) we show the results of a fit where we include
an S-wave Breit-Wigner (BW) function [15] to represent
the e hancement. The fit, which has !2=d:o:f: # 15:6=8
(C:L: # 4:8%), yields a Breit-Wigner signal yield of 58%
11 events with mass M # 3943% 11 MeV and width ! #
87% 22 MeV (statistical errors only). The statistical signi-
ficance of the ign l, determined fr m
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!&2 ln!L0=Lmax"
p
,
whereLmax a dL0 are the likelihood valu s for the best fit
and for zero signal yield, respectively, is 8:1".
The K! invariant mass distribution for Mbc-"E signal
r gion events in the region of the M!!J= " enhancement
are distributed uniformly across the available phase space
and there is no evident K! mass structure that might be
producing the observed mass enhancement by a kinematic
reflection. Nevertheless, the possibility that different high-
mass K! partial waves might interfere in a way that
produces some peaking in the !J= mass distribution
cannot be ruled out.
The M!#'#&#0" distributions for different M!!J= "
mass regions exhibit !! #'#&#0 signals that track the
Mbc-"E signal yields. There are no significant !!
#'#&#0 signals in the "E or Mbc sidebands. A compari-
son of the ! signal strengths in the Mbc-"E signal region
and the Mbc and "E sidebands is used to infer that !90%
18"% of the B! K#'#&#0J= events in the M #
3943 MeV enhancement are produced via !! #'#&#0
decays.
We study potential systematic errors on the yield, mass,
and width by repeating the fits with different signal pa-
rametrizations, background shapes, and bin sizes. For ex-
ample, when we change the background function to
include terms up to third order in q$, the yield increases
to 75% 10 events, the mass changes to 3948% 9 MeV, the
width changes to ! # 100% 23 MeV, and the fit quality
improves: !2=d:o:f: # 10:0=6 (C:L: # 12:4%). However,
the resulting background shape is very different from that
of phase space. For different bin sizes, fitting ranges,
M!K!" requirements, and signal line shapes we see similar
variations.
For the systematic uncertainties we use the largest de-
viations from the nominal values for the different fits. In
the following, we assume that all of the 3# systems are due
to !! #'#&#0 decays and include the possibility of a
nonresonant contribution in the systematic error. This is the
main component of the negativ side systematic error; the
change in yield for different background shapes contributes
a positive side error of comparable size. The effects of
possible acceptance variation as a function ofM!!J= " on
the mass and width values are found to be negligibly small.
To determine a branching fraction, we use the BW fit
shown in Fig. 4(b) to establish the event yield of the
observed enhancement. Monte Carlo simulation is used
to estimate detection efficiencies of 2:4%% 0:1% and
0:42%% 0:02% for B! K'!J= and K0!J= , respec-
tively. We find a product branching fraction [here we
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be equal. The curves in Fig. 3 indicate the results of the
Mbc fits.
The fitted B-meson signal yields are plotted vs
M!!J= " in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). An enhancement is evi-
dent around M!!J= " # 3940 MeV. The curve in
Fig. 4(a) is the result of a fit with a threshold function of
the form f!M" # A0q$!M", where q$!M" is the momentum
of the daughter particles in the !J= rest frame. This
functional form accurately reproduces the threshold behav-
ior of Monte Carlo simulated B! K!J= events that are
generated uniformly over phase space. The fit quality to the
observed data points is poor (!2=d:o:f: # 115=11), indi-
cating a significant deviation from phase space; the integral
of f!M" over the first three bins is 16.8 events, where the
data total is 55.6 events.
In Fig. 4(b) we show the results of a fit where we include
an S-wave Breit-Wigner (BW) function [15] to represent
the enhancement. The fit, which has !2=d:o:f: # 15:6=8
(C:L: # 4:8%), yields a Breit-Wigner signal yield of 58%
11 events with mass M # 3943% 11 MeV and width ! #
87% 22 MeV (statistical errors only). The statistical signi-
ficance of the signal, determined from
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!&2 ln!L0=Lmax"
p
,
whereLmax andL0 are the likelihood values for the best fit
and for zero signal yield, respectively, is 8:1".
The K! invariant mass distribution for Mbc-"E signal
region events in the region of the M!!J= " enhancement
are distributed uniformly across the available phase space
and there is no evident K! mass structure that might be
producing the observed mass enhancement by a kinematic
reflection. Nevertheless, the possibility that different high-
mass K! partial waves might interfere in a way that
produces some peaking in the !J= mass distribution
cannot be ruled out.
The M!#'#&#0" distributions for different M!!J= "
mass regions exhibit !! #'#&#0 signals that track the
Mbc-"E signal yields. There are no significant !!
#'#&#0 signals in the "E or Mbc sidebands. A compari-
son of the ! signal strengths in the Mbc-"E signal region
and the Mbc and "E sidebands is used to infer that !90%
18"% of the B! K#'#&#0J= events in the M #
3943 MeV enhancement are produced via !! #'#&#0
decays.
We study potential systematic errors on the yield, mass,
and width by repeating the fits with different signal pa-
rametrizations, background shapes, and bin sizes. For ex-
ample, when we change the background function to
include terms up to third order in q$, the yield increases
to 75% 10 events, the mass changes to 3948% 9 MeV, the
width changes to ! # 100% 23 MeV, and the fit quality
improves: !2=d:o:f: # 10:0=6 (C:L: # 12:4%). However,
the resulting background shape is very different from that
of phase space. For different bin sizes, fitting ranges,
M!K!" requirements, and signal line shapes we see similar
variations.
For the systematic uncertainties we use the largest de-
viations from the nominal values for the different fits. In
the following, we assume that all of the 3# systems are due
to !! #'#&#0 decays and include the possibility of a
nonresonant contribution in the systematic error. This is the
main component of the negative side systematic error; the
change in yield for different background shapes contributes
a positive side error of comparable size. The effects of
possible acceptance variation as a function ofM!!J= " on
the mass and width values are found to be negligibly small.
To determine a branching fraction, we use the BW fit
shown in Fig. 4(b) to establish the event yield of the
observ d n ancem t. Monte Carlo simulation is used
to estimate detection efficiencies of 2:4%% 0:1% and
0:42%% 0:02% for B! K'!J= and K0!J= , respec-
tively. We find a product branching fraction [here we
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intervals. The curves are the results of fits described in the text.
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detected in the EMC since it is produced preferentially
along the beam direction.
Candidate !!!"‘!‘" tracks are refitted, constrained
to a common v rtex, while the lept n pair is kinemati-
cally constrained to the J= mass. The resulting
!!!"J= mass-resolution function is w ll described by
a Cauchy distribution [10] with a full width at half maxi-
mum of 4:2 MeV=c2 for the  #2S$ and 5:3 MeV=c2 at
4:3 GeV=c2.
Th !!!"J= invariant-mass sp ctrum for candidates
passing all criteria is shown in Fig. 1 as points with error
bars. Events tha have an e!e" ("!"") mass in the J= 
sidebands %2:76; 2:95& or %3:18; 3:25& (%2:93; 3:01& or
%3:18; 3:25&) GeV=c2 bu pass all the other selection crite-
ria are represented by the shaded histogram after being
scaled by the ratio of the widths of the J= mass window
and sideband regions. An enhancement near 4:26 GeV=c2
is clearly observed; no other structures are evident at the
masses of the quantum number JPC ' 1"" charmonium
states, i.e., the  #4040$,  #4160$, and  #4415$ [11], or the
X#3872$. The Fig. 1 inset includes the  #2S$ region with a
logarithmic scale for comparison; 11 802( 110  #2S$
events are observed, consistent with the expectation of
12 142( 809  #2S$ events. We search for source of b ck-
grounds that conta a true J= and peak in the !!!"J= 
invariant-mass spectrum. The possibility that one or both
pion candidates are misidentified kaons is checked by
reconstructing the K!K"J= and K(!)J= final states;
we observe featureless mass spectra. Similar studies of ISR
events with a !!!"J= candidate plus one or more addi-
tional pions reveal no structure that could feed down to
produce a peak in the !!!"J= mass spectrum. Two-
photon events are studied directly by reversing the require-
ment on the missing mass; the number of events inferred
for the signal region is a small fraction of those observed
and their mass spectrum shows no structure. Hadronic
e! " ! q !q events produce J= at a rate tha is surpris-
ingly large [12–15], but no structure is observed for this
background.
We evaluate the statistical significance of the enhance-
ment using unbinned maximum likelihood fits to the
!!!"J= mass spectrum. To evaluate the goodness of
fit, the fit probability is determined from the #2 and the
number of degrees of freedom for bin sizes of 5, 10, 20, 40,
and 50 MeV=c2. Bins are combined with higher mass
neighbors as needed to ensure that no bin is predicted to
have fewer than seven entries. We try first-, second-, and
third-order polynomials as null-hypothesis fit functions.
The #2-probability estimates for these fits range from
10"16 to 10"11. No substantial improvement is obtained
by including  #4040$,  #4160$, or  #4415$ [11] terms in
the fit. We conclude that the structure near 4:26 GeV=c2 is
statistically inconsistent with a polynomial background.
Henceforth, we refer to this structure as the Y#4260$.
It is important to test the ISR-production hypothesis
because the JPC ' 1"" assignment for the Y#4260$ fol-
lows from it. The ISR photon is reconstructed in #24( 8$%
of the Y#4260$ events, in agreement with the 25% observed
for ISR #2S$ events. Kinematic distributions for the signal
are obtained by subtracting scaled distributions for events
with !!!"J= mass in the regions %3:86; 4:06& GeV=c2
and %4:46; 4:66& GeV=c2 from those with !!!"J= mass
in the signal region, defined as %4:16; 4:36& GeV=c2. The
distribution of m2Rec is shown in Fig. 2, along with corre-
sponding distributions for ISR  #2S$ data events and for
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data events passing all selection criteria except that on m2Rec
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scaled distribution from neighboring !!!"J= mass regions
(see text). The solid histogram represents ISR Y Monte Carlo
events, and the dotted histogram represents the ISR  #2S$ data
events.
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FIG. 1 (color online). The !!!"J= invariant-mass spec-
trum in the range 3:8–5:0 GeV=c2 and (inset) over a wider
range that includes the  #2S$. The points with error bars repre-
sent the selected data and the shaded histogram represents the
scaled data from neighboring e!e" and "!"" mass regions
(see text). The solid curve s ows the result of the single-
resonance fit described in the text; the dashed curve represents
the background component.
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A clean  !2S" signal s apparent in Fig. 1. An examina-
tion of the !#!$ !2S" combinations reveals that about
half the background results from recombinations within the
same 2!!#!$"J= system where at least one of the pri-
mary pions is combined with the J= to for a !#!$J= 
candidate. After subtracting the self-combinatorial back-
ground, we estimate 3:8% 1:1 non- !2S" background
events in the final sample of 78 events within the  !2S"
mass window.
In Fig. 2 the d stributions of (a) !p& and (b) cos"& for
2!!#!$"J= candidates, where "& is the angle between
the positron beam and the (!#!$!#!$J= ) momentum
in the e#e$ c.m. frame, are shown and compared to
expectati ns from simulations ere are 16 events at
have a well-reconstruc ed gamma with energy greater than
3 GeV, while the Monte C rlo simulation pr dicts 16.4 or
the same total number of ISR !#!$ !2S" candidates.
Furthermore, all events within j cos"&j< 0:9 are accom-
panied by a reconstructed gamma with energy greater than
3.0 GeV. We find excellent agreement in the ISR character-
istics between the data and signal Monte Carlo sample. The
good agreement in the !p& distribution rul s out any
significant feed down fr m higher mass charmonia de-
caying to t e  !2S" with one or more u detected particles.
As an example, the !p& distribution for  !4415"!
!#!$!0 !2S" events woul peak around $0:2 GeV=c
with a long tail extendi g to well below $0: GeV=c.
We estimate the non-ISR !#!$ !2S" background to be
less than 1 event.
The track quality, particle identification information,
and kinematic variables of all pion candidates are exam-
ined, and displays of the events are scanned visually to
check for possible track duplications and other pote tial
problems. No evidence for improper reconstruction or
event quality problems is found.
The 2!!#!$"J= invariant-mass spectrum up to
5:7 GeV=c2 for the final sample is represented as data
points in Fig. 3. A structure around 4:32 GeV=c2 is ob-
served in the mass spectrum.
To clarify the peaking structure observed in Fig. 3, we
perform an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the mass
spectrum up to 5:7 GeV=c2 in terms of a single resonance
with the following probability density fun tion (PDF):
 P!m" ' Na"!m"!W!s; x"2m=s" 12!
m2
( M
2"ee"f!#!m"=#!M""
!M2 $m2"2 # !M"tot"2 # B!m"; (2)
wh reM, "tot, "ee, "f,N are the nominal mass, total width,
partial width to e#e$, partial width to !#!$ !2S", and
yield for a resonance, respectively, and m is the
2!!#!$"J= invariant mass, "!m" is the mass-dependent
efficiency, #!m" is the mass-dependent phase-space factor
for a S-wave three-body !#!$ !2S" system, a is a nor-
malization factor, and B!m" is the PDF (the shaded histo-
gram in Fig. 3) for the non- !2S" background. The shape
of B was obtained from  !2S" sideband events with its
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FIG. 2 (color online). The distributions of (a) !p& and
(b) cos"& of the 2!!#!$"J= combination in the e#e$ c.m.
frame are show for data ( olid dots) and Monte Carlo simula-
tion of the signal (histogram) normalized to the total number of
the observed data events.
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FIG. 3 (color online). The 2!!#!$"J= invariant-mass spec-
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signal. To determine an upper limit n the total width, we
repeated the fits using a resoluti n-broadened Breit-
Wigner (BW) functi n to repr sent th signal. This fit
gives a BW width parameter that is consi tent with zero:
! ! 1:4" :7 MeV. From this we infer a 90% confidence
l vel (C.L.) up er limit of !< 2:3 MeV.
The op n hi tog am i F . 3(a) shows the !#!$
invariant mass distribution for events in a "5 MeV win-
dow arou the X%3872& peak; th shaded histogram
shows th corresponding distributi n for events in the
nonsignal "E-Mbc region, normalized to the signal
area. The !#!$ nvariant masses tend to cluster near
the kinematic boundary, which is aroun the " ma s; the
entries below the " are consistent with background. For
comparison, we show th !#!$ mass dist ibution for the
 0 events in Fig. 3(b), where the horizontal scale is s ifted
and expan ed to account for the diff r nt kinematically
allowed region. This distribution also peaks near the
upp r kine atic limit, which in this case is ear 590 MeV.
We determine a ratio of product branching fractions
for B# ! K#X%3872&, X%3872&! !#!$J= an B# !
K# 0,  0 ! !#!$J= t be
B!B# K#X%3872&"'B!X%3872&! !#!$J= "
B%B# ! K# 0& 'B% 0 ! !#!$J= & ! 0:063" 0:012% tat& " 0:007%syst&:
Here the systematic error is mainly due to the uncertain-
ties in the efficiency for the X%3872&! !#!$J= chan-
nel, which is estimated with MC simulations that use
different models for the decay [13].
The decay of the 3Dc2 charmonium state t #$c1 is an
allowed E1 transition with a partial width that is ex-
pected to be substantially larger than that for the
!#!$J= final state; e.g., the authors of Ref. [4] pre-
dict !%3Dc2 ! #$c1& > 5' !%3Dc2 ! #!$J= &. We
searched for an X%3872& signal in the #$c1 decay chan-
nel, concentrating on the $c1 ! #J= final state.
We select events with the same J= ! ‘#‘$ and
charged kaon requirements plus two photons, each with
energy more than 40 MeV. We reject photons that form a
!0 when combined with any other photon in the event. We
require one of the #J= combinations to satisfy
398 M V< %M#‘#‘$ $M‘#‘$&< 423 MeV (correspond-
ing t $15 MeV< %M#J= $M$c1&< 10 MeV). In the
f ll wing we use M#$c1 ( M##‘#‘$ $M#‘#‘$ #MPDG$c1 ,
where MPDG$c1 is the PDG $c1 mass value [9].
The B! K#$c1, $c1 ! #J= decay processes have a
large combinatoric background from B K$c1 decays
plus an uncorrelated # from the accompanying B meson.
This background produces a peaking at positive "E val-
ues that is well separated from zero and is removed by the
"E< 30 MeV requirement. Because of the complicated
"E background shape and its correlation with Mbc, we do
not include "E in the likelihood fit. Instead, we perform
an unbinned fit to the M#$c1 and Mbc distributions with
the same signal and background PDFs for Mbc and M#$c1
that are used for the !#!$J= fits. We fix the Gaussian
widths at their MC values, and the  0 and X%3872& masses
at e values found from the fits to the !#!$J= chan-
nels. The signal yields and background parameters are
allowed to float.
The signal-band projections of Mbc and M#$c1 for the
 0 region are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively,
together with curves that show the results of the fit. The
fitted signal yield is 34:1" 6:9" 4:1 events, where the
first error is statistical and the second is a systematic error
determined by varying the Mbc and M#$c1 resolutions
over their allowed range of values. The number of ob-
served events is consistent with the expected yield of
26" 4 events based on the known B! K 0 and  0 !
#$c1 branching fractions [9] and the MC-determined
acceptance.
The results of the application of the same procedure
to the X%3872& mass region are shown in Figs. 4(c) and
4(d). Here, no signal is evident; the fitted signal yield is
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be equal. The curves in Fig. 3 indicate the results of the
Mbc fits.
The fitted B-meson signal yields are plotted vs
M!!J= " in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). An enhancement is evi-
dent around M!!J= " # 3940 MeV. The curve in
Fig. 4(a) is the result of a fit with a threshold function of
th form f!M" # A0q$!M", where q$!M" is the momentum
of the daughter particles in the !J= rest frame. This
functional form accurately reproduces the threshold behav-
ior of Monte Carlo simulated B! K!J  events that are
generated uniformly over phase space. The fit quality to the
observed data points is poor (!2=d:o:f: # 115=11), indi-
cating significant deviation from ph se space; the integral
of f!M" ver the first three bins is 6.8 ev nts, where the
data total is 55.6 events.
In Fig. 4(b) we show the results of a fit where we include
an S-wave Breit-Wigner (BW) function [15] to represent
the enhancement. The fit, which has !2=d:o:f: # 15:6=8
(C:L: # 4:8%), yields a Breit-Wigner signal yield of 58%
11 events with mass M # 3943% 11 MeV and width ! #
87% 22 MeV (statistical errors only). The statistical signi-
ficance of the signal, determined from
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!&2 ln!L0=Lmax"
p
,
whereLmax andL0 are the likelihood values for the best fit
and for zero signal yield, respectively, is 8:1".
The K! invariant mass distribution for Mbc-"E signal
region events in the region of the M!!J= " enhancement
are distributed uniformly across the available phase space
and there is no evident K! mass structure that might be
producing the observed mass enhancement by a kinematic
reflection. Nevertheless, the possibility that different high-
mass K! partial waves might interfere in a way that
produces some peaking in the !J= mass distribution
cannot be ruled out.
The M!#'#&#0" distributions for different M!!J= "
mass regions exhibit !! #'#&#0 signals that track the
Mbc-"E signal yields. There are no significant !!
#'#&#0 signals in the "E or Mbc sidebands. A compari-
son of the ! signal strengths in the Mbc-"E signal region
and the Mbc and "E sidebands is used to infer that !90%
18"% of the B! K#'#&#0J= events in the M #
3943 MeV enhancement are produced via !! #'#&#0
decays.
We study potential syst matic errors on the yield, mass,
and width by repeating the fits with different signal pa-
rametrizations, background shapes, and bin sizes. For ex-
ample, when we chang the background function to
include terms up to third order in q$, the yield increases
to 75% 10 events, the mass changes to 3948% 9 MeV, the
width changes to ! # 10 % 23 MeV, and the fit quality
improves: !2=d:o:f: # 10:0=6 (C:L: # 12:4%). However,
the r sulting background shape is very different from that
of phase sp ce. For different bin sizes, fitting ranges,
M!K!" equirements, and signal line shapes we see similar
variations.
For the sy tematic uncertainties we use the largest de-
viations fro t nominal values for the different fits. In
the following, we assume that all of the 3# systems are due
to !! #'#&#0 decays and include the possibility of a
nonr s nant contribution in the systematic error. This is the
main component of th negative side systematic rror; the
change in yield for different background shapes contributes
a positive side error of comparable size. The effects of
p s ible ac ptance variation as a function ofM!!J= " on
the mass and width values are found to be negligibly small.
To determin a branching fraction, we use the BW fit
shown in Fig. 4(b) to establish the event yield of the
observed enhanceme . Monte Carlo simulation is used
to estimate detection efficiencies of 2:4%% 0:1% and
0:42%% 0:02% for B! K'!J= and K0!J= , respec-
tively. We find a product bran hing fraction [here we
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FIG. 3. Mbc distributions for B& ! K&!J= candidates in
the "E signal region for 40 MeV-wide !J= invariant mass
intervals. The curves are the results of fits described in the text.
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be equal. The curves in Fig. 3 indicat the results of the
Mbc fits.
e fitted B-meson sign l yi lds are plotted vs
M!!J= " in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). An enhancement is evi-
dent around M!!J= " # 3940 MeV. The curve in
Fig. 4(a) is the result of a fi with a threshold function of
the form f!M" # A0q$!M", where q$!M" is the momentum
of the daughter particles in the !J= rest frame. This
functional form accurately reproduces the threshold behav-
ior of Monte Carlo simulated B! K!J= events that are
generated uniformly over phase space. The fit quality to the
observed data points is poor (!2=d:o:f: # 115=11), indi-
cating a significant deviation from phase space; the integral
of f!M" over the first three bins is 16.8 events, where the
data total is 55.6 events.
In Fig. 4(b) we show the results of a fit where we include
an S-wave Breit-Wigner (BW) function [15] to represent
the enhancement. The fit, which has !2=d:o:f: # 15:6=8
(C:L: # 4:8%), yields a Breit-Wigner signal yield of 58%
11 events with mass M # 3943% 11 MeV and width ! #
87% 22 MeV (statistical errors only). The statistical signi-
ficance of the signal, determined from
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!&2 ln!L0=Lmax"
p
,
whereLmax andL0 are the likelihood values for the best fit
and for zero signal yield, respectively, is 8:1".
The K! invariant mass distribution for Mbc-"E signal
region events in the region of the M!!J= " enhancement
are distributed uniformly across the available phase space
and there is no evident K! mass structure that might be
producing the observed mass enhancement by a kinematic
reflection. Nevertheless, the possibility that different high-
mass K! partial waves might interfere in a way that
produces some peaking in the !J= mass distribution
cannot be ruled out.
The M!#'#&#0" distributions for different M!!J= "
mass regions exhibit !! #'#&#0 signals that track the
Mbc-"E signal yields. There are no significant !!
#'#&#0 signals in the "E or Mbc sidebands. A compari-
son of the ! signal strengths in the Mbc-"E signal region
and the Mbc and "E sidebands is used to infer that !90%
18"% of the B! K#'#&#0J= events in the M #
3943 MeV enhancement are produced via !! #'#&#0
decays.
We study potential systematic errors o the yield, mass,
and width by repeating the fi s with diff rent signal pa-
rametrizations, background shapes, and bin sizes. For ex-
ample, when we change the background function to
include terms up to third order in q$, th yield increases
to 75% 10 events, th mass changes to 3948% 9 MeV, the
width changes to ! # 100% 23 M V, and the fit quality
improves: !2=d:o:f: # 10:0=6 (C:L: # 12:4%). However,
the r sulting background shape is very different from hat
of p as pace. For different bin sizes, fitting ranges,
M!K!" requirem nts, and ignal line shapes we see similar
varia s.
For the sys ematic uncertainties we use the la gest de-
viations fr the nominal values for the different fits. In
th f llowing, we assum hat all of the 3# systems are due
to !! #'#&#0 decays and i clude the possibili y of a
nonresona t contribution in the systematic error. This is the
main compo t of the negative ide systemati error; t e
change in yield for different background shapes contributes
a p si ive side error of compar ble size. The effects of
po sible ac ep ance v riation as a functi n o M!!J= " on
t e mass and width values are found to be negligibly small.
To d termine a bra ching fraction, we use the BW fit
shown in Fig. 4(b) to establish the event yield of the
observed en anceme t. Monte Carlo simulation is u ed
to estimate detectio efficiencies of 2:4%% 0:1% and
0:42%% 0:02% for B! K'!J= and K0!J= , respec-
tively. We find a product branchin fraction [here we
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A clean  !2S" signal is apparent in Fig. 1. An examina-
tion of the !#!$ !2S" combinations reveals that about
half the background results from recombinations within the
same 2!!#!$"J= system where at least one of the pri-
mary pions is combined with the J= to form a !#!$J= 
candidate. After subtracting the self-combinatorial back-
ground, we stimate 3:8% 1:1 non- !2S" background
events in the final sample of 78 events within th  !2S"
mass window.
In Fig. 2 the distributions of (a) !p& and (b) cos"& for
2!!#!$"J= candidates, where "& is the angle between
the positron beam and t e (!#!$!#!$J= ) momentum
in the e#e$ c.m. frame, are shown and compared to
expectations from simulations. There are 16 events hat
have a well-reconstructed gamma with energy greater than
3 GeV, while the Monte Carlo simulation predicts 16.4 for
the same total number of ISR !#!$ !2S" candidates.
Furthermore, all ev nts within j cos"&j< 0:9 are accom-
panied by a reconstructed gamma with energy greater than
3.0 GeV. We find excellent agreement in the ISR character-
istics between the data and signal Monte Carlo sample. The
good agreement in the !p& distribution rules out any
significant feed down from higher mass charmonia de-
caying to the  !2S" with one or more undetected particles.
As an example, the !p& distribution for  !4415"!
!#!$!0 !2S" events would peak around $0:2 GeV=c
with a long tail extending to well below $0:2 GeV=c.
We estimate the non-ISR !#!$ !2S" background to be
less than 1 event.
The track quality, particle identification information,
and kinematic variables of all pion candidates are exam-
in d, and displays of th events are scanned visually to
check for possible track duplications and other potential
problems. No evidence for improper reconstruction or
event quality problems is found.
The 2!!#!$"J= invariant-mass spectrum up to
5:7 GeV=c2 for the final sample is represented as data
points in Fig. 3. A structure around 4:32 GeV=c2 is ob-
served in the mass spectrum.
To clarify the peaking structure observed in Fig. 3, we
perform an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the mass
spectrum up to 5:7 GeV=c2 in terms of a single resonance
with the following probability density function (PDF):
 P!m" ' Na" m"!W!s; x"2 =s" 12!
m2
( M
2"ee"f!#!m"=#!M""
!M2 $m2"2 # !M"tot"2 # B!m"; (2)
whereM, "tot, "ee, "f,N are he nomina mass, total width,
partial width to e#e$, partial width to !#!$ !2S", and
yield for a resonance, respectively, and m is the
2!!#!$"J= invariant mass, "!m" is the mass-dependent
efficiency, #!m" is the mass-depe dent phase-space factor
for a S-wave three-body !#!$ !2S" system, a is a nor-
malization factor, and B!m" is the PDF (the shaded histo-
gram in Fig. 3) for the non- !2S" background. The shape
of B as obtained from  !2S" sideband events with its
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FIG. 2 (color online). The distributions of (a) !p& and
(b) cos"& of the 2 !#!$"J= combination in the e#e$ c.m.
frame are shown for data (solid dots) and Monte Carlo simula-
tion of the signal (histogram) normalized to the total number of
the observed data vents.
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A clean  !2S" signal is apparent in Fig. 1. An examina-
tion of the !#!$ !2S" combinations reveals that about
half the background results from reco binations within the
same 2!!#!$"J= system where at least one of the pri-
mary pions is combined with the J= to form a !# $J= 
candidate. After subtracting the self-combinatorial back-
ground, we estimate 3:8% 1:1 non- !2S" background
events in the final sample of 78 ev ts ithin t  !2S"
mass window.
In Fig. 2 the distributions of (a) !p& and (b) cos"& for
2!!#!$"J= candidates, where "& is the angle between
the positron beam and the (!#!$ # $J= ) mo entum
in th e#e$ c.m. frame, are shown and compared to
expectations from simulations. Th e are 16 events that
have a well-reconstructed gam a with energy greater than
3 GeV, while the Monte Carlo simulati n predicts 16.4 for
the same total number of ISR !#!$ !2S" candidates.
Furthermore, all events within j cos"&j< 0:9 are accom-
panied by a reconstructed gamma with energy greater than
3.0 GeV. We find excellent agreement i the ISR chara te -
istics between the data and signal Monte Carlo sample. Th
good agreement in the !p& distribution rules out ny
significant feed down from higher mass charmonia de-
cayi g to the  !2S" with one or more undetected particles.
As an example, the !p& distribution for  !4415"!
!#!$!0 !2S" events would peak around $0:2 GeV=c
with a long tail extending to well below $0:2 GeV=c.
We estimate the non-ISR !#!$ !2S" background to be
less than 1 event.
The track quality, particle identification information,
and kinematic variables of all pion candidates are exam-
ined, and disp ays of the events are scanned visually to
check for possible track duplications and other potential
problems. No evidenc for improper reconstruction or
event quality problems is found.
The 2!!#!$"J= invariant-mass spectrum up to
5:7 GeV=c2 for the final sample is represented as data
points in Fig. 3. A structure around 4:32 GeV=c2 is ob-
served in th ass spectrum.
To clarify the peaking structure observed in Fig. 3, we
perfor an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the mass
spectrum up to 5:7 GeV=c2 in terms of a single resonanc
ith the f llowing probability density functio (PDF):
 P!m" ' Na"!m"!W!s; x"2m=s" 12!
m2
( M
2"ee"f!#!m"=#!M""
!M2 $m2"2 # !M"tot"2 # B!m"; (2)
here , "tot, "ee, "f,N are the no inal mass, total width,
partial width to e#e$, partial width to !$ !2S", and
yield for a resonance, respectively, and m is t e
2! $"J= invariant mass, "!m" is the mass-dependent
efficiency, #!m" is the mass-dep ndent phase-space factor
for a -wave three-body !# $ !2S" system, a is a nor-
alization factor, and B!m" is the PDF (the s ade histo-
gra in Fig. 3) for t e non- !2S" background. The shape
of as obtai ed from  !2S" sideband event with its
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FIG. 2 (color online). The distribut ons of (a) !p& and
(b) cos"& of the 2!!#!$"J= combi ation in th e# $ c. .
frame are shown for data (s li dots) and Monte Carlo simula-
tion of th signal (histo r m) n rmalized to the total number of
the observed data events.
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!#!$J= candidates where more than one entry per event is
allowed. The solid curve is a fit to the distribution in which the
 !2S" signal is described by a Cauchy fu c ion and the back-
ground by a quadratic function (represented by the dashed
curve). The arrows indicate the  !2S" mass window.
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A clean  !2S" signal is apparent in Fig. 1. An xam na-
tion of the !#!$ !2S" combinations reveals that about
half the backgroun results from recombinations within the
same 2!!#!$"J= system where at least one of he pri-
mary pions is combined with the J= to form a !# $J= 
candidate. After subtr cting the self-combinatoria back-
ground, we estimate 3:8% 1:1 non- !2S" background
events in th final sample of 78 events wit in the  !2S"
mass window.
In Fig. 2 the distributions of (a) !p& and (b) cos" for
2!!#!$"J= candidates, where "& is th angl b twe n
the positro beam and the (!#!$!# $J= ) momentu
in the e#e$ c.m. frame, are shown and compared to
expectations from simulations. There are 16 vents that
have a well-reconstruct d gamma with ener y great than
3 GeV, while the Monte Carlo simul ti n predicts 16.4 f r
the same total number of ISR !#!$ !2S" candidates.
Furthermore, all vent within j cos"&j< 0:9 are accom-
panied by a reconstruct d gamma with ener y great than
3.0 GeV. We find exc lle t agre ment in t ISR charac er-
istics between the data and sign l Monte Carlo s mple. The
good agreement in the !p& distribut on rules out a
significant feed down fr m higher mass charmonia d
caying to the  !2S" with one or more undetec d particle
As an example, the !p& distribu ion for  !4 15"
!#!$!0 !2S" events would peak around $0:2 GeV
with a long tail extending to well be ow $0:2 GeV=
We estimate the non-ISR !#!$ 2S" background to
less than 1 event.
The track quality, p r icle i ent fication informatio
and kinem tic vari bles of all pion ca didates are exa
ined, and displ ys f the events ar s anne visually t
check for possible track duplications a d other potenti
problems. No evide c for imprope reconstruction
event quality prob ems is found.
The 2!!#!$"J= invaria t-mass pectrum up t
5:7 GeV=c2 for the final sample is repr sented as dat
points in Fig. 3. A structure around 4:32 GeV=c2 is o
served in the mass spectrum.
To clarify the peaking structure observ d in Fig. 3,
perform an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the ma
spectrum u to 5:7 GeV=c2 in term of a single res nan
with the following probabili y density function (PDF):
 P!m" ' Na"!m"!W!s; x"2m=s" 12!
m2
( M
2"ee"f!#!m"=#!M""
!M2 $m2"2 # !M"tot"2 # B!m"; (
whereM, "tot, "ee, f N ar the nominal mass, to al widt
artial width to e#e$, partial width to !# $ !2S", a
yield fo a res n nce, re pe tiv ly, and m is t
2!!#!$"J= invariant mass, "!m" i the s-depende
e ficiency, #!m" is the ass-dependent phase- pace fact
for a S-wave three-body !#!$ 2S" system, a is a no
maliz tion f ctor, a d B!m" is the PDF ( shaded hi t
gra in Fi . 3) for the non- !2S" background. Th sha
of B was btained from  !2S" sid ban events with i
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FIG. 2 (color online). The distrib tio s of (a) !p& and
(b) cos"& of the 2!!#!$"J= combinati n in the e#e$ c.m.
frame are shown for data (solid d ts) and M nte Carlo simula-
tion of the signal ( isto ram) normalized to the total number of
the observed data vents.
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!#!$J= candidates where more than one entry per ven is
allowed. The solid curve is a fit to the distribution in wh ch the
 !2S" signal is described by a Cauchy function and the back-
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detected in the EMC since it is produced preferentially
along the beam dir ction.
Candidate !!!"‘!‘" tracks are refitted, constrained
to a common vertex, while t e lepton pair is ki emati-
cally constrained to the J= mass. The resulting
!!!"J= mass-r solution functio is well described by
a Cauchy distribution [10] with a full width a half maxi-
mum of 4:2 MeV=c for the  #2S$ an 5:3 MeV=c2 at
4:3 GeV=c2.
The !!! J= invariant-mass spectrum for candidates
passing all criteria is shown in Fig. 1 as poi ts with error
bars. Events that have an e!e" ("!"") mass in the J= 
id bands %2:76; 2:95& or %3:18; 3:25& (%2:93; 3:01& or
%3:18; 3:25&) GeV=c2 but pass ll the other elec ion crite-
ria are r presented by the shaded histogram after being
scaled by the ratio of the widths of the J= mass window
and sideb nd r gions. An e hancement near 4:26 GeV=c2
is clearly observed; no other structures are evident t the
masses of the quantum number JPC ' 1"" charmonium
states, i.e., the  #4040$,  #4160$, and  #4415$ [11], or the
X#3872$. The Fig. 1 inset inclu es the  #2S$ region with a
logarithmic scale for comparison; 11 802( 110  #2S$
events are observed, consistent with the expectation of
12 142( 809  #2S$ events. We search for sources of back-
grounds that contain a true J= and peak in the !!!"J= 
invariant-mass spectrum. T e possibility that one o both
pion candidates are misidentified kaons is checked by
reconstructing the K!K"J= and K(!)J= final states;
we observe featureless mass sp ctra. Similar stu ie of ISR
ev nts with a !!!"J= candidate plus one or more ddi-
tio l pions reveal no structure at could f ed dow to
produce peak in the ! !"J= mass spectrum. Two-
photon events are tudied directly by rev rsing the require-
ment on the missing ma s; the number of events inferred
for the signal region is a small fraction of those observed
and their mass pectrum shows no structure. Hadronic
e! " q !q events produce J= at a rate that is surpris-
ingly large [12–15], but no structure is observed for this
background.
We evaluate the statistic l significance of the enha ce-
ent using unbinned maximum likelihood fits to the
!!!"J= mass spectrum. To evaluate th goodness of
fit, the fit probability is determined from the #2 and the
number of degrees of freedom for bin sizes of 5, 10, 20, 40,
and 50 MeV=c2. Bins are combined with higher mass
neighbors as needed to ensure that no bin is predicted to
have fewer than seven entries. We try first-, second-, and
third-or er polynomial as null-hypothesis fit functions.
The #2-probability estimates for these fits range from
10"16 to 10"11. No substantial impro ement is btained
by including  #4040$,  #4160$, or  #4415$ [11] terms in
the fit. We conclude that the structure near 4:26 GeV=c2 is
statistically inconsistent with a polynomial background.
H nceforth, we fer to this structure as the Y#4260$.
It is important to test the ISR-production hypothesis
because the JPC ' 1"" assignment for th Y#4260$ fol-
lows from it. Th ISR phot n is recons ructed n #24( 8$%
of the Y#4260$ events, in agreement with the 25% observed
for ISR #2S$ ev nts. Kine atic distributio s for the signal
are obtained by subtracti g scaled distributions for events
with !!!"J= mass in the regions %3:86; 4:06& GeV=c2
and %4:46; 4:66& G V=c2 from those with !!!"J= mass
in th ignal region, defined as %4:16; 4:36& GeV=c2. The
d stribution of m2Rec is shown in Fig. 2, a ong with corre-
sponding distributions for ISR  #2S$ data events and for
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FIG. 2. The distribution of m2R c. The points represent the
data events passing all selection criteria except that on m2Rec
and having a !!!"J= mass near 4260 MeV=c2, minus the
scaled distribution from neighboring !!!"J= mass regions
(see text). The solid histogram represents ISR Y Monte Carlo
ev nts, and the dotted histogram represents the ISR  #2S$ data
events.
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FIG. 1 (color online). The !!!"J= invariant-mass spec-
trum in the range 3:8–5:0 GeV=c2 and (inset) over a wider
range th t includes the  #2S$. The points with error bars repre-
sent the selected data and the shaded histogram represents the
scaled data from neighboring e!e" and "!"" mass regions
(see text). The solid curve shows the result of the single-
resonance fit described in the text; the dashed curve represents
the background component.
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t in the EMC since t is produced p ferenti lly
t e beam directio .
idate !!"‘!‘" tracks a refitted, constrained
on v rtex, while the l pton air is ki emati-
constrained to the J= mass. Th r sulting
= ma s-res lution function is well de cri ed by
y dist ibutio [10] with full width t alf m xi-
f 4:2 MeV=c2 f r the  #2S$ and :3 MeV=c2 at
=c2.
!!"J= inv riant-ma s spectrum for candidates
a l criteria i shown in Fig. 1 as points with error
ents that ha e an e!e" ("!"") mass in he J= 
ds %2:76; 2:95& or %3:18; 3:25& (%2:93; 3:01& or
; :25&) G V=c2 but pass all th ther election crit -
represented by the sha ed histogram aft r being
y the ratio of t e widths of the J= mass window
i eband regions. An enhanceme t near 4:26 GeV=c2
rly observed; n other structures are eviden at the
of the quantum number JPC ' 1"" charmonium
, i.e., the  #4040$,  #4160$, and  #4415$ [11], or the
$. The Fig. 1 i et includes the  #2S$ regi n with a
it ic scale for compari on; 11 802( 110  #2S$
are observed, con i tent wi the xpecta ion of
809  #2S$ events. W search for sources of back-
s that contain a t ue J= and peak in the !!"J= 
t- a s pec rum. The possibility that one r both
ndidates are m sid ntified kaon is hecked by
tructing the K!K"J= and K(!)J= fin l states;
rve featureless mass spectra. Similar studies of ISR
ith a !!!"J= can idate plus one or more ddi-
ions reveal no structure at could feed down to
produc a peak in the !!!"J= mass spect um. Two-
photo events r studied directly by rev rsing the require-
ment on the missing mass; th numb r of events inferred
for the signal region is a small fracti n of those observed
and their mass spectrum shows no structure. Hadronic
e!e" q !q events produce J= at a rate that is surpris-
ingly large [12–15], bu no structur is observed for this
background.
We evaluate the statistical signifi anc f th enhance-
ment using unbinned max m m likelihood fits to the
!!!"J= m ss spectr m. To evaluate th g odness of
fit, he fit probability is d termined from the #2 and the
number of degrees of freedom for bin sizes of 5, 10, 20, 40,
and 50 MeV=c2. Bins are combined with higher mass
neighbors as needed to ensure that no bin is predicted to
hav fewer tha seven entries. We try first-, second-, and
third-order polynomials as null-hypo hesis fit functions.
The #2-probability e ti ates for hese fits range from
10"16 to 10"11. No substantial i provement i obtained
by including  #4040$,  #4160$, or  #4415$ [11] terms in
he fit. We conclude that the structure near 4:26 GeV=c2 is
statistically inconsistent with a po ynomial background.
Henceforth, we r fer to t s struc ure s the Y#4260$.
It is important to test the ISR-production hypothesis
because the JPC ' 1"" assignment for the Y#4260$ fol-
lows from it. T e ISR pho on is recons ructed in #24( 8$%
of the Y#4260$ events, in agreement with the 25% observed
for ISR #2S$ eve ts. K nematic distribution for the signal
are ob ained by subtra ting scaled distributions for events
with !! "J= mass in the regions %3:86; 4:06& GeV=c2
and % 4 ; 4:66& G V= 2 from hose with !!!"J= mass
in th sig al regio , defi ed as %4:16; 4:36& GeV=c2. The
distribution of 2Rec is shown in F g. 2, along with corre-
spon ng distributions for I R  #2S$ data events and for
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FIG. 2. The d stribution of m2Rec. The oints represent the
data events passing all selection crit ria except that on m2Rec
nd having a !!!"J= mass near 4260 MeV=c2, minus the
scaled distribution from nei hboring !!!"J= mass regions
(see text). The solid histog am represents ISR Y M nte Carlo
eve ts, an he dotted histog am repr sents the ISR  #2S$ data
events.
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(color onli e). Th !!!"J= invariant-mas spec-
i the range 3:8–5:0 GeV=c2 and (inset) over a wider
t at includes the  #2S$. The points with erro bars repre-
selected d ta and the sha ed histogram represents the
ata from neighboring !e" and !"" mass regions
t t). The solid curve sho s th result of the single-
ce fit described in the text; the dashed cu ve represents
ground component.
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Figure 6: Earlies observations of the XYZ. (a) T e X(3872) was discov red in B → KX(3872) it X(3872) → pi+pi−J/ψ [4]. The
pi+pi−J/ψ mass spectrum is shown (from [4]). (b) The Y (3940) was discove ed in B → KY (3940) with Y (3940) → ωJ/ψ [106], as p rt of
a search for X(3872) → ωJ/ψ. The ωJ/ψ mass spectrum is shown (from [106]). (c) T e Y (4260) was disc vered in e+e− → Y (4260) with
Y (4260) → pi+pi−J/ψ [29], following a search for e+e− → X(3872). The pi+pi−J/ψ mass spectrum is shown, along with the background
estimation from J/ψ sidebands (from [29]). (d) Th Y (4360) was discovered in e+e− → Y (4360) with Y (4360) → pi+pi−ψ(2S) [108], as part
of a search for Y (4260)→ pi+pi−ψ(2S). The pi+pi−ψ(2S) mass spectrum is shown (from [108]). The solid curve is the Y (4360) and the dotted
curve is how the Y (4260) would appear if it decayed to pi+pi−ψ(2S).
2.2. Experiments and Production Mechanisms
Before describing the individual candidates for QCD exotica, it is useful to survey a few of the general features of
the experimental mechanisms used o produce them. Two of these production mechani ms, we k decays of he B and
Λb and e
+e− annihilation, have proven to be particularly rich in new phenomena. The experiments usi g each technique
are listed in each of the following sections, but more detailed information on the experimental collaborations drivi g this
field is given in Table 3.
2. .1. B and Λb Decays
Mesons and baryons containing a single bottom (b) quark, such as a B meson or the Λb baryon, provide a good source
of charmonium through the weak decay b→W−c followed by W− → sc¯. This decay of the b quark generates the decays
B → Kψ and Λb → Kpψ, where ψ stands for any state containing c¯ p ir. With e+e− center-of-mass e ergies near
the Υ(4S) ass (which dominantly decays to BB¯), the BaBar and Belle experiments have traditionally led these studies.
The LHCb experiment, however, using B mesons and Λb baryons produced in pp coll sions, has recently exceeded the
statistics of Belle and BaBar. Belle II, an upgrade of the Belle experiment, will also start coll c ing data soon.
For the decay B → Kψ, the “ψ” can either be electrically neutral or charged. In the case it is ne tral, and if it
does not correspond to a traditional state of cha moniu , it is g nerally referred to as an “X”. This is the case for the
X(3872) seen to decay to pi+pi−J/ψ [4]. For historical reasons, it is also sometimes called “Y ”, such as for the Y (3940),
found decaying to ωJ/ψ [106].
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X(3872) observed at Belle
X(3872) confirmed at D0, CDF
X(3915) [as Y (3940)] observed at Belle
Y (4260) observed at BaBar
χc2(2P ) [as Z(3930)] observed at Belle
Y (4260) confirmed at CLEO-c
X(3940), Y (4008), Y (4660) observed at Belle
Y (4360) observed at BaBar
Y (4360) confirmed at Belle
X(3915) [as Y (3940)] confirmed at BaBar
X(3940) confirmed at Belle
Z±(4050), X(4160), Z±(4250), Z±(4430), X(4630)
observed at Belle
Y (4140) observed at CDF
X(3915), X(4350), Yb(10888) observed at Belle
χc2(2P ) [as Z(3930)] confirmed at BaBar
Y (4274) observed at CDF
X(3915) confirmed at BaBar
Zb(10610)
± observed and confirmed at Belle
Zb(10650)
± observed and confirmed at Belle
X(3823) [likely ψ2(1D)], Zb(10610)
0 observed and confirmed at Belle
Zc(3900)
±, Zc(4020)± observed at BESIII
Zc(3900)
± confirmed at Belle
Zc(3900)
0 observed at CLEO-c
Zc(4020)
0 observed at BESIII
Y (4140) confirmed at D0, CMS
Y (4274) confirmed at CMS
Y (4660) confirmed at BaBar
Zc(4020)
± confirmed at BESIII
Z±(4200) observed at Belle
Z±(4240) observed at LHCb
Z±(4430) confirmed at LHCb
X(3823) [likely ψ2(2D)], Zc(3900)
0, Zc(4020)
0 confirmed at BESIII
Zc(4055)
± observed at Belle
Y (4230) observed at BESIII
P+c (4380), P
+
c (4450) observed at LHCb
Yb(10888) no longer observed at Belle
X(5568)± observed at D0
X(5568)± NOT observed at LHCb
Y (4140), Y (4274) confirmed at LHCb
X(4500), X(4700) observed at LHCb
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
Figure 7: Timeline of discoveries of heavy-quark exotic candidates.
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Table 1: Exotica organized by the way they are produced. References are given in the decay column.
Process Production Decay Particle
B and Λb Decays
B → K +X
X → pi+pi−J/ψ [4, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114]
X(3872)
X → D∗0D¯0 [115, 116, 117]
X → γJ/ψ [118, 119, 120, 121]
X → γψ(2S) [118, 120]
X → ωJ/ψ [106, 122, 123] X(3872)
Y (3940)
X → γχc1 [124] X(3823)
X → φJ/ψ [125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132]
Y (4140)
Y (4274)
X(4500)
X(4700)
B → K + Z
Z → pi±χc1 [133, 134] Z1(4050)Z2(4250)
Z → pi±J/ψ [46, 135] Zc(4200)
Zc(4430)
Z → pi±ψ(2S) [30, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139] Zc(4240)
Zc(4430)
B → Kpi +X X → pi+pi−J/ψ [140] X(3872)
Λb → K + Pc Pc → pJ/ψ [35] Pc(4380)Pc(4450)
e+e− Annihilation
e+e− → Y
Y → pipiJ/ψ [23, 29, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145] Y (4008)
Y (4260)
Y → pipiψ(2S) [108, 146, 147, 148] Y (4360)
Y (4660)
Y → ωχc0 [149] Y (4230)
Y → ΛcΛ¯c [150] X(4630)
Y → pipiΥ(1S, 2S, 3S) [151, 152]
Yb(10888)Y → pipihb(1P, 2P ) [153]
e+e− → pi + Z
Z → piJ/ψ [22, 23, 31, 32]
Zc(3900)Z → D∗D¯ [33, 154, 155]
Z → pihc [156, 157] Zc(4020)Z → D∗D¯∗ [158, 159]
Z → pi±ψ(2S) [148] Zc(4055)
Z → piΥ(1S, 2S, 3S) [160, 161, 162] Zb(10610)
Z → pihb(1P, 2P ) [160] Zb(10650)
Z → BB¯∗ [163] Zb(10610)
Z → B∗B¯∗ [163] Zb(10650)
e+e− → γ +X X → pi+pi−J/ψ [52] X(3872)
e+e− → pi+pi− +X X → γχc1 [164] X(3823)
e+e− → J/ψ +X X → DD¯
∗ [41, 165] X(3940)
X → D∗D¯∗ [41] X(4160)
γγ Collisions γγ → X
X → ωJ/ψ [166, 167] X(3915)
X → DD¯ [168, 169] Z(3930)
X → φJ/ψ [170] X(4350)
Hadron Collisions pp or pp¯→ X+ anything
X → pi+pi−J/ψ [27, 171, 172, 173] X(3872)
X → φJ/ψ [174] Y (4140)
X → Bspi± [175] X(5568)
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Table 2: Candidates for QCD exotica roughly organized by mass. Quantum numbers that have not been measured, but are assumed, are
listed in parentheses. Unknown quantum numbers are left blank or are indicated with a question mark. References for mass and width values
are given in the mass column. When only a single value has been measured or there is one dominant measurement, the value from the original
reference is used. Otherwise, we quote the PDG average. References for the production processes and decay modes are given in Table 1.
Particle IGJPC Mass [MeV] Width [MeV] Production and Decay
X(3823) (ψ2(1D)) (0
−2−−) 3822.2± 1.2 [176] < 16 B → KX; X → γχc1
e+e− → pi+pi−X; X → γχc1
X(3872) 0+1++ 3871.69± 0.17 [176] < 1.2
B → KX; X → pi+pi−J/ψ
B → KX; X → D∗0D¯0
B → KX; X → γJ/ψ, γψ(2S)
B → KX; X → ωJ/ψ
B → KpiX; X → pi+pi−J/ψ
e+e− → γX; X → pi+pi−J/ψ
pp or pp¯→ X + any.; X → pi+pi−J/ψ
Zc(3900) 1
+1+− 3886.6± 2.4 [176] 28.1± 2.6 e
+e− → piZ; Z → piJ/ψ
e+e− → piZ; Z → D∗D¯
X(3915)
0+0++ 3918.4± 1.9 [176] 20± 5 γγ → X; X → ωJ/ψ
Y (3940) B → KX; X → ωJ/ψ
Z(3930) (χc2(2P )) 0
+2++ 3927.2± 2.6 [176] 24± 6 γγ → Z; Z → DD¯
X(3940) 3942+7−6 ± 6 [41] 37+26−15 ± 8 e+e− → J/ψ +X; X → DD¯∗
Y (4008) 1−− 3891± 41± 12 [23] 255± 40± 14 e+e− → Y ; Y → pi+pi−J/ψ
Zc(4020) 1
+??− 4024.1± 1.9 [176] 13± 5 e
+e− → piZ; Z → pihc
e+e− → piZ; Z → D∗D¯∗
Z1(4050) 1
−??+ 4051± 14+20−41 [133] 82+21+47−17−22 B → KZ; Z → pi±χc1
Zc(4055) 1
+??− 4054± 3± 1 [148] 45± 11± 6 e+e− → pi∓Z; Z → pi±ψ(2S)
Y (4140) 0+1++ 4146.5± 4.5+4.6−2.8 [125] 83± 21+21−14
B → KY ; Y → φJ/ψ
pp or pp¯→ Y + any.; Y → φJ/ψ
X(4160) 4156+25−20 ± 15 [41] 139+111−61 ± 21 e+e− → J/ψ +X; X → D∗D¯∗
Zc(4200) 1
+1+− 4196+31+17−29−13 [46] 370
+70+70
−70−132 B → KZ; Z → pi±J/ψ
Y (4230) 0−1−− 4230± 8± 6 [149] 38± 12± 2 e+e− → Y ; Y → ωχc0
Zc(4240) 1
+0−− 4239± 18+45−10 [138] 220± 47+108−74 B → KZ; Z → pi±ψ(2S)
Z2(4250) 1
−??+ 4248+44+180−29−35 [133] 177
+54+316
−39−61 B → KZ; Z → pi±χc1
Y (4260) 0−1−− 4251± 9 [176] 120± 12 e+e− → Y ; Y → pipiJ/ψ
Y (4274) 0+1++ 4273.3± 8.3+17.2−3.6 [125] 52± 11+8−11 B → KY ; Y → φJ/ψ
X(4350) 0+??+ 4350.6+4.6−5.1 ± 0.7 [170] 13+18−9 ± 4 γγ → X; X → φJ/ψ
Y (4360) 1−− 4346± 6 [176] 102± 10 e+e− → Y ; Y → pi+pi−ψ(2S)
Zc(4430) 1
+1+− 4478+15−18 [176] 181± 31
B → KZ; Z → pi±J/ψ
B → KZ; Z → pi±ψ(2S)
X(4500) 0+0++ 4506± 11+12−15 [125] 92± 21+21−20 B → KX; X → φJ/ψ
X(4630) 1−− 4634+8+5−7−8 [150] 92
+40+10
−24−21 e
+e− → X; X → ΛcΛ¯c
Y (4660) 1−− 4643± 9 [176] 72± 11 e+e− → Y ; Y → pi+pi−ψ(2S)
X(4700) 0+0++ 4704± 10+14−24 [125] 120± 31+42−33 B → KX; X → φJ/ψ
Pc(4380) 4380± 8± 29 [35] 205± 18± 86 Λb → KPc; Pc → pJ/ψ
Pc(4450) 4449.8± 1.7± 2.5 [35] 39± 5± 19 Λb → KPc; Pc → pJ/ψ
X(5568) 5567.8± 2.9+0.9−1.9 [175] 21.9± 6.4+5.0−2.5 pp¯→ X + anything; X → Bspi±
Zb(10610) 1
+1+− 10607.2± 2.0 [176] 18.4± 2.4
e+e− → piZ; Z → piΥ(1S, 2S, 3S)
e+e− → piZ; Z → pihb(1P, 2P )
e+e− → piZ; Z → BB¯∗
Zb(10650) 1
+1+− 10652.2± 1.5 [176] 11.5± 2.2
e+e− → piZ; Z → piΥ(1S, 2S, 3S)
e+e− → piZ; Z → pihb(1P, 2P )
e+e− → piZ; Z → B∗B¯∗
Yb(10888) 0
−1−− 10891± 4 [176] 54± 7 e
+e− → Y ; Y → pipiΥ(1S, 2S, 3S)
e+e− → Y ; Y → pipihb(1P, 2P )
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Table 3: Major experiments in the past, present, and future of heavy-quark exotics studies.
Experiment Highlights Accelerator Years Institute Production
BaBar
Y (4260) [29]
PEP-II
1999–
SLAC
e+e− annihilationY (4360) [108] 2008
(Menlo Park,
(ECM ≈ 10 GeV):
California,
USA)
e+e− → BB¯; B → KX
Belle
X(3872) [4]
KEKB
1998–
KEK
e+e− → Yb
Y (3940) [106]
2010
(Tsukuba,
e+e− → piZb
X(3915) [166]
Japan)
e+e−(γISR)→ Y
Zc(4430) [30, 136, 137]
e+e−(γISR)→ piZc
Zb(10610),
e+e− → J/ψ +X
Zb(10650) [160, 162, 163]
γγ → X
Yb(10888) [151, 152]
Belle II
Upcoming
SuperKEKB 2018–continuation of
Belle
CLEO-c
Y (4260) [142]
CESR-c
2003–
Cornell U.
e+e− annihilation
pi+pi−hc [177] 2008
(Ithaca,
(ECM ≈ 4 GeV):New York,
USA)
e+e− → Y
BESIII
Zc(3900) [22, 154]
BEPCII 2008–
IHEP
e+e− → piZZc(4020) [156, 158] (Beijing,
e+e− → γXY (4230) [149]
China)
X(3872) [52]
CDF
Y (4140) [126]
Tevatron
1985–
Fermilab
pp¯ collisions
Y (4274) [132]
2011
(Batavia,
(ECM ≈ 2 TeV):X(3872) [178, 179, 172]
Illinois,
D0
X(3872) [171]
USA)
pp¯→ X + any
Y (4140) [174]
pp¯→ B + any; B → KX
X(5568) [175]
ATLAS χb(3P ) [180]
LHC 2010–
CERN
pp collisions
(Geneva,
(ECM = 7, 8, 13 TeV):
Switzerland)
CMS
X(3872) [28]
pp→ X + any
Y (4140),
pp→ B + any; B → KX
Y (4274) [130]
pp→ Λb + any; Λb → KPcLHCb
Zc(4430) [138, 139]
X(3872) [109]
Pc(4380),
Pc(4450) [35]
Y (4140),
Y (4274) [125, 131]
COMPASS
photoproduction [181]
SPS 2002-2011
µ/pi beam on N target
a1(1420) [182]
(pbeam ≈ 160, 200 GeV)
piN → XN
γN → XN
P¯ANDA Upcoming HESR
GSI
p¯ beam on p target
(Darmstadt,
(pbeam ≈ 1.5–15 GeV):
Germany) pp¯→ X
pp¯→ X + any
GlueX Beginning
CEBAF 2016–
Jefferson Lab γ beam on p target
(searches for light
(Newport News, (Ebeam ≤ 11 GeV):
CLAS12 quark hybrid mesons)
Virginia,
USA) γp→ Xp
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By rearranging the light quarks in the decay B → Kψ, the “ψ” can also be electrically charged. In this case it
is usually referred to as a “Z”. These electrically charged Z states are especially interesting since, if they are truly
states, they must contain quarks in addition to the neutral cc¯ pair. Prominent examples are the Zc(4430) decaying to
pi±ψ(2S) [30] and the Z1(4050) and Z2(4250) decaying to piχc1 [133].
Similarly, in the decay Λb → KpJ/ψ, there appears to be non-trivial structure in the pJ/ψ system, which cannot
originate from a traditional three-quark baryon [35] (See the discussion of the Pc(4380) and the Pc(4450) in Sec. 2.4.3 for
more detail). Other decays of the form Λb → Kpψ are yet to be thoroughly explored.
2.2.2. e+e− Annihilation
Both the charmonium and bottomonium systems can be conveniently accessed through e+e− annihilation in a number
of ways. The simplest is direct production through a virtual photon. In this way, the JPC = 1−− states (the ψ states in
charmonium and the Υ states in bottomonium) can be produced. Using this method, BESIII and CLEO-c can produce
charmonium states and BaBar, Belle, and Belle II can produce bottomonium states. Resonances typically appear as
peaks in the cross section as a function of e+e− center-of-mass energy.
As a powerful extension of the above technique, e+e− annihilation experiments can also use Initial State Radia-
tion (ISR) to probe e+e− collisions below the nominal center-of-mass energy. In this process, a photon is radiated by
the initial e+ or e−, effectively lowering the center-of-mass energy of the collision. One advantage of this method is that
it provides access to a whole range of e+e− center-of-mass energies. This improvement has allowed BaBar and Belle
to survey a number of cross sections in the charmonium region, despite having nominal center-of-mass energies in the
bottomonium region. In addition to the expected ψ states, a number of unexpected ones have been found as well, such
as the Y (4260) in e+e− → Y (4260) → pi+pi−J/ψ [29]. A disadvantage of the ISR method is that the rate is severely
suppressed with respect to direct production by the extra power of αEM.
In e+e− annihilation, one can also analyze the decay products of the directly produced ψ, Υ, or Y . This approach
has led to, for example, the discovery of the electrically charged Zc and Zb states in the process e
+e− → pi∓Z±b,c. Using
e+e− collisions in the bottomonium region, the states Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) were found [160], while e+e− collisions
in the charmonium region led to the discovery of the Zc(3900) [22, 23] and the Zc(4020) [156]. It is still unclear if the
e+e− annihilation in these processes proceeds through traditional ψ or Υ states, or through exotic Y states, or neither.
Similarly, one can look for radiative transitions, such as the process e+e− → γX(3872) [52], or for dipion transitions,
such as the process e+e− → pi+pi−X(3823) [164].
Another method used in e+e− annihilation is the double-charmonium production process e+e− → J/ψX, where X
also contains charm, and the initial e+e− collision energy is in the bottomonium region. Using this technique, Belle has
been able to observe traditional charmonium states, such as the ηc(1S, 2S), recoiling against the J/ψ, but has also seen
the possibly exotic X(3940) and X(4160) [165, 41]. This technique remains relatively unexplored.
2.2.3. γγ Collisions
The e+e− experiments with center-of-mass energies in the bottomonium region (BaBar, Belle, and Belle II) can
explore γγ collisions in the charmonium region through the process e+e− → e+e−X. This technique has proven to be a
powerful way to produce conventional charmonium states. For example, the BaBar Collaboration has been able to make
precision measurements of the mass and width of the ηc(2S), as well as measure new decay modes of the ηc(2S), using γγ
collisions [183, 184]. But there are several more observations that are yet to be fully understood. The X(3915) (decaying
to ωJ/ψ [166, 167]) and the Z(3930) (decaying to DD¯ [168, 169]) are both seen clearly and are often identified with the
χc0(2P ) and χc2(2P ) states of charmonium, respectively (although the former assignment is more controversial). The
X(4350) (decaying to φJ/ψ [170]) needs further experimental confirmation.
2.2.4. Hadron Collisions
The CDF and D0 experiments at Fermilab and the CMS, ATLAS, and LHCb experiments at CERN have had success
producing QCD exotica in very high-energy pp¯ (Fermilab) and pp (CERN) collisions. Direct production of particles from
the initial collision (prompt production) is generally separated from production from subsequent B decays (nonprompt
production) using the position of the decay vertex. The X(3872) appears to have a significant prompt cross section when
compared to prompt production of the ψ(2S) [28]. Other states seen in hadron collisions include the Y (4140) (decaying
to φJ/ψ [174]) and the recently reported X(5568) (decaying to Bspi [175]).
2.3. The X(3872) as the First of the XYZ
As the first of the XYZ states to be discovered, the X(3872) is also the most ubiquitous and thoroughly studied.
But even in 2003, after its initial discovery by Belle in the process B → KX(3872) with X(3872) → pi+pi−J/ψ [4], it
was already known that the X(3872) was out of the ordinary. It was narrow and had a mass suspiciously close to the
D∗0D¯0 threshold. Even while its quantum numbers were not yet known, it was difficult to fit the X(3872) into any of the
unoccupied places in the charmonium spectrum. For example, the 3D2 (J
PC = 2−−) state of charmonium could be ruled
out because the upper limit on the ratio of branching fractions B(X(3872) → γχc1)/B(X(3872) → pi+pi−J/ψ) was too
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2measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section at each energy,
together with the corresponding QED prediction [23] are
also listed in Table I, where there is good agreement.
We fit the energy-dependent cross section with
a Yð4260Þ resonance (parameters fixed to PDG [13]
values), a linear continuum, or a E1-transition phase space
(∝ E3γ ) term. Figure 4 shows all the fit results, which give
χ2=ndf ¼ 0.49=3 (C.L. ¼ 92%), 5.5=2 (C.L. ¼ 6%), and
8.7=3 (C.L. ¼ 3%) for a Yð4260Þ resonance, linear con-
tinuum, and phase space distribution, respectively. The
Yð4260Þ resonance describes the data better than the other
two options.
The systematic uncertainty in the Xð3872Þ mass meas-
urement include those from the absolute mass scale and the
parametrization of the Xð3872Þ signal and background
shapes. Since we use ISR ψð3686Þ events to calibrate the
fit, the systematic uncertainty from the mass scale is
estimated to be 0.1 MeV=c2 (including statistical uncer-
tainties of the MC samples used in the calibration pro-
cedure). In the Xð3872Þmass fit, a MC simulated histogram
with a zero width is used to parameterize the signal shape.
We replace this histogram with a simulated Xð3872Þ
resonance with a width of 1.2 MeV [13] (the upper limit
of the Xð3872Þ width at 90% C.L.) and repeat the fit; the
change in mass for this new fit is taken as the systematic
uncertainty due to the signal parametrization, which is
0.1 MeV=c2. Likewise, changes measured with a back-
ground shape from MC-simulated ðγISRÞπþπ−J=ψ and
η0J=ψ events indicate a systematic uncertainty associated
with the background shape of 0.1 MeV=c2 in mass. By
summing the contributions from all sources assuming that
they are independent, we obtain a total systematic uncer-
tainty of 0.2 MeV=c2 for the Xð3872Þ mass measurement.
The systematic uncertainty in the cross section measure-
ment mainly comes from efficiencies, signal parametriza-
tion, background shape, radiative correction, and luminosity
measurement. The luminosity is measured using Bhabha
events, with an uncertainty of 1.0%. The uncertainty of
tracking efficiency for high momenta leptons is 1.0% per
track. Pions have momentum ranges from 0.1 to 0.6 GeV=c
at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 4.260 GeV, and with a small change with different
c.m. energies. The momentum-weighted uncertainty is also
estimated to be 1.0% per track. In this analysis, the radiative
photons have energies that several hundreds of MeV.
Studies with a sample of J=ψ → ρπ events show that the
uncertainty in the reconstruction efficiency for photons in
this energy range is less than 1.0%.
The number of Xð3872Þ signal events is obtained
through a fit to the Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ distribution. In the
nominal fit, a simulated histogram with zero width
convolved with a Gaussian function is used to parameterize
the Xð3872Þ signal. When a MC-simulated signal shape
with Γ½Xð3872Þ& ¼ 1.2 MeV [13] is used, the difference in
the Xð3872Þ signal yield, is 4.0%; this is taken as the
systematic uncertainty due to signal parametrization.
Changing the background shape from a linear term to
the expected shape from the dominant background source
η0J=ψ results in a 0.2% difference in the Xð3872Þ yields.
The eþe− → πþπ−J=ψ line shape affects the radiative
correction factor and detection efficiency. Using the mea-
surements from BESIII, Belle, and BABAR [11] as inputs,
the maximum difference in ð1þ δÞϵ is 0.6%, which is taken
as the systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty from the
kinematic fit is estimated with the very pure ISR ψð3686Þ
TABLE I. The number of Xð3872Þ events (Nobs), radiative correction factor (1þ δ), detection efficiency (ϵ), measured Born cross
section σB½eþe− → γXð3872Þ& times B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & (σB · B, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second
systematic), measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σISR, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second systematic), and
predicted ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σQED with uncertainties from resonant parameters) from QED [23] using resonant parameters in
PDG [13] as input at different energies. For 4.009 and 4.360 GeV, the upper limits of observed events (Nup) and cross section times
branching fraction (σup · B) are given at the 90% C.L.ffiffi
s
p
(GeV) Nobs Nup ε (%) 1þ δ σB · B (pb) σup · B (pb) σISR (pb) σQED (pb)
4.009 0.0' 0.5 < 1.4 28.7 0.861 0.00' 0.04' 0.01 < 0.11 719' 30' 47 735' 13
4.229 9.6' 3.1 ( ( ( 34.4 0.799 0.27' 0.09' 0.02 ( ( ( 404' 14' 27 408' 7
4.260 8.7' 3.0 ( ( ( 33.1 0.814 0.33' 0.12' 0.02 ( ( ( 378' 16' 25 382' 7
4.360 1.7' 1.4 < 5.1 23.2 1.023 0.11' 0.09' 0.01 < 0.36 308' 17' 20 316' 5
 (GeV)cmE
4 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5
) (
pb
)
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FIG. 4 (color online). The fit to σB½eþe− → γXð3872Þ& ×
B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & with a Yð4260Þ resonance (red solid
curve), a linear continuum (blue dashed curve), or a E1-transition
phase space term (red dotted-dashed curve). Dots with error bars
are data.
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where k! is defined above, ‘ is the orbital angular momen-
tum value, f0X ¼ 1:0 and f1Xðk!Þ ¼ ð1þ R2Xk!2Þ&1=2 are
Blatt-Weisskopf ‘‘barrier factors’’ [47] and BW! is the
relativistic BW expression
BW!ðm""Þ /
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m""!!
q
m2! &m2"" & im!!! : (15)
Here !!¼!0½q!=q0(3½m!=m""(½f1!ðq!Þ=f1!ðq0Þ(2, where
q!ðm""Þ is the pion momentum in the ! rest frame, q0 ¼
q!ðm!Þ, f1!ðqÞÞ ¼ ð1þ R2!q2Þ&1=2, !0 ¼ 146:2 MeV and
m! ¼ 775:5 MeV [7]. The ‘‘radii’’ RX and R! are poorly
known. Generally R! ¼ 1:5 GeV&1 is used and CDF uses
values forRX that are as large asRX ¼ 5:0 GeV&1. (Higher
values of RX reduce the effects of the k
!ð2‘þ1Þ factor and,
therefore, make the S- and P-wave differences smaller.)
We take these values as our default settings.
The smooth curves in Fig. 9 show the results of the
S-wave (dashed line) and P-wave (solid line) fits. The
S-wave (‘ ¼ 0) case fits the data well: #2=d:o:f: ¼
17:5=18 (CL ¼ 49%). The P-wave (‘ ¼ 1) fit is poorer,
#2=d:o:f: ¼ 32:1=18 (CL ¼ 2%). Reducing the Blatt-
Weisskopf radius for the Xð3872Þ makes the P-wave fit
worse; increasing RX to 7:0 GeV
&1 improves the P-wave
fit #2=d:o:f: to 26:5=18, which corresponds to a 9.0% CL.
Large changes in R! are found to have little effect on the fit
quality for either case.
However, both Belle [48] and BABAR [18] have reported
evidence for the subthreshold decay process Xð3872Þ!
!J=c . The CDF group pointed out that interference be-
tween the !J=c and !J=c final states, where !!
"þ"&, can have an important effect on the Mð"þ"&Þ
line shape near the upper kinematic limit [12]. We there-
fore repeated the fits described above with the inclusion of
possible effects from !-! interference.
For these fits we use the form given in Eq. (14) with
BW!ðm""Þ replaced by
BW!&! / BW! þ r!ei$!BW!; (16)
where BW! is the same form as BW! with ! meson mass
and width values substituted for those of the !, r! is the
strength of the ! amplitude relative to that of the !, and
$! is their relative phase, which is expected to be 95
) [49].
We performed fits to the Mð"þ"&Þ distribution using
this form weighted by the acceptance with $! fixed at 95
)
and r! left as a free parameter. Figure 10 shows the results
of the S-wave (dashed line) and P-wave (solid line) fits.
The inclusion of a small ! amplitude (r! ¼ 0:07* 0:05)
improves the S-wave fit to #2=d:o:f: ¼ 15:8=17 (54% CL).
The P-wave fit returns a larger ! contribution, r! ¼
0:48þ0:20&0:14, and a good fit quality: #2 ¼ 14:6 for 17 degrees
of freedom (62% CL).
The fits have three components: direct !! "þ"&
(/jBW!j2) and !! "þ"& ( / r2!jBW!j2) contributions
and a !-! interference term. The contributions from each
component for each fit are listed in Table VI.
If the low-mass tails of the !! "þ"&"0 and !!
"þ"& line shapes are the same [50], we expect
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FIG. 9 (color online). The data points show the background-
subtracted, relative-efficiency-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ distribution
for Xð3872Þ! "þ"&J=c events. The curves show the results
of fits using an S-wave (dashed) and a P-wave (solid) BW
function as described in the text.
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FIG. 10 (color online). The background-subtracted, relative-
efficiency-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ distribution for Xð3872Þ!
"þ"&J=c events. The curves show the results of fits using an
S-wave (dashed line) and a P-wave (solid line) BW function
with effects of !-! interference included.
TABLE VI. Summary of the results from the !-! interference
fit.
Nsig r! N!!"" N!!"" N!-! interf
S-wave 159* 15 0:07* 0:05 140.9 0:6* 0:5 17.8
P-wave 158* 15 0:48þ0:20&0:14 93.2 3:6þ1:5&1:1 60.0
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The LHCb detector is a single-arm forward spectrometer
covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, described
in detail in Refs. [18,19]. The Xð3872Þ candidate selec-
tion, which is based on reconstructing Bþ→ ðJ=ψ→μþμ−Þ
πþπ−Kþ candidates using particle identification informa-
tion and transverse momentum (pT) thresholds and requir-
ing separation of tracks and the Bþ vertex from the primary
pp interaction vertex, is improved relative to that of
Ref. [17]. The signal efficiency is increased by lowering
requirements on pT for muons from 0.90 to 0.55 GeV and
for hadrons from 0.25 to 0.20 GeV. The background is
further suppressed without significant loss of signal by
requiring Q < 250 MeV. The Xð3872Þ mass resolution
(σΔM) is improved from about 5.5 to 2.8 MeV by
constraining the Bþ candidate to its known mass and
requiring its momentum to point to a pp collision vertex
in the kinematic fit of its decay. The distribution of ΔM≡
Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ −MðJ=ψÞ is shown in Fig. 1. A Crystal Ball
function [20] with symmetric tails is used to model the
signal shape, while the background is assumed to be linear.
An unbinned maximum-likelihood fit yields 1011$ 38
Bþ → Xð3872ÞKþ decays and 1468$ 44 background
entries in the 725 < ΔM < 825 MeV range used in the
angular analysis. The signal purity is 80% within 2.5σΔM
from the signal peak. From studying the Kþπþπ− mass
distribution, the dominant source of the background is
found to be Bþ→J=ψK1ð1270Þþ, K1ð1270Þþ → Kþπþπ−
decays.
Angular correlations in the Bþ decay chain are analyzed
using an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to determine the
Xð3872Þ quantum numbers and orbital angular momentum
in its decay. The probability density function (P) for each
JPC hypothesis, JX, is defined in the five-dimensional
angular spaceΩ≡ðcosθX;cosθρ;ΔϕX;ρ;cosθJ=ψ ;ΔϕX;J=ψÞ,
where θX, θρ and θJ=ψ are the helicity angles [21–23] in the
Xð3872Þ, ρ0 and J=ψ decays, respectively, and ΔϕX;ρ,
ΔϕX;J=ψ are the angles between the decay planes of the
Xð3872Þ particle and of its decay products. The quantity P
is the normalized product of the expected decay matrix
element (M) squared and of the reconstruction
efficiency (ϵ), PðΩjJXÞ ¼ jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞ=IðJXÞ, where
IðJXÞ ¼
R jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞdΩ. The efficiency is averaged
over the πþπ− mass using a simulation [24–28] of the
Xð3872Þ→ ρ0J=ψ , ρ0 → πþπ− decay. The line shape of
the ρ0 resonance can change slightly depending on the
Xð3872Þ spin hypothesis. The effect on ϵðΩÞ is very small
and is neglected. The angular correlations are obtained
using the helicity formalism [16],
jMðΩjJXÞj2 ¼
X
Δλμ¼−1;þ1
j
X
λJ=ψ ;λρ¼−1;0;þ1
AλJ=ψ ;λρ D
JX
0;λJ=ψ−λρð0; θX; 0Þ&
D1λρ;0ðΔϕX;ρ; θρ; 0Þ&
D1λJ=ψ ;ΔλμðΔϕX;J=ψ ; θJ=ψ ; 0Þ&j2; ð1Þ
where the λ’s are particle helicities, Δλμ ¼ λμþ − λμ− and
DJλ1;λ2 are Wigner functions [21–23]. The helicity cou-
plings, AλJ=ψ ;λρ , are expressed in terms of the LS couplings,
BLS, with the help of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, where L
is the orbital angular momentum between the ρ0 and the
J=ψ mesons, and S is the sum of their spins,
AλJ=ψ ;λρ ¼
X
L
X
S
BLS
 
JJ=ψ Jρ S
λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
!
×
!
L S JX
0 λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
"
: ð2Þ
Possible values of L are constrained by parity conservation,
PX ¼ PJ=ψPρð−1ÞL ¼ ð−1ÞL. In the previous analyses
[14,16,17], only the minimal value of the angular momen-
tum, Lmin, was allowed. Thus, for the preferred JPC ¼ 1þþ
hypothesis, the D wave was neglected allowing only
S-wave decays. In this work all L values are allowed in
Eq. (2). The corresponding BLS amplitudes are listed in
Table I. Values of JX up to 4 are analyzed. Since the orbital
angular momentum in the Bþ decay equals JX, high values
are suppressed by the angular momentum barrier. In fact,
the hig est observed spin of ny resonance produced in B
decays is 3 [29,30]. Since P is insensitive to the overall
normalization of the BLS couplings and to the phase of the
matrix element, the BLS amplitude with the lowest L and S
is set to the arbitrary reference value (1,0). The set of
other possible complex BLS amplitudes, which are free
parameters in the fit, is denoted as α.
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FIG. 1 ( online). Dis ribution f ΔM for Bþ →
J=ψKþπþπ− candidates. The fit of the Xð3872Þ signal is
displayed. The solid (blue), dashed (red) and dotted (green)
lines represent the total fit, signal component and background
component, respectively.
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Figure 2. The J/ ⇡+⇡  invariant-mass distribution in the X(3872) region for two bins of
transverse momentum, 10–13.5GeV (left) and 18–30GeV (right). The lines represent the
signal-plus-background fits (solid) and the background-only components (d shed). The  2/ndf of
the fit is also reported.
the Gaussian functions, the fraction of signal associat d with each Gaussian, and two
background-shape parameters. Figure 2 shows examples of fitted mass distributions for a
low- and a high-transverse-momentum bin. The measured number of X(3872) and  (2S)
signal events are listed in table 1.
The acceptances and e ciencies of the X(3872) and  (2S) final states are factorized
into four components, each of which is determined individually from the simulation: the
acceptance A(J/ ) and e ciency ✏(J/ ) for the trigger and detection of the J/ , and the
acceptance A(⇡+⇡ ) and e ciency ✏(⇡+⇡ ) for the pion pair, including the J/ ⇡+⇡ 
vertex probability requirement. The acceptances are the same for the 2011a and 2011b
datasets for the pT bins in common (pT > 13.5GeV). The e ciency is calculat d for th
2011a dataset in each bin since the changes in e ciency related to the trigger evolution
during data taking do not a↵ect the e ciency ratio. The average value of A · ✏ in each pT
bin is determined using fine-grained bins in transverse momentum as⌧
1
A · ✏
 
bin
⌘
NbinfineX
i=1
Ni
Ai · ✏i
,NbinfineX
i=1
Ni, (4.3)
where Ni is the number of signal events observed in the data, A
i = Ai(J/ ) · Ai(⇡+⇡ ),
✏i = ✏i(J/ ) · ✏i(⇡+⇡ ) are the acceptance and e ciency in each fine bin, and Nbinfine is the
number of fine bins contained in each pT interval. This procedure accounts for the large
variation in acceptance and e ciency over the wide pT bins, relying on the pT spectrum
from the data. The number of signal events in each fine bin is determined using a sideband-
subtraction technique. The ratios of the acceptances and e ciencies, listed in table 1, are
di↵erent from unity because of small di↵erences in the X(3872) and  (2S) decay kinematics.
Studies are performed to verify the description of the data by the simulations and to
determine the systematic uncertainties. These are listed in table 2 and described in the
following.
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in each m3! in erval to obtain the Gaussian and ARGUS
normalization parameter values, and hence to extract the
B-meson signal.
In Fig. 1 there is a small, but clear, "-meson signal, a
large !-meson signal, and nothing of significan in be-
tween. The J=c" mass distribution shows no significant
structure, and will not be discussed any further.
In the !-meson region, the signal extends down to
!0:74 GeV=c2; there is also a high-mass tail above
! :8 GeV=c2, and pos ibly some small nonresonant con-
tribution in this region. When we assign !-Dal tz-plot
weights [29] t the even s in the region 0:74–
0:80 GeV=c2, the sum of weights (1030" 90) is consistent
with the signal size (1160" 60), indicating that any non-!
background is small, and so w ignore such contributions.
Similar behavior is observed for B0 decay, but with a
selected-event sample which is about 6 times smaller. In
the following, we define the lower limit of the !-meson
mass region a 0:74 GeV=c2, but l av the upper limit at
0.7965 and 0:8055 GeV=c2 for the Bþ and B0 samples
[23], respectively, in order to focus on the impact of this
one change on the observed J=c! mass distribution. The
extension of the m3! region toward lower values increases
the efficiency slightly.
The J=c! mass distributions for B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ
ca didates are obtained by using the same fit pr cedure
used t obtain the m3! distribution. We then correct the
observed signal yields for selection efficiency. Events cor-
responding to B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ decay are created by
MC simulation, based on GEANT4 [30], in order to provide
uniform coverage of the entiremJ=c! range. The generated
events are subj cted to the reconstruction and selection
procedures applied to the data. For Bþ (B0) decay it is
found that the efficiency increases (decreases) gradually
from !6% (! 5%) close to mJ=c! threshold to !7%
(! 4%) for mJ=c! ! 4:8 GeV=c2. Comparison of gener-
ated and reconstructed mJ=c! values within each recon-
structed mJ=c! mass interval enables the m asurem nt of
the mJ=c! dependence of the mass resolution. From a
single-Gaussian fit to each distribution, the rms deviation
is found to degrade gradually from 6 5 MeV=c2 at
mJ=c! ! 3:84 GeV=c2, to 9 MeV=c2 at mJ=c! !
4:8 GeV=c2.
The mJ=c! distributions for B
þ ! J=c!Kþ and B0 !
J=c!K0 decay, after efficiency correction in each mass
interval, are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. For
the latter, corrections for K0L production and K
0
S ! !0!0
decay have been incorporated. The mJ=c! range from
3.8425 to 3:9925 GeV=c2 is divided into 10 MeV=c2 in-
tervals, while beyond this 50 MeV=c2 intervals are used.
The same choice of intervals was used in Ref. [23], where
the first two were inaccessible, and the third was only
partly accessible, because of the value of the lower limit
onm3!. Clear enhancements are observed in the vicinity of
the X and Y mesons in the Bþ distribution, and similar
effects are present in the B0 di tribution, wi lower statis-
tical significance.
The function used to fit the distributions of Fig. 2 is a
sum of three components. The X meson component is a
Gaussian resolution function with fixed rms deviation # ¼
6:7 MeV=c2 obtained from MC simulation; the intrinsic
width of the X meson (estimated to be & 3 MeV [27]) is
ignored. The Y-meson intensity contribution is represented
by a relativistic S-wave Breit-Wigner (BW) function [23].
The nonresonant contribution is described empirically by a
Gaussian function multiplied by mJ=c!. The Y-meson and
nonresonant intensity contributions are multiplied by the
phase space factor p% q, where p is the K momentum in
the B rest frame, and q is the J=c momentum in the rest
frame of the J=c 3! system. A simultaneous $2 fit to the
distributions of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) is carried out, in which
only the normalization parameters of the three contribu-
tions are allowed to differ between Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The
fit describes the data well ($2=NDF ¼ 54:7=51, NDF ¼
number of degrees of freedom), as shown by the solid
curves in Fig. 2. The dashed and dotted curves show the
X- and Y-meson contributions, respectively, while the dot-
dashed curves represent the nonresonant distribution.
For the X meson, the fitted mass is 3873:0þ1:8&1:6ðstatÞ "
1:3ðsystÞ MeV=c2, while the mass and width values for the
Y meson are 3919:1þ3:8&3:4ðstatÞ " 2:0ðsystÞ MeV=c2 and
31þ10&8 ðstatÞ " 5ðsystÞ MeV, respectively. These results are
consistent with earlier BABAR measurements [6,23].
From the fits of Fig. 2, we obtain product branching
fraction measurements for B0;þ ! XK0;þ, X ! J=c!.
The resulting Bþ and B0 product branching fraction values
are ½0:6" 0:2ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, and ½0:6"
0:3ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, respectively.
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FIG. 2 (color online). The corrected mJ=c! distribution for
(a) Bþ, (b) B0 decays; (c) (inset) shows the low-mass region
of (a) in detail. The curves indicate the results of the fit.
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in each m3! interval to obtain the Gaussian and ARGUS
normalization parameter values, and hence to extract the
B-meson signal.
In Fig. 1 there is a small, but clear, "-meson signal, a
large !-meson signal, and nothing of significance in be-
tween. The J=c" mass distribution shows no significant
structure, and will not be discussed any further.
In the !-meson region, the signal xtends down to
!0:74 G V=c2; there i also a high-mass tail above
!0:8 GeV=c2, and possibly some small nonresonant con-
tribution in this region. When we assign !-Dalitz-plot
weights [29] to the events n t region 0:74–
0:80 GeV=c2, the sum of weights (1030" 90) is consis ent
with the signal size (1160" 60), indicating that any non-!
background is small, and so we ignore such contributions.
Similar behavior is observed for B0 decay, but with a
selected-event sample which is about 6 times smaller. In
the following, we define the lower limit of the !-meson
mass region as 0:74 GeV=c2, but leave the upper limit at
0.7965 and 0:8055 GeV=c2 for the Bþ and B0 samples
[23], respectively, in order to focus on the impact of this
one change on the observed J=c! mass distribution. The
extension of the m3! region toward lower values increases
the efficiency slight y.
The J=c! ass distributions for B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ
candidates are obtained by using the same fit procedure
used to obtain the m3! distribution. We then correct the
observed signal yields for selection efficiency. Events cor-
responding to B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ decay are created by
MC simulation, based on GEANT4 [30], in order to provide
uniform coverage of the entiremJ=c! range. The generated
events are subjected to the reconstruction and selection
procedures applied to the data. For Bþ (B0) decay it is
found that the efficiency increases (decreases) gradually
from !6% (! 5%) close to mJ=c! threshold to !7%
(! 4%) for mJ=c! ! 4:8 GeV=c2. Comparison of ge er-
ated and recon uc d mJ=c! val es wi hin each recon-
structed mJ=c! mass interval enables the measurement of
the mJ=c! dependence of the mass resolution. From a
single-Gaussian fit to each distribution, the rms deviation
is found to degrade gradually from 6:5 MeV=c2 at
mJ=c! ! 3:84 GeV=c2, to 9 MeV=c2 at mJ=c! !
4:8 GeV=c2.
The mJ=c! di tributions f r B
þ ! J=c!Kþ and B0 !
J=c!K0 decay, after efficiency correction in eac mass
interval, are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. For
the latter, corrections for K0L production and K
0
S ! 0!0
decay have been incorporated. The mJ=c! range from
3.8425 to 3:9925 GeV=c2 is divided into 10 MeV=c2 in-
tervals, while beyond this 50 MeV=c2 intervals are used.
The same choice of intervals was u ed n Ref. [23], whe e
the first two were inaccessible, and th third was only
partly accessible, because of the value of the lower limit
onm3!. Clear enhancements are observed in the vicinity of
the X and Y mesons in the Bþ distribution, and similar
effects are present in the B0 distribution, with lower statis-
tical significance.
The function sed t fit the distributions of Fig. 2 is a
sum of thre components. The X meson component is a
Gaussian r soluti n function with fixed rms deviation # ¼
6:7 MeV=c2 obtained from MC simulation; the intrinsic
width of the X meson ( stimated to be & 3 MeV [27]) is
ignored. The Y-meson intensity contribution is represented
by a re ivistic S-w ve Breit-Wig (BW) functi n [23].
The nonreso ant contribution is described empirically by a
Gaussian functi n multiplied by mJ=c!. The Y-meson and
nonresonant intensity contributions are multiplied by the
phase space factor p% q, where p is the K momentum in
the B rest frame, and q is the J=c momentum in the rest
frame of the J=c 3! system. A simultaneous $2 fit to the
distributions of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) is carried out, in which
only the normalization parameters of the three contribu-
tions are allowed to differ between Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The
fit describes the data well ($2=NDF ¼ 54:7=51, NDF ¼
number of degrees of freedom), as shown by the solid
curves Fig. 2. The dashed and dotted curves show the
X- and Y-meson contributions, respectively, while th dot-
dashed curves represent the nonresonant distribution.
For the X meson, the fitted mass is 3873:0þ1:8&1:6ðstatÞ "
1:3ðsystÞ MeV=c2, while the mass and width values for the
Y meson are 3919:1þ3:8&3:4ðstatÞ " 2:0ðsystÞ MeV=c2 and
31þ10&8 ðstatÞ " 5ðsystÞ MeV, respectively. These results are
consistent with earlier BABAR measurements [6,23].
From the fits of Fig. 2, we obtain product branching
fraction measurements for B0;þ ! XK0;þ, X ! J=c!.
The resulting Bþ and B0 product branching fractio values
are ½0:6" 0:2ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, and ½0:6"
0:3ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, respectively.
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(a) Bþ, (b) B0 decays; (c) (inset) shows th low-mass region
of (a) in detail. The curves indicate the results of the fit.
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The LHCb detector is a single-arm forward spectrometer
covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, described
in detail in Refs. [18,19]. The Xð3872Þ candidate selec-
tion, which is based on reconstructing Bþ→ ðJ=ψ→μþμ−Þ
πþπ−Kþ candidates using particle identification informa-
tion and transverse momentum (pT) thresholds and requir-
ing separation of tracks and the Bþ vertex from the primary
pp interaction vertex, is improved relative to that of
Ref. [17]. The signal efficiency is increased by lowering
requirements on pT for muons from 0.90 to 0.55 GeV and
for hadrons from 0.25 to 0.20 GeV. The background is
further suppressed without significant loss of signal by
requiring Q < 250 MeV. The Xð3872Þ mass resolution
(σΔM) is improved from about 5.5 to 2.8 MeV by
constraining the Bþ candidate to its known mass and
requiring its momentum to point to a pp collision vertex
in the kinematic fit of its decay. The distribution of ΔM≡
Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ −MðJ=ψÞ is shown in Fig. 1. A Crystal Ball
function [20] with symmetric tails is used to model the
signal shape, while the background is assumed to be linear.
An unbinned maximum-likelihood fit yields 1011$ 38
Bþ → Xð3872ÞKþ decays and 1468$ 44 background
entries in the 725 < ΔM < 825 MeV range used in the
angular analysis. The signal purity is 80% within 2.5σΔM
from the signal peak. From studying the Kþπþπ− mass
distribution, the dominant source of the background is
found to be Bþ→J=ψK1ð1270Þþ, K1ð1270Þþ → Kþπþπ−
decays.
Angular correlations in the Bþ decay chain are analyzed
using an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to determine the
Xð3872Þ quantum numbers and orbital angular momentu
in its decay. The probability density functi n (P) for each
JPC hypothesis, JX, is defined in the five-dimensional
angular spaceΩ≡ðcosθX;cosθρ;ΔϕX;ρ;cosθJ=ψ ;ΔϕX;J=ψÞ,
where θX, θρ and θJ=ψ are the helicity angles [21–23] in the
Xð3872Þ, ρ0 and J=ψ decays, respectively, and ΔϕX;ρ,
ΔϕX;J=ψ are the angles between the decay planes of the
Xð3872Þ particle and of its decay products. The quantity P
is the normalized product of the expected decay matrix
element (M) squared and of the reconstruction
efficiency (ϵ), PðΩjJXÞ ¼ jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞ=IðJXÞ, where
IðJXÞ ¼
R jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞdΩ. The efficiency is averaged
over the πþπ− mass using a simulation [24–28] of the
Xð3872Þ→ ρ0J=ψ , ρ0 → πþπ− decay. The line shape of
the ρ0 resonance can change slightly depending on the
Xð3872Þ spin hypothesis. The effect on ϵðΩÞ is very small
and is neglected. The angular correlations are obtained
using the helicity formalism [16],
jMðΩjJXÞj2 ¼
X
Δλμ¼−1;þ1
j
X
λJ=ψ ;λρ¼−1;0;þ1
AλJ=ψ ;λρ D
JX
0;λJ=ψ−λρð0; θX; 0Þ&
D1λρ;0ðΔϕX;ρ; θρ; 0Þ&
D1λJ=ψ ;ΔλμðΔϕX;J=ψ ; θJ=ψ ; 0Þ&j2; ð1Þ
where the λ’s are particle helicities, Δλμ ¼ λμþ − λμ− and
DJλ1;λ2 are Wigner functions [21–23]. The helicity cou-
plings, AλJ=ψ ;λρ , are expressed in terms of the LS couplings,
BLS, with the help of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, where L
is the orbital angular momentum between the ρ0 and the
J=ψ mesons, and S is the sum of their spins,
AλJ=ψ ;λρ ¼
X
L
X
S
BLS
 
JJ=ψ Jρ S
λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
!
×
!
L S JX
0 λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
"
: ð2Þ
Possible values of L are constrained by parity conservation,
PX ¼ PJ=ψPρð−1ÞL ¼ ð−1ÞL. In the previous analys s
[14,16,17], only the minimal valu of the angular momen-
tum, Lmin, was allowed. Thus, for the preferred JPC ¼ 1þþ
hypothesis, the wave was negl cted allowing only
S-wave decays. In this work all L values are allowed in
Eq. (2). The corresponding BLS am litudes are listed in
Table I. Values of JX up t 4 are analyzed. Since th orbital
angular momentum in the Bþ dec y equals JX, high valu s
are suppres ed by the angular momentum barrier. In fact,
the highest ob erved spin of any resonance produced in B
decays is 3 [29,30]. Since P is insensitive to the overall
normalizatio of the BLS couplings and to the phase of the
matrix element, the BLS amplitude with the lowest L and S
is set to the arbitrary reference value (1,0). The set of
other possible complex BLS amplit des, which are free
parameters i the fit, is denoted as α.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Distribution of ΔM for Bþ →
J=ψKþπþπ− candidates. The fit of the Xð3872Þ signal is
displayed. The solid (blue), dashed (red) and dotted (gre n)
lines represent the total fit, signal component and background
component, respectively.
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The LHCb detector is a single-arm forward spectrometer
covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, described
in detail in Refs. [18,19]. The Xð3872Þ candidate selec-
tion, which is based on reconstructing Bþ→ ðJ=ψ→μþμ−Þ
πþπ−Kþ candidates using particle identification informa-
tion and transverse momentum (pT) thresholds and requir-
ing separation of tracks and the Bþ vertex from the primary
pp interaction vertex, is improved relative to that of
Ref. [17]. The signal efficiency is increased by lowering
requirements on pT for muons from 0.90 to 0.55 GeV and
for hadrons from 0.25 to 0.20 GeV. The background is
further suppressed without significant loss of signal by
requiring Q < 250 MeV. The Xð3872Þ mass resolution
(σΔM) is improved from about 5.5 to 2.8 MeV by
constraining the Bþ candidate to its known mass and
requiring its momentum to point to a pp collision vertex
in the kinematic fit of its decay. The distribution of ΔM≡
Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ −MðJ=ψÞ is shown in Fig. 1. A Crystal Ball
function [20] with symmetric tails is used to model the
signal shape, while the background is assumed to be linear.
An unbinned maximum-likelihood fit yields 1011$ 38
Bþ → Xð3872ÞKþ decays and 1468$ 44 background
entries in the 725 < ΔM < 825 MeV range used in the
angular analysis. The signal purity is 80% within 2.5σΔM
from the signal peak. From studying the Kþπþπ− mass
distribution, the dominant ource of the background is
found to be Bþ→J=ψK1ð1270Þþ, K1ð1270Þþ → Kþπþπ−
decays.
Angular correlations in the Bþ decay chain are analyzed
using an u binned maxi um-likelihood fit to determine the
Xð3872Þ quantum numbers and orbital angular mo entum
in its decay. The probability density function (P) for each
JPC hypothesis, JX, is defined in the five-dimensional
angular spaceΩ≡ðcosθX;cosθρ;ΔϕX;ρ;cosθJ=ψ ;ΔϕX;J=ψÞ,
where θX, θρ and θJ=ψ are the helicity angles [21–23] in the
Xð3872Þ, ρ0 and J=ψ decays, respectively, and ΔϕX;ρ,
ΔϕX;J=ψ are the angles between the decay planes of the
Xð3872Þ particle and of its decay products. The quantity P
is the normalized product of the expected decay matrix
element (M) squared and of the reconstruction
efficiency (ϵ), PðΩjJXÞ ¼ jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞ=IðJXÞ, where
IðJXÞ ¼
R jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞdΩ. The efficiency is averaged
over the πþπ− mass using a simulation [24–28] of the
Xð3872Þ→ ρ0J=ψ , ρ0 → πþπ− decay. The line shape of
the ρ0 resonance can change slightly depending on the
Xð3872Þ spin hypothesis. The effect on ϵðΩÞ is very small
and is neglected. The angular correlations are obtained
using the helicity formalism [16],
jMðΩjJXÞj2 ¼
X
Δλμ¼−1;þ1
j
X
λJ=ψ ;λρ¼−1;0;þ1
AλJ=ψ ;λρ D
JX
0;λJ=ψ−λρð0; θX; 0Þ&
D1λρ;0ðΔϕX;ρ; θρ; 0Þ&
D1λJ=ψ ;ΔλμðΔϕX;J=ψ ; θJ=ψ ; 0Þ&j2; ð1Þ
where the λ’s are particle helicities, Δλμ ¼ λμþ − λμ− and
DJλ1;λ2 are Wigner functions [21–23]. The helicity cou-
plings, AλJ=ψ ;λρ , are expressed in terms of the LS couplings,
BLS, with the help of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, where L
is the orbital angular m mentum between the ρ0 and the
J=ψ mesons, and S is the sum of their spins,
AλJ=ψ ;λρ ¼
X
L
X
S
BLS
 
JJ=ψ Jρ S
λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
!
×
!
L S JX
0 λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
"
: ð2Þ
Possible values of L are constrained by parity conservation,
PX ¼ PJ=ψPρð−1ÞL ¼ ð−1ÞL. In the previous analyses
[14,16,17], only the minimal value of the angular momen-
tum, Lmin, was allowed. Thus, for t preferred JPC ¼ 1þþ
hypothesis, the D wave was n glected allowing o ly
S-wave decays. In this work all L values are allowed in
Eq. (2). The corresponding BLS amplitudes are listed in
Table I. Values of JX up to 4 are analyzed. Since the orbital
angular momentum in the Bþ decay equals JX, high values
are suppressed by the angular momentum barrier. In fact,
the highest observed spin of any resonance produced in B
decays is 3 [29,30]. Since P is insensitive to the overall
normalization of the BLS couplings and to the phase of the
matrix element, the BLS amplitude with the lowest L and S
is set to the arbitrary reference value (1,0). The set of
other possible complex BLS amplitudes, which are free
parameters in the fit, is enoted as α.
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FIG. 1 (color o line). Distribution of ΔM for Bþ →
J=ψKþπþπ− candidates. The fit of the Xð3872Þ signal is
displayed. T e solid (blue), ash (red) and otted (green)
lines represent the total fit, signal component and background
component, respectively.
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where k! is defined above, ‘ is the orbital angular momen-
tum value, f0X ¼ 1:0 and f1Xðk!Þ ¼ ð1þ R2Xk!2Þ&1=2 are
Blatt-Weisskopf ‘‘barrier factors’’ [47] and BW! is the
relativistic BW expression
BW!ðm""Þ /
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m""!!
q
m2! &m2"" & im!!! : (15)
Here !!¼!0½q!=q0(3½m!=m""(½f1!ðq!Þ=f1!ðq0Þ(2, where
q!ðm""Þ is the pion momentum in the ! rest frame, q0 ¼
q!ðm!Þ, f1!ðqÞÞ ¼ ð1þ R2!q2Þ&1=2, !0 ¼ 146:2 MeV and
m! ¼ 775:5 MeV [7]. The ‘‘radii’’ RX and R! are poorly
known. Generally R! ¼ 1:5 GeV&1 is used and CDF uses
values forRX that are as large asRX ¼ 5:0 GeV&1. (Higher
values of RX reduce the effects of the k
!ð2‘þ1Þ factor and,
therefore, make the S- and P-wave differences smaller.)
We take these values as our default settings.
The smooth curves in Fig. 9 show the results of the
S-wave (dashed line) and P-wave (solid line) fits. The
S-wave (‘ ¼ 0) case fits the data well: #2=d:o:f: ¼
17:5=18 (CL ¼ 49%). The P-wave (‘ ¼ 1) fit is poorer,
#2=d:o:f: ¼ 32:1=18 (CL ¼ 2%). Reducing the Blatt-
Weisskopf radius for the Xð3872Þ makes the P-wave fit
worse; increasing RX to 7:0 GeV
&1 improves the P- ave
fit #2=d:o:f: to 26:5=18, which corresponds to a 9.0% CL.
Large changes in R! are found to have little effect on the fit
quality for either case.
However, both Belle [48] and BABAR [18] have reported
evidence for the subthreshold decay process Xð3872Þ!
!J=c . The CDF group pointed out that interference be-
tween the !J=c and !J=c final states, where !!
"þ"&, can have an important effect on the Mð"þ"&Þ
line shape near the upper kinematic limit [12]. We there-
fore repeated the fits described above with the inclusion of
possible effects from !-! interference.
For these fits we use the form given in Eq. (14) with
BW!ðm""Þ replaced by
BW!&! / BW! þ r!ei$!BW!; (16)
where BW! is the same form as BW! with ! meson mass
and wi th values substituted fo those of the !, r! is the
strength of the ! amplitude relative to that of the !, and
$! is their relative phase, which is expected to be 95
) [49].
We performed fits to the Mð"þ"&Þ distribution using
this form weighted by the acceptance with $! fixed at 95
)
and r! left as a free parameter. Figure 10 shows the results
of the S-wave (dashed line) and P-wave (solid line) fits.
The inclusion of a small ! amplitude (r! ¼ 0:07* 0:05)
improves th S-wave fit o #2=d: :f: ¼ 15:8=17 (54% CL).
The P-wave fit returns arger ! contribution, r! ¼
0:48þ0:20&0:14, and a go d fit quality: #2 ¼ 14:6 for 17 degrees
of freedom (62% CL).
The fits have three components: direct !! "þ"&
(/jBW!j2) and !! "þ"& ( / r2!jBW!j2) contribution
and a !-! interf rence t rm. The contrib tions from each
component for each fit are listed in T ble VI.
If the low-mass tails of the !! "þ"&"0 and !!
"þ"& line shapes are the same [50], we expect
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FIG. 9 (color online). The data points show the background-
subtracted, relative-efficiency-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ distribution
for Xð3872Þ! "þ"&J=c events. The curves show the results
of fits using an S-wave (dashed) and a P-wave (solid) BW
functi as described in the text.
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FIG. 10 (color o line). The background-subtracted, relative-
efficiency-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ distribution for Xð3872Þ!
"þ"&J=c events. The curves show the results of fits using an
S-wave (dashed line) and a P-wave (solid line) BW function
with effects of !-! interfere ce included.
TABLE VI. Su mary of the results fro the !-! interference
fit.
Nsig r! N!!"" N!!"" N!-! int rf
S-wave 159* 15 0:07* 0:05 140.9 0:6* 0:5 17.8
P-wave 158* 15 0:48þ0:20&0:14 93.2 3:6þ1:5&1:1 60.0
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measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section at each energy,
together with the corresponding QED prediction [23] are
also listed in Table I, where there is good agreement.
We fit the energy-dependent cross section with
a Yð4260Þ resonance (parameters fixed to PDG [13]
values), a linear continuum, or a E1-transition phase space
(∝ E3γ ) term. Figure 4 shows all the fit results, which give
χ2=ndf ¼ 0.49=3 (C.L. ¼ 92%), 5.5=2 (C.L. ¼ 6%), and
8.7=3 (C.L. ¼ 3%) for a Yð4260Þ resonance, linear con-
tinuum, and phase space distribution, respectively. The
Yð4260Þ resonance describes the data better than the other
two options.
The systematic uncertainty in the Xð3872Þ mass meas-
urement include those from the absolute mass scale and the
parametrization of the Xð3872Þ signal and background
shapes. Since we use ISR ψð3686Þ events to calibrate the
fit, the systematic uncertainty from the mass scale is
estimated to be 0.1 MeV=c2 (including statistical uncer-
tainties of the MC samples used in the calibration pro-
cedure). In the Xð3872Þmass fit, a MC simulated histogram
with a zero width is used to parameterize the signal shape.
We replace this histogram with a simulated Xð3872Þ
resonance with a width of 1.2 MeV [13] (the upper limit
of the Xð3872Þ width at 90% C.L.) and repeat the fit; the
change in mass for this new fit is taken as the systematic
uncertainty due to the signal parametrization, which is
0.1 MeV=c2. Likewise, changes measured with a back-
ground shape from MC-simulated ðγISRÞπþπ−J=ψ and
η0J=ψ events indicate a systematic uncertainty associated
with the background shape of 0.1 MeV=c2 in mass. By
summing the contributions from all sources assuming that
they are independent, we obtain a total systematic uncer-
tainty of 0.2 MeV=c2 for the Xð3872Þ mass measurement.
The systematic uncertainty in the cross section measure-
ment mainly comes from efficiencies, signal parametriza-
tion, background shape, radiative correction, and luminosity
measurement. The luminosity is measured using Bhabha
events, with an uncertainty of 1.0%. The uncertainty of
tracking efficiency for high momenta leptons is 1.0% per
track. Pions have momentum ranges from 0.1 to 0.6 GeV=c
at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 4.260 GeV, and with a small change with different
c.m. energies. The momentum-weighted uncertainty is also
estimated to be 1.0% per track. In this analysis, the radiative
photons have energies that several hundreds of MeV.
Studies with a sample of J=ψ → ρπ events show that the
uncertainty in the reconstruction efficiency for photons in
this energy range is less than 1.0%.
The number of Xð3872Þ signal events is obtained
through a fit to the Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ distribution. In the
nominal fit, a simulated histogram with zero width
convolved with a Gaussian function is used to parameterize
the Xð3872Þ signal. When a MC-simulated signal shape
with Γ½Xð3872Þ& ¼ 1.2 MeV [13] is used, the difference in
the Xð3872Þ signal yield, is 4.0%; this is taken as the
systematic uncertainty due to signal parametrization.
Changing the background shape from a linear term to
the expected shape from the dominant background source
η0J=ψ results in a 0.2% difference in the Xð3872Þ yields.
The eþe− → πþπ−J=ψ line shape affects the radiative
correction factor and detection efficiency. Using the mea-
surements from BESIII, Belle, and BABAR [11] as inputs,
the maximum difference in ð1þ δÞϵ is 0.6%, which is taken
as the systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty from the
kinematic fit is estimated with the very pure ISR ψð3686Þ
TABLE I. The number of Xð3872Þ events (Nobs), radiative correction factor (1þ δ), detection efficiency (ϵ), measured Born cross
section σB½eþe− → γXð3872Þ& times B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & (σB · B, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second
systematic), measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σISR, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second systematic), and
predicted ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σQED with uncertainties from resonant parameters) from QED [23] using resonant parameters in
PDG [13] as input at different energies. For 4.009 and 4.360 GeV, the upper limits of observed events (Nup) and cross section times
branching fraction (σup · B) are given at the 90% C.L.ffiffi
s
p
(GeV) Nobs Nup ε (%) 1þ δ σB · B (pb) σup · B (pb) σISR (pb) σQED (pb)
4.009 0.0' 0.5 < 1.4 28.7 0.861 0.00' 0.04' 0.01 < 0.11 719' 30' 47 735' 13
4.229 9.6' 3.1 ( ( ( 34.4 0.799 0.27' 0.09' 0.02 ( ( ( 404' 14' 27 408' 7
4.260 8.7' 3.0 ( ( ( 33.1 0.814 0.33' 0.12' 0.02 ( ( ( 378' 16' 25 382' 7
4.360 1.7' 1.4 < 5.1 23.2 1.023 0.11' 0.09' 0.01 < 0.36 308' 17' 20 316' 5
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FIG. 4 (color online). The fit to σB½eþe− → γXð3872Þ& ×
B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & with a Yð4260Þ resonance (red solid
curve), a linear continuum (blue dashed curve), or a E1-transition
phase space term (red dotted-dashed curve). Dots with error bars
are data.
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measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section at each energy,
together with the corresponding QED prediction [23] are
also listed in Table I, where there is good agreement.
We fit the energy-dependent cross section with
a Yð4260Þ resonance (parameters fixed to PDG [13]
values), a linear continuum, or a E1-transition phase space
(∝ E3γ ) term. Figure 4 shows all the fit results, which give
χ2=ndf ¼ 0.49=3 (C.L. ¼ 92%), 5.5=2 (C.L. ¼ 6%), and
8.7=3 (C.L. ¼ 3%) for a Yð4260Þ resonance, linear con-
tinuum, a d phas space distribution, respectively. The
Yð4260Þ resonance describes the data better than the other
two options.
The ystematic uncertainty in the Xð3872Þ mass meas-
ur ment include those from the absolute mass scale and the
para etrization of the Xð3872Þ signal and background
hap s. Since we use ISR ψð3686Þ events to calibrate the
fit, the systematic uncertainty from the mass scale is
estimated to be 0.1 MeV=c2 (including statistical uncer-
tainti s of the MC samples us d in the calibration pro-
cedure). In the Xð3872Þmas fit, a MC simulated histogram
with a zero width is used to parameterize the signal shape.
We replace this histogram with a simulated Xð3872Þ
resonance with a width of 1.2 MeV [13] (the upper limit
of the Xð3872Þ width at 90% C.L.) and repeat the fit; the
change in mass for this new fit is taken as the systematic
uncertainty due to the signal parametrization, which is
0.1 MeV=c2. Likewise, changes measured with a back-
ground shape from MC-simulated ðγISRÞπþπ−J=ψ and
η0J=ψ events indicate a systematic uncertainty associated
wi h the background shape of 0.1 MeV=c2 in mass. By
summing the contributions from all sources assuming that
they are independent, we obtain a total systematic uncer-
tainty of 0.2 MeV=c2 for the Xð3872Þ mass measurement.
The systematic uncertainty in the cross section measure-
ment mainly comes from efficiencies, signal parametriza-
tion, background shape, radiative correction, and luminosity
measurement. The luminosity is measured using Bhabha
events, with an uncertainty of 1.0%. The uncertainty of
tracking efficiency for high momenta leptons is 1.0% per
track. Pions have momentum ranges from 0.1 to 0.6 GeV=c
at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 4.260 GeV, and with a small change with different
c.m. energies. The momentum-weighted uncertainty is also
estimated to be 1.0% per track. In this analysis, the radiative
photons have energies that several hundreds of MeV.
Studies with a sample of J=ψ → ρπ events show that the
ncertainty in th reconstruction efficiency for photons in
this energy range is less than 1.0%.
The number of Xð3872Þ signal events is obtained
through a fit to the Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ distribution. In the
nominal fit, a simulated histogram with zero width
co volved with a Gaussian function is used to parameterize
the Xð3872Þ signal. When a MC-simulated signal shape
with Γ½Xð3872Þ& ¼ 1.2 MeV [13] is used, the difference in
the Xð3872Þ signal yield, is 4.0%; this is taken as the
systematic uncertainty due to signal parametrization.
Changing the background shape from a linear term to
the expect d s ape from th dominant background source
η0J=ψ results in a 0.2% difference in the Xð3872Þ yields.
The eþe− → πþπ−J=ψ line shape affects the radiative
correction factor and detection efficiency. Using the mea-
surements from BESIII, Belle, and BABAR [11] as inputs,
the maximum difference in ð1þ δÞϵ is 0.6%, which is taken
as the systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty from the
kinematic fit is estimated with the very pure ISR ψð3686Þ
TABLE I. The number of Xð3872Þ events (Nobs), radiative correction factor (1þ δ), detection efficiency (ϵ), measured Born cross
section σB½eþe− → γXð3872Þ& times B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & (σB · B, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second
systematic), measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σISR, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second systematic), and
predicted ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σQED with uncertainties from resonant parameters) from QED [23] using resonant parameters in
PDG [13] as input at different energies. For 4.009 and 4.360 GeV, the upper limits of observed events (Nup) and cross section times
branching fraction (σup · B) are given at the 90% C.L.ffiffi
s
p
(GeV) Nobs Nup ε (%) 1þ δ σB · B (pb) σup · B (pb) σISR (pb) σQED (pb)
4.009 0.0' 0.5 < 1.4 28.7 0.861 0.00' 0.04' 0.01 < 0.11 719' 30' 47 735' 13
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where k! is defined above, ‘ is the orbital angular momen-
tum value, f0X ¼ 1:0 and f1Xðk!Þ ¼ ð1þ R2Xk!2Þ&1=2 are
Blatt-Weisskopf ‘‘barrier factors’’ [47] and BW! is the
relativistic BW expression
BW!ðm""Þ /
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m""!!
q
m2! &m2"" & im!!! : (15)
Here !!¼!0½q!=q0(3½m!=m""(½f1!ðq!Þ=f1!ðq0Þ(2, where
q!ðm""Þ is the pion momentum in the ! rest frame, q0 ¼
q!ðm!Þ, f1!ðqÞÞ ¼ ð1þ R2!q2Þ&1=2, !0 ¼ 146:2 MeV and
m! ¼ 775:5 MeV [7]. The ‘‘radii’’ RX and R! are poorly
known. G nerally R! ¼ 1:5 GeV&1 is used and CDF uses
values forRX that are as large asRX ¼ 5:0 GeV&1. (Higher
values of RX reduce the effects of the k
!ð2‘þ1Þ factor and,
therefore, make the S- and P-wave differences smaller.)
We take these values as our default settings.
The smooth curves in Fig. 9 show the r sults of the
S-wave (dashed line) and P-wave (solid lin ) fits. The
S-wave (‘ ¼ 0) case fits the d ta e l: #2= :o:f: ¼
17:5=18 (CL ¼ 49%). The P-wave (‘ ¼ 1) fit is poorer,
#2=d:o:f: ¼ 32:1=18 (CL ¼ 2%). Reducing the Bl tt-
Weisskopf radius for the Xð3872Þ m kes th P-wave fit
worse; increasing RX to 7:0 eV
&1 improves the P-wave
fit #2=d:o:f: to 26:5=18, which corresponds to a 9.0% CL.
Large changes in R! are found to have little effect on the fit
quality for either case.
However, both Belle [48] and BABAR [18] have reported
evidence for the subthreshold decay proc ss Xð3872Þ!
!J=c . The CDF group pointed out that interference be-
tween the !J=c and !J=c final states, where !!
"þ"&, can have an important effect on the Mð"þ"&Þ
line shape near the uppe kinematic limit [12]. We there-
fore repea ed th fits described above with the inclusion of
p ss ble effect from !-! interference.
For thes fits w us the form given in Eq. (14) with
BW!ðm""Þ replaced by
BW!&! / BW! þ r!ei$!BW!; (16)
where BW! is the same form as BW! with ! meson mass
and width values substituted for thos of the !, r! is the
strength of the ! amplitude relative to that of the !, and
$! is th ir rel tive phase, which is expected to be 95
) [49].
We performed fits to the Mð"þ"&Þ distribution using
this form weighted by the acceptance with $! fixed at 95
)
and r! left a a free parameter. Figure 10 shows the results
of the S-wave (dashed line) and P-wave (solid line) fits.
The inclusion of a small ! amplitude (r! ¼ 0:07* 0:05)
improves th S-wave fit to #2=d:o:f: ¼ 15:8=17 (54% CL).
The P-wave fit returns a larg r ! c tribution, r! ¼
0:48þ0:20&0:14, and a good fit quality: #2 ¼ 14:6 for 17 degre s
of freedom (62% CL).
The fits have three components: direct !! "þ"&
(/jBW!j2) an !! "þ"& ( / r2!jBW!j2) contributions
and a !-! interference term. The contributions from each
compo ent for ach fit are listed in Table VI.
If the l w-m s tails of the !! "þ"&"0 nd !!
"þ"& lin shapes re the same [5 ], we expect
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FIG. 9 (color online). The data points show the background-
subtracted, relativ -efficiency-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ distribution
fo Xð3872Þ! "þ"&J= events. The cu v s show the results
of fits u ing an S-wave (dashed) and a P-wave (solid) BW
function as described in the text.
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FIG. 10 (color online). The background-subtracted, relative-
efficiency-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ distribution for Xð3872Þ!
"þ"&J=c events. The curves show the results of fits using an
S-wave (dashed line) and a P-wave (solid line) BW function
with effects of !-! i terfer nce included.
TABLE VI. Summary of the results from the !-! interference
fit.
Nsig r! N!!"" N!!"" N!-! interf
S-wave 159* 15 0:07* 0:05 140.9 0:6* 0:5 17.8
P-wave 158* 15 0:48þ0:20&0:14 93.2 3:6þ1:5&1:1 60.0
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The LHCb detector is a single-arm forwar spectrometer
covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, described
in detail in Refs. [18,19]. The Xð3872Þ candidate selec-
tion, which is based on reconstructing Bþ→ ðJ=ψ→μþμ−Þ
πþπ−Kþ candidates using particle identification informa-
tion a d transve se momentum (pT) thresholds and requir-
ing s paration of tracks and the Bþ v rtex from the primary
pp interaction vertex, is improved relative to that of
Ref. [17]. The signal efficiency is increased by lowering
requirements on pT for muons from 0.90 to 0.55 GeV and
for hadrons from 0.25 to 0.20 GeV. The background is
further suppressed without significant loss of signal by
requiring Q < 250 MeV. The Xð3872Þ mass resolution
(σΔM) is improved from about 5.5 to 2.8 MeV by
constraining the Bþ candidate to its known mass and
requi ing its momentum to point to a pp collision vertex
in the kinematic fit of its decay. The distribution of ΔM≡
Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ −MðJ=ψÞ is shown in Fig. 1. A Crystal Ball
function [20] with symmetric tails is used to model the
signal shape, while the background is assumed to be linear.
An unbinned maximum-likelihood fit yields 101 $ 38
Bþ → Xð3872ÞKþ decays and 1468$ 44 background
entries i the 725 < ΔM < 825 MeV range used in the
angular analysis. The signal purity is 80% within 2.5σΔM
from the signal peak. From studying e Kþπþπ− mass
distribution, the dominant source of the background is
found to be Bþ→J=ψK1ð1270Þ , K1ð1270Þþ → Kþπþπ−
decays.
Angular correlations in the Bþ decay chain are analyzed
using an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to determine the
Xð3872Þ quantum numbers and orbital angular omentum
in its decay. The probability density function (P) for each
JPC hypoth sis, JX, is defined in the five-dim nsional
angular paceΩ≡ðcosθX;cosθρ;ΔϕX;ρ;cosθJ=ψ ;ΔϕX;J=ψÞ,
where θX, θρ and θJ=ψ are the helicity angles [21–23] in the
Xð3872Þ, ρ0 and J=ψ decays, respectively, and ΔϕX;ρ,
ΔϕX;J=ψ are the angles between the decay planes of the
Xð3872Þ particle and of its decay products. The quantity P
is the normalized product of the expected decay matrix
elem nt (M) squared and of the reconstruction
efficiency (ϵ), PðΩjJXÞ ¼ jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞ=IðJXÞ, where
IðJXÞ ¼
R jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞdΩ. The efficiency is averaged
over the πþπ− ma s using a simulation [24–28] of the
Xð3872Þ→ ρ0J=ψ , ρ0 → πþπ− decay. The line shape of
the ρ0 resonance can change slightly depending on the
Xð3872Þ spin hypothesis. The effect on ϵðΩÞ is very small
and is neglected. The angular correlations are obtained
using the helicity formalism [16],
jMðΩjJXÞj2 ¼
X
Δλμ¼−1;þ1
j
X
λJ=ψ ;λρ¼−1;0;þ1
AλJ=ψ ;λρ D
JX
0;λJ=ψ−λρð0; θX; 0Þ&
D1λρ;0ðΔϕX;ρ; θρ; 0Þ&
D1λJ=ψ ;ΔλμðΔϕX;J=ψ ; θJ=ψ ; 0Þ&j2; ð1Þ
where the λ’s are particle helicities, Δλμ ¼ λμþ − λμ− and
DJλ1;λ2 are Wigner functions [21–23]. The helicity cou-
plings, AλJ=ψ ;λρ , are express d in terms of the LS couplings,
BLS, with the help of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, where L
is the orbital angular momentum between the ρ0 and the
J=ψ mesons, and S is the sum of their spins,
AλJ=ψ ;λρ ¼
X
L
X
S
BLS
 
JJ=ψ Jρ S
λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
!
×
!
L S JX
0 λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
"
: ð2Þ
Possible values of L are constrained by parity conservation,
PX ¼ PJ=ψPρð−1ÞL ¼ ð−1ÞL. In the previous analyses
[14,16,17], only the minimal value of the angular momen-
tum, Lmin, was al ow d. Thus, for the preferred JPC ¼ 1þþ
hypoth sis, the D wave was neglected allowing only
S-wave d cays. I this work all L values are allowed in
Eq. (2). The corres onding BLS amplitudes are listed in
Table I. Values of JX up to 4 are analyzed. Since the orbital
angular momentum in the Bþ decay equals JX, high values
are suppressed by the angular momentum barrier. In fact,
the hig est observed spin of ny resonance produced in B
decays is 3 [29,30]. Since P is insensitive to the overall
normalizati n of the BLS couplings and to the phase of the
matrix element, th BLS amplitude with the lo est L and S
is et to the arbitrary reference value (1,0). The set of
other possible complex BLS amplitudes, which are free
parameters in the fit, is denot d as α.
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FIG. 1 ( online). Dis ribution f ΔM f r Bþ →
J=ψKþπþπ− candidates. The fit f the Xð3872Þ signal is
displayed. The solid (blue), dashed (red) and dotted (green)
lines represent the total fit, signal compon nt and background
component, respectively.
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Figure 2. The J/ ⇡+⇡  invariant-mass distribution in the X(3872) region for two bins of
transverse momentum, 10–13.5GeV (left) and 18–30G V (right) The lines represent the
signal-plus-background fits (solid) and the background-only components (d shed). The  2/ndf of
the fit is also reported.
the Gaussian functions, the fraction of signal associat d with each Gaussian, and two
background-shape parameters. Figure 2 shows examples of fitted ass distributio s for a
low- and a high-transverse-momentum bin. The measured number of X(3872) and  (2S)
signal events are listed in table 1.
The acceptances and e ciencies of the X(3872) and  (2S) final states are fac orized
into four components, each of which is determined individually from e simulati : t
acceptance A(J/ ) and e ciency ✏(J/ ) for the trigg r and etection f the J/ , an the
acceptance A(⇡+⇡ ) and e ciency ✏(⇡+⇡ ) for the pion pair, including the J/ ⇡+⇡ 
vertex proba ility requirement. The acceptances are th same for the 2011a and 2011b
datasets for the pT bins in common (pT > 13.5GeV). Th e ciency is c lculat for th
2011a dataset in each bin since the changes in e ciency related to the trigger volution
during data taking do not a↵ect the e ciency ratio. The average value of A · ✏ in each pT
bin is determined using fine-grained bins in transverse momentum as⌧
1
A · ✏
 
bin
⌘
NbinfineX
i=1
Ni
Ai · ✏i
,NbinfineX
i=1
Ni, (4.3)
where Ni is the number of signal events observed in the data, A
i = Ai(J/ ) · Ai(⇡+⇡ ),
✏i = ✏i(J/ ) · ✏ (⇡+⇡ ) are the acceptance and e ciency in each fine bin, and Nbinfine is the
number of fine bins contained in each pT interval. This procedure accounts for the large
variation in acceptance and e ciency over the wide pT bins, relying on the pT spectrum
from the data. The number of signal events in each fine bin is determined using a sideb nd-
subtraction technique. The ratios of the acceptances and e ciencies, listed in table 1, are
di↵erent from nity because of sm ll i↵erences i the X(3872) and  (2S) decay kinematics.
Studies are performed to v rify the description of the data b the simulations and to
determine the systematic uncertainties. These are listed in table 2 and described in the
following.
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(d)
(b)(a)
(e)
in each m3! in erval to obtain the Gaussian and ARGUS
normalizat on a amet r values, and hence to extract the
B-meson signal.
In Fig. 1 ther i small, but clear, "-meson signal, a
larg !-meson sig a , and nothing of significan in be-
twee . The J=c" mass distribution shows no significant
structure, and will not be discussed any further.
In th !-m on regi , t e ign l extends down to
!0:74 GeV=c2; there is also a high-mass tail above
! :8 GeV=c2, and pos ibly some small nonresonant con-
tribution in this region. When we assign !-Dal tz-plot
weights [29] t the even s i th region 0:74–
0:80 GeV= 2, the sum of weights (1 3 " 90) is consistent
with the signal size (1160" 60), indicating that any non-!
backgr und i small, and so w ignore suc contribu ions.
Similar behavior is observed for B0 dec y, bu w h a
s lected-eve t sample which is about 6 times smaller. In
the following, we define he lower limit of the !-meson
mass region a 0:74 G V=c2, but l av the upper limit at
0.7965 0:8055 GeV=c2 for the Bþ and B0 samples
[23], resp ctively, in ord r to focus on the impa of his
one hange on th observed J=c! mass distribution. The
extension of the m3! region toward lower values increa es
he efficien slightly.
The J=c! mass distribu on for B ;þ ! J=c!K0;þ
ca didates are obtain d by using the same fit pr cedure
used t obtain the m3! dis ribution. We then correct the
observed signal yields for selection effici ncy. Events cor-
respo ding to B0;þ J=c!K0;þ decay re created by
MC simulation, based on GEANT4 [30], in order to provide
uniform coverage of the entiremJ=c! range. The generated
events ar subj cted t the reconstruction and selection
procedures applied to the data. For Bþ (B0) decay it is
f u d that th efficiency increases (d creases) gradually
from !6% (! 5%) close to mJ=c! threshold o !7%
(! 4%) for mJ=c! ! 4:8 GeV=c2. Comparison of ge er-
ate and re onstructed mJ=c! values within each recon-
structed mJ=c! mass interval enables the m asurem nt of
the mJ=c! dependence of the mass resolution. F om a
single-Gaussian fit to each di tr bution, the rms deviation
is found to degrade gra ually from 6 5 MeV=c2 at
J=c! ! 3:84 G V=c2, to 9 MeV=c2 at mJ=c! !
4:8 GeV=c2.
The mJ=c! distributions for B
þ ! J=c!Kþ and B0 !
J=c!K0 decay, after efficiency correction in each mass
interval, are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. For
the lat er, corr ctions for K0L production and K
0
S ! !0!0
decay have been incorporated. The mJ=c! range fr m
3.8425 to 3:9925 GeV=c2 is divided into 10 MeV=c2 in-
tervals, while beyond this 50 MeV=c2 intervals are used.
The same choice of intervals was used in Ref. [23], where
the first tw we e inaccessible, and the third was only
partly acc ssible, because of the value of the lower limit
onm3!. Clear enhancements are observed in the vicinity of
the X and Y mesons in the Bþ distribution, and similar
effects are present in the B0 di tribution, wi lower statis-
tical significance.
The function used to fit the distributions of Fig. 2 is a
sum of three components. The X meson component is a
Gaussian resolution fu ction with fixed rms deviation # ¼
6:7 e =c2 obtained from MC simulation; the intrinsic
widt of the X eson (estimated to be & 3 MeV [27]) is
ign re . The Y-meson intensity contribution is represented
by a relativistic S-wave Breit-Wigner (BW) function [23].
The nonresonant contribution is described empirically by a
Gaussian fun tion multiplied by mJ=c!. The Y-meson and
nonresonant intensity contributions are multiplied by the
phase space factor p% q, where p is the K momentum in
the B rest frame, and q is the J=c momentum in the rest
frame of the J=c 3! system. A simultaneous $2 fit to the
distribut ons of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) is carried out, in which
only the normalization parameters of the three contribu-
tions are allowed to differ between Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The
fit describes the data well ($2=NDF ¼ 54:7=51, NDF ¼
number of degrees of freedom), as shown by the solid
curve in Fig. 2. The dashed and dotted curves show the
X- and Y-meson contributions, respectively, while the dot-
dashed curves represent the nonresonant distribution.
For the X meson, the fitted mass is 3873:0þ1:8&1:6ðstatÞ "
1:3ðsystÞ MeV=c2, while the mass and width values for the
Y meson are 3919:1þ3:8&3:4ðstatÞ " 2:0ðsystÞ MeV=c2 and
31þ10&8 ðstatÞ " 5ðsystÞ MeV, respectively. These results are
consistent with earlier BABAR measurements [6,23].
From the fits of Fig. 2, we obtain product branching
fraction easurements for B0;þ ! XK0;þ, X ! J=c!.
The resulting Bþ and B0 product branching fraction values
are ½0:6" 0:2ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, and ½0:6"
0:3ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, respectively.
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FIG. 2 (color online). The corrected mJ=c! distribution for
(a) Bþ, (b) B0 decays; (c) (inset) shows the low-mass region
of (a) in detail. The curves indicate the results of the fit.
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in each m3! interval to obtain the Gaussian and ARGUS
normalization parameter values, nd hence to extract the
B-meson signal.
In Fig. 1 th re is a small, but clear, "-meson signal, a
large !-meson signal, and nothing of significance in be-
tween. The J=c" mass distribution shows no significant
structure, and will not be discussed any further.
In the !-meson r gion, the signal extends down to
!0:74 G V=c2; there is also a high-mass tail above
!0:8 GeV=c2, and possibly some small nonresona t con-
tribution in this regio . Whe we assign !-Dalitz-plot
weights [29] to the vents in the region 0:74–
0:80 GeV=c2, th sum of weights (1030" 90) is consistent
with the signal size (1160" 60), indicating th t any no -!
background is small, and so we ig or such co tributions.
Similar behavior is observed for B0 decay, but with a
selecte -event sample which is about 6 times smaller. In
the following, we define the lower limit of the !-meson
mass region as 0:74 GeV=c2, but leave the upper limit at
0.7965 and 0:8055 eV=c2 for he Bþ a d B0 samples
[23], respectively, i order to focus on the imp ct of this
one change on the observed J=c! mass distribution. The
extension of the m3! regi n toward l wer values increases
th efficie cy slightly.
The J=c! ass distributions for B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ
candidates are obtained by using the same fit procedure
used to obtain the m3! distribution. We then correct the
observed sig al yields for selecti efficiency. Events cor-
resp nding to B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ decay are created by
MC simulation, based on GEANT4 [30], in order to provide
uniform coverage of the entiremJ=c! range. The generated
events are subjected to the reconstruction and selection
procedures applied to the data. For Bþ (B0) decay it is
found that the efficiency increases (decr ases) gr dually
from !6% (! 5%) close to mJ=c! threshold to !7%
(! 4%) for mJ=c! ! 4:8 GeV=c2. Compariso of ge er-
a d and r con tructed mJ=c! val es within each recon-
structed mJ=c! mass interval enables the measurement of
the mJ= ! dependence of the mass resolution. From a
single-Gaussian fi to each distribution, the rms deviation
is found t degrade gr dually from 6:5 MeV=c2 at
mJ=c! ! 3:84 GeV=c2, to 9 MeV=c2 at mJ= ! !
4:8 GeV=c2.
The mJ=c! distribut ns f r B
þ ! J=c!Kþ and B0 !
J c!K0 decay, after ffi iency correc ion in each mass
interval, are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. For
latter, corrections for K0L production and K
0
S ! 0!0
dec y have been incorporated. The mJ=c! range from
3.8425 to 3:9925 GeV=c2 is divided into 10 M V= 2 i -
tervals, while b yond is 50 MeV=c2 intervals are u ed.
The same c oic of intervals was use in Ref. [23], whe e
the first two were inaccessibl , a d th thir was o ly
partly accessible, because of the value f the lower limit
onm3!. Clear nhancements are observed in the v cinity of
the X and Y meso s in the Bþ distribution, and similar
effects are present in the B0 distribution, with lower statis-
tical significance.
The function used t fit the distributions of Fig. 2 is a
sum of three components. The X meson component is a
Gaussian resolution functi n with fixed rms deviation # ¼
6:7 MeV=c2 obtained from MC simulation; the intrinsic
width of the X meson ( stimated to be & 3 MeV [27]) is
ignore . T e Y-meson intens ty contribution is represented
by a rel tivist c S-wav Breit-Wig (BW) function [23].
Th nonreso nt contribution is described mpirically by a
Gaus ia functi multiplied by mJ=c!. The Y-meson and
nonresonant intensity contributions are multiplied by the
phase space factor p% q, where p is the K momentum in
the B rest frame, and q is the J=c momentum in the rest
frame of the J=c 3! syst m. A simultaneous $2 fit to the
distributions of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) s carried out, i which
only the normalization paramet rs of the three contribu-
tions are allowed to differ between Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The
fit describes the data well ($2=NDF ¼ 54:7=51, NDF ¼
number of degr es of freedom), as shown by the solid
curves in Fig. 2. The dashed and dotted curves show the
X- and Y-meson contributions, respectively, whi e th ot-
dashed curves represent the nonresonant distribution.
For the X meson, the fitted mass is 3873:0þ1:8&1:6ðstatÞ "
1:3ðsystÞ MeV= 2, w ile the m ss and widt value for th
Y meson are 3919:1þ3:8&3:4ðstatÞ " 2:0ðsystÞ MeV=c2 nd
31þ10&8 ðstatÞ " 5ðsystÞ MeV, respectively. These results are
consistent with earlier BABAR measurements [6,23].
From the fits of Fig. 2, e obtain product branching
fr ction asurements for B0;þ ! XK0;þ, X ! J=c!.
T e resulting Bþ and B0 product branching fraction values
are ½0:6" 0:2ð tatÞ " 0:1ðsy tÞ* % 10&5, a d ½0:6"
0:3ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, respectively.
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FIG. 2 (color online). The corrected mJ=c! distribution for
(a) Bþ, (b) B0 decays; (c) (ins t) shows the low-mass regi n
of (a) in detail. The curves indicate the results of the fit.
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The LHCb detector is a single-arm forward spectrometer
covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, described
in detail in Refs. [18,19]. The Xð3872Þ candidate selec-
tion, which is based on reconstructing Bþ→ ðJ=ψ→μþμ−Þ
πþπ−Kþ candidates using particle identification informa-
tion and transverse momentum (pT) thresholds and requir-
ing separation of tracks and the Bþ vertex from the primary
pp interaction vertex, is improved relative to that of
Ref. [17]. The signal efficiency is increased by lowering
requirements on pT for muons from 0.90 to 0.55 GeV and
for hadrons from 0.25 to 0.20 GeV. The background is
further suppressed without significant loss of signal by
requiring Q < 250 MeV. The Xð3872Þ mass resolution
(σΔM) is improved fro about 5.5 to 2.8 MeV by
constra ing the Bþ candidate to its known mass and
requiring its momentum to point to a pp collision vertex
in the kinematic fit of its deca . Th distribution of ΔM≡
Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ −MðJ=ψÞ is s own in Fig. 1. A Crystal Ball
function [20] with symmetric tails is used to model the
signal shape, while the background is assumed to be linear.
An unbinned maximum-likelihood fit yields 1011$ 38
Bþ → Xð3872ÞKþ decays and 1468$ 44 background
entries in the 725 < ΔM < 825 MeV range used in the
angular analysis. The signal purity is 80% within 2.5σΔM
from the signal peak. From studying the Kþπþπ− mass
distribution, the ominant source of t background is
found to be Bþ→J=ψK1ð1270Þþ, K1ð1270Þþ → Kþπþπ−
decays.
Angular correlat ons in the Bþ decay chain are analyzed
using an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to determine th
Xð3872Þ quantum numbers and orbital angular mome tum
in its decay. The probability density function (P) for each
JPC hypothesis, JX, is defined in the five-dimensional
angular spaceΩ≡ðco θX;co θρ;ΔϕX;ρ;cosθJ=ψ ;ΔϕX;J=ψÞ,
where θX, θρ and θJ=ψ are the helicity angles [21–23] in the
Xð3872Þ, ρ0 and J=ψ decays, respectively, and ΔϕX;ρ,
ΔϕX;J=ψ are the angles between the decay planes of the
Xð3872Þ particle and of its decay products. The quantity P
is the normalized product of the expected decay matrix
element (M) squared and of the reconstruction
efficiency (ϵ), PðΩjJXÞ ¼ jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞ=IðJXÞ, where
IðJXÞ ¼
R jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞdΩ. The efficiency is averaged
over the πþπ− mass using a simulation [24–28] of the
Xð3872Þ→ ρ0J=ψ , ρ0 → πþπ− decay. The line shape of
the ρ0 resonance can change slightly depending on the
Xð3872Þ spin hypothesis. The effect on ϵðΩÞ is very small
and is neglected. The angular correlations are obtained
using the helicity formalism [16],
jMðΩjJXÞj2 ¼
X
Δλμ¼−1;þ1
j
X
λJ=ψ ;λρ¼−1;0;þ1
AλJ=ψ ;λρ D
JX
0;λJ=ψ−λρð0; θX; 0Þ&
D1λρ;0ðΔϕX;ρ; θρ; 0Þ&
D1λJ=ψ ;ΔλμðΔϕX;J=ψ ; θJ=ψ ; 0Þ&j2; ð1Þ
where the λ’s are particle helicities, Δλμ ¼ λμþ − λμ− and
DJλ1;λ2 are Wigner functions [21–23]. The helicity co -
plings, AλJ=ψ ;λρ , are expressed in terms of the LS couplings,
BLS, with the help of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, where L
is the orbital angular momentum between the ρ0 and the
J=ψ esons, and S is the sum of their spins,
AλJ=ψ ;λρ ¼
X
L
X
S
BLS
 
JJ=ψ Jρ S
λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
!
×
!
L S JX
0 λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
"
: ð2Þ
Possible values of L are constrained by parity conservation,
PX ¼ PJ=ψPρð−1ÞL ¼ ð−1ÞL. In the previous analyses
[14,16,17], only the minimal value of the angular momen-
tum, Lmin, was allowed. Thus, for the preferred JPC ¼ 1þþ
hypothesis, th D wave was n glected allowing o ly
S-wave decays. In this work all L values are allowed in
Eq. (2). The corresponding BLS amplitudes are listed in
Table I. Values of JX up to 4 are analyzed. Since the orbital
angular momentum in th Bþ decay equals JX, high values
are suppressed by the angular momentum barrier. In fact,
the highest observed spin of any resonanc produced in B
decays is 3 [29,30]. Since P is insensitive to th over ll
ormalization of the BLS couplings and to the phase of the
matrix lement, the BLS amplitude with the lowest L and S
is set to the arbitrary reference value (1,0). The set of
other possibl complex BLS a plitudes, wh ch are free
parameters in the fit, is de oted s α.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Distribution of ΔM for Bþ →
J=ψKþπþπ− candidates. The fit of the Xð3872Þ signal i
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lines represent the tot l fit, signal component and background
component, respectiv ly.
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where k! is d fined above, ‘ is the orbital angular momen-
tum val e, f0X ¼ 1:0 and f1Xðk!Þ ¼ ð1þ R2Xk!2Þ&1=2 are
Blatt-Weisskopf ‘‘barrier factors’’ [47] and BW! is the
relativistic BW expression
BW!ðm""Þ /
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m""!!
q
m2! &m2"" & im!!! : (15)
Here !!¼!0½q!=q0(3½m!=m""(½f1!ðq!Þ=f1!ðq0Þ(2, where
q!ðm""Þ is the pion momentum in the ! rest frame, q0 ¼
q!ðm!Þ, f1!ðqÞÞ ¼ ð1þ R2!q2Þ&1=2, !0 ¼ 146:2 MeV and
m! ¼ 775:5 MeV [7]. The ‘‘ra i’’ RX a d R! are poorly
known. Generally R! ¼ 1:5 GeV&1 is used and CDF uses
values forRX that are as large asRX ¼ 5:0 GeV&1. (Higher
values of RX reduce the effects of the k
!ð2‘þ1Þ factor and,
therefore, make the S- and P-wave differences smaller.)
We take these values as our default settings.
The smooth curves in Fig. 9 show the re ults of the
S-wave (dashed line) an P-wave (solid line) fi s. The
S-wave (‘ ¼ 0) case fits the data well: #2=d:o:f: ¼
17:5=18 (CL ¼ 49%). The P-wave (‘ ¼ 1) fit is poorer,
#2=d:o:f: ¼ 32:1=18 (CL ¼ 2%). Reducing the Blatt-
Weisskopf radius for the Xð3872Þ makes the P-wave fit
worse; increasing RX to 7:0 GeV
&1 improves the P-wave
fit #2=d:o:f: to 26:5=18, which corresponds to a 9.0% CL.
Large changes in R! are found to have little effect on the fit
quality for either case.
However, both Belle [48] and BABAR [18] have reported
evidence for the subthreshold decay process Xð3872Þ!
!J=c . The CDF group pointed out that interference be-
tween the !J=c and !J=c final states, where !!
"þ"&, can have an important effect on the Mð"þ"&Þ
line shape near the u per kinematic limit [12]. We there-
fore repeated the fits descr bed above with the inclusi n of
possible effects from !-! interference.
For these fits we use the form given in Eq. (14) with
BW!ðm""Þ replace by
BW!&! / BW! þ r!ei$!BW!; (16)
where BW! is the same form as BW! with ! meson ma s
and width values substituted for those of the !, r! is the
strength of the ! amplitude relative to that of the !, and
$! is their relativ phase, which is xpected to be 95
) [49].
We performed fits to the Mð"þ"&Þ distribution usi g
this form weighted by the acceptance with $! fixed at 95
)
and r! left as a free parameter. Figure 10 shows the results
of the S-wave (dashed line) and P-wav (solid line) fits.
The inclusion of a small ! amplitude (r! ¼ 0:07* 0:05)
improves the S-wave fit to #2=d:o:f: ¼ 15:8=17 (54% CL).
The P-wave fit returns larger ! contribution, r! ¼
0:48þ0:20&0:14, and a good fit quality: #2 ¼ 14:6 for 17 degrees
of freedom (62% CL).
The fits have thr e components: dir c !! "þ"&
(/jBW!j2) and !! "þ"& ( / r!jBW!j2) ontributio s
and a !-! interference term. The contributions from each
component for each fit are listed in Table VI.
If the low-mass tails of t !! "þ"&"0 nd
"þ"& line shapes are the sa e [50], we expect
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FIG. 9 (color online). The data points show the background-
subtracted, relative-efficiency-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ distribution
for Xð3872Þ! "þ"&J=c events. The curves show the results
of fits using an S-wave (dashed) and a P-wave (solid) BW
functi as described in the text.
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FIG. 10 (color online). The background-subtracted, relative-
efficiency-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ distribution for Xð3872Þ!
"þ"&J=c events. The curves show the results of fits using an
S-wave (dashed line) and a P-wave (solid line) BW function
with effects of !-! interference included.
TABLE VI. Summary of the results from e !-! interference
fit.
Ns g r! N!!"" N!!"" N!-! interf
S-wave 159* 15 0:07* 0:05 140.9 0:6* 0:5 17.8
P-wave 158* 15 0:48þ0:20&0:14 93.2 3:6þ1:5&1:1 60.0
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measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section at each energy,
together with the corresponding QED prediction [23] are
also listed in Table I, where there is g od agreement.
We fit the energy-d pendent cross section with
a Yð4260Þ resonance (parameters fixed to PDG [13]
values), a linear continuum, or a E1-transition phase space
(∝ E3γ ) term. Figure 4 shows all the fit results, which give
χ2=ndf ¼ 0.49=3 (C.L. ¼ 92%), 5.5=2 (C.L. ¼ 6%), and
8.7=3 (C.L. ¼ 3%) for a Yð4260Þ resonance, linear con-
tinuum, and phase space distribution, respectively. The
Yð4260Þ resonance describes the data better than the other
two options.
The systematic uncertainty in the Xð3872Þ mass meas-
urement include those from the absolute mass scale and the
parametrization of the Xð3872Þ signal and background
shapes. Since we use ISR ψð3686Þ events to calibrate the
fit, the systematic uncertainty from the mass scale is
estimated to be 0.1 MeV=c2 (including statistical uncer-
tainties of the MC samples used in the calibration pro-
cedure). I the Xð3872Þmass fit, a MC simulated histogram
with a zero width is use to parameterize the signal shape.
We replace this histogram with a simulated Xð3872Þ
resonance with a width of 1.2 MeV [13] (the upper limit
of the Xð3872Þ widt at 90% C.L.) and repeat the fit; the
change in mass for this new fit is taken as th sy tematic
u certainty due to the si nal parametrization, which s
0.1 MeV=c2. Likewise, changes measured with a back-
ground shape from MC-simulated ðγISRÞπþπ−J=ψ and
η0J=ψ events indicate a systematic uncertainty associated
with the background shape of 0.1 MeV=c2 in mass. By
summing the contributions from all sources assuming that
they are independent, we obtain a total systematic uncer-
tainty of 0.2 MeV=c2 for the Xð3872Þ mass measurement.
The systematic uncertainty in the cross section measure-
ment mainly comes from efficiencies, signal parametriza-
tion, background shape, radiative correction, and luminosity
measurement. The luminosity is measured using Bhabha
events, with an uncertainty of 1.0%. The uncertainty of
tracking efficiency for high momenta leptons is 1.0% per
track. Pions have momentum ranges from 0.1 to 0.6 GeV=c
at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 4.260 GeV, and with a small change with different
c.m. energies. The momentum-weighted uncertainty is also
e timated to be 1.0% per track. In this analysis, the radiative
photons have energies that several undreds of MeV.
Studies with a sample of J=ψ → ρπ events show tha the
uncertainty in the reconstruction efficiency for photons i
this energy range is less than 1.0%.
The number of Xð3872Þ signal events is obtained
through a fit to the Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ distribution. In the
nominal fit, a simulated histogram with zero width
convolved with a Gaussian function is used to parameterize
the Xð3872Þ signal. When a MC-simulated signal shape
with Γ½Xð3872Þ& ¼ 1.2 MeV [13] is used, the difference in
the Xð3872Þ signal yield, is 4.0%; this is taken as the
systematic uncertainty due to signal parametrization.
Changing the background shape from a linear term to
the expected shape from the dominant background source
η0J=ψ results in a 0.2% difference in the Xð3872Þ yields.
The eþe− → πþπ−J=ψ line shape affects the radiative
correction factor and detection efficiency. Using the mea-
surements from BESIII, Belle, and BABAR [11] as inputs,
th maximum difference in ð1þ δÞϵ is 0.6%, which is taken
as the systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty from the
kinematic fit is estimated with the very pure ISR ψð3686Þ
TABLE I. The number of Xð3872Þ events (Nobs), radiative correction factor (1þ δ), detection fficie cy (ϵ), measured Born cross
section σB½eþe− → γXð3872Þ& time B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & (σB · B, where the first unc rtainties ar statistical and the second
systematic), measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σISR, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second systematic), and
predicted ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σQED with uncertainties from resonant parameters) from QED [23] using resonant parameters in
PDG [13] as input at different energies. For 4.009 and 4.360 GeV, the upper limits of observed events (Nup) and cross section times
branching fraction (σup · B) are given at the 90% C.L.ffiffi
s
p
(GeV) Nobs Nup ε (%) 1þ δ σB · B (pb) σup · B (pb) σISR (pb) σQED (pb)
4.009 0.0' 0.5 < 1.4 28.7 0.861 0.00' 0.04' 0.01 < 0.11 719' 30' 47 735' 13
4.229 9.6' 3.1 ( ( ( 34.4 0.799 0.27' 0.09' 0.02 ( ( ( 404' 14' 27 408' 7
4.260 8.7' 3.0 ( ( ( 33.1 0.814 0.33' 0.12' 0.02 ( ( ( 378' 16' 25 382' 7
4.360 1.7' 1.4 < 5.1 23.2 1.023 0.11' 0.09' 0.01 < 0.36 308' 17' 20 316' 5
 (GeV)cmE
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FIG. 4 (color online). The fit to σB½eþe− → γXð3872Þ& ×
B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & with a Yð4260Þ resonance (red solid
curve), a linear continuum (blue dashed curve), or a E1-transition
phase space term (red dotted-dashed curve). Dots with error bars
are data.
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measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section at each en rgy,
together with the corr sponding QED prediction [23] are
also listed in Table I, where there is good agreement.
We fit the energy-dependent cross section with
a Yð4260Þ resonance (parameters fixed to PDG [13]
values), a linear co tinuum, or a E1-transiti n phase space
(∝ E3γ ) term. Fi ur 4 shows all the fit results, which give
χ2=ndf ¼ 0.49=3 (C.L. ¼ 92%), 5.5=2 (C.L. ¼ 6%), and
8.7=3 (C.L. ¼ 3%) for a Yð4260Þ resonance, linear con-
tinuum, a d phas space di tribution, respectively. The
Yð4260Þ resonance d cribes the data tter than the o her
two options.
The s stematic unc rt inty in the Xð3872Þ mass meas-
ur ment include h se from the absolute mass scale and the
para etrization of the Xð3872Þ signal and background
shap s. Since we use ISR ψð3686Þ events o calibrate the
fit, th ystemati u cert inty from the mass scale is
estimated to be 0.1 MeV=c2 (including statistical uncer-
tainties of the MC samples used in the c libration pro-
cedure). In the Xð3872Þmass fit, a MC simulated histogram
with a z ro width is sed o paramet riz the signal shape.
W r place this hist gra with a simulate Xð3872Þ
resonance with a width of 1.2 MeV [13] (the upper limit
of the Xð3872Þ width at 90% C.L.) and repeat the fit; the
change in mass for this new fit is taken as the systematic
uncertainty due to the signal parametrizat on, which is
0.1 MeV=c2. Likewise, changes measured with a back-
ground shape fr m MC-simulated ðγISRÞπþπ−J=ψ and
η0J=ψ events i dicate a systematic uncertainty associated
with the background shape of 0.1 MeV=c2 in mass. By
summing the contributions from all sources assu ing that
th y are indepe dent, we obtain a total system tic uncer-
tainty of 0.2 MeV=c2 for the Xð3872Þ mass measurement.
The systematic unc rtainty in the cross sec ion measu e-
ment m inly co s from efficiencies, signal parametriza-
tion, background shape, radiative correction, and luminosity
measurement. The luminosity is measured using Bhabha
events, wi h an uncertainty of 1.0%. The uncertainty of
tracking efficiency for high momenta leptons is 1.0% per
track. Pions have momentum ranges from 0.1 to 0.6 GeV=c
at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 4.260 GeV, and with a small change with different
c.m. energies. The momentum-weighted uncertainty is also
estimated to be 1.0% per track. In this analysis, the radiative
photons have energies that several hundreds of MeV.
Studi s with a sample of J=ψ → ρπ events show that the
uncertainty in the reconstruction efficiency for photons in
this nergy range is less than 1.0%.
The number of Xð3872Þ signal events is obtained
through a fit to the Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ distribution. In the
nom nal fit, a simulated histogram with zero width
convolved with a Gaussian fun tion is used t parameterize
the Xð3872Þ signal. When a MC-simulated signal shape
with Γ½Xð3872Þ& ¼ 1.2 MeV [13] is used, the difference in
the Xð3872Þ s gn l yield, is 4.0%; t is is taken a th
sys ematic ncertainty due to signal parametrization.
Changing the backgrou d shap from a linear term to
the expec ed shape from the dominant background source
η0J ψ resu ts in a 0.2% ifference in th Xð3872Þ yields.
The eþe− → πþπ− line shap affects radiative
correction factor and det ction effici ncy. Using the mea-
surements from BESIII, B lle, and BABAR [11] as inputs,
the maximum difference i ð1þ δÞϵ is 0.6%, which is taken
the systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty from the
kinematic fit is estimated with the very pure ISR ψð3686Þ
TABLE I. The number of Xð3872Þ eve ts (Nobs), radiative correction factor (1þ δ), detection efficiency (ϵ), measured Born cross
section σB½eþe− → γXð3872Þ& times B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & (σB · B, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second
systemati ), measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σISR, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second systematic), and
predicted ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σQED with uncertainties from resonant parameters) from QED [23] using resonant parameters in
PDG [13] as input at different energies. For 4.009 and 4.360 GeV, the upper limits of observed events (Nup) and cross section times
branching fraction (σup · B) are given at the 90% C.L.ffiffi
s
p
(GeV) Nobs Nup ε (%) 1þ δ σB · B (pb) σup · B (pb) σISR (pb) σQED (pb)
4.009 0.0' 0.5 < 1.4 28.7 0.861 0.00' 0.04' 0. 1 < 0.11 719' 30' 47 735 3
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B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & with a Yð4260Þ r son nc (red solid
curve), a line r continuum (blue dash d curve), or a E1-transiti n
phase sp c term (red dotted-dashed c rve). Dots with error bars
are data.
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where k! is defined above, ‘ is the orbital angular momen-
tum value, f0X ¼ 1:0 a d f1Xðk!Þ ¼ ð1þ R2Xk!2Þ&1=2 are
Blatt-Weisskopf ‘‘barrier factors’’ [47] and BW! is the
relativistic B expression
BW!ðm""Þ /
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m""!!
q
m2! &m2"" & im!!! : (15)
H re !!¼!0½q!=q (3½m!=m""(½f1!ðq!Þ=f1!ðq0Þ(2, where
q!ðm""Þ is the pion momentum in t e ! rest fr me, q0 ¼
q!ðm!Þ, f1!ðqÞÞ ¼ ð1þ R2!q2Þ&1=2, !0 ¼ 146:2 MeV and
m! ¼ 775:5 MeV [7]. The ‘‘radii’’ RX and R! are poorly
known. Generally R! ¼ 1:5 GeV&1 is used and CDF uses
values forRX that are as large asRX ¼ 5:0 GeV&1. (Higher
values of RX reduce the effects of the k
!ð2‘þ1Þ factor and,
therefore, make the S- and P-wave differences smaller.)
We take these values as o r default s ttings.
The smooth curves in Fig. 9 sh w the results of the
S-wave (dashed line) and P-wave (solid line) fits. The
S-wave (‘ ¼ 0) case fits the data well: #2=d:o:f: ¼
17:5=18 (CL ¼ 49%). The P-wave (‘ ¼ 1) fit is poorer,
#2=d:o:f: ¼ 32:1=18 (CL ¼ 2%). Reducing the Blatt-
Weisskopf radius for the Xð3872Þ makes the P-wave fit
worse; increasing RX to 7:0 GeV
&1 improv s the P-wav
fit #2=d:o:f: to 26:5=18, which corresponds to a 9.0% CL.
Large changes in R! are found to have little effect on the fit
quality for either case.
However, both Belle [48] and BABAR [18] have reported
evidence for the subthreshold decay process Xð3872Þ!
!J=c . The CDF group pointed out t at interfere ce be-
tween the !J=c and !J=c final states, here !!
"þ"&, can have an important effect on the Mð"þ"&Þ
line shape near the uppe kin matic limit [12]. W there-
f re repe ted th fits scribed bove with th inclusio of
possible effects from !-! in erference.
For these fits we use th f rm give in Eq. (14) with
BW!ðm""Þ replaced by
B !&! / BW! þ r!ei$!BW!; (16)
where BW! is e same f m a BW! with ! m son mass
and width valu s substituted for those of the !, r! is the
strength of the ! amplitude relative to that of the !, and
$! is their relative p ase, which is expected to be 95
) [49].
We perform d fits to the Mð"þ"&Þ distribution usi g
this form weighted by the acceptance with $! fixed at 95
)
and r! left as a fr e parameter. Figure 10 shows the results
of the S-wave (dashed line) and P-wave (solid line) fits.
The inclusion of a small ! amplitude (r! ¼ 0:07* 0:05)
improves the S-wave fit o #2=d:o:f: ¼ 15:8=17 (54% CL).
The P-wave fit returns a larger contribution, r! ¼
0:48þ0:20& :14, and a g d fi quality: #2 ¼ 14:6 for 17 degrees
of freedom (62% CL).
The fits have three components: dire t !! "þ"&
(/jBW!j2) and !! "þ"& ( / r2!jBW!j2) c ntributions
and a !-! interfer nce term. The contributions from each
c mponent for each fit are listed in Table VI.
If the low-mass tails of the !! "þ"&"0 and !!
"þ"& line shap s are the same [50], we expect
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FIG. 9 (color online). The data points show the background-
subtracted, relative-efficiency-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ distribution
for Xð3872Þ! "þ"&J=c ev nts The curves show the results
f fits u ing an S-wave (da hed) and a P-wav (solid) BW
function as describ d in the text.
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FIG. 10 (color online). The background-subtracted, relative-
efficiency-corr cted Mð"þ"&Þ dis ribution for Xð3872Þ!
"þ"&J=c even s. The curves show the results of fits using an
S-wave (dashed line) and a P-wave (solid line) BW function
with effects of !-! interf rence cluded.
TABLE VI. Summa y of the r sults from the !-! interference
fit.
Nsig r! N!!"" N!!"" N!-! interf
S-wave 159* 15 0:07* 0:05 140.9 0:6* 0:5 17.8
P-wave 158* 15 0:48þ0:20&0:14 93.2 3:6þ1:5&1:1 60.0
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The LHCb detector is a single-arm forwar spectrometer
covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, described
in detail in Refs. [18,19]. The Xð3872Þ candidate selec-
tion, which is based on reconstructing Bþ→ ðJ=ψ→μþμ−Þ
πþπ−Kþ candidates using particle identification informa-
tion and transverse momentum (pT) thresholds and requir-
ing separ tion of tracks and the Bþ vertex from the primary
pp interactio vertex, is i prove relativ to that of
Ref. [17]. The signal efficiency is increased by lowering
requirements on pT for muons from 0.90 to 0.55 GeV and
for hadrons from 0.25 to 0.20 GeV. The background is
further suppressed without significant loss of signal by
requiring Q < 250 MeV. The Xð3872Þ mass resolution
(σΔM) is improved from about 5.5 to 2.8 MeV by
constraining the Bþ candidate to its known mass and
requiri g its momentum to point to a pp collision vertex
in the kinematic fit of its decay. The distribution of ΔM≡
Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ −MðJ=ψÞ is hown in Fig. 1. A Cry tal Ball
function [20] with symme ric tails is use to model the
signal shape, while the b ckground is assumed to be linear.
An unbinned maximum-likelihood fit yields 101 $ 38
Bþ → Xð3872ÞKþ decays and 1468$ 44 background
entries in the 725 < ΔM < 825 MeV range used in the
angular analysis. The signal purity is 80% within 2.5σΔM
from the signal peak. From studying the Kþπþπ− mass
distributi n, the dominant source of the background is
found to be Bþ→J=ψK1ð1270Þþ, K1ð1270Þþ → Kþπþπ−
decays.
Angular correlations in the Bþ decay chain are analyzed
using an unbinned m ximu -likelihood fit to determine the
Xð3872Þ qua t m b rs and orbi al a gular momentum
in its decay. The probability density function (P) for each
JPC hypothes s, JX, is defin in the five-dimensional
angular paceΩ≡ðcosθX;cosθρ;ΔϕX;ρ;cosθJ=ψ ;ΔϕX;J=ψÞ,
where θX, θρ and θJ=ψ are the helicity angles [21–23] in the
Xð3872Þ, ρ0 and J=ψ decays, respectively, and ΔϕX;ρ,
ΔϕX;J=ψ are the angles between the decay planes of the
Xð3872Þ particle and of its decay products. The quantity P
is the normalized product of the expected decay matrix
element (M) squared and of the reconstruction
efficiency (ϵ), PðΩjJXÞ ¼ jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞ=IðJXÞ, where
IðJXÞ ¼
R jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞdΩ. The efficiency is averaged
over the πþπ− ma s using a simulation [24–28] of the
Xð3872Þ→ ρ0J=ψ , ρ0 → πþπ− decay. The line shape of
the ρ0 reson nce can change slightly depending on the
Xð3872Þ spin hypothesis. The effect on ϵðΩÞ is very small
and is neglected. Th angular correlations are obtained
using the helicity formalism [16],
jMðΩjJXÞj2 ¼
X
Δλμ¼−1;þ1
j
X
λJ=ψ ;λρ¼−1;0;þ1
AλJ=ψ ;λρ D
JX
0;λJ=ψ−λρð0; θX; 0Þ&
D1λρ;0ðΔϕX;ρ; θρ; 0Þ&
D1λJ=ψ ;ΔλμðΔϕX;J=ψ ; θJ=ψ ; 0Þ&j2; ð1Þ
where the λ’s are particle helicities, Δλμ ¼ λμþ − λμ− and
DJλ1;λ2 are Wign r fu ction [21–23]. The helicity cou-
pli gs, AλJ=ψ ;λρ , are expr ssed in terms f the LS couplings,
BLS, with the help of Cl bsch-Gordan coeffi ients, wh re L
is the orbital angular momentum between the ρ0 and the
J=ψ mes ns, and S is t sum of their spins,
AλJ=ψ ;λρ ¼
X
L
X
S
BLS
 
JJ=ψ Jρ S
λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
!
×
!
L S JX
0 λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
"
: ð2Þ
Possible value of L are constrained by parity conservation,
PX ¼ PJ=ψ ρð−1ÞL ¼ ð−1ÞL. In the previous analyses
[14,16,17], only the minimal value of the angular mom n-
tum, Lmin, was allowed. Thus, for th p eferred JPC ¼ 1þþ
hyp thesis, the D wa e was neglected allowing only
S-wave cays. In this work all L values are allowed in
Eq. (2). The c rresponding BLS amplitudes are listed in
Table I. Values of JX up to 4 are analyz d. Since the orbital
ang lar ome tum in the Bþ decay equals JX, high values
are suppr sed by the ngular momentum barrier. In fact,
the hig est obs rved spin of ny r s ce produced in B
dec ys is 3 [29,30]. Since P is insensitive to th overall
n r alizati n of the BLS couplings and to the phase of the
matrix element, the BLS amplitude with the lowest L and S
is set to t arbitrary reference value (1,0). The set of
other possible complex BLS a plitudes, which are free
parameters in the fit, is denoted as α.
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J=ψKþπþπ− candidates. The fit of the Xð3872Þ signal is
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lines represent the total fit, signal compon nt and background
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Figure 2. The J/ ⇡+⇡  invariant-mass distribution in the X(3872) region for two bins of
transverse momentum, 10–13.5GeV (left) and 18–30G V (right). The lines repr sent the
signal-plus-background fits (solid) and the background-only components (d shed). The  2/ndf of
the fit is also reported.
the Gaussian functions, the fraction of signal associat d with each Gaussian, and two
background-shape parameters. Figure 2 shows examples of fitted mass distributions for a
low- and a high-transverse-momentum bin. The measured number of X(3872) and  (2S)
signal events are listed in table 1.
The acceptances and e ciencies of the X(3872) and  (2S) final states are factorized
into four compone ts, ach of which is determined i ividually from the simulation: the
acceptance A(J/ ) and e ciency ✏(J/ ) for the trigger and detection of the J/ , and the
acceptance A(⇡+⇡ ) and e ciency ✏(⇡+⇡ ) for the pion pair, includin the J/ ⇡+⇡ 
vertex probability requirement. The acceptances are the same for th 2011a and 2011b
datasets for the pT bin n comm (pT > 13.5GeV). Th e ciency is cal ulat d for th
2011a dataset in each bin inc the changes in  ciency related to th trigger evol tion
during data taking do not a↵ect the e ciency ratio. The average value of A · ✏ in each pT
bin is determined using fine-grai ed bins in transverse momentum as⌧
1
A · ✏
 
bin
⌘
NbinfineX
i=1
Ni
Ai · ✏i
,NbinfineX
i=1
Ni, (4.3)
where Ni is the number of signal events observed in the data, A
i = Ai(J/ ) · Ai(⇡+⇡ ),
✏i = ✏i(J/ ) · ✏i(⇡+⇡ ) are the acceptance and e ciency in each fine bin, and Nbinfine i t
number of fine bins contained in each pT interval. This procedure accounts for the large
variation in acceptanc and e cie cy ove the wide pT bins, relying on the pT spectrum
from the data. The number of signal events in each fine bin is determined using a sideband-
subtraction technique. The ratios of the acceptances and e ciencies, listed in table 1, are
di↵erent from unity because of small di↵erences in the X(3872) and  (2S) decay kinematics.
Studies are performed o verify the description f the ata by the simulations and to
determine the systematic uncertainties. These are listed in table 2 and described in the
following.
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(d)
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( )
in each m3! in erval t obtain the Gaussian and ARGUS
n r alization pa meter values, and hence to extract the
B-meson signal.
In F g. 1 th re is a small, but clear, "-meson signal, a
large !-meson signal, and othin f significan in be-
tween. The J= " ma distribution sho s o significant
s ructure, and will not b discussed a y further.
In the !-meson region, the ign l extends down to
!0:74 GeV= 2; there is al o a high-mass tail above
! :8 GeV=c2, an po ibly some small no resonant con-
tribution i t is region. When we assign !-Dal tz-plot
w ights [29] t th ev n s in the region 0:74–
0:80 GeV=c2, the sum of w ights (1030" 90) is consistent
with the signal size (1160" 60), indicating that any non-!
b ckground mall, an s w ignor such contributions.
Similar behavior is observed for B0 decay, but with
selected-event sample which is about 6 times smaller. In
the following, w define the lower limit of the -meson
mass region a 0:74 GeV=c2, but l av the upper limit at
0. 965 0:8055 GeV=c2 for he B nd B0 samples
[23], resp ctively, in order to fo u on the i p ct of this
one change on obs rved J=c! m ss dist ibut . The
extension of th m3! region t wa d lower values increases
the efficiency slightly.
The J=c! mass distributions for B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ
ca dida s a obtained by using th same fit pr cedur
used t btain the 3! distr b tion. We t en corr ct th
observ d signal yields for lection ffici nc . Events cor-
responding to B0;þ ! J c!K0;þ decay are created by
MC simulation, based on GEANT4 [30], in ord r to provid
uniform coverage of the entiremJ=c! range. The generated
events are subj cted to the r onst uction and selection
procedures applied to th data. For Bþ (B0) decay it is
found that the efficiency increases (decreases) gradually
from !6% (! %) clos to mJ=c! thres old to !7%
( 4%) for mJ=c! ! 4:8 GeV=c2. Compa ison of gener-
ated and re onstructed mJ=c! valu s within ach reco -
tructed mJ=c! m ss interval enables the m asur m nt of
the mJ=c! dependence of the mass resolution. From a
s ngle-Gaussian fit to each dist ib tion, the rms deviation
is found to degrade gradually from 6 5 MeV=c2 at
mJ=c! ! 3:84 GeV=c2, to 9 MeV=c2 at mJ=c! !
4:8 GeV=c2.
The mJ=c! distributions for B
þ ! J=c!Kþ and B0 !
J=c!K0 decay, after efficiency correction in each mass
interval, are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. For
the latter, corrections for K0L production and K
0
S ! !0!0
decay have been incorporated. The mJ=c! range from
3.8425 t 3:9925 GeV=c2 is divided into 10 MeV=c2 in-
tervals, while beyond this 0 MeV=c2 intervals are used.
The same choice of intervals was used in Ref. [23], where
the first two were inaccessible, and the third was only
partly a cessibl , because of the value of the lower limit
onm3!. Clear enhancements are observed in the vicinity of
the X and Y mesons in the Bþ distribution, and similar
ffects are presen in the B0 di tributi n, wi lower statis-
tical significance.
The function used to fit the distributions of Fig. 2 is a
sum of three compon t . The X meson component is a
Gaussian resolution function with fixed rms deviation # ¼
6:7 MeV=c2 obt ined from MC simula io ; the intrinsic
width of the X meson (estimated to be & 3 MeV [27]) is
ignor d. The Y-meson intensity contribution is represented
by a relativistic S-wave Breit-Wigner (BW) function [23].
Th nonresonant contribution is described empirically by a
Gaussian function multiplied by mJ=c!. The Y-meson and
nonr sonant intensity contributions are multiplied by the
phase space factor p% q, where p is the K momentum in
the B rest frame, and q is the J=c momentum in the rest
frame of the J=c 3! s stem. A simultaneous $2 fit to the
distributions of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) is carried out, in which
only the normalizati n parameters of th three contribu-
tions are allowed to differ between Figs. 2( ) an 2(b). The
fit describes the da a well ($2=NDF ¼ 54:7=51, NDF ¼
number of degrees of freedom), as shown by the solid
curves in Fig. 2. The dashed an dotted curves show the
X- and Y-meson contributions, respectively, while the dot-
dashed curves represent the nonresonant distribution.
For the X meson, the fitted mass is 3873:0þ1:8&1:6ðstatÞ "
1:3ðsystÞ MeV=c2, while the mass and width values for the
Y meson are 3919:1þ3:8&3:4ðstatÞ " 2:0ðsystÞ MeV=c2 and
31þ10&8 ðstatÞ " 5ðsystÞ MeV, respectively. These results are
consistent with earlier BABAR measurements [6,23].
From the fits of Fig. 2, we obtain product branching
fraction measurements for B0;þ ! XK0;þ, X ! J=c!.
The resulting Bþ and B0 p oduct branching fraction values
are ½0:6" 0:2ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, and ½0:6"
0:3ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, respectively.
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FIG. 2 (color online). The corrected mJ=c! distribution for
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of (a) in detail. The curves indicate the results of the fit.
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in each m3! interv l to obtain th Gau sian ARGUS
normalizati n parameter values, nd hence to extract the
B-meson sig l.
In Fig. 1 th re is a small, but clear, "-meson signal, a
l rge ! meson signal, and nothing of significa ce in be-
tween. The J=c" mass distribution shows no significant
structure, and will not be discussed any furth r.
In the !-meson r gion, the signal extends down to
!0:74 G V=c2; there is also a high-mass tail ab ve
!0:8 GeV=c2, and possibly some small nonresonant con-
tribution in this region. When we assign !-Dalitz-plot
weights [29] to the v nts in the regio 0:74–
:80 GeV=c2, the sum of weights (1030" 90) is consistent
with the signal size (1160" 60), indicating th t any no -!
background is small, and so we ignore such contributions.
Similar behavior is observed for B0 decay, but with a
selecte -event sample which is about 6 times smaller. In
the following, we define the lower limit of the !-m son
mass region as 0:74 GeV=c2, but leave the uppe limit at
0.7965 and 0:8055 GeV=c2 for the Bþ and B0 samples
[23], respectively, in ord r to focus on the impact of this
one change on the observed J=c! mass distribution. The
extension of the m3! r gi n toward lower valu s i creases
the efficiency slightly.
The J=c! ass distributions for B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ
candidates are obtained by using the sa e fit procedure
used to obtain the m3! distribution. We then correct the
observed signal yields for selection efficiency. Events cor-
responding to B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ ecay are created b
MC simulation, based n GEANT4 [30], in orde to rovide
uniform coverage of entiremJ=c! ra ge. The gen at d
events are subjecte to th r construction a d selection
proce ures pplied to the data. For Bþ (B0) decay it is
found that the fficiency increases (decreases) graduall
from !6% (! 5%) close to mJ=c! threshold to !7%
(! 4%) for mJ=c! ! 4:8 =c2. Compariso of ge er-
ated and recon tructed mJ=c! val es within each recon-
structed mJ=c! mass interval en bles the measu ement of
the mJ=c! dependence of the mass resolution. From a
single-Gaussian fi t each distribution, t rms d v a ion
is found to degrade gradually from 6:5 MeV=c2 at
mJ=c! ! 3:84 GeV=c2, to 9 MeV=c2 at mJ=c !
4:8 GeV=c2.
The mJ=c! distribut ns f r B
þ ! J=c!Kþ and B0 !
J c!K0 decay, after efficiency c rrec ion in ach mass
interval, are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. For
latter, corrections for K0L production and K
0
S ! 0!0
dec y have been incorporated. The mJ=c! range from
.8425 to : 925 GeV=c2 is divided into 10 MeV= 2 in-
tervals, while beyond this 50 MeV=c2 intervals a used.
The same choice of intervals was use in Ref. [23], whe e
th first two were inacces ibl , and th third was only
partly a cessible, because f the valu of the ower limit
onm3!. Clear enhancem ts are observed in the vicinity of
the X and Y mes ns in the Bþ dis ribution, and similar
effects are present in the B0 distribution, with lower s atis-
tical significance.
The function sed t fit the dist ibutions of Fig. 2 is a
sum of three co p nents. The X meson component is a
Gaussian resolution function with fixed rms deviation # ¼
6:7 MeV=c2 obtain d from MC simulation; the trinsic
width of the X meson ( stimated to be & 3 MeV [27]) is
ignored. The Y-meson intensity contribution is represented
by a rel tivist c S-wave Breit-Wig (BW) function [23].
The nonreso nt contribution is described mpirically by a
G us ia functi ultiplied by mJ=c!. The Y-meson and
nonresonant intensity contributions are multiplied by the
phase space factor p% q, wher p is the K momentum in
th rest frame, a d q is the J=c moment m in he rest
fram of the J=c 3! sys m. A simultaneou $2 fit to the
distribu io s of Figs. 2(a) a d 2(b) is carried out, in which
only the normalization parameters of the three contribu-
tions are allowed to differ between Figs. 2( ) and 2(b). The
fit describes the dat w ($2=NDF ¼ 54:7=51, NDF ¼
n b of d grees of fr edo ), s show by the solid
curves in Fig. 2. Th da hed and dotted curves show the
X- and Y-meso c ntributions, respectively, hi e th ot-
dashed curves represent the n resonant distribution.
For the X meson, the fitted mass is 3873:0þ1:8&1:6ðstatÞ "
1:3ðsystÞ MeV=c2, while the ass and width values for the
Y meson are 3919:1þ3:8&3:4ðstatÞ " 2:0ðsystÞ MeV=c2 and
31þ10&8 ðst tÞ " 5ðsystÞ Me , respectively. These results are
consistent with earli r BABAR measurements [6,23].
From the fits of Fig. 2, we obtai product bra ching
fracti n measurements for B0;þ ! XK0;þ, X ! J=c!.
T e resulting Bþ and B0 p duct branching fraction values
are ½0:6" 0:2ð tatÞ " 0:1ðsy tÞ* % 10&5, a d ½0:6"
0:3ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, respectively.
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of (a) in detail. The curves indicate the results of the fi .
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where k! is defined above, ‘ is the orbital angular momen-
tum value, f0X ¼ 1:0 and f1Xðk!Þ ¼ ð1þ R2Xk!2Þ&1=2 are
Blatt-Weisskopf ‘‘barrier factors’’ [47] and BW! is the
relativistic BW expressi n
BW!ðm "Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m""!!
q
2
! &m2"" & im!!! : (15)
He !!¼!0½q!=q0(3½ =m" (½f1!ðq!Þ=f1!ðq0Þ(2, where
q!ðm""Þ is the pion m entum in the ! rest f me, q0 ¼
q!ðm!Þ, f1!ðqÞÞ ¼ ð1 2!q2Þ&1=2, !0 ¼ 146:2 MeV and
m! ¼ 775:5 MeV [7]. e ‘‘ra ii’’ RX and R! are poorly
known. Generally R! :5 GeV
&1 is used and CDF uses
values forRX that are as large asRX ¼ 5:0 GeV&1. (Higher
values of RX reduce the effect of t k
!ð2‘þ1Þ factor and,
therefore, m ke the S- nd P-wave differences smaller.)
We take these values as our default setting .
The smooth curves in Fig. 9 show the results of the
S-wave (dashed line) and P-wave (solid line) fits. The
S-wave (‘ ¼ 0) case fits the data well: #2=d:o:f: ¼
17:5=18 (CL ¼ 49%). The P-wave (‘ ¼ 1) fit is poorer,
#2=d:o:f: ¼ 32:1=18 (CL ¼ 2%). Reducing the Blatt-
Weisskopf radius for the Xð3872Þ akes the P-wave fit
worse; increasing RX to 7:0 GeV
&1 i proves the P-wave
fit #2=d:o:f: to 26:5=18, which corresponds to a 9.0% CL.
Large changes in R! are found to have little effect on the fit
quality for either case.
However, both Belle [48] and BABAR [18] have reported
evid nce for the subthreshold decay process Xð3872Þ!
!J=c . The CDF group pointed out that interference be-
tween the !J=c and !J=c final states, where !!
"þ"&, can have an important effect on the Mð"þ"&Þ
line shape near the upper kinematic limit [12]. We there-
fore repeated the fits escribed above with th inclusion of
possible ffects from !-! inte ference.
For these fits we use th fo m g ven in Eq. (14) with
BW!ðm""Þ repl ced by
BW!&! / BW! þ r ei$!BW!; (16)
where BW! is the same form as BW! with ! eson mass
a d width valu s sub tituted for those of the !, r! is the
strength of the ! amplitude re ative to that of th !, and
$! is their relative phase, wh ch is xp cted to be 95
) [49].
W p rformed fits to the Mð"þ"&Þ dis ributio using
this orm weighted by the acceptance wit $! fix d at 95
)
and r! left s a fre parameter. Figure 10 s ows the results
of the S-wave (dashed line) an P-wave (solid li e) fits.
Th inclusion of a s all ! amplitude (r! ¼ 0:07* 0:05)
improves the S-wave fit to #2=d:o:f: ¼ 15:8=17 (54% CL).
The P e fit returns a larger ! contribution, r! ¼
0:48þ0:20&0:14, and a good fit quality: #2 ¼ 14:6 for 17 degr es
of fr edom (62% CL).
The fits have three components: direct !! "þ"&
(/jBW!j2) and !! "þ"& ( / r2!jBW!j2) contributions
and a !-! interference term. The contributions fro each
component for each fit are listed i Table VI.
If t e low-mass tails of the !! "þ"&"0 and !!
"þ"& line shape are the same [50], we expect
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FIG. 9 (color online). The data points show the background-
subtracted, relative-efficiency-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ distribution
for Xð3872Þ! "þ"&J=c events. The curves show the results
of fits using an S-wave (dashed) and a P-wave (solid) BW
function as described in the text.
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FIG. 10 (color online). The background-subtracted, relative-
fficiency-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ distribution for Xð3872Þ!
"þ"&J=c events. The curv s show the results of fits using an
S-wave (dashed line) and a P-wave (solid line) BW function
with effects of !-! interference included.
TABLE VI. Summary of the results from the !-! interference
fit.
Nsig r! N!!"" N!!"" N!-! interf
S-wave 159* 15 0:07* 0: 5 140.9 0:6* 0:5 17.8
P-wave 158* 15 0:48þ0:20&0:14 93.2 3:6þ1:5&1:1 60.0
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The LHCb det ctor is a single-arm forward spectrometer
covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, described
in detail in Refs. [18,19]. The Xð3872Þ candidate selec-
tion, which is based on reconstructing Bþ→ ðJ=ψ→μþμ−Þ
πþπ−Kþ candidates using particle identification informa-
tion and transverse momentum (pT) thresholds and requir-
ing separation of tracks and the Bþ vertex from the primary
pp interaction vertex, is improved relative to that of
Ref. [17]. The signal efficiency is i creased by l wer n
requirements on pT for muons from 0.90 to 0.55 GeV and
for hadrons from 0.25 to 0.20 GeV. The background is
further suppressed without significant loss of signal by
requiring Q < 250 MeV. The Xð3872Þ mass resolution
(σΔM) is improved from about 5.5 to 2.8 MeV by
constraining the Bþ candidate to its known mass and
requiring its momentum to point to a pp collision vertex
in the kinematic fit of its decay. The distribution of ΔM≡
Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ −MðJ=ψÞ is shown in Fig. 1. A Crystal Ball
function [20] with symmetric tails is used to model the
signal shape, while th background is assumed to be linear.
An unbinned maximum-likelihood fit yields 1011$ 38
Bþ → Xð3872ÞKþ decays and 1468$ 44 background
entries in the 725 < ΔM < 825 MeV range used in the
angular an lysis. The signal purity is 80% wit in 2.5σΔM
from the signal peak. From studying t e Kþπþπ− mass
distributio , the dominant source of the background is
found to be Bþ→J=ψK1ð1270Þþ, K1ð1270Þþ → Kþπþπ−
decays.
Angular correlations in the Bþ decay chain are analyzed
using an unbinned maxi um-likelihood fit to determine the
Xð3872Þ quantum numbers and orbital gular momentum
in its decay. The probability density function (P) for each
JPC hypothesis, JX, is defined in the five-dimensional
angular spaceΩ≡ðcosθX;cosθρ;ΔϕX;ρ;co θJ=ψ ;ΔϕX;J=ψÞ,
where θX, θρ and θJ=ψ are the helicity angles [21–23] in the
Xð3872Þ, ρ0 and J=ψ decays, respectively, and ΔϕX;ρ,
ΔϕX;J=ψ are the angles between the decay planes of the
Xð3872Þ particle and of its decay products. The quantity P
is the normalized product of the expected decay matrix
element (M) squared and of the reconstruction
efficiency (ϵ), PðΩjJXÞ ¼ jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞ=IðJXÞ, where
IðJXÞ ¼
R jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞdΩ. The efficiency is averaged
over the πþπ− mass using a simulation [24–28] of the
Xð3872Þ→ ρ0J=ψ , ρ0 → πþπ− decay. The line shape of
the ρ0 resonance can change slightly depending on the
Xð3872Þ spin hypothesis. The effect on ϵðΩÞ is very small
and is neglected. The angular correlations are obtained
using the helicity formalism [16],
jMðΩjJXÞj2 ¼
X
Δλμ¼−1;þ1
j
X
λJ=ψ ;λρ¼−1;0;þ1
AλJ=ψ ;λρ D
JX
0;λJ=ψ−λρð0; θX; 0Þ&
D1λρ;0ðΔϕX;ρ; θρ; 0Þ&
D1λJ=ψ ;ΔλμðΔϕX;J=ψ ; θJ=ψ ; 0Þ&j2; ð1Þ
where the λ’s are particle helicities, Δλμ ¼ λμþ − λμ− and
DJλ1;λ2 are Wigner functions [21–23]. The helicity cou-
plings, AλJ=ψ ;λρ , are expressed in terms of the LS couplings,
BLS, with the help of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, where L
is the orbital angular momentum between the ρ0 and the
J=ψ mesons, and S is the um of their spins,
AλJ=ψ ;λρ ¼
X
L
X
S
BLS
 
JJ=ψ Jρ S
λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
!
×
!
L S JX
0 λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
"
: ð2Þ
Possible values f L are constrained by parity conservation,
PX ¼ PJ=ψPρð−1ÞL ¼ ð−1ÞL. In the previous analyses
[14,16,17], only the minimal value of the angular momen-
tum, Lmin, was allowed. Thus, for t e pr ferred JPC ¼ 1þþ
hypothesis, the D wave was neglected allowing only
S-wave decays. I this work all L values are allowed in
Eq. (2). The corresponding BLS amplitudes a e listed in
Table I. Values of JX up to 4 are analyzed. Since the rbital
angular momentum in the Bþ decay equals JX, high valu s
a e suppressed by the angular mo ntum barrier. In fact,
the highest observed spin of any resonance produc d in B
decays is 3 [29,30]. Si ce P is insensitive to the overa l
normalization of the BLS couplings and to the p ase of the
atrix element, the BLS amplitude with the lowest L and S
is set to the arbitrary reference value (1,0). The set of
other possible omplex BLS amplitudes, which are free
parameters in the fit, is denoted as α.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Distribution of ΔM for Bþ →
J=ψKþπþπ− candidates. The fit of the Xð3872Þ signal is
displayed. The solid (blue), dashed (red) and dotted (green)
lines represent the total fit, signal component and background
component, respectively.
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where k! is d fined above, ‘ is the orbital angular momen-
tum value, f0X ¼ 1:0 and f1Xðk!Þ ¼ ð1þ R2Xk!2Þ&1=2 are
Blatt-Weisskopf ‘‘barrier factors’’ [47] and BW! is the
relativistic BW expression
BW!ðm""Þ /
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m""!!
q
m2! &m2"" & im!!! : (15)
Here !!¼!0½q!=q0(3½m!=m""(½f1!ðq!Þ=f1!ðq0Þ(2, whe e
q!ðm""Þ is the pion momentum in the ! rest frame, q0 ¼
q!ðm!Þ, f1!ðqÞÞ ¼ ð1þ R2!q2Þ&1=2, !0 ¼ 146:2 MeV and
m! ¼ 775:5 MeV [7]. The ‘‘radii’’ RX and R! are poorly
known. Generally R! ¼ 1:5 GeV&1 is used and CDF us s
values forRX that are as large asRX ¼ 5:0 GeV&1. (Hig er
values of RX reduce the effects of the k
!ð2‘þ1Þ factor and,
therefore, make the S- a d P-wave iff r nces smaller.)
We take these values as our default settings.
The smooth curves in Fig. 9 show the results of the
S-wave (dashed line) and P-wave (solid line) fits. The
S-wave (‘ ¼ 0) case fits the data well: #2=d:o:f: ¼
17:5=18 (CL ¼ 49%). The P-wave (‘ ¼ 1) fit is po rer,
#2=d:o:f: ¼ 32:1=18 (CL ¼ 2%). Reducing the Blatt-
Weisskopf radius for the Xð3872Þ makes the P-wave fit
worse; increasing RX to 7:0 GeV
&1 improves the P-wave
fit #2=d:o:f: to 26:5=18, which corresponds to a 9.0% CL.
Large changes in R! are found to have little effect on the fit
quality for either case.
However, both Belle [48] and BABAR [18] have reported
evidence for the subthreshold decay process Xð3872Þ!
!J=c . The CDF group pointed out that interference be-
tween the !J=c and !J=c final tates, where !!
"þ"&, can have an important effect on the Mð"þ"&Þ
line shape near the upper kinematic limit [12]. We there-
fore repeated the fits described above wi the i clusion of
possible effects fro !-! interference.
For these fits we use the form given in Eq. (14) with
BW!ðm""Þ replaced by
BW!&! / þ r!ei$!BW!; (16)
where BW! is the sam for as BW! with ! meson mass
and width values substituted for those of the !, r! is the
strength of the ! mplitude relative to that of the !, a d
$! is their relative phase, which is exp cted to be 95
) [49].
We performed fits to the Mð"þ"&Þ distribution using
this form weighted by the acceptance with $! fixed at 95
)
and r! left as a free parameter. Figure 10 shows the result
of the S-wav (dashed line) and P-wav (solid l ne) fits.
The inclu i n of a small ! amplitude (r! ¼ 0:07* 0:05)
improves the S-wave fit to #2=d:o:f: ¼ 15:8=17 (54% CL).
The P-wave fit retur s a larger ! contribution, r! ¼
0:48þ0:20&0:14, and a good fit quality: #2 ¼ 14:6 for 17 deg ees
of freedom (62% CL).
The fits have three components: direct !! "þ"&
(/jBW!j ) and !! "þ"& ( / r2!jBW!j2) contributions
and a - interferenc term. T c ntributio s from each
c mpon nt for e ch fit are l sted i Tabl VI.
If th low-mass tails t !! "þ"&"0 and !!
"þ"& line shapes are the same [50], we expect
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FIG. 9 (col r online). The data points show th background-
subtracted, relative-effici ncy-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ distribution
for Xð3872Þ! "þ"&J=c events. The curves show the results
of fits using an S-wave (dashed) and a P-wave (solid) BW
functi as described in the text.
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FIG. 10 (color online). The background-subtracted, relative-
efficiency-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ distribution for Xð3872Þ!
"þ"&J=c events. The curves show the results of fits using an
S-wav (dashed line) and a P-wave (solid line) BW function
with effects of !-! interferenc included.
TABLE VI. Summary of the results from the !-! interference
fit.
Nsig r! N!!"" N!!"" N!-! interf
S-wave 159* 15 0:07* 0:05 140.9 0:6* 0:5 17.8
P-wave 158* 15 0:48þ0:20&0:14 93.2 3:6þ1:5&1:1 60.0
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measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section at each energy,
together with the corresponding QED prediction [23] are
also listed in Table I, where there is good agreement.
We fit the energy-dependent cross section with
a Yð4260Þ resonance (parameters fixed to PDG [13]
values), a linear continuum, or a E1-transition phase space
(∝ E3γ ) term. Figure 4 shows all the fit results, which give
χ2=ndf ¼ 0.49=3 (C.L. ¼ 92%), 5.5=2 (C.L. ¼ 6%), and
8.7=3 (C.L. ¼ 3%) for a Yð4260Þ resonance, linear con-
tinuum, and phase space distribution, respectively. The
Yð4260Þ resonance describes the data better than the other
two options.
The systematic uncertainty in the Xð3872Þ mass meas-
urement include those from the absolute mass scale and the
parametrization of the Xð3872Þ signal and background
shapes. Sin e we use ISR ψð3686Þ ev nts to calibrate the
fit, the syst m tic uncertainty from the mass scale is
estim t d to be 0.1 MeV=c2 (includi g statistical uncer-
tainties of the MC samples used in the calibration pro-
cedure). In the Xð3872Þmass fit, a MC simulated histogra
with a zero width is used to parameterize the signal shape.
We replace this histogram with a simulated Xð3872Þ
resonance with a width of 1.2 MeV [13] (the upper limit
of the Xð3872Þ width at 90% C.L.) and repeat the fit; the
change in mass for this new fit is taken as the systematic
uncertainty due to the signal param tr zation, which is
0.1 MeV=c2. Likewise, changes measured with a back-
ground shape from MC-simulated ðγISRÞπþπ−J=ψ and
η0J=ψ events indicate a systematic uncertainty associated
with the background shape of 0.1 MeV=c2 in mass. By
summing the contributions from all sources assuming that
they are independent, we obtain a total systematic uncer-
tainty of 0.2 MeV=c2 for the Xð3872Þ mass meas rement.
The systematic uncertainty in the cross se t o measure-
ment mainly comes from efficiencies, sign l parametriza-
tion, background shape, radiative correction, and luminosity
measurement. The luminosity is measured using Bhabha
events, with an uncertainty of 1.0%. The uncertainty of
tracking efficiency for high momenta leptons is 1.0% per
track. Pions have momentum ranges from 0.1 to 0.6 GeV=c
at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 4.260 GeV, and with a small change with different
c.m. energies. The momentum-weighted uncertainty is also
estimated to be 1.0% per track. In this analysis, the radiative
photons have energies that several hundreds of MeV.
Studies with a sample of J=ψ → ρπ events show that the
uncertainty in the reconstruction efficiency for photons in
this energy range is less than 1.0%.
The number of Xð3872Þ signal events is obtained
through a fit to the Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ distribution. In the
nominal fit, a simulated histogram with zero width
convolved with a Gaussian function is used to parameterize
the Xð3872Þ signal. When a MC-simulated signal shape
with Γ½Xð3872Þ& ¼ 1.2 MeV [13] is used, the difference in
the Xð3872Þ signal yield, is 4.0%; this is taken as the
systematic uncertainty due to signal parametrization.
Changing the background shape from a linear term to
the expected shape from the dominant background source
η0J=ψ results in a 0.2% difference in the Xð3872Þ yields.
The eþe− → πþπ−J=ψ line shape affects the radiative
correction factor and detection efficiency. Using the mea-
surements from BESIII, Belle, and BABAR [11] as inputs,
the maximum difference in ð1þ δÞϵ is 0.6%, which is taken
as the systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty from the
kinematic fit is estimated with the very pure ISR ψð3686Þ
TABLE I. The number of Xð3872Þ events (Nobs), radiative correction factor (1þ δ), detection efficiency (ϵ), measured Born cross
section σB½eþe− → γXð3872Þ& times B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & (σB · B, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second
systematic), measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σISR, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second systematic), and
predicted ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σQED with uncertainties from resonant parameters) from QED [23] using resonant parameters in
PDG [13] as input at different energies. For 4.009 and 4.360 GeV, the upper limits of observed events (Nup) and cross section times
branching fraction (σup · B) are given at the 90% C.L.ffiffi
s
p
(GeV) Nobs Nup ε (%) 1þ δ σB · B (pb) σup · B (pb) σISR (pb) σQED (pb)
4.009 0.0' 0.5 < 1.4 28.7 0.861 0.00' 0.04' 0.01 < 0.11 719' 30' 47 735' 13
4.229 9.6' 3.1 ( ( ( 34.4 0.799 0.27' 0.09' 0.02 ( ( ( 404' 14' 27 408' 7
4.260 8.7' 3.0 ( ( ( 33.1 0.814 0.33' 0.12' 0.02 ( ( ( 378' 16' 25 382' 7
4.360 1.7' 1.4 < 5.1 23.2 1.023 0.11' 0.09' 0.01 < 0.36 308' 17' 20 316' 5
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FIG. 4 (color online). The fit to σB½eþe− → γXð3872Þ& ×
B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & with a Yð4260Þ re onance (red solid
curve), a line r cont uum (blue ashed cu v ), r a E1-transition
phase sp c term (red dot ed-dashed curve). Dots with error bars
are data.
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measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross secti n at each e ergy,
together with the corresponding QED prediction [23] are
al o listed in Table I, where there is good agreement.
We fit the energy-dependent cr ss section with
a Yð4260Þ resonance (param ters fixed to PDG [13]
values), a line r continuu , r E1-transition phase space
(∝ E3γ ) t rm. Figure 4 shows all th fit results, which give
χ2=ndf ¼ 0.49=3 (C.L. ¼ 92%), 5.5=2 (C.L. ¼ 6%), and
8.7=3 ( .L. ¼ 3%) for a Yð4260Þ res nance, linear con-
tinuum, a d as space i tri ution, respectively. The
Yð4260Þ resonance escribes the data better tha the other
two options.
The systematic uncertainty in the Xð3872Þ mass meas-
ur ment includ those from the absolu e mass scale a d the
para trization of the Xð3872Þ signal and background
shap s. Since we use ISR ψð3686Þ events to calibr t the
fit, the syste atic un rtaint fro the mass sc le is
estimated to b 0.1 MeV=c2 (including statistical uncer-
tainties f th MC samples u ed in th calibratio pro-
cedure). In the Xð3872Þmass fit, a MC simulated histogr
with a z ro width is used o par m terize the signal hape.
We replace this histogram with a simulated Xð3872Þ
resonance with a width of 1.2 MeV [13] (the upper limit
f the Xð3872Þ width at 90% C.L.) and repeat the fit; the
change in mass for this new fit is taken as t e systematic
uncertainty due t the ignal para etrization, which is
0.1 M V=c2. Likewise, changes measur d with a back-
ground s ape from MC- imulated ðγISRÞπþπ−J=ψ a
η0J=ψ events i dicate a systematic uncertainty associ ted
with th background shape of 0.1 MeV=c2 in m ss. By
summing the contributions from all sources assuming that
they are independent, we obtain a total systematic uncer-
tainty of 0.2 MeV=c2 for th Xð3872Þ mass m asurement.
The systematic u certai ty in the cross section measure-
ment mainly comes from efficiencies, signal parametriza-
tion, background shape, radiative c rrection, and luminosity
m asurem t. The lumino ity is easured usi g Bhabha
events, with an uncertainty of 1.0%. The uncertainty of
tr cking ef iciency for high m menta lepto is 1.0% per
track. Pions have momentum ranges fro 0.1 to 0.6 G V=c
at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 4.260 GeV, a d with a small change with different
c.m. energies. The momentum-weighted uncertainty is also
estim ted to be 1.0% per track. In this analysis, the radiative
photons have energies that several hun reds of MeV.
Studies with a sample of J=ψ → ρπ events show that the
uncertainty in the r onstru tion efficie cy for photons in
t is energy range is less than 1.0%.
Th number of Xð3872Þ si nal events is obtained
thr ug a fit to he Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ distribution. In the
ominal fit, a simulat d hist gram with zero width
convolved with a Gaussian function is sed to parameterize
the Xð3872Þ signal. When a MC-simulated signal shape
with Γ½Xð3872Þ& ¼ 1.2 MeV [13] is used, the difference in
Xð3872Þ signal yield, is 4.0%; t is is taken as the
syste atic uncert inty du to signal parametrization.
Cha gi g th background s ape from a linear term to
e xpect d shape f om the dominant background source
η0J=ψ results in a 0.2% difference in the Xð3872Þ yields.
The eþe− → πþπ−J=ψ line shape affects the radiative
correction factor and detection efficiency. Using the mea-
surements from BESIII, Belle, and BABAR [11] as inputs,
the maximum difference in ð1þ δÞϵ is 0.6%, which is t ken
as the systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty from the
kinematic fit is estim ted with the very pure ISR ψð3686Þ
TABLE I. The num er of Xð3872Þ events (Nobs), radiative correction fa tor (1þ δ), detection efficiency (ϵ), measured Born cross
section σB½eþe− → γ ð3872Þ& times B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & (σB · B, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second
sy te atic), measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σISR, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second systematic), and
predicted ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σQED w th uncertainties from resonant parameters) from QED [23] using resonant parameters in
PDG [13] as input at different energies. For 4.009 and 4.360 GeV, the upper limits of observed events (Nup) and cross section times
br nching fracti n (σ p · B) a e given at the 90% C.L.ffiffi
s
p
(GeV) Nobs Nup ε (%) 1þ δ σB · B (pb) σup · B (pb) σISR (pb) σQED (pb)
4.009 0.0' 0.5 < 1.4 28.7 0.861 0.00' 0.04' 0.01 < 0.11 719' 30' 47 735' 13
4.229 9.6' 3.1 ( ( ( 34.4 0.799 0.27' 0.09' 0.02 ( ( ( 404' 14' 27 408' 7
4.260 8.7' 3.0 ( ( ( 33.1 0.814 0.33' 0.12' 0.02 ( ( ( 378' 16' 25 382' 7
4.360 1.7' 1.4 < 5.1 23.2 1.023 0.11' 0.09' 0.01 < 0.36 308' 17' 20 316' 5
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FIG. 4 (color online). The fit to σB½eþe− → γXð3872Þ& ×
B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & with a Yð4260Þ reso ance (red solid
curve), a li ear continuum (blu dashed curve), or E1-transition
phase space term (red dotted-dashed curve). Dots with error bars
are data.
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where k! is defined above, ‘ is the orbital angular momen-
tum value, f0X ¼ 1:0 and f1Xðk!Þ ¼ ð1þ R2Xk!2Þ&1=2 are
Blatt-W isskopf ‘‘barrier factors’’ [47] and BW! is the
relativistic BW expression
BW!ðm""Þ /
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m""!!
q
m2! &m2"" & m!!! : (15)
Here !!¼!0½q!=q0(3½ !=m""(½f1!ðq!Þ=f1!ðq0Þ(2, where
q!ðm""Þ is the pion momentum in the ! rest frame, q0 ¼
q!ðm!Þ, f1!ðqÞÞ ¼ ð1þ R2!q2Þ&1=2, !0 ¼ 146:2 MeV and
m! ¼ 775:5 MeV [7]. The ‘‘radii’’ RX and R! are poorly
known. Generally R! ¼ 1:5 GeV&1 is used and CDF uses
values forRX that a e as large asRX ¼ 5:0 G V&1. (Higher
values of RX reduce th ffects of the k
!ð2‘þ1Þ fa tor and,
therefore, make the S- and P-wave differences small r.)
We take thes values as our default settings.
The smooth curves in Fig. 9 show the r sults of t
S-wave (dashed lin ) and P-wave (s lid line) fits. The
S-wave (‘ ¼ 0) case fits the ata well: #2=d:o:f: ¼
17:5=18 (CL ¼ 49%). The P-wave (‘ ¼ 1) fit i poorer,
#2=d:o:f: ¼ 32:1=18 (CL ¼ 2%). Reducing the Blatt-
Weisskopf radius for the Xð3872Þ makes the P-wave fit
worse; increasing RX to 7:0 GeV
&1 improves the P-wave
fit #2=d:o:f: to 26:5=18, which corr sponds to a 9.0% CL.
Large chang s in R! are found to have little effect on the fit
quality for either case.
However, both B lle [48] and BABAR [18] have reported
evidence for the subthreshold decay proc ss Xð3872Þ
!J=c . The CDF group pointed out that interferenc be-
tween the !J=c and !J=c final states, where !!
"þ"&, can have a important effect on the Mð"þ"&Þ
line shape near the uppe kinematic limit [12]. We there-
fore repeated the fits described above with the inclusion of
possible effects from !-! interference.
For thes fits we use the form given in Eq. (14) with
BW!ðm""Þ rep aced b
BW!&! / BW! þ r!ei$!BW!; (16)
where BW! is he same fo m as BW! with ! meson mass
and width values substituted for those of the !, r! is the
strength of the ! amplitud relative to that of the !, and
$! is their relative h s , w ch is expected to be 95
) [49].
We performed fits to the Mð"þ"&Þ distribution using
this form weighted by the accept nce with $! fixed at 95
)
and r! left as a free parameter. Figure 10 shows the results
of th S-wave (dashed line) and P-wave (solid line) fits.
T inclusion of a smal ! amplitude (r! ¼ 0:07* 0:05)
im rov s the S-wave fit to #2=d:o:f: ¼ 15:8=17 (54% CL).
Th P-w ve fit r turn a la g r ! con ributio , r! ¼
0:48þ0:20&0:14, and a good fit quality: #2 ¼ 14:6 for 17 degr es
of freedom (62% CL).
The fits have three compon nts: direct !! "þ"&
(/jBW!j2) and !! "þ"& ( / r2!jBW!j2) contributions
and a !-! interference term. The contributions from each
component for each fi are listed in Table VI.
If the low-mass tails f the !! "þ"&"0 and !!
"þ"& line shapes a e t e same [50], we expect
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FIG. 9 (color online). The data points show the background-
subtracted, relative-efficiency-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ distribution
for Xð3872Þ! "þ"&J=c ev nts. Th curv s show the re ults
of fits using an S-wave (dashed) and a P-wave (solid) BW
function as described in the text.
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FIG. 10 (color o line). The background-subtracted, relative-
efficiency-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ distribution for Xð3872Þ!
"þ"&J=c events. The curv s show the results of fits using an
S-wave (dashed line) and a P-wave (solid line) BW func ion
with effects of !-! interference included.
TABLE VI. Summary of the results from the !-! interfe ence
fit.
Nsig r! N! "" N!!"" N!-! interf
S-wave 159* 15 0:07* 0:05 140.9 0:6* 0:5 17.8
P-wave 158* 15 0:48þ0:20&0:14 93.2 3:6þ1:5&1:1 60.0
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The LHCb detector is a single-arm forwar spectrometer
covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, described
i detail in Refs. [18,19]. The Xð3872Þ c didate selec-
tion, which is based on reconstructing Bþ→ ðJ=ψ→μþμ−Þ
πþπ−Kþ candidates using particl identificati informa-
tion and transverse ome tum (pT) thresholds and requir-
ing sepa ation of tracks and the Bþ ve tex from the primary
pp interaction vertex, is improved relativ to that of
Ref. [17]. The signal effici ncy is increased by lowering
requirements on pT for muons from 0.90 to 0.55 GeV and
for hadrons from 0.25 to 0.20 GeV. The background is
further suppressed without significant loss of signal by
requiring Q < 250 MeV. The Xð3872Þ mass resolution
(σΔM) is impr ved from about 5.5 to 2.8 MeV by
constraini g the Bþ candidat to its known mass and
requiring its momentum to point to a pp collision vertex
in the kinematic fit of its decay. The distribution of ΔM≡
Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ −MðJ=ψÞ is shown in Fig. 1. A Crystal Ball
function [20] with symmetric tails is used to model th
signal sh pe, while the background is a sumed to e linear.
An u binned maximum-likelihood fit yields 101 $ 38
Bþ → Xð3872ÞKþ d cays and 1468$ 44 background
entries in the 725 < ΔM < 825 MeV range used in the
angular analysis. The signal purity is 80% within 2.5σΔM
from the signal peak. From studying the Kþπþπ− mass
distribution, the dominant source of the background is
found to be Bþ→J=ψK1ð127 Þþ, K1ð12 0Þþ → Kþπþπ−
decays.
Angular correlations in the Bþ decay chain are analyzed
using an unbi ned maxi um-likelihood fit to deter ine the
Xð3872Þ quantum umb rs and orbital angular momentum
in its decay. The pr bability d nsity fu c ion (P) for each
JPC hypothesis, JX, is defined in the five-dimensional
angular paceΩ≡ðcosθX;cosθρ;ΔϕX;ρ;cosθJ=ψ ;ΔϕX;J=ψÞ,
where θX, θρ and θJ=ψ are the helicity angles [21–23] in the
Xð3872Þ, ρ0 a d J=ψ decays, respectiv ly, and ΔϕX;ρ,
ΔϕX;J=ψ are the angles between the decay planes of the
Xð3872Þ particle and of its decay products. The quantity P
is the normalized pro uct of the expected decay matrix
el ment (M) squared and of the reconstruction
efficiency (ϵ), PðΩjJXÞ ¼ jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞ=IðJXÞ, where
IðJXÞ ¼
R jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞdΩ. T e efficiency is averaged
over the πþπ− ma s using a imulation [24–28] of the
Xð3872Þ→ ρ0J=ψ , ρ0 → πþπ− decay. The line shape of
the ρ0 resonance can change slightly depending on the
Xð3872Þ spin hypothesis. The effect on ϵðΩÞ is very small
and is neglected. The angular correlations are obtained
using the helicity formalism [16],
jMðΩjJXÞj2 ¼
X
Δλμ¼−1;þ1
j
X
λJ=ψ ;λρ¼−1;0;þ1
AλJ=ψ ;λρ
JX
0;λJ=ψ−λρð0; θX; 0Þ&
D1λρ;0ðΔϕX;ρ; θρ; 0Þ&
D1λJ=ψ ;ΔλμðΔϕX;J=ψ ; θJ=ψ ; 0Þ&j2; ð1Þ
where the λ’s are particle helicities, Δλμ ¼ λμþ − λμ− and
DJλ1;λ2 are Wigner functions [21–23]. The helicity c u-
plings, AλJ=ψ ;λρ , are expressed in terms of the LS couplings,
BLS, with the help of Cl bsch-Gordan coefficients, wh re L
is the orbital angular momentum between the ρ0 and the
J=ψ mesons, nd S is the s m of their spins,
AλJ=ψ ;λρ ¼
X
L
X
S
BLS
 
JJ=ψ Jρ S
λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
!
×
!
L S JX
0 λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
"
: ð2Þ
P s ble values f L are constrained by parity conservatio ,
PX ¼ PJ=ψPρð−1ÞL ¼ ð−1ÞL. In the previous analyses
[14,16,17], o ly th mi imal value of the angular momen-
tum, Lmin, was allowed. Thus, for the preferred JPC ¼ 1þþ
ypothesis, th D wave was neglect d allo ing only
-wave decays. In this ork l L values are allo ed in
q. (2). The corresponding BLS amplitudes are list d in
able I. Values of JX up to 4 are analyzed. Since the orbital
angular momentu in the Bþ decay equals JX, hi h values
are suppressed by th angular momentum b rrier. In fact,
the hig est obs rved spin of ny resonance produced in B
decays is 3 [29,30]. Si P is insensitive to the overall
normalization of the BLS couplings and to the phase of the
matrix element, th BLS am litud with th low st L and S
is et t the arbitrary refer nce valu (1,0). The set of
other possibl omplex BLS ampli ud s, which ar free
parameters in the fit, de oted a α.
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Figure 2. The J/ ⇡+⇡  invariant-mass distribution in the X(3872) region for two bins of
transverse momentum, 10–13.5GeV (left) and 18–30G V (right). The lines repres nt the
signal-plus-background fits (solid) and the background-only components (d shed). The  2/ndf of
the fit is also reported.
the Gaussian functions, the fraction of signal associated with each Gaussian, and two
background-shape parameters. Figure 2 shows examples of fitted mass istributions fo a
low- and a high-transverse-momentum bin. The measured n ber of X(3872) a d  (2S)
signal events are listed in table 1.
The acceptances and e ciencies of the X(3872) a d  (2S) final states are factorize
into fo r components, each of which is determined individually from the simulation: the
acceptance A(J/ ) and e ciency ✏(J/ ) for the trigger and detection of the J/ , and the
acceptance A(⇡+⇡ ) and e ciency ✏(⇡+⇡ ) for the pion pair, including the J/ ⇡+⇡ 
vertex probability requirement. The acceptances are the same for the 2011a and 2011b
datasets for the pT bins in common (pT > 13.5GeV . The e ciency is calculat d for h
2011a dataset n each bin since the changes i e cien y related to the trigger evolution
during data taking do not a↵ect the e  iency ratio. The av rage alue of A · ✏ in each pT
bin is determined using fine-grained bins in transverse momentum as⌧
1
A · ✏
 
bin
⌘
NbinfineX
i=1
Ni
Ai · ✏i
,NbinfineX
i=1
Ni, (4.3)
where Ni is the number of signal events observed in the data, A
i = Ai(J/ ) · Ai(⇡+⇡ ),
✏i = ✏i(J/ ) · ✏i(⇡+⇡ ) are the acceptance and e ciency in ea h fine bin, and Nbinfine is the
number of fine bins contained in each pT interval. This procedure accounts for the large
variation in acceptance and e ciency over the wide pT bins, relying on the pT pectrum
from the data. The number of signal events in each fine bin is determined using a sideband-
subtraction technique. The ratios of the acceptances and e ciencies, listed in table 1, ar
di↵erent from unity because of small di↵erences in the X(3872) and  (2S) decay kinematics.
Studies are performed to verify the description of the data by the simulatio s a d to
determine the sy tema ic uncertainties. These are listed in tabl 2 and described in e
following.
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(d)
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( )
in each m3! in erva to obtain the Gaussian and ARGUS
normalization a a eter values, and hence to extr ct the
B-meson signal.
In Fig. 1 there is a smal , but clear, "- eson signal, a
large !-meson signa , and noth ng of sig ifi an in be-
tween. The J=c" mass distribution shows no ignificant
str cture, and will not b di cussed any further.
In th !-m so gion, the ign xt nds d wn to
!0:74 GeV=c2; there is also a hig -mass tail abo e
! :8 G V=c2, and pos ibly some small nonreso ant c n-
tribution in this region. hen we assign !-Dal tz-plot
weights [29] t the even s in t regi 0:74–
0:80 GeV=c2, the sum of weights (1030" 90) is c nsistent
with the signal size (1160" 60), ind cating that any non-!
background i small, and so w ignore uch contributions.
Similar b hav r is observ d for B0 decay, but w th
select d-eve sampl w ich is about 6 times small r. I
the following, w d fine the lower lim t f t e !-meson
m ss region a 0:74 GeV=c , but l av th upp limi at
0.7965 0:8 55 GeV=c2 f r the Bþ and B0 sample
[23], resp ctively, in order to cus on he impact f this
o change o th observ d J= ! mas distribution. T
extensi n of the m3! r gion t ward l wer values cr as s
the efficiency slightly.
T J=c mass distributions for B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ
ca id tes are o ai ed by sing th same fit pr cedure
used t obtain the m3! distribution. W t n correct the
obs rved signal yi l s for selecti n efficiency. E ents cor-
respondi g o B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ dec y ar created by
MC si ulati n, bas d on GEANT4 [30], in order to provide
iform coverage of the entir mJ=c! rang . The gen rated
events are subj ted to the rec nstru tion nd s lect on
procedures ap li d to th data. For B (B0) dec y it s
f und th t the effici ncy incr as s (decreases) gradually
from 6% (! 5%) close to mJ=c! threshold to !7%
(! 4%) for mJ=c! ! 4:8 GeV=c2. Comparison of gener-
at d and reconstructe mJ=c! values withi each recon-
structed mJ=c! mass interval enables the asurem nt of
t e mJ=c! dependence f the m ss resol tion. From a
single-Gaussi n fit to each distribution, the ms devi tion
is found to degrade gradually from 6 5 MeV= 2 at
mJ=c! 3:84 GeV=c
2, to 9 MeV=c2 at mJ=c! !
4:8 GeV=c2.
The mJ=c! distributions for B
þ ! J=c!Kþ and B0 !
J=c!K0 decay, after efficiency correction in each mass
interval, are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. For
the latter, corrections for K0L production and K
0
S ! !0!0
decay h ve b en i orporated. The mJ=c! range from
3.8425 to 3:9925 GeV=c2 is divided into 10 MeV=c2 in-
terval , while beyond this 50 MeV=c2 intervals are used.
The sa e choice of intervals was used in R f. [23], where
the first two were inaccessible, and the third was only
partly accessible, because of the value of the lower limit
onm3!. Clear nhan ements are observe in t e vicinity of
the X and Y mesons in the Bþ distribution, and similar
effects are pr ent in the B0 di tribution, wi lower st tis-
tical significance.
The function used to fit the distributions of Fig. 2 is a
sum of three com onents. The X eson component is a
Gaus ian re olution function with fixed rms deviation # ¼
6:7 M V=c2 btained from MC simulation; th i trinsic
width of the X es n (estimated to be & 3 MeV [27]) is
ignored. The Y- eson int nsity c tribution is represent d
by a rel tivistic S-wav Breit-Wigner (BW) function [23].
Th nonresonant contribution is de cribed empirically by a
Gaussian function multiplied by mJ=c!. The Y-meson and
nonresonant intensity contributions are multiplied by the
phase space facto p% q, where p is th K mo entum in
the B rest frame, and q is the J=c momentum in the rest
frame of the J=c 3! ystem. A si ultaneous $2 fit to the
di tributions of Figs. 2( ) a d 2(b) is carried out, in w ich
only the normalizat on parameters of the thr e contribu-
ti s are allowed to differ between Figs. 2(a) a d 2(b). The
fit describe the data well ($2=NDF ¼ 54:7=51, NDF ¼
number f degre s of freedom), as shown by the solid
curves in Fig. 2. The dashed and dotted curves show the
X- and Y-mes con ributions, respectively, whil the dot-
dashed curves represent the nonresonan di tribution.
F r the X mes n, the fitted mass is 3873:0þ1:8&1:6ðstatÞ "
1:3ðsystÞ MeV=c2, while the mass and w dth values for the
Y meson are 3919:1þ3:8&3:4ðstatÞ " 2:0ðsystÞ MeV=c2 and
1þ10&8 ðstatÞ " 5ðsystÞ MeV, respe tively. The e sults are
consistent with arlier BABAR measurements [6,23].
From the fits of Fig. 2, we obtain product branching
fraction me surements for B0;þ ! XK0;þ, X ! J=c!.
The resulting Bþ and B0 product branching fraction values
are ½0:6" 0:2ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, and ½0:6"
0:3ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, resp ctively.
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FIG. 2 (color online). The corrected mJ=c! distr butio for
(a) Bþ, (b) B0 decays; (c) (inset) shows the low-mass region
of (a) in detail. The curves indicate the results of the fi .
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in each m3! interval to obtain the Gaussian and ARGUS
normalization parameter values, nd hence to extract the
B-meson signal.
In Fig. 1 th re is a small, but clear, "-meson signal, a
large !- eson signal, and nothing of significance in be-
tween. The J=c" mass distribution shows no si nificant
structure, and will not be iscussed any furth r.
In the !-meson r gion, the sig al extends down to
!0:74 G V=c2; there is also a high-mass tail above
!0:8 GeV=c2, and possibly som mall nonr s nant con-
tribution i this region. When we assign !-Dalitz-plot
weights [29] to the vents in the region 0:74–
0:80 GeV=c2, th su of weights (1030" 90) is consistent
with the sig al size (1160" 60), indicating that any no -!
background is small, and so we ignore such contribution .
Similar behavior is observed for B0 ecay, but with a
selecte -ev nt sample which is about 6 time smalle . In
the foll wing, we define the l wer limit of the !-meson
mass region as 0:74 GeV=c2, bu eave the upper limit t
0.7965 and 0:8055 GeV=c2 fo th Bþ and B0 samples
[23], respectively, in order to focus on the impact of this
one change on the obs rved J=c! ass distr bution. The
extension o the m3! regi n toward lower v lues in re ses
the efficiency slightly.
The J=c! ass distributions for B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ
candidates are obtained by us g the same fit procedure
used to obtain the m3! distribution. W then correct the
observed signal yields for select n fficiency. Ev nts cor-
responding to B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ decay a cr ated by
MC simulat on, based on GEANT4 [30], in order o pr vid
uniform coverage of the ntiremJ=c! range. The g ne ated
events are subjected to the reconstructio and sel ctio
procedures applied t the dat . For Bþ (B0) d cay i
found that the efficiency increases (decreases) gr dually
from !6% (! 5%) clos to J=c! threshold to !7%
(! 4%) for mJ=c! ! 4:8 GeV=c2. Compariso of ge e -
ed and rec n ructed mJ=c! val es within each recon-
structed mJ=c! mass in erval enables the measurem nt of
the mJ=c! d pend nce of the mass resolution. From a
singl -Gaussia fit to each distribution, the rms deviati n
is ound to degrade gradually from 6:5 MeV= 2 at
mJ=c! ! 3:84 GeV=c2, to 9 MeV=c2 at mJ=c! !
4:8 GeV=c2.
T mJ=c! distribut ns f r B
þ ! J=c!Kþ and B0 !
J c K0 decay, after efficiency correc i n in ac mass
interval, ar s own in Figs. 2(a) a d 2(b) respectively. For
latter, corrections for K0L production and K
0
S ! 0!0
dec y have been incorporated. The mJ=c! range from
3.8425 to 3:9925 GeV=c2 is divided into 10 MeV= 2 in-
tervals, while beyond this 50 MeV=c2 int rvals are used.
The same hoice of intervals as us i Ref. [23], whe e
the first two wer inaccessibl , and th third was only
partly acces ible, b cause of the value of the lower li it
onm3!. Clear enhancements are observed in the vicini y of
the X and Y mesons in the Bþ distribution, and si ilar
effects are prese t in the B0 distribution, with lower st tis-
tical significance.
The function used t fit the distributions of Fig. 2 is a
sum of three components. The X meson component is a
Gaussian resolution function with fixed rms deviati # ¼
6:7 MeV=c2 obtained rom MC simulation; the intrinsic
width of th X meson (estimated to be & 3 MeV [27]) is
ignore . The Y-m son intensity contributio is represented
by a rel tivist c S-wave Breit-Wig (BW) function [23].
Th nonr so nt contribution is described mpirically by a
Gaus ian functi multipli d by mJ=c!. The Y-mes n and
nonresonant intensity contribution are m ltipl ed by the
phase space factor p% q, where p is the K momentum in
the B rest frame, and q is the J=c momen m in the rest
frame of the J=c 3! sys em. A simulta e us $2 fit to the
distributions f Figs. 2(a) an 2(b) is c rri d out, in which
only the normaliza io param ters of the three ontribu-
tions are allowed to differ between Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The
fit describes the dat well ($2=NDF ¼ 54:7=51, NDF ¼
number of degree of freedom), as shown by the solid
curv s in Fig. 2. The dashed an d tted curves show the
X- and Y-meson contributions, resp ctively, whi e th ot-
dashed curves repres t the n nresonant dis ribution.
For the X eson, the fitted mass is 3873:0þ1:8&1:6ðstatÞ "
1:3ðsystÞ MeV=c2, while the a s and width values f r the
Y meson are 3919:1þ3:8&3:4ðstatÞ " 2:0ðsys Þ MeV=c2 a d
31þ10&8 ðstatÞ " 5ðsystÞ MeV, respectively. Thes r sult are
consistent with earlie BABAR measurements [6,23].
Fro the fits of Fig. 2, we obtain product branching
fractio m asurements for B0;þ ! XK0;þ, X ! J=c!.
T e r sulting Bþ and B0 product branch g f act on valu s
re ½0:6" 0:2ð tatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, a d ½0:6"
0:3ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, respectively.
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FIG. 2 (color online). The corrected mJ=c! distribution for
(a) Bþ, (b) B0 decays; (c) (ins t) shows the low-mass regi n
of (a) in detail. Th curves indic te the results of the fit.
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The LHCb detector is a single-arm forward spectr meter
covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, described
in detail in Refs. [18,19]. The Xð3872Þ candidate selec-
tion, which is based on reconstructing Bþ→ ðJ=ψ→μþμ−Þ
πþπ−Kþ candidates using particle identification informa-
tion and transverse momentum (pT) thresholds and requir-
ing separation of tracks and the Bþ vertex from the primary
pp interaction vertex, is i pr ved relative t that of
Ref. [17]. Th signal efficiency is increased by lowering
requirements on pT for muons from 0.90 to 0.55 GeV and
for hadrons from 0.25 to 0.20 GeV. The background is
further suppressed without significant loss of signal by
requiring Q < 250 MeV. The Xð3872Þ mass esolution
(σΔM) is improved from about 5.5 to 2.8 MeV by
constraining t e Bþ candi ate to its known mass and
requiring its momentum to oint to a p collision v rt x
in the kinematic fit of its decay. The distribution of ΔM≡
Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ −MðJ=ψÞ is shown in Fig. 1. A Crystal Ball
function [20] with symmetric tails is used to m del the
signal shape, while the background is assumed to be linear.
An unbinned maximum-likelihood fit yields 1011$ 38
Bþ → Xð3872ÞKþ d cays and 1468$ 44 backgrou d
entries in th 725 < ΔM < 825 MeV rang used in the
angular analysis. Th sign l puri y is 80% within 2.5σΔM
from the signal peak. From studying the Kþπþπ− mass
distributi n, the dominant source of the background is
found to be Bþ→J=ψK1ð1270Þþ, K1ð1270Þþ → Kþπþπ−
decays.
A ular correlations in the Bþ decay cha n are analyzed
using an unbin ed axi um-likelihood fit to deter ine the
Xð3872Þ quantum num ers and orbital angular m mentum
in its decay. Th probab lity de sity function (P) for each
JPC hypothesis, JX, is defined in the five-dimensional
angular spaceΩ≡ðcosθX;cosθρ;ΔϕX;ρ;cosθJ=ψ ;ΔϕX;J=ψÞ,
where θX, θρ and θJ=ψ are the helicity angl s [21–23] in the
Xð3872Þ, ρ0 and J=ψ decays, resp ctively, and ΔϕX;ρ,
ΔϕX;J=ψ are the angles between the decay planes of the
Xð3872Þ p rticle and of its decay products. The quantity P
is the normalized product of the expected decay matrix
element (M) squared and of the reconstruction
efficiency (ϵ), PðΩjJXÞ ¼ jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞ=IðJXÞ, where
IðJXÞ ¼
R jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞdΩ. The efficiency is averaged
over the πþπ− mass using a simulation [24–28] of the
Xð3872Þ→ ρ0J=ψ , ρ0 → πþπ− decay. The line shape f
the ρ0 resonance can change slightly depending on the
Xð3872Þ spin hypothesis. The effect on ϵðΩÞ is very small
and is neglected. The angular correlations are obtained
using the helicity formalism [16],
jMðΩjJXÞj2 ¼
X
Δλμ¼−1;þ1
j
X
λJ=ψ ;λρ¼−1;0;þ1
AλJ=ψ ;λρ D
JX
0;λJ=ψ−λρð0; θX; 0Þ&
D1λρ;0ðΔϕX;ρ; θρ; 0Þ&
D1λJ=ψ ;ΔλμðΔϕX;J=ψ ; θJ=ψ ; 0Þ&j2; ð1Þ
where the λ’s are particle helicities, Δλμ ¼ λμþ − λμ− and
DJλ1;λ2 are Wigner functions [21–23]. The elicity cou-
plings, AλJ=ψ ;λρ , are expressed in terms of the LS couplings,
BLS, with the he p of C ebsch-Gordan co fficients, wher L
i the orbital angular momentum between the ρ0 a d the
J=ψ m ns, a d S is the sum of their spins,
AλJ=ψ ;λρ ¼
X
L
X
S
BLS
 
JJ=ψ Jρ S
λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
!
×
!
L S JX
0 λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
"
: ð2Þ
Possibl valu s of L are constrained by parity conservation,
PX ¼ PJ=ψPρð−1ÞL ¼ ð−1ÞL. In the previous analyses
[14,16,17], o ly the minimal value f th angular omen-
tum, Lmin, was allowed. Thus, for the preferr JPC ¼ 1þþ
hypothesis, the D ave was neglected allowing only
S-wave decays. In thi work all values are allowed in
Eq. (2). The corresponding BLS am litud s are liste in
Tab e I. Values of JX up to 4 are an lyzed. Since the orbit l
angular mome tum in t Bþ decay equal JX, high valu s
are suppressed by the angular momentum barrier. In fact,
the highe t observed spi of any re o nce produced in B
decays is 3 [29,30]. Since P is insensitive to e overall
nor lization of th BLS couplings and t the pha e of the
matrix element, the BLS amplitu e with the lowest L and S
is set to the arbitrar reference value (1,0). T e set of
other possible co plex BLS amplitudes, which are f ee
parameters in the fit, is de oted as α.
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FIG. 1 (color onl ne). Distribution of ΔM for Bþ →
J=ψKþπþπ− candid tes. The fit of the Xð3872Þ signal is
displayed. The solid (blue), dashed (red) and dotted (green)
lines repr sent the total fit, signal component and background
component, respectively.
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where k! is defined above, ‘ is the orbital angular momen-
tum value, f0X ¼ 1:0 and f1Xðk!Þ ¼ ð1þ R2Xk!2Þ&1=2 are
Blatt-Weisskopf ‘‘barrier factors’’ [47] a d BW! is the
relativistic BW expression
BW!ðm""Þ /
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m""!!
q
m2! &m2"" & im!!! : (15)
Here !!¼!0½q!=q0(3½m =m""(½f1!ðq!Þ=f1!ðq0Þ(2, where
q!ðm""Þ is the pion momentum in the ! rest frame, q0 ¼
q!ðm!Þ, f1!ðqÞÞ ¼ ð1þ R2!q2Þ&1=2, !0 ¼ 146:2 MeV and
m! ¼ 775:5 MeV [7]. The ‘‘radii’’ RX and ! are poorly
known. Generally R! ¼ 1:5 Ge &1 i used and CDF us s
values forRX that are as larg sRX ¼ 5:0 GeV&1. (Higher
v lues of RX r duce the effect of the k
!ð2‘þ1Þ factor and,
therefore, make the S- and P-wave differences s aller.)
We take these values as our default settings.
Th smooth curves in Fig. 9 show the results of the
S-wave (da h d lin ) and P-wave (solid line) fits. The
S-wave (‘ ¼ 0) case fits the data well: #2=d:o:f: ¼
17:5=18 (CL ¼ 49%). The P-wave (‘ ¼ 1) fit is poorer,
#2=d:o:f: ¼ 32:1=18 (CL ¼ 2%). Reducing the Blatt-
Weisskopf radius for the Xð3872Þ makes the P-wave fit
worse; increasing RX to 7:0 GeV
&1 improves the P-wave
fit #2=d:o:f: to 26:5=18, which corresponds to a 9.0% CL
Large changes in R! are found to have little effect on the fit
quality for either case.
However, both Belle [48] and BABAR [18] have reported
evidence for the subthreshold decay process Xð3872Þ!
!J=c . The CDF group pointed out that interference be-
tween the !J=c and !J=c final state , where !!
"þ"&, can have an important effect on the Mð"þ"&Þ
line shap near the upper kinematic limit [12]. We ther -
fore repeat d t e fits described ab v with t inclusion of
possible effects from -! interfere ce.
For these fits we use the form given in Eq. (14) with
BW!ðm""Þ replaced by
BW!&! / BW! þ r! i$!BW!; (16)
where BW! is the same form as BW! with ! meson mass
and width values substituted for those of the !, r! i the
strength of the ! amplitud relative o that of t e !, and
$! is their relative ph se, which is expected to be 95
) [49].
We perf rmed fits to the Mð"þ"&Þ d stribution using
this form weighted by the acceptance with $! fixed at 95
)
and r left as a fre param ter. Figure 10 shows th results
of t S-wave (dashed lin ) and P-wave (solid line) fi s.
The inclusio of small ! ampl tu e (r! ¼ 0:07* 0:05)
improves the S-wave fi to #2=d:o:f: ¼ 15:8=17 (54% CL).
The P-wave fit returns a larg r ! contributi n, r! ¼
0:48þ0:20&0:14, and a good fit qual ty: #2 ¼ 14:6 for 17 degrees
of freedo (62% CL).
The fits have three components: direct !! "þ"&
(/jBW!j2) and !! "þ"& ( / r2!jBW!j2) contributions
and a !-! interference ter . The co tributi ns from each
component for each fit are listed in Table VI.
If the low-mass tails of the ! "þ"&"0 and !!
"þ"& line shapes are the same [50], we expe t
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FIG. 9 ( olor onli e). The d ta points show the background-
subtracted, relative-efficien y-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ distribution
for Xð3872Þ! "þ"&J=c events. The curves show the results
of fits using an S-wave (dash d) and a P-wave (solid) BW
functi as described in the text.
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FIG. 10 (c lor onlin ). The background- ubtracted, relative-
efficiency-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ di tribution for Xð3872Þ!
"þ"&J=c events. The curves show the re ults of fits using a
S-wave (dashed line) and a P-wave (soli line) BW funct on
with effects of !-! int rference included.
TABLE VI. Summary of the results fr m the !-! interference
fit.
Nsig r! N!!"" N!!"" N!-! interf
S-w ve 159* 15 0:07* 0:05 140.9 0:6* 0:5 17.8
P-wave 158* 15 0:48þ0:20&0 14 93.2 3:6þ1:5&1:1 60.0
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measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section at each energy,
together with the corresponding QED predicti n [23] are
also listed in Table I, where there is good agreem nt.
We fit the en rgy-dependent cross section with
a Yð4260Þ resonance (parameters fixed to PDG [13]
values), a linear contin um, or a E1-transition phase space
(∝ E3γ ) term. Figure 4 shows all the fit results, which give
χ2=ndf ¼ 0.49=3 (C.L. ¼ 92%), 5.5=2 (C.L. ¼ 6%), a d
8.7=3 (C.L. ¼ 3%) for a Yð4260Þ resonance, linear con-
tinuum, and pha e space distri ution, respectively. The
Yð4260Þ resona ce describes the data better than the other
two options.
The syst mati ncertainty in the Xð3872Þ ass meas-
urement include those from the absolute mass scale and the
parametrization of the Xð3872Þ signal and background
shapes. Sinc we use ISR ψð3686Þ events to calibrate the
fit, th systema ic uncertainty from the mass scale is
esti ated to be 0.1 MeV=c2 (including statistical uncer-
tainties of the MC samples used in the calibration pro-
cedure). In the Xð3872Þmass fit, a MC si ulated histogram
with z ro width is used to para eterize the gnal shape.
We replace this histogram with a simulated Xð3872Þ
reso ance with a width of 1.2 MeV [13] (the upper limit
of the Xð3872Þ width at 90% C.L.) and repeat the fit; the
change i mass for this new fit is taken as the systematic
uncertainty du to the signal parametrization, which is
0.1 MeV=c2. Likewise, changes measured with a back-
ground shape from MC-simulated ðγISRÞπþπ−J=ψ and
η0J=ψ events indicate a systematic uncertainty asso iated
with the background shape of 0.1 MeV=c2 in mass. By
summing the contributions from all sources assuming th t
they are i dependent, we obtain a total systematic uncer-
tainty of 0.2 MeV=c2 for the Xð3872Þ m ss mea ur m t.
The systematic uncertainty in the cross section measure-
m t mainly comes from efficienc es, signal parametriza-
tion, backgro nd shape, radiative c rrect on, and luminosity
m a urem . The luminosity is measured using Bhabha
eve ts, with an uncertainty of 1.0%. Th unc rtai ty of
tracking efficiency for high omenta leptons is 1.0% per
track. Pions have momentum ranges from 0.1 to 0.6 GeV=c
t
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 4.260 GeV, and with a small change with different
c.m. en rg es. The momentum-weighted uncertaint also
estimated to be 1.0% per track. In is analysis, t e radiative
photons hav energies that several hundreds of MeV.
Studies with a sample of J=ψ → ρπ events show that the
uncertainty in the reconstruction efficiency for photons in
this energy range is l ss than 1.0%.
The number of Xð3872Þ signal ev nts is obtained
through a fit to the Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ distribution. In the
nominal fit, a simulated hi togram with zero width
convolved with a Gau sian functio is used to parameter ze
the Xð3872Þ signal. When a MC-simulated signal shape
with Γ½Xð3872Þ& ¼ 1.2 MeV [13] is used, the difference in
the Xð3872Þ signal yield, is 4.0%; this is taken s th
systematic uncertainty due to sign l pa a etrization.
Changing the background shape from a li ear term to
the expected shape from the dominant background source
η0J=ψ results in a 0.2% difference in the Xð3872Þ yields.
The þe− → πþπ−J=ψ li e shape aff cts the radiative
correction factor and detection efficiency. Using the mea-
surements from BESIII, Belle, and BABAR [11] as inputs,
the maximum difference in ð1þ δÞϵ is 0.6%, which is taken
as the syste atic uncertainty. The uncertainty from the
kinematic fit is estimated with the very pure ISR ψð3686Þ
TABLE I. The number of Xð3872Þ events (Nobs), radiative correction factor (1þ δ), detection efficiency (ϵ), measured Born cross
section σB½eþe− → γXð3872Þ& times B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & (σB · B, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second
systematic), measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σISR, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second systematic), and
predicted ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σQED with uncertainties from resonant parameters) from QED [23] using resonant parameters in
PDG [13] as input at different energies. For 4.009 and 4.360 GeV, the upper limits of observed events (Nup) and cross section times
branching fraction (σup · B) are given at the 90% C.L.ffiffi
s
p
(GeV) Nobs Nup ε (%) 1þ δ σB · B (pb) σup · B (pb) σISR (pb) σQED (pb)
4.009 0.0' 0.5 < 1.4 28.7 0.861 0.00' 0.04' 0.01 < 0.11 719' 30' 47 735' 13
4.229 9.6' 3.1 ( ( ( 34.4 0.799 0.27' 0.09' 0.02 ( ( ( 404' 14' 27 408' 7
4.260 8.7' 3.0 ( ( ( 33.1 0.814 0.33' 0.12' 0.02 ( ( ( 378' 16' 25 382' 7
4.360 1.7' 1.4 < 5.1 23.2 1.023 0.11' 0.09' 0.01 < 0.36 308' 17' 20 316' 5
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measured ISR ψð3686Þ cr ss section at ach e ergy,
tog r with the correspondi g QED rediction [23] ar
also list d in Table I, wh re there is good agreement.
We fit the e ergy-dependent cross s c ion with
a Yð4260Þ re onance (paramete s fix d to PDG [13]
values), a linear cont nuum, r a E1-transition phase space
(∝ E3γ ) term. Figur 4 shows all the fit results, which give
χ2=ndf ¼ 0.49=3 (C.L. ¼ 92%), 5.5=2 (C.L. ¼ 6%), nd
8.7=3 (C.L. ¼ 3%) for Yð4260Þ reson nce, line r c -
tinuum, a d phas space d stri ution, respectiv ly.
Yð4260Þ reson nce d scribes the d ta better than the other
two options.
The syst matic uncertainty in the Xð38 2Þ ma s me s-
ur ment include th se from e absolute m ss scale and the
para etriza i of th Xð3872Þ signal and backgrou d
sha s. Since we u e ISR ψð3686Þ events to calibrate the
fit, the systematic uncertainty from the mass s ale is
esti ated t be 0.1 MeV=c2 (inclu ing statistical nce -
tainties f the MC samples used in the c libration pr -
cedure). In th Xð3872Þmass fit, MC si ulated i togram
with a zero width is used parameterize the s g l shape.
We place this histogram ith a simulated Xð3872Þ
resonance ith a width of 1.2 MeV [13] (the u per limit
f the Xð3872Þ width at 90% C.L ) and repeat the fit; th
change in mass for this new fit is taken as the syste atic
unc rtainty due to t signal parametriz tion, wh ch is
0.1 M V=c2. Lik wise, changes me sured with a ba k-
ground shape from MC-si ula d ðγISRÞπþπ−J=ψ and
η0J=ψ events indicate a sy temati unc rtainty associ ted
with the background shape of 0.1 MeV=c2 in ma s. By
summing the contributions from all sources assuming that
they re independent, we obtain a to al syst m tic uncer-
tainty of 0.2 M V=c2 for the Xð3872Þ mass measurement.
The systematic uncertainty in the cross ectio me sure-
ent mainly co s from ff ciencie , signal par metriza-
tion, backgrou d hape, radiative correction, and luminosity
m asurement. The luminosity is easur d using Bhabha
events, with an uncertainty of 1.0%. T e uncertainty of
tracking efficiency for high mo enta lept ns is 1.0% per
track. Pions have momentum ranges from 0.1 to 0.6 GeV=c
at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 4.260 GeV, a d wit a s all change with different
c.m. en rgies. The omentum-weight d uncertainty is also
est mated to be 1.0% per track. I this a alysis, the radiative
photons have energ es that several hundreds of MeV.
Studies with a sample of J=ψ → ρπ events show that the
uncertainty in the reconst uction efficiency f r photons in
this energy range is les than 1.0%.
The umber of Xð3872Þ sig al events is obtained
through a fit to the Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ distribution. In the
nomin l fit, simulat d histogram with zero width
convolv d with a Gaussian function is use to param terize
th Xð3872Þ signa . When a MC-simulated signal shape
with Γ½Xð3872Þ& ¼ 1.2 MeV [13] is used, the difference in
the Xð3872Þ signal y eld, is 4.0%; t is is taken as the
system tic uncertainty due to signal param trization.
Changing the backgro nd ape from a linear term to
t exp ct d shape fr m the dominant background source
η0J=ψ results in a 0.2% difference in the Xð3872Þ yiel s.
The eþ − → πþπ−J=ψ line shape affects the radiative
correction factor and detection efficiency. Using the mea-
sur men s from BESIII, B ll , and BABAR [11] as inputs,
t e maximum diff rence i ð1þ δÞϵ is 0.6%, which is take
as the systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty from the
kinem tic fit is estimated with the very pure ISR ψð3686Þ
TABLE I. The number of Xð3872Þ events (Nobs), radiative correction factor (1þ δ), detection efficiency (ϵ), measured Born cross
section σB½eþe− → γXð3872Þ& times B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & (σB · B, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second
systematic), measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σISR, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second systematic), and
predicted ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σQED with uncertainties from resonant parameters) from QED [23] using resonant parameters in
PDG [13] as input at different energies. For 4.00 and 4.360 GeV, the upper limits of observed events (Nup) and cross section times
branching fraction (σup · B) are given at the 9 % C.L.ffiffip
(GeV) Nobs Nup ε (%) þ δ σB · B (pb) σup · B (pb) σISR (pb) σQED (pb)
4.009 0.0' 0.5 < 1.4 28.7 0.861 0.00' 0.04' 0.01 < 0.11 719' 30 47 735' 13
4.229 9.6' 3.1 ( ( ( 34.4 0.799 0.27' 0.09' 0.02 ( ( ( 404' 14 7 408' 7
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where k! is defined above, ‘ is the orbital angular momen-
tum value, f0X ¼ 1:0 and f1Xðk!Þ ¼ ð1þ R2Xk!2Þ&1=2 are
Blatt-Weisskopf ‘‘barrier fact rs’’ [47] and BW! is the
relativistic BW expres ion
BW!ðm""Þ /
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m""!!
q
m2! &m2"" & im!!! : (15)
Here !!¼!0½q!=q (3½ !=m""(½f1 ðq!Þ=f1!ðq0Þ(2, where
q!ðm""Þ is the pion m mentum in the ! rest frame, q0 ¼
q!ðm!Þ, f1!ðqÞÞ ¼ ð1þ R2!q2Þ&1=2, !0 ¼ 146:2 MeV and
m! ¼ 775:5 MeV [7]. The ‘‘radii’’ RX and R! are poorly
known. Generally R! ¼ 1:5 GeV&1 is us d and CDF uses
values forRX that are as l rge asRX ¼ 5:0 GeV&1. (Higher
v lues of RX reduce the ffects of the k
!ð2‘þ1Þ factor and,
therefore, make th S- and P-wave differenc s smalle .)
We take these values as our default set ings.
The smooth curves in Fig. 9 show the results of the
S-wave (dashed line) and P-wave (solid line) fits. The
S-wave (‘ ¼ 0) case fits the data well: #2=d:o:f: ¼
17:5=18 (CL ¼ 49%). The P-wave (‘ ¼ 1) fit is poorer,
#2=d:o:f: ¼ 32:1=18 (CL ¼ 2%). R ducing the Blatt-
Weisskopf radius for the Xð3872Þ makes the P-wave fit
worse; increasing RX to 7:0 GeV
&1 improves the P-wave
fit #2=d:o:f: to 26:5=18, which corresponds to a 9.0% CL.
Large changes in R! are found to have little effect on the fit
quality for either case.
However, both Belle [48] a d BABAR [1 ] have rep rt d
evidence for the subthreshold decay process Xð3872Þ!
!J=c . The CDF group pointed out t at int rference be-
tween he !J=c a d !J=c final states, where !!
"þ"&, can av an important effect on the Mð"þ"&Þ
line shap near the upp kinematic limit [12]. We there-
f re repeat d the s d scrib d abov with the inclusion of
possible effects from !-! interference.
For thes fits we u e the form given in Eq. (14) with
BW!ðm""Þ replaced by
BW!&! / BW! þ r!ei$!BW!; (16)
where BW! is the same form s BW! with ! meson mass
and width values subs itut d for t ose of the !, r! i he
s r ngth of th ! amplitude relative to that of the !, and
$! is th ir relative phase, which is expected to be 95
) [49].
We p rform d fits to the Mð"þ"&Þ distributi n using
t i form w ighted by the acceptance with $! fixed at 95
)
an r! ft as free p rameter. Figure 10 s ows he result
of the S-wave (dashed l e) and P-wave (solid line) fits.
Th incl sion of a small ! am li ude (r! ¼ 0:07* 0:05)
improv the S-wave fit to #2=d:o:f: ¼ 15:8=17 (54% CL).
The P-wave fit returns a larger ! contribution, r! ¼
0:48þ0:20&0:14, and a good fit quality: #2 ¼ 14:6 for 17 degrees
of freed m (62% CL).
The fits have thre components: dir ct !! "þ"&
(/j j2) and !! "þ"& ( / r2!jBW!j2) co tributions
and a !-! interference term. Th c tributions from each
compone t for each fit are listed in Table VI.
If the low-m ss tails f the !! "þ"&"0 a d !
"þ"& line sh pes ar the same [50], we expect
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F . 9 ( olor on ine). The data point show the ba kground-
subt acted, relative-efficien y-c rrecte Mð"þ"&Þ distributi n
for Xð3872Þ! "þ"&J=c events. The curves show the results
of fits using an S-wave (dash d) and a P-wave (solid) BW
function as described in the text.
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FIG. 10 (co or onlin ). The backgr und-subtracted, relative-
e ficiency-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ di tribution for Xð3872Þ!
"&J=c vents. The curves show the results of fits using a
S-wave (dashed li e) and P-wave (soli line) BW function
with ffe ts of !-! interfere ce included.
TABLE VI. Summary of the results from the !-! interference
fit.
Nsig r! N!!"" N!!"" N!-! interf
S-wave 159* 15 0:07* 0:05 140.9 0:6* 0:5 17.8
P-wave 158* 15 0:48þ0:20&0:14 93.2 3:6þ1:5&1:1 60.0
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The LHCb detector is a single-arm forwar spectrometer
covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, described
i detail i Refs. [18,19]. The Xð3872Þ candidate selec-
tion, which is based on re onstructing Bþ→ ðJ=ψ→μþμ−Þ
πþπ−Kþ candidates using particle identification informa-
tion and tr nsverse momentum (pT) thresholds and requir-
ing separation f tracks and the Bþ vertex fro the primary
pp intera tion vertex, i impr ved relativ o that of
Ref. [17]. The signal efficiency is increased by lowering
requirements on pT for mu ns from 0.90 to 0.55 GeV a
for had ons from 0.25 to 0.20 GeV. The background is
further suppressed without significant loss of ignal by
requiring Q < 250 MeV. The Xð3872Þ mass resolution
(σΔM) is mproved from about 5.5 to 2.8 MeV by
constrai ing the Bþ candidate to its known mass and
requiring its momentum to point to a pp collision vertex
in the kinematic fit of its decay. The distr bution of ΔM≡
Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ −MðJ=ψÞ is shown in Fig. 1. A Crystal Ball
function [20] with symmetric t il is u ed to m del the
sig al shape, while the background is assumed to be linear.
A unbinned maximum-likelih od fit yields 101 $ 38
Bþ → Xð3872ÞKþ decays and 1468$ 44 backgrou d
entries in the 725 < ΔM < 825 MeV range used i the
angular analysis. Th signal puri y is 80% within 2.5σΔM
from the signal peak. Fr m studyi g the Kþπþπ− mas
distributi n, the dominant source of the background is
found to be Bþ→J=ψK1ð1270Þþ, K1ð1270Þþ → Kþπþπ−
decays.
A ular correlations in the Bþ decay cha n are analyzed
using an unbi e ax um-likelihood f o de r ine the
Xð3872Þ quantum num ers and orbital angular momentum
in its de y. The probab lity de sity function (P) for e ch
JPC hypothesis, JX, is fined in he fiv -dimensional
angular paceΩ≡ðcosθX;cosθρ;ΔϕX;ρ; osθJ=ψ ;ΔϕX;J=ψÞ,
where θX, θρ and θJ=ψ re the helicity angles [21–23] in the
Xð3872Þ, ρ0 and J=ψ decays, r spectively, and ΔϕX;ρ,
ΔϕX;J=ψ are the angles between the decay planes of the
Xð3872Þ particle and of its decay products. The quantity P
is th normalized product of the expected d cay matrix
element (M) squared an of the reconstruction
efficie cy (ϵ), PðΩjJXÞ ¼ jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞ=IðJXÞ, where
IðJXÞ ¼
R jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞdΩ. The efficiency is averaged
over the πþπ− ma s using a simulation [24–28] of the
Xð3872Þ→ ρ0 =ψ , 0 → πþπ− decay. The lin shape f
the ρ0 resonance can change slightly depen ing on the
Xð3872Þ spin hypothesis. The eff ct on ϵðΩÞ is very small
and is neglect d. The angular correlations are obtained
using the helicity formalism [16],
jMðΩjJXÞj2 ¼
X
Δλμ¼−1;þ1
j
X
λJ=ψ ;λρ¼−1;0;þ1
AλJ=ψ ;λρ D
JX
0;λJ=ψ−λρð0; θX; 0Þ&
D1λρ;0ðΔϕX;ρ; θρ; 0Þ&
D1λJ=ψ ;ΔλμðΔϕX;J=ψ ; θJ=ψ ; 0Þ&j2; ð1Þ
w re the λ’ are pa ticl h liciti s, Δλμ ¼ λμþ − λμ− and
DJλ1;λ2 are Wigner functio s [21–23]. Th elicity cou-
plings, AλJ=ψ ;λρ , are expressed i terms of the LS c uplings,
BLS, with th he p of Clebsch-Gordan co fficients, where L
s the rbital angu r moment m be ween the ρ0 and the
J=ψ meson , nd S i th sum of th r spins,
AλJ=ψ ;λρ ¼
X
L
X
S
BLS
 
JJ=ψ Jρ S
λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
!
×
!
L S JX
0 λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
"
: ð2Þ
Pos ible values o L are c strained by parity conservation,
PX ¼ PJ=ψPρð−1ÞL ¼ ð−1ÞL. In the previous analyses
[14,16,17], only the inimal value of th angular omen-
tum, Lmin, was allowed. T u , for the preferr JPC ¼ 1þþ
hypothesis, the D wave was negl cted allowing only
S-wave decays. In thi work all L v lues ar allowed i
Eq. (2). The corresponding BLS amplitud s are list
Tabl I. Values of JX up to 4 are n lyz d. Since th rbital
ngular momentum in t e Bþ decay equals JX, high values
are suppressed by t e angular moment m barrier. In fact,
t e hig est observe spin of ny re o ance produced in B
de ay is 3 [29,30]. Since P is insensitive to the overall
nor lizatio of the BLS couplings and to the phas of the
matrix el me t, t e BLS amplitud with th lowest L and S
is set to the ar itrary ref rence valu (1,0). T e set of
other pos ible plex BLS amplitudes, which are free
paramet rs i it, is denoted as α.
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Figure 2. The J/ ⇡+⇡  invariant-mass distribution the X(3872) region for two bins of
transverse momentum, 10–13.5GeV (left) and 18–30G V (right). The lin s rep esent t e
signal-plus-background fits (solid) and the background-only compon nts (d shed). The  2/ndf of
the fit is also reported.
the Gaussian functions, the fraction of signal associat d with ch G u sian, and two
background-shape parameters. Figure 2 shows examples of fitted mass distributions for a
low- and a high-transverse-momentum bin. The measured number of X(3872) and  (2S)
signal events are listed in table 1.
The acceptances and e ciencies of the X(3872) and  (2S) final states are factorized
into four compone ts, each of which is determined individually fr m the simul i n: the
acceptance A(J/ ) and e ciency ✏(J/ ) for the trigger and d tection of the J/ , and th
acceptance A(⇡+⇡ ) and e ciency ✏(⇡+⇡ ) for the pion pai , inclu ing the J/ ⇡+⇡ 
vertex probability requirement. The acceptances are th same for the 2011a and 2011b
datasets for the pT bins in common (pT > 13.5GeV). The e ciency is calculat d for th
2011a dataset in each bin since the changes in e ciency related to the trigger evolution
during data taking do not a↵ect the e ciency ratio. The aver g value of A · ✏ in ch pT
bin is determined using fine-grained bins in transver e momentum as⌧
1
A · ✏
 
bin
⌘
NbinfineX
i=1
Ni
Ai · ✏i
,Nbinfi eX
i=1
Ni, (4.3)
wher Ni is the number of signal v n s observed in the data, A
i = Ai(J/ ) · Ai(⇡+⇡ ),
✏i = ✏i(J/ ) · ✏i(⇡+⇡ ) are the acceptance and e ciency in each fine bin, and Nbinfine is the
number of fine bins contained in each pT interval. This procedure accounts for the large
variation in acceptance and e ciency over the wide pT bins, relying on the pT spectrum
from the data. The number of signal events in each fine bin is determined using a sideband-
subtraction technique. The ratios of the acceptances and e ciencies, list d in table 1, are
di↵erent from unity because of small di↵erences in the X(3872) and  (2S) decay kinematics.
Studies are performed to verify the description of the data by the simulations and to
determine the systematic uncerta nties. These are listed in table 2 and described in the
following.
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(e
in each m3! in erval t obtai the Gaussian and ARGUS
normalizatio a ameter value , and he c to xtract th
B-meso signal.
In Fig. 1 there is a small, but cle , "-meso signal, a
large !-meso signal, an noth of ignifican in be-
tween. The J=c" mass distribution shows no signifi ant
structure, nd will not b di cu sed any further.
I t !-m son region, the ign l xt nds dow to
!0:74 GeV=c2; ther is als a high- ass tail bove
!0:8 GeV=c2, and p s ibly some sm ll non esonant co -
tribution in this region. When we a sign !-Dal tz-pl t
weights [29] t th ven s in t e r gio 0:74–
0:80 G V=c2, th su w ig ts (1030" 90) i iste t
with th signal siz (1160 60), indicating that any no -!
background i small, an w ignore such contributions.
Similar behavior is obs rved for B0 decay, but w th a
sel cted- v t sample which is about 6 times smaller. In
th following, we define th lower limit of the !-me on
mass region a 0:7 e =c2, but l av th upper li it at
0.7965 0:8055 GeV=c2 for th Bþ and B0 samp es
[23], resp ctively, in order to focus the impact of this
one change on t ob erved J=c! a s distributi n. Th
ex ensio of he m3! region toward lower valu s incr ases
th efficiency slightly.
he =c! mass di tributions f r B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ
a didates ar obtain d by using th sam fi procedure
u d t btain the m3! distributio . We then cor ct the
ob erv d signal yi ld for selection ffici ncy. Events co -
responding to B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ d ca are reated by
MC mulation, based on GEANT4 [30], in order to provide
uniform coverage of the entiremJ=c! range. The generated
ev nts are subj cted to th reco struction and s l ction
p o dur s app i d to the data. For Bþ (B0) decay it is
ou d th t the efficiency increases (decreases) gradually
from !6% (! 5%) close to J=c! thresh ld to !7%
(! 4%) for mJ=c! ! 4:8 G V=c2. Comparis n of gener-
at d and r constructed mJ=c! values within each recon-
structed mJ=c! ass interval enables the m asurem nt of
the mJ=c! dependence of the mass resolution. F om
singl -Gaussian fit o each distribution, the rms deviation
is fo nd to degrade gr ually from 6 5 MeV=c2 at
mJ=c! ! 3:84 GeV=c2, to 9 MeV=c2 at mJ=c! !
4:8 GeV=c2.
The mJ=c! distributions for B
þ ! J=c!Kþ and B0 !
J=c!K0 d cay, fter efficiency corr ction in each mass
in erval, are sho n in Figs. 2(a) an 2(b) r spectively. F r
the latter, corrections for K0L pro uction and K
0
S ! !0!0
decay have been inco porated. The mJ=c! range from
3.8425 to 3:9925 GeV=c2 is divided int 10 MeV=c2 in-
tervals, while beyon t is 50 MeV=c2 intervals are used.
The same choice of i tervals was us in Ref. [23], where
the first two were inaccessible, and the third was only
partly accessible, because of the value of the lower limit
onm3!. Clear enha c ments are observed in the vicinity of
the X nd Y m sons in the Bþ distribution, and similar
ffects re resent i the B0 i tribution, wi lower stati -
tical significance.
The function use to fit the distributions of Fig. 2 is a
sum of thr e components. The X meson om onent is a
G ussia resolution function with fix d r s deviation # ¼
6:7 MeV=c2 btain d from MC simulati n; the intrinsic
width of the X meson (estimated t be & 3 MeV [27]) is
ignor d. T e Y-meson intens ty contrib tion is represented
by a r lativistic S-wave Breit-Wigner (BW) function [23].
The nonresonant contribution is d scribed mpirically by a
Gaus ian function multiplied by mJ=c!. The Y-meson and
nonresonant intensity contributions are multipli d by the
phase space factor p% q, where p is the K momentum in
the B rest frame, and q is the J=c momentum in the rest
fr me of the J=c 3! syst m. A simultaneous $2 fit to the
is ributions of Figs. 2( ) and 2(b) is carried out, in which
only the normalization parameters of the three contribu-
tions are allowed t differ between Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The
fit describes the data well ($2=NDF ¼ 54:7=51, NDF ¼
number of degrees of freedom), as sho n by the solid
curves in Fig. 2. The dashed and dotted curves show the
X- and Y-meson contributions, respectively, while the dot-
dash d curves represent the nonresonant distribution.
For the X meson, the fitted mass is 3873:0þ1:8&1:6ðstatÞ "
1:3ðs stÞ MeV=c2, while the mass and width values for the
Y eson are 3919:1þ3:8&3:4ðstatÞ " :0ðsystÞ M V=c2 and
31þ10&8 ðstatÞ " 5ðsystÞ MeV, respectively. These results are
consistent with earlier BABAR measurements [6,23].
From the fits of Fig. 2, we obtain product branching
fraction measurements for B0;þ ! XK0;þ, X ! J=c!.
The resulting Bþ and B0 product branching fraction values
are ½0:6" 0:2ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, and ½0:6"
0:3ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, respectively.
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in e ch m3! interv l to obt in the Gaussia nd ARGUS
normalization parameter values, nd hence to extract the
B-meson signal.
In Fig. 1 th re i a small, but clear, "-meson signal, a
large !-meson signal, and nothing of significa ce in be-
tween. Th J=c" mass distribution shows no significant
structure, and will not b iscu sed any furth r.
In the !-meson r gion, the signal extend down to
!0:74 G V=c2; ther i also a high-mass tail above
!0:8 GeV=c2, and possibly som small nonresonant con
tribut on in this region. When we assign !-Dalitz-plot
weights [29] to the vents in the region 0:74–
0:80 G =c2, the u of weight (1030" 90) is consistent
with the ig al size (1160" 60), indicating th t any no -!
background is small, and so we ig su h co tri tions.
Similar behavior is ob e ved for B0 decay, but wit a
selecte -event sample which is about 6 times small r. In
he following, we d fine the low limit f th -meson
mass region as 0:74 GeV=c2, but leav the upper limit at
0.7965 and 0:8055 G V=c2 for the Bþ and B0 s mples
[23], respectively, in rd r to f cus on the impact of this
on chang n t observed J=c! m ss distribut n. The
ex ension of the m3! r gi n toward low r values increa es
the efficiency slightly.
J=c! ass distributions for B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ
candi ates are obtai ed by u ing t sam fit proced re
used to obtain the m3! distribution. We then c rrect the
obs rved s gnal yields f r selection fficie cy. Events cor-
respond ng to B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ decay are c a ed by
MC simulati n, based on GEANT4 [30], in ord r to provide
uniform coverage of the ntiremJ= ! r nge. The ge erated
events are subject d to the reconstruction and sele tion
procedures appli d to the data. For Bþ (B0) d cay it is
found that the efficiency increa s (d cre ses) gradually
from !6% (! 5%) close to mJ ! thr s old to !7%
( 4%) for mJ=c! ! 4:8 GeV= 2. Co pariso of g er-
ate an r con tr ct d mJ=c! val e with ach r on-
structed mJ=c! ma s in erval enables the m asurement of
th mJ= ! epe ence f the mass resolutio . Fro a
single-Gaussian fit to each distribution, the rms deviation
is found to degrade gradually from 6:5 MeV=c2 at
mJ=c! ! 3:84 G V=c2, to 9 M V=c2 at mJ=c!
4:8 GeV=c2.
The mJ=c! distribut ns f r B
þ ! J=c!Kþ and B0 !
J c!K0 decay, after efficiency correc ion in ach mass
interval, are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. For
latter, corrections for K0L production and K
0
S ! 0!0
dec y have been incorporated. The mJ=c! range from
3.8425 to 3:9925 GeV=c2 is divided into 1 MeV= 2 in-
tervals, while beyond this 50 MeV=c2 intervals are us d.
The same choice f intervals was use in Ref. [23], he e
the first two were inaccessibl , and the th rd was only
partly acc ssible, because of the val e of th lower limit
o !. Clear enh ncements are observed i the vicin ty of
the X and Y m ons in the Bþ distributio , and simil r
ffects are present the B0 distribution, with low r statis-
ical ignifica e.
The function us t fit the distribution of Fig. 2 is a
sum of thr e c mpo e ts. The X meson co pon nt is a
Ga ssian r s ution functi n with fixed r s deviati n # ¼
6:7 MeV=c2 obtaine fr m MC i ulation; the intrinsic
w dth of th X meson ( stimat d o be & 3 MeV [27]) i
ignored. The Y-me o intensity ontr bution i repr sented
by a rel tivist c S-wav B it-Wig e (BW) function [23].
Th nonreso ant ontribution is escribed mpirically by a
Ga s a functi n multiplied by mJ=c!. The Y-meson and
nonresonant int nsity con ribu ions are multiplied by the
ph se spac factor p% q, where p is the K omen um in
the B rest fram , and q is the J=c m e tum in th rest
frame of he J=c 3! sy tem. A simultaneous $2 fit to the
distrib tions of Fig . 2(a) and 2(b) is carried out, in which
only th normalization parameters of the three c ntribu-
tions are allow d to diff r b tw en Figs. 2(a) and 2( ). The
fit describes the d ta well ($2=NDF ¼ 54:7=51, NDF ¼
umb r of d grees of freedom), s shown by th solid
cu v s i Fig. 2. The dashed and dotted curves sh w the
X- a d Y-meson con ributions, respectively, whi e th t-
ash d cur es epresent the nonresonant distributio .
For the X meson, the fitted m ss is 3873:0þ1:8&1:6ðstatÞ "
1:3ðsystÞ MeV=c2, while the mass and width v lues for the
Y eson re 3919:1þ3:8&3:4ðstatÞ " 2:0ðsystÞ MeV=c2 and
31þ10&8 ðstatÞ " 5ðsystÞ MeV, espectively. These results ar
consistent with earlier BABAR measurements [6,23].
From the fits of Fig. 2, we obtain product branching
fra tion me sureme ts for B0;þ ! XK0;þ, X ! J=c!.
T e re ulting Bþ and B0 p oduct branching fraction values
are ½0:6" 0:2ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsy tÞ* % 10&5, a d ½0:6"
0:3ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, respectively.
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(d)
measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section at each energy,
together with the corresponding QED prediction [23] are
also listed in Table I, where there is good agreement.
We fit the energy-dependent cross section with
a Yð4260Þ resonance (parameters fixed to PDG [13]
values), a linear continuum, or a E1-transition phase space
(∝ E3γ ) term. Figure 4 shows all the fit results, which give
χ2=ndf ¼ 0.49=3 (C.L. ¼ 92%), 5.5=2 (C.L. ¼ 6%), and
8.7=3 (C.L. ¼ 3%) for a Yð4260Þ resonance, linear con-
tinuum, and phase space distribution, respectively. The
Yð4260Þ resonance describes the data better than the other
two options.
The systematic uncertainty in the Xð3872Þ mass meas-
urement include those from th absolute mass scale and the
parametrization of the Xð3872Þ signal and background
shapes. Since we use ISR ψð3686Þ events to calibrate the
fit, the systematic uncertainty from the mass scale is
estimated to b 0.1 MeV=c2 (including statistical uncer-
tainties of the MC samples used in the calibration pro-
cedure). In the Xð3872Þmass fit, a MC simulated histogram
with a zer wi th is used to par meterize the signal shape.
We replace this his gram with a simulated Xð3872Þ
resonance with a width of 1.2 MeV [13] (the upper limit
of the Xð3872Þ width at 90% C.L.) and r peat the f t; the
change in mass for this new fit is tak n as the systematic
uncertainty due to the signal parametrization, which is
0.1 MeV=c2. Likewise, changes measured with a back-
ground shape from MC-simulated ðγISRÞπþπ−J=ψ and
η0J=ψ events indicate a systematic uncertainty associated
with the background shape of 0.1 MeV=c2 in mass. By
summing the contributions from all sources assuming that
they are independent, we obtain a total systematic uncer-
tainty of 0.2 MeV=c2 for the Xð3872Þ ass measurement.
The systematic uncertainty in the cross section measure-
ment mainly comes from efficiencies, signal parametriza-
tion, background shape, radiative correction, and luminosity
measurement. The luminosity is measured using Bhabha
events, with an uncertainty of 1.0%. The uncertainty of
tracking efficiency for high momenta leptons is 1.0% per
track. Pions have momentum ranges from 0.1 to 0.6 GeV=c
at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 4.260 GeV, and with a small change with different
c.m. energies. The momentum-weighted uncertainty is also
estimated to be 1.0% per track. In this analysis, the radiative
photons have energies that several hundreds of MeV.
Studies with a sample of J=ψ → ρπ events show that the
uncertainty in the reconstruction efficiency for photons in
this energy range is less than 1.0%.
The number of Xð3872Þ signal events is obtained
through a fit to the Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ distribution. In the
nominal fit, a simulated histogram with zero width
convolved with a Gaussian function is used to parameterize
the Xð3872Þ signal. When a MC-simulated signal shape
with Γ½Xð3872Þ& ¼ 1.2 MeV [13] is used, the difference in
the Xð3872Þ signal yield, is 4.0%; this is taken as the
systematic uncertainty due to signal parametrization.
Changing the background shape from a linear term to
the expected shape from the dominant background source
η0J=ψ results in a 0.2% difference in the Xð3872Þ yields.
The eþe− → πþπ−J=ψ line shape affects the radiative
correction factor and detection efficiency. Using the mea-
surements from BESIII, Belle, and BABAR [11] as inputs,
the maximum difference in ð1þ δÞϵ is 0.6%, which is taken
as the systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty from the
kinematic fit is estimated with the very pure ISR ψð3686Þ
TABLE I. The number of Xð3872Þ events (Nobs), radiative correction factor (1þ δ), detection efficiency (ϵ), measured Born cross
section σB½eþe− → γXð3872Þ& times B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & (σB · B, where the first uncertaintie are st tistical and the second
systematic), measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σISR, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second systematic), and
predicted ISR ψð3686Þ cross secti n (σQED wi uncertainties from resonant parameters) from QED [23] using resonant p rameters in
PDG [13] as input at different energies. For 4.009 and 4.360 GeV, the upper limits of observed events (Nup) and cross section times
branching fraction (σup · B) are given at the 90% C.L.ffiffi
s
p
(GeV) Nobs Nup ε (%) 1þ δ σB · B (pb) σup · B (pb) σISR (pb) σQED ( b)
4.009 0.0' 0.5 < 1.4 28.7 0.861 0.00' 0.04' 0.01 < 0.11 719' 30' 47 735' 13
4.229 9.6' 3.1 ( ( ( 34.4 0.799 0.27' 0.09' 0.02 ( ( ( 04' 14' 27 408' 7
4.260 8.7' 3.0 ( ( ( 33.1 0.814 0.33' 0.12' 0.02 ( ( ( 378' 16' 25 382' 7
4.360 1.7' 1.4 < 5.1 23.2 1.023 0.11' 0.09' 0.01 < 0.36 308' 17' 20 316' 5
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FIG. 4 (color online). The fit to σB½eþe− → γXð3872Þ& ×
B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & with a Yð4260Þ resonance (red solid
curve), a linear continuum (blu dashed curve), or a E1-transition
phase spa e term (red d tted-dashed curve). Dots with error bars
are data.
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The LHCb detector is a single-arm forward spectrometer
covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, described
in detail in Refs. [18,19]. The Xð3872Þ candidate selec-
tion, which is based on reconstructing Bþ→ ðJ=ψ→μþμ−Þ
πþπ−Kþ candidates using particle identification informa-
tion and transverse mo entum (pT) thresholds and requir-
ing separation of tracks and the Bþ vertex from the primary
pp interaction vertex, is improved relative to that of
Ref. [17]. The signal efficiency is increased by lowering
requirements on pT for muons from 0.90 to 0.55 GeV and
for hadrons from 0.25 to 0.20 GeV. The background is
further suppress d without significant loss of signal by
requiring Q < 250 MeV. The Xð3872Þ mass resolution
(σΔM) is improved from about 5.5 to 2.8 MeV by
constraining the Bþ candidate to its known mass and
requiring its momentum to point to a pp collision vertex
in the kinematic fit of its decay. The distribution of ΔM≡
Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ −MðJ=ψÞ is shown in Fig. 1. A Crystal Ball
function [20] with symmetric tails is used to model the
signal shape, while the background is assumed to be linear.
An unbinned maximum-likelihood fit yields 1011$ 38
Bþ → Xð3872ÞKþ decays and 1468$ 44 background
entries in the 725 < ΔM < 825 MeV range used in the
angular analysis. The signal purity is 80% within 2.5σΔM
from the signal peak. From studying the Kþπþπ− mass
distribution, the dominant source of the background is
found to be Bþ→J=ψK1ð1270Þþ, K1ð1270Þþ → Kþπþπ−
decays.
Angular correlations in the Bþ decay chain are analyzed
using an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to d termine the
Xð 872Þ quantum numbers and orbital angular momentum
in its decay. The probability density function (P) for each
JPC hypothesis, JX, is defined in the five-dimensional
angular spaceΩ≡ðcosθX; sθρ;ΔϕX;ρ;cosθJ=ψ ;ΔϕX;J=ψÞ,
where θX, θρ and θJ=ψ are the helicity angles [21–23] in the
Xð3872Þ, ρ0 and J=ψ decays, respectively, and ΔϕX;ρ,
ΔϕX;J=ψ are the angles between the decay planes of the
Xð3872Þ particle and of its decay products. The quantity P
is the normalized product of the expected decay matrix
element (M) squared and of the reconstruction
efficiency (ϵ), PðΩjJXÞ ¼ jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞ=IðJXÞ, where
IðJXÞ ¼
R jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞdΩ. The efficiency is averaged
over the πþπ− mass using a simulation [24–28] of the
Xð3872Þ→ ρ0J=ψ , ρ0 → πþπ− decay. The line shape of
the ρ0 resonance can change slightly depending on the
Xð3872Þ spin hypothesis. The effect on ϵðΩÞ is very small
and is neglected. The angular correlations are obtained
using the helicity formalism [16],
jMðΩjJXÞj2 ¼
Δλμ¼−1;þ1
j
X
λJ=ψ ;λρ¼−1;0;þ1
AλJ=ψ ;λρ D
JX
0;λJ=ψ−λρð0; θX; 0Þ&
D1λρ;0ðΔϕX;ρ; θρ; 0Þ&
D1λJ=ψ ;ΔλμðΔϕX;J=ψ ; θJ=ψ ; 0Þ&j2; ð1Þ
where the λ’s are particle helicities, Δλμ ¼ λμþ − λμ− and
DJλ1;λ2 are Wigner functions [21–23]. The helicity cou-
plings, AλJ=ψ ;λρ , are expressed in terms of the LS couplings,
BLS, with the help of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, where L
is the orbital angular momentum between the ρ0 and the
J=ψ mesons, and S is the sum of t eir pins,
AλJ=ψ ;λρ ¼
X
L
X
S
BLS
 
JJ=ψ Jρ S
λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
!
×
!
L S JX
0 λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
"
: ð2Þ
Possible values of L are constrained by parity conservation,
PX ¼ PJ=ψPρð−1ÞL ¼ ð−1ÞL. In the previous analyses
[14,16,17], nly the minimal value of the angular momen-
tum, Lmin, was allowed. Thus, for the preferred JPC ¼ 1þþ
ypothe is, the D w v wa neg cted allowing o ly
S-wave d cays. I this work all L value are allowed
Eq. (2). Th corres onding BLS ampli udes are listed in
Table I. Valu s of JX up to 4 are nalyzed. Since the orbital
ngular moment m in the Bþ decay equal JX, high valu s
are suppre ed by the angular mome tum barrier. In fact,
the hig e t observed spin of any resonance produced in B
decays is 3 [29,30]. Since P is insensitive to the overall
normalization of the BLS couplings and to the phase of the
matrix element, the BLS amplitude with the lowest L and S
is set to the arbitrary reference value (1,0). The set of
other possible complex BLS amplitudes, which are free
parameters in the fit, is denoted as α.
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FIG. (color online). Distribution of ΔM for Bþ →
J=ψKþπþπ− candidates. The fit of the Xð3872Þ signal is
displayed. The solid (blue), dashed (red) and dotted (green)
lines represent the total fit, signal component and background
compone t, respectively.
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where k! is defined above, ‘ is the orbital angular momen-
tum v lue, f0X ¼ 1:0 and f1Xðk!Þ ¼ ð1þ R2Xk!2Þ&1=2 are
Blatt-W is kopf ‘‘barrier factors’’ [47] and BW! is the
relativistic BW expression
BW!ðm""Þ /
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m""!!
q
m2! &m2"" & im!!! : (15)
Here !!¼! ½q!=q0(3½m!=m""(½f1!ðq!Þ=f1!ðq0Þ(2, where
q!ðm""Þ is the pion momentum in the ! rest fram , q0 ¼
q!ðm!Þ, f1!ðqÞÞ ¼ ð1þ R2!q2Þ&1=2, !0 ¼ 146:2 MeV and
m! ¼ 775:5 MeV [7]. T ‘‘radii’’ RX and R! a e poorly
known. Generally R! ¼ 1:5 GeV&1 is used a d CDF uses
values forRX that ar as large asRX ¼ 5:0 GeV&1. (Higher
value of RX reduce the ffects f the k
!ð2‘þ1Þ factor and,
therefore, make the S- and P-wave differences smaller.)
We take ese value as our default setti gs.
Th smooth curves in Fig. 9 show the results of the
S-wave (dashed line) and P-wave (s lid line) fits. The
S-wave (‘ ¼ 0) case fits the data well: #2=d:o:f: ¼
17:5=18 (CL ¼ 49%). The P-wave (‘ ¼ 1) fit s poorer,
#2=d:o:f: ¼ 32:1=18 (CL ¼ 2%). Redu ing the Blatt-
Weisskopf radius for th Xð38 2Þ makes the P-wave fit
worse; inc asing RX to 7:0 GeV
&1 improves the P-wave
fit #2=d:o:f: to 26:5=18, which corresponds to a 9.0% CL.
Large changes in R! are found to have little effect on the fit
quality for eith r case.
However, both Belle [48] nd BABAR [18] have r po ted
evidence for the subthre h ld dec y process Xð3872Þ!
!J=c . The CDF group pointed out that i terfere ce be-
twe n th !J=c and !J=c final states, where !!
"þ"&, can have an important eff ct on th Mð"þ"&Þ
line shape near the upper kinematic limit [12]. We there-
fore repeated the fits described above with the inclusion of
possible effects from !-! interference.
For these fits we use the form given in Eq. (14) with
BW!ðm""Þ replaced by
BW!&! / BW! þ r!ei$!BW!; (16)
where BW! is the same form as BW! with ! meson s
and width values substituted for th of the !, ! is the
strength of the ! amplitude relative to that of the !, and
$! is their relative phase, which is expected to be 95
) [49].
We performed fits to the Mð"þ"&Þ distribution using
this form weighted by the acceptance with $! fixed at 95
)
and r! left as a free parameter. Figure 10 shows the results
of the S-wave (dashed line) and P-wave (solid line) fits.
The inclusion of a small ! amplitude (r! ¼ 0:07* 0:05)
improv s the S-wave fit to #2=d:o:f: ¼ 15:8=17 (54% CL).
The P-wave fit returns a larger ! contribution, r! ¼
0:48þ0:20&0:14, and a good fit quality: #2 ¼ 14:6 for 17 degrees
of fr edom (6 % CL).
The fits have three compon nts: direct !! "þ"&
(/jBW!j2) and !! "þ"& ( / r2!jBW!j2) contributions
and a !-! interference term. The contributions from each
component for each fit r listed in Table VI.
If the low-mass tails of the !! "þ"&"0 and !!
"þ"& line hap are the same [50], we expect
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FIG. 9 (color online). The data points show the background-
subtracted, relative-efficiency-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ distribution
for Xð387 Þ! "þ"&J=c events. The curves show the results
of fits using an S-wave (dashed) and a P-wave (solid) BW
functi as described in the text.
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FIG. 10 (color online). The background-subtracted, relative-
efficiency-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ distribution for Xð 872Þ!
"þ"&J=c events. The curves show the results of fits using an
S-wave (dashed line) and a P-w v ( olid line) BW function
with effects of !-! interference included.
TABLE VI. Summary of the results from the !-! interference
fit.
Nsig r! N!!"" N!!"" N!-! interf
S-w ve 159* 15 0:07* 0:05 140.9 0:6* 0:5 17.8
P-w ve 158* 15 0:48þ0:20&0:14 93.2 3:6þ1:5&1:1 60.0
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measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section at each energy,
together with the corresponding QED prediction [23] are
also listed in Table I, where there is good agreement.
We fit the energy-dependent cross section with
a Yð4260Þ resonance (parameters fixed to PDG [13]
values), a linear continuum, or a E1-transition phase space
(∝ E3γ ) term. Figure 4 shows all the fit results, which give
χ2=ndf ¼ 0.49=3 (C.L. ¼ 92%), 5.5=2 (C.L. ¼ 6%), and
8.7=3 (C.L. ¼ 3%) for a Yð4260Þ resonance, linear con-
tinuum, and phase space distribution, respectively. The
Yð4260Þ resonance escribes the data better than the other
t o options.
The systematic uncertainty in the Xð3872Þ mass meas-
urement include those from the absolute mass scale and the
parametrization of the Xð3872Þ signal and background
shapes. Since we use ISR ψð3686Þ events to calibrate the
fit, t e stematic uncertainty from the mas scale is
estimated to be 0.1 MeV=c2 (including statistical uncer-
tainties of the MC samples used in the calibration pro-
cedur ). In the Xð3872Þm ss fit, a MC simulated histogram
with a zero width is used to parameterize the signal shape.
We replace this histogram with a simulated Xð3872Þ
resonance with a width of 1.2 MeV [13] (the upper limit
of the Xð3872Þ width at 90% C.L.) and repeat the fit; the
change in mass for this new fit is taken as the systematic
uncertainty due to the signal parametrization, which is
0.1 MeV=c2. Likewise, changes measured with a back-
ground shape from MC-simulated ðγISRÞπþπ−J=ψ and
η0J=ψ events indicate a systematic uncertainty associated
with the background shape of 0.1 MeV=c2 in mass. By
summing the contributions from all sources assuming that
they are independent, we obtain a total systematic uncer-
tainty of 0.2 MeV=c2 for the Xð3872Þ mass measurement.
The systematic uncertainty in the cross section measure-
ment mainly comes from efficiencies, signal parametriza-
tion, background shape, radiative correction, and luminosity
measurement. The luminosity is measured using Bhabha
events, with an uncertainty of 1.0%. The uncertainty of
tr cking efficiency for high momenta leptons is 1.0% per
track. Pions have momentum ranges from 0.1 to 0.6 GeV=c
at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 4.260 GeV, and with a small change with different
c.m. energies. The momentum-weighted uncertainty is also
estimated to be 1.0% per track. In this analysis, the radiative
photons have energies that several hundreds of MeV.
Studies with a sample of J=ψ → ρπ events show that the
uncertainty in the reconstruction efficiency for photons in
this energy range is less than 1.0%.
The number of Xð3872Þ signal events is obtained
through a fit to the Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ distribution. In the
nominal fit, a simulated histogram with zero width
convolved with a Gaussian function is used to parameterize
the Xð3872Þ signal. When a MC-simulated signal shape
with Γ½Xð3872Þ& ¼ 1.2 MeV [13] is used, the difference in
the Xð3872Þ signal yield, is 4.0%; this is taken as the
systematic uncertainty due to signal parametrization.
Cha ging the background shape from a linear term to
the expected shape from the dominant background source
η0J=ψ results in a 0.2% difference in the Xð3872Þ yields.
The eþe− → πþπ−J=ψ line shape affects the radiative
correction factor and detection efficiency. Using the mea-
surements from BESIII, Belle, and BABAR [11] as inputs,
the maximum difference in ð1þ δÞϵ is 0.6%, which is taken
as the systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty from the
kinematic fit is estimated with the very pure ISR ψð3686Þ
TABLE I. The number of Xð3872Þ events (Nobs), radiative correction factor (1þ δ), detection efficiency (ϵ), measured Born cross
section σB½ þe− → γXð3872Þ& times B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & (σB · B, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second
systematic), measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σISR, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second systematic), and
predicted ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σQED with uncertainties from resonant parameters) from QED [23] using resonant parameters in
PDG [13] as input at different energies. For 4.009 and 4.360 GeV, the upper limits of observed events (Nup) and cross section times
branching fraction (σup · B) are given at the 90% C.L.ffiffi
s
p
(GeV) Nobs Nup ε (%) 1þ δ σB · B (pb) σup · B (pb) σISR (pb) σQED (pb)
4.009 0.0' 0.5 < 1.4 28.7 0.861 0.00' 0.04' 0.01 < 0.11 719' 30' 47 735' 13
4.229 9.6' 3.1 ( ( ( 34.4 0.799 0.27' 0.09' 0.02 ( ( ( 404' 14' 27 408' 7
4.260 8.7' 3.0 ( ( ( 33.1 0.814 0.33' 0.12' 0.02 ( ( ( 378' 16' 25 382' 7
4.360 1.7' 1.4 < 5.1 23.2 1.023 0.11' 0.09' 0.01 < 0.36 308' 17' 20 316' 5
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FIG. 4 (color online). The fit to σB½eþe− → γXð3872Þ& ×
B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & with a Yð4260Þ resonance (red solid
curve), a linear continuum (blue dashed curve), or a E1-transition
p ase space term (red dotted-dashed curve). Dots with error bars
are data.
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measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section at each energy,
together with the corresponding QED prediction [23] are
also list d in Table I, where there is good agreement.
We fit the energy-dependent cross section with
a Yð4260Þ esonance (parameters fixed to PDG [13]
values), a linea continuum, or a E1- rans tion phase spac
(∝ E3γ ) term. Figure 4 shows all the fit results, which giv
χ2=ndf ¼ 0.49=3 (C.L. ¼ 92%), 5.5=2 (C.L. ¼ 6%), and
8.7=3 (C.L. ¼ 3%) for a Yð4260Þ resonance, linear con-
tinuum, a d phas space distributi n, respectively. The
Yð4260Þ resonance describes the data bett r than the other
two options.
The systematic uncertainty in the Xð3872Þ mass meas-
ur ment include those from the absolute mass scale and the
para etrization of the Xð3872Þ signal and background
shap s. Since we use ISR ψð3686Þ events to calibrate the
fit, t e systematic uncertainty from the mass scale is
estimated to be 0.1 MeV=c2 (including statistical uncer-
tainties of the MC samples used in the calibration pro-
cedure). In the Xð3872Þmass fit, a C simulated histogram
with a zero width is used to parameterize the signal shape.
repl ce this histogra with a simulated Xð3872Þ
resonance with a width of 1.2 MeV [13] (the upper limit
of the Xð3872Þ width at 90% C.L.) a d repeat the fit; the
change in mass fo this new fit is taken as the systematic
unc rtainty due to th signal p rametrization, which is
0.1 MeV=c2. Likewise, changes measured with a back-
ground shape from MC-simulate ðγISRÞπþπ−J=ψ and
η0J=ψ events indicate a systematic uncertainty associated
with the background shap of 0.1 MeV=c2 in mass. By
summing the co tributions from all so rces assuming that
they are nd pendent, we obtain a total systematic uncer-
tainty of 0.2 M V=c2 for the Xð3872Þ mass measurement.
The system tic unc rtainty in the cross section measure-
ment mainly comes from efficiencies, signal parametriza-
tion, backgroun , adiative correction, and l minosity
measurement. The luminosity is measured using Bhabha
events, with an uncertainty of 1.0%. The uncertainty of
tracking efficiency for high momenta leptons is 1.0% per
track. Pions have momentum ranges from 0.1 to 0.6 GeV=c
at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 4.260 GeV, and with a small change with different
c.m. energies. The momentum-weighted uncertainty also
estimated to be 1.0% per track. In t is analysis, the radiative
photons have energies that several hundreds of MeV.
Studies with a sample of J=ψ → ρπ events show that the
uncertainty in the reconstructi n efficiency for photons in
this energy range is less than 1.0%.
The number of Xð3872Þ signal events is obtained
through a fit to the Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ distribution. In the
nominal fit, a si ula ed histogram with zero width
convolved with a Gaussian function is used to parameterize
the Xð3872Þ signal. When a MC-simulated signal shape
with Γ½Xð3872Þ& ¼ 1.2 MeV [13] is used, the difference in
the Xð3872Þ signal yield, is 4.0%; this is taken as the
systematic uncertainty due to signal parametrization.
Changing the background shape from a linear term to
the expected shape from the dominant background source
η0J=ψ results in a 0.2% difference in the Xð3872Þ yields.
The eþe− → πþπ−J=ψ line shape affects the radiative
correction factor and detection efficiency. Using the mea-
surements from BESIII, Belle, and BABAR [11] as inputs,
the maximum difference in ð1þ δÞϵ is 0.6%, which is taken
as the systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty from the
kinematic fit is estimated with the very pure ISR ψð3686Þ
TABLE I. The number of Xð3872Þ events (Nobs), radiative correction factor (1þ δ), detection efficiency (ϵ), measured Born cross
section σB½ þe− → γXð3872Þ& times B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & (σB · B, where the fir t uncertainties are statistical and the sec nd
systematic), measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σISR, where the first unc rtainties are statistical and th second systematic), and
predicted ISR ψð3686Þ c oss sec ion (σQED with uncertainties from res nant para eters) from QED [23] usi r sonant parameters in
PDG [13] as input at different energies. For 4.009 and 4.360 GeV, the upper limits of observed events (Nup) and cross section times
branching fraction (σup · B) are given at the 90% C.L.ffiffi
s
p
(GeV) Nobs Nup ε (%) 1þ δ σB · B (pb) σup · B (pb) σISR (pb) σQED (pb)
4.009 0.0' 0.5 < 1.4 28.7 0.861 0.00' 0.04' 0.01 < 0.11 719' 30' 47 735' 13
4.229 9.6' 3.1 ( ( ( 34.4 0.799 0.27' 0.09' 0. 2 ( ( ( 404' 14' 27 408' 7
4.260 8.7' 3.0 ( ( ( 33.1 0.814 0.33' 0.12' 0.02 ( ( ( 378' 16' 25 382' 7
4.360 1.7' 1.4 < 5.1 23.2 1.023 0.11' 0.09' 0.01 < 0.36 308' 17' 20 316' 5
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B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & with a Yð4260Þ resonance (red solid
cu ve), a li ar continuum (blue dashed curve), or a E1-transition
phase spac t rm (red dotted-dashed curve). Dots with error bars
are data.
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wh re k! i defined abov , ‘ is the rb tal angular momen-
tum value, f0X ¼ 1:0 and f1Xðk!Þ ¼ ð1þ R2Xk!2Þ&1=2 are
Blatt-Weisskopf ‘‘barrier factors’’ [47] and BW! is the
relativistic BW expression
BW!ðm""Þ /
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
""!!
q
2
! & 2"" & im!!! : (15)
Here !!¼!0½q!=q0(3½m!= ""(½f1!ðq!Þ=f1!ðq0Þ(2, where
q!ðm""Þ is the pio m mentu i t e ! rest frame, q0 ¼
q!ðm!Þ, f1!ðqÞÞ ¼ ð1þ R2!q2Þ&1=2, !0 ¼ 146:2 MeV and
m! ¼ 775:5 MeV [7]. The ‘‘radii’’ RX and R! are poorly
known. Generally R! ¼ 1:5 GeV&1 is used nd CDF uses
values forRX that are as large asRX ¼ 5:0 GeV&1. (Higher
values of RX reduce the effects of the k
!ð2‘þ1Þ fact r and,
therefore, make the S- and P-wave differ nces smaller.)
W tak thes values a our default ettings.
The smo th urves in Fig. 9 sh w the results f the
S-wav (dashed line) and P-wave solid lin ) fits. The
S-w ve (‘ ¼ 0) case fi s the data well: #2=d:o:f: ¼
17:5=18 (CL ¼ 49%). The P-wave (‘ ¼ 1) fit is poorer,
#2=d:o:f: ¼ 32:1=18 (CL ¼ 2%). R ducing the Blatt-
Weisskopf radius for th Xð3872Þ m kes the P-w ve fit
worse; in reasin RX to 7:0 GeV
&1 improves the P-wave
fit #2=d:o:f: t 26:5=18, which corresp ds to a 9.0% CL.
La ge changes in R! ar found to have ittle effect on the fit
quality for either case.
However, both Bell [48] and BABAR [18] have report
evidenc for the ubthr shold decay pr cess Xð3872Þ!
!J=c . Th CD gr up pointed out that nterferenc be-
we n the !J=c and !J=c final states, where !!
"þ"&, can have an important effect on the Mð"þ"&Þ
line shape near the uppe kinematic limit [12]. We there-
fore e eat d the fits described above with the inclusion of
possible effects from !-! interference.
For these fits we use the form given in Eq. (14) with
BW!ðm""Þ replaced by
BW!&! / BW! þ r!ei$!BW!; (16)
where BW! is the same form as BW! with ! meson mass
and width values substituted for t ose of the !, r! is the
strength of the ! a plitude relative to that of the !, and
$! is their relative phase, which is xpe ted to be 95
) [49].
We performed fits to the Mð"þ"&Þ distribution using
this form weighted by the acceptance with $! fixed at 95
)
and r! left as a free parameter. Figure 10 shows the results
of the S-wave (dashed line) and P-wave (solid line) fits.
inclusion of small ! mplitude (r! ¼ 0:07* 0:05)
improves the S-wav fit t #2=d:o:f: ¼ 15:8=17 (54% CL).
The P-wave fit returns a larger ! contribution, r! ¼
0:48þ0:20&0:14, and a good fit quality: #2 ¼ 14:6 for 17 degrees
of freedom (62% CL).
The fits have three compo ents: direct !! "þ"&
(/jBW!j2) an !! "þ"& ( / r2!jBW!j2) contributions
and a !-! interference t rm. The contributions from each
component for e ch fit are listed in Table VI.
If the low-mass ails of the !! "þ"&"0 and !!
"þ"& line shapes are the same [50], we expect
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FIG. 9 (color online). The data points show the background-
subtracted, relative-efficiency-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ distribution
for Xð3872Þ! "þ"&J=c events. Th curves show the results
of fits using an S-wave (dashed) and a P-wave (solid) BW
function as described in the text.
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FIG. 10 (color online). The background-subtracted, relative-
efficiency-corrected Mð"þ"&Þ distribution for Xð3872Þ!
"þ"&J=c events. The curves show the results of fits using an
S-wave (dashed lin ) and a P-wave (solid line) BW function
with effects of !-! interference included.
TABLE VI. Summary of the results from the !-! interference
fit.
Nsig r! N!!"" N!!"" N!-! interf
S-wave 159* 15 0:07* 0:05 140.9 0:6* 0:5 17.8
P-wave 158* 15 0:48þ0:20&0:14 93.2 3:6þ1:5&1:1 60.0
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The LHCb detector is a single-arm forwar spectrometer
covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, described
in detail in Refs. [18,19]. The Xð3872Þ candidate selec-
tion, which is based on reconstructing Bþ→ ðJ=ψ→μþμ−Þ
πþπ−Kþ candidates using particle identification informa-
tion and transverse momentum (pT) thresholds and requir-
ing separation of tracks and th Bþ vertex from t primary
pp interaction vertex, is improved relative to that of
Ref. [17]. The signal efficiency is increased by lowering
requirements on pT for muons from 0.90 to 0.55 GeV and
for hadrons from 0.25 to 0.20 GeV. The background is
further suppressed without significa t loss of signal by
requiring Q < 250 MeV. The Xð3872Þ mass resolution
(σΔM) is improved from about 5.5 to 2.8 MeV by
constraining the Bþ candidate to its known mass and
requiring its momentum to point to a pp collision vertex
in the kinematic fit of its decay. The distribution of ΔM≡
Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ −MðJ=ψÞ is show in Fig. 1. A Crystal Ball
function [20] with symmetric tails is used t model the
signal shape, while the background is assumed to be linear.
An unbinned maximum-likelihood fit yields 101 $ 38
Bþ → Xð3872ÞKþ decays and 1468$ 44 b ckground
entries in the 725 < ΔM < 825 MeV range u ed in the
gular analysis. T signal purity is 80% within 2.5σΔM
from the signal peak. From studying th Kþπþπ− ass
distributio , the dominant source of the background is
found to be Bþ→J=ψK1ð1270Þþ, K1ð1 70Þþ → Kþπþπ−
de ays.
Angular correlations in the Bþ decay chain are analyzed
using an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to determine the
Xð3872Þ quantum umbers and orbital angular momentum
in its decay. The probability density function (P) for each
JPC hypothesis, JX, is defined in the five-dimensional
angular paceΩ≡ðcosθX;cosθρ;ΔϕX;ρ;cosθJ=ψ ;ΔϕX;J=ψÞ,
where θX, θρ and θJ=ψ are the helicity angles [21–23] in the
Xð3872Þ, ρ0 and J=ψ decays, respectively, and ΔϕX;ρ,
ΔϕX;J=ψ are the angl s betwe n the decay planes of the
Xð3872Þ particle and of its decay products. The quantity P
is the normalized product of the expected decay matrix
element (M) squared and of the reconstruction
ffici ncy (ϵ), PðΩjJXÞ ¼ jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞ=IðJXÞ, wher
IðJXÞ ¼
R jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞdΩ. The efficiency i averaged
ov r the πþπ− mass using a sim lation [24–28] of the
Xð3872Þ→ ρ0J=ψ , ρ0 → πþπ− deca . The line shap of
the ρ0 resonance can change sligh ly epending on the
Xð3872Þ spin hypothesis. The effect on ϵðΩÞ is very small
and i neglected. The angular correlations are obt i ed
using the helicity formalism [16],
jMðΩjJXÞj2 ¼
Δλμ¼−1;þ1
j
X
λJ=ψ ;λρ¼−1;0;þ1
AλJ=ψ ;λρ D
JX
0;λJ=ψ−λρð0; θX; 0Þ&
D1λρ;0ðΔϕX;ρ; θρ; 0Þ&
D1λJ=ψ ;ΔλμðΔϕX;J=ψ ; θJ=ψ ; 0Þ&j2; ð1Þ
where the λ’s re p rticle heli it es, Δλμ ¼ λμþ − λμ− and
DJλ1;λ2 ar Wigner functions [21–23]. The helicity cou-
pling , AλJ=ψ ;λρ , are expre sed n terms of the LS couplings,
BLS, with the help of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, where L
s t orbital ang l r momentu bet een the ρ0 d the
J=ψ meso s, and S is the sum of their pins,
AλJ=ψ ;λρ ¼
X
L
X
S
BLS
 
JJ=ψ Jρ S
λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
!
×
!
L S JX
0 λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
"
: ð2Þ
Possible values of L ar constrained by parity co servation,
PX ¼ PJ=ψPρð−1ÞL ¼ ð−1ÞL. In the previous analyses
[14,16,17], only the m nimal value of the angular momen-
tu , Lmin, was allowed. Thus, for the preferred JPC ¼ 1þþ
h pothesis, the D wave was negl ct d allowi nly
S- v decays. In this work ll L values are allowed in
Eq. (2). The corre ponding BLS amp itudes are list d in
T ble I. Values of JX up to 4 re analyzed. Sin th orbital
angular momentum in the Bþ decay equals JX, high values
are suppre sed by th angular momentum barrier. In fact,
the hig est observed spin of ny resonance produced in B
dec ys is 3 [29,30]. Since P is insensitive to the ov rall
ormalization of the BLS couplings and to the phase of the
atrix element, the BLS amplitude with the lowest L and S
is set to the arbitrary reference value (1,0). set of
other possible complex BLS amplitudes, which are free
parameters in the fit, is denot d as α.
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FIG. 1 ( online). Dis ribution f ΔM f r Bþ →
J=ψKþπþπ− candidates. The fit of the Xð3872Þ signal is
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lines repres nt the total it, sig al compon n a d background
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Figure 2. T J/ ⇡+⇡  i vari nt-mass distribution in the X(3872) region for two bi s of
transvers momen um, 10–13.5GeV (lef ) and 18–30G V (right . The lines r pr sent the
signal-plus-b ckground fits (so ) and the background-only components (d s ed . The  2/ df of
the fit is also rep r .
the Gaussia functio s, he fraction of sig al associat d with each Gaussian, a d two
background-shape parameters. Figure 2 shows examples f fitted mass distributions for a
low- d a high-transverse-momen um bin. The measured umber of X(3872) and  (2S)
sign l ev nts re listed in ta le 1.
Th cce tan s an  cienci s f th X(3872) and  (2S) final states are fac orized
i to f ur components, ach f which is d termined individually from the simulation: the
acceptance A J/ ) and e ci ncy ✏(J/ ) for th trigge a d detection of the J/ , and the
acce tanc A(⇡+⇡ ) nd e cie cy ✏(⇡+⇡ ) for pion pair, i lud g the J/ ⇡+⇡ 
v rtex p obabili y r qui ent. Th accep ances are the same for the 2011a and 2011b
dat sets for the pT bins in common (pT > 13.5GeV). The e ci cy is calculat d for th
2011a dataset in each in since t e c anges in e ciency r la ed to th trigger evolutio
during dat king do o a↵ ct the  ciency rat o. The average value of A · ✏ in each pT
bin is det rmined using fine-grained bins in transverse momentum as⌧
1
A · ✏
 
bin
⌘
NbinfineX
i=1
Ni
Ai · ✏i
,NbinfineX
i=1
Ni, (4.3)
whe e Ni is the numb r of signal events observed in the data, A
i = Ai(J/ ) · Ai(⇡+⇡ ),
✏i ✏i(J/ ) · ✏i(⇡+⇡ ) ar he acc pta c a d  ciency in each fine bin, and Nbinfine is the
number of fine bins contained in each pT interval. This procedure ac u ts f the large
vari tion in ac eptance and e ciency over the wide pT bins, relying n th pT sp ctrum
from the d ta. The number of sign l ve ts in each fi e bin is determined usi a sideband-
subtraction techniqu . The ratios of the acceptances and e ciencies, listed in table 1, are
di↵eren from unity because of small di↵erences in the X(3872) and  (2S) decay kinematics.
Studies re performed to verify the d sc iption of the d ta by the simulations and to
de ermine the systematic uncer ainties. These a e listed in table 2 a d describ d in the
foll wing.
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in each m3! in erval to obtain the Gaussian and ARGUS
normalization a ameter values, and hence to xtract the
B-meson signal.
In Fig. 1 th re is a s all, but clear, "-meson signal, a
large !-meson ignal, and nothing of significan in be-
tween. The J=c" m ss istribution show no significant
structur , d will not be discus ed any further.
In the !-meson region, the ignal extends down to
!0:74 G V=c2; there i also a h gh-mass tail above
! :8 GeV=c2, nd pos ibly some sm ll nresonant con-
trib tion in is region. When we assign !-Dal tz-plot
weight [29] t the ven s in the region 0:74–
0:80 GeV=c2, the su of weights (1030" 90) is consistent
with the ignal size (1160" 60), indicating that any non-!
background i small, and so w ignore such contributions.
Similar behavior is observed for B0 decay, but with a
selected-event sample which is about 6 times smaller. In
the following, we defin the lower limit of the !-meson
mass region a 0:74 G =c2, bu l av the upper limit at
0.7965 0:8055 GeV=c2 for the Bþ and B0 samples
[23], resp ctively, in order to focus on the impact of this
on chang on th obs rved J=c! mass distribution. The
extensi n of the m3! r gion tow rd low values increases
the efficiency slightly.
The J=c! mass distrib tions for B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ
ca didates are obtained by using the same fit pr cedur
used t obtain the m3! distribution. We then correct e
obs rved sign l yi ld for sel ction efficiency. Events cor-
resp nding to B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ decay are created by
MC simulation, b s d on GEANT4 [30], in order to provide
u iform coverag of the ntiremJ=c! range. The generated
events are subj cted to the reconstruction and selection
procedures applied to the data. For Bþ (B0) decay it is
found that t e efficiency increases (decreases) gradually
fro !6% (! 5%) close to mJ=c! threshold to !7%
(! 4%) for mJ=c! ! 4:8 GeV=c2. Comparison of g ner-
at and r onstructed mJ=c! values within ea h econ-
structed mJ=c! a s interval enabl s the m asurem nt of
the mJ=c! dep ndence of the ma s resolution. From a
sing e-Gaussian fit to each distribution, th rms dev ation
is found to degrade gradually from 6 5 MeV=c2 at
mJ=c! ! 3:84 GeV=c2, to 9 MeV=c2 at mJ=c! !
4:8 G V=c2.
The mJ=c! dist butions for B
þ ! J=c!Kþ and B0 !
J=c!K0 decay, aft r efficiency correction in each mass
interval, are shown in Figs. 2(a) a d 2(b) resp ctively. For
th l tter, corrections for K0L production and K
0
S ! !0!0
d cay ave bee i orporated. The mJ=c! range from
3.8425 to 3:9925 G V=c2 is d vided into 10 MeV=c2 in-
tervals, while beyond this 50 MeV=c2 intervals are used.
The same choice of intervals was used in Ref. [23], where
the fir t two were inaccessible, and the thi d was only
partly accessible, because of the value of the lower limit
onm3!. Clear enhancements are observed in the vicinity of
the X and Y mesons in the Bþ distribution, and similar
effects are present in the B0 di tribution, wi lower statis-
tical significance.
The function used to fit the distributions of Fig. 2 is a
sum of three components. The X meson component is a
Gaussian resolution function with fixed rms deviation # ¼
6:7 MeV=c2 obtained from MC simulation; the intrinsic
width of the X meson (estimated to be & 3 MeV [27]) is
ignored. The Y-meson intensity contribution is represented
by a relativistic S-wave Breit-Wigner (BW) function [23].
The nonresonant contribution is described empirically by a
Gaussian function multiplied by mJ=c!. The Y-meson and
nonresonant intensity contributions are multiplied by the
phase space factor p% q, where p is the K momentum in
the B rest frame, and q is the J=c momentum in the rest
frame of the J=c 3! system. A simultaneous $2 fit to the
distributions of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) is carried out, in which
only the normalization parameters of the three contribu-
tions are allowed to differ between Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The
fit describes the data well ($2=NDF ¼ 54:7=51, NDF ¼
number of degrees of freedom), as shown by the solid
curves in Fig. 2. The dashed and dotted curves show the
X- and Y-meson contributions, respectively, while the dot-
dashed curves represent the nonresonant distribution.
For the X meson, the fitted mass is 3873:0þ1:8&1:6ðstatÞ "
1:3ðsystÞ MeV=c2, while the mass and width values for the
Y meson are 3919:1þ3:8&3:4ðstatÞ " 2:0ðsystÞ MeV=c2 and
31þ10&8 ðstatÞ " 5ðsystÞ MeV, respectively. These results are
consistent with earlier BABAR measurements [6,23].
From the fits of Fig. 2, we obtain product branching
fraction measurements for B0;þ ! XK0;þ, X ! J=c!.
The resulting Bþ and B0 product branching fraction values
are ½0:6" 0:2ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, and ½0:6"
0:3ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, respectively.
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FIG. 2 (color online). The corrected mJ=c! distribution for
(a) Bþ, (b) B0 decays; (c) (inset) shows the low-mass region
of (a) in detail. The curves indicate the results of the fit.
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in each m3! interval to obtain the Gaussian and ARGUS
normalization parameter values, nd hence to extract the
B-meson signal.
In Fig. 1 th re is small, but clear, "-meson sign l, a
large !-meson signal, and nothing of significance in be-
tween. The J=c" mass distribution shows no significant
structure, and will not be disc ss d an furth r.
In the !-meson r g on, the signal exte ds down to
!0:74 =c2; there is also a high-mass t il above
!0:8 GeV=c2, and possibly some small nonresonant con-
tribution in this region. When we assign !-Dalitz-plot
weights [29] to the ve ts in the region 0:74–
0:80 GeV=c2, the sum of weights (103 " 90) is consistent
with the signal size (1160" 60 , indicati g th t ny no -!
background is small, and so we ignore such contributions.
Similar behavior is obs rved for B0 decay, but with a
selecte -event sample which is about 6 times smaller. In
the following, we define the lower limit of the !-meson
mass region as 0:74 GeV=c2, but le ve the upper limit at
0.7965 and :8055 GeV=c2 for the Bþ and B0 samples
[23], respectively, in order to focus on the impact of this
one change on the observed J=c! mass distribution. The
extension of the m3! regi n toward lower values increases
the efficiency slightly.
The J=c! ass distributions for B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ
candidates are obtained by using the same fit pr cedure
used to obtain the m3! distribution. We th n correct the
observed signal yields for selection efficiency. Events cor-
responding to B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ decay are created by
MC simulation, based on GEANT4 [30], in order to provide
uniform coverage of the entiremJ=c! ra ge. T e generated
events are subjected to the reconstruction and selection
procedures applied to the data. For Bþ (B0) decay i is
fo nd that the efficien y increases (decreases) gradually
from !6% (! 5%) close to mJ=c! threshold to !7%
(! 4%) for mJ=c! ! 4:8 GeV= 2. Compari o of ge er-
ated and recon tructed mJ=c! val e within each recon-
tructed mJ=c! ma s interval en bl s the measurement of
the mJ=c! d pend nce of th ss resolution. From a
single-Gaussian fit to ach distribution, the rms deviation
is foun to gr de gradually from 6:5 MeV=c2 at
mJ=c! ! 3:84 GeV=c2, to 9 MeV=c2 at mJ=c! !
4:8 GeV=c2.
The mJ=c! distribut ns f r B
þ ! J=c!Kþ and B0 !
J c!K0 decay, aft r e ficiency correc ion in ach mass
interv l, are shown in Figs. 2( ) and 2(b) respectively. For
latter, corrections for K0L prod ction and K
0
S ! 0!0
dec y have be incorporated. The mJ=c! range from
3.8425 to 3:9925 G V=c2 is divided into 10 MeV= 2 in-
tervals, while beyond this 50 MeV=c2 intervals are used.
The same choice of intervals was use in Ref. [23], whe e
the first two were inaccessibl , and th third was only
partly accessible, because of the value of the lower limit
onm3!. Clear enh ncements ar observed in the vicinity of
the X nd Y sons in the Bþ dis ribution, and similar
eff cts are present in the B0 distribution, wit lower statis-
tical significance.
The f ction used t fit the distributions of Fig. 2 i a
su of thr e componen s. The X meson component is a
Gaussian resolution function with fixed r s deviation # ¼
6:7 MeV=c2 obtained fr MC simulation; the intrinsic
width of the X mes n (estimated to be & 3 MeV [27]) is
ignored. The Y-meson intensity contribution is represented
by a el tivist c -wave Breit-Wig (BW) function [23].
Th nonreso nt contribution is described mpirically by a
Gaus ia functi m ltipli d by mJ=c!. The Y-meson and
nonresonant intensity contributions are multipli d by t e
phase space fac or p% q, where p i the K om tum in
the B rest frame, and q is the J=c momentum in the rest
frame of the J=c 3! system. A simultaneous $2 fit to the
d stributions of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) is carried out, in which
only the normalization parameters of the three contribu-
tions are allowed to differ between Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The
fit describes the data well ($2=NDF ¼ 54:7=51, NDF ¼
number of degre s of fre dom), as shown by the sol d
curves in Fig. 2. The dashed and dott d curves show the
X- and Y-meson contributions, respectively, whi e th ot-
dashed curves represent the nonresonant distribution.
For the X meson, the fitted mass is 3873:0þ1:8&1:6ðstatÞ "
1:3ðsystÞ MeV=c2, while the mass and width values for the
Y meson are 3919:1þ3:8&3:4ðstatÞ " 2:0ðsystÞ MeV=c2 and
31þ10&8 ðstatÞ " 5ðsystÞ MeV, respectively. These results are
consistent with arli r BABAR measurements [6,23].
From the fits of Fig. 2, we obtain product branchi
fraction measurements for B0;þ ! XK0;þ, X ! J=c!.
T e resulting Bþ and B0 product branching fraction values
are ½0:6" 0:2ð tatÞ " 0:1ðsy tÞ* % 10&5, a d ½0:6"
0:3ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, respectively.
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FIG. 2 (color online). The corr cted mJ=c! dis ribution for
(a) Bþ, (b) B0 decays; (c) (i s t) sh ws th lo -m ss r gi n
of (a) in detail. The curves indicate the results of the fit.
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Th LHCb detector is a single-arm fo ward spectrometer
coverin the p eudorapidity rang 2 < η < 5, described
in detail n Refs. [18,19]. The Xð 72Þ candidate selec-
tion, which is bas d on econstruct ng Bþ→ ðJ=ψ→μþμ−Þ
πþπ−Kþ ca didates using particle ide tification informa-
t on nd transverse momen um (pT) thresholds and requir-
i g eparation f tracks an the Bþ vertex fr m the pri ary
pp interaction vertex, is improved relative to that of
Ref. [17]. The signal efficiency is increased by lowering
requirements on pT for muons from 0.90 to 0.55 GeV and
for hadrons from 0.25 to 0.20 GeV. The background is
further suppressed without significant loss of signal by
requiring Q < 250 MeV. The Xð3872Þ mass resolution
(σΔM) is improved from bout 5.5 to 2.8 MeV by
constraining the Bþ candidate t its known mass and
requiring its momentum to point t a pp collisio vertex
in the kinematic fit of its decay. The d stribution of ΔM≡
Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ −MðJ=ψÞ is shown in Fig. 1. A C ysta Ball
fu ction [20] with symmetric tails is used to m del the
signal shape, while the bac ground is assumed t linear.
An unbinned maximum-likelihood fit yields 1011$ 38
Bþ → Xð3872ÞKþ decays and 1468$ 44 backg ound
entries n the 725 < ΔM < 825 MeV range used in the
angular analysis. The signal p ity is 0% thi 2.5σΔM
from the signal peak. From study ng he Kþπþπ− mass
distribution, the dominant source of t e background is
found to be Bþ→J=ψK1ð1270Þþ, K1ð1270Þþ → Kþπþπ−
decays.
Angular correlations i the Bþ decay ch in are analyzed
using an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to determin the
Xð3872Þ qu ntum umbers and orbital angular momentu
in its d ca . The probability density functi (P) or each
JPC hypoth sis, JX, is defined in th five-dimensional
angular spaceΩ≡ðcosθX;cosθρ;ΔϕX;ρ;cosθJ=ψ ;ΔϕX;J=ψÞ,
where θX, θρ and θJ=ψ are the helicity angles [21–23] in the
Xð3872Þ, ρ0 and J=ψ decays, respectively, and ΔϕX;ρ
ΔϕX;J=ψ are the angles betw en the de ay planes of the
ð3872Þ particle d of its decay products. Th quantity P
is the normalized product of the expected d cay matrix
element (M) squ re and of the reconstruction
efficiency (ϵ), PðΩjJXÞ ¼ jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞ=IðJXÞ, where
IðJXÞ ¼
R jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞdΩ. T efficiency is averaged
over the πþπ− mass using a simulation [24–28] of the
Xð3872Þ→ ρ0J=ψ , ρ0 → πþπ− ecay. The line sh pe of
th ρ0 resonance can change slightly depending on the
Xð3872Þ sp n hypothe is. The effect on ϵðΩÞ is very small
and is n glected. The angular correlations are obtained
using the he icity formalism [16],
jMðΩjJXÞj2 ¼
X
Δλμ¼−1;þ1
j
λJ=ψ ;λρ¼−1;0;þ1
AλJ=ψ ;λρ D
JX
0;λJ=ψ−λρð0; θX; 0Þ&
D1λρ;0ðΔϕX;ρ; θρ; 0Þ&
D1λJ=ψ ;ΔλμðΔϕX;J=ψ ; θJ=ψ ; 0Þ&j2; ð1Þ
where the λ’s are p rticle helicities, Δλμ ¼ λμþ − λμ− and
DJλ1;λ2 are Wigner functions [21–23]. The helicity cou-
plings, AλJ=ψ ;λρ , are expressed in terms of the LS coupling ,
BLS, with the help of Clebsch-Gordan co fficients, where L
is the orbital gular mom ntum between the ρ0 a d the
J=ψ mesons, and S is the sum of their spins,
AλJ=ψ ;λρ ¼
X
L
X
S
BLS
 
JJ=ψ Jρ S
λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
!
×
!
L S JX
0 λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
"
: ð2Þ
ossible values of L are const ai ed by parity conservation,
X ¼ PJ=ψPρð−1ÞL ¼ ð−1ÞL. In the previous analyses
[14,16,17], only the mini al value of the angular m men-
tum, Lmin, was allowed. Th s, f r the pr ferred JPC ¼ 1þþ
hypoth sis, the D wav was n glected allowing o ly
S-wav de ays. In this work all L v lues are allowed in
Eq. (2). Th corresp nding BLS amplitudes are list d in
T ble I. Values of JX up to 4 re analyzed. Sinc the orbi al
angular momentum in the Bþ decay equals JX, high values
ar suppressed by the angular momentum barrier. In fact,
the highest ob erved spin of any reso a c produced in B
decay is 3 [29,30]. Since P is insen itiv to th overall
nor alization of t e LS couplings and to the p ase of the
atrix ele ent, th LS a plitude ith the lo est L and S
is set to the arb ry reference valu (1,0). he set of
t r ssi l S li s, i r fr
r t r in t it, i t .
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FIG. 1 (c lor online). Distri tion of Δ for Bþ
J=ψKþπ π− candidat s. The fit of the Xð3872Þ signal is
displ yed. The solid (blue), da h d (red) and dotte (gr en)
lines represent the tot l fit, signal co ponent nd ba kground
component, espectively.
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where k! is defin d abov is the orbital angular momen-
tum value, f0X ¼ 1:0 an f1Xðk!Þ ¼ ð1þ R2Xk!2Þ&1=2 ar
Blatt-Weisskopf ‘ barrier factors’’ [47] and BW! is the
relativistic BW expression
BW!ðm""Þ /
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
""!!
q
m2! &m2"" & im!!! : (15)
Here !!¼!0½q!=q0(3½m!=m""(½f1!ðq!Þ=f1!ðq0Þ(2, where
q!ðm""Þ is the pion mom ntum in the ! rest frame, q0 ¼
q!ðm!Þ, f1 ðqÞÞ ¼ ð1þ R2!q2Þ&1=2, 0 ¼ 146:2 M V and
m! ¼ 775:5 MeV [7]. The ‘‘radii’’ RX and R! ar poorly
known. Generally R! ¼ 1:5 G V&1 is used nd CDF u es
alues forRX that are as large asRX ¼ 5:0 GeV&1. (Higher
values of RX reduce the effects of the k
!ð2‘þ1Þ facto and,
therefore, make the S- and P-wave differences smaller.)
We take these values as our default settings.
The smo th curves in Fig. 9 show the results of the
S-wave (dashed li e) and P-wave (s lid line) fi s. The
S-w ve (‘ ¼ 0) case fits the data well: #2=d:o:f: ¼
17:5=18 (CL ¼ 49%). T e P-wave (‘ ¼ 1) fit is poorer,
#2=d:o:f: 32:1=18 (CL ¼ 2%). Reducing the Blatt-
Weisskopf radius for the Xð3872Þ makes the P-wave fit
worse; increasing RX to 7:0 GeV
&1 improves the P-wave
fit #2=d:o:f: to 26:5=18, which corresponds to a 9.0% CL.
Large changes in R! are found to have little effect n the fit
quality for ither case.
However, both Belle [48] and BABAR [18] have reported
evidence for the subthreshol decay process Xð3872Þ!
!J=c . Th CDF group pointed out that interfere c be-
tween the !J=c and !J=c final states, where !!
"þ"&, can have an important effect on the Mð"þ"&Þ
line sh pe near the per kinematic limi [12]. e there-
fore r peat d the fits described above with the inclusi n f
possible effects from -! int rference.
Fo these fits we use the form given in Eq. (14) with
BW!ðm""Þ replaced by
BW!&! / BW! þ r!ei$!BW!; (16)
wh re BW! is the same for as BW! with ! m son mass
and width values substituted f those of the !, r! is the
strength of the ! amplitude relative to that of the !, and
$! is their relativ phase, which expe ted to be 95
) [49].
We perform d fits to the Mð"þ"&Þ distribution using
this form weighted by the cceptance with $! fixed at 95
)
and r! l ft as a free para ete . Figure 10 shows the results
of the S-wave (dashed line) and P-wave (solid line) fits.
The clusion of a small ! amplitude (r! ¼ 0:07* 0:05)
improves the S-wave fit to #2=d:o:f: ¼ 15:8=17 (54% CL).
The P-wave fit returns a larger ! contribution, r! ¼
0:48þ0:20&0:14, and a good fit quality: #2 ¼ 14:6 for 17 degre s
of freedom (62% CL).
Th fits hav thr e compone ts: direct !! "þ"&
(/jBW!j2) and !! "þ"& ( / r2!jBW j2) contribution
and a !-! interference term. The contributions from each
component for each fit are listed in Table VI.
If the low-mass tails of th !! "þ"&"0 and !!
"þ"& line shape are the same [50], we expe t
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FIG. 9 (color online). The data points sho the background-
subtracted, relative-efficiency-co rected ð þ &Þ distribution
for Xð3872Þ "þ"&J=c events. The curv s sho the resul s
of fits using an S-wave (dashed) and a P- ave (solid)
functi as described in the text.
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TABLE VI. Summary of the results from the !-! interference
fit.
Nsig r! N!!"" N!!"" N!-! interf
S-wave 159* 15 0:07* 0:05 140.9 0:6* 0:5 17.8
P-wave 158* 15 0:48þ0:20& :14 93.2 3:6þ1:5&1:1 60.0
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measured ISR ψð3686Þ c oss sect on at each energy,
together with the corr sponding QED prediction [23] r
al o li t d in Table I, wher ther is good agreement.
We fit e energ -dependent cro s section with
a Yð426 Þ resonan e (parameters fixed o PDG [13]
values), a linear ntinuum, or a E1-transition ph se pac
(∝ E3γ ) erm. Figure 4 sho s all the fit results, which give
χ2=ndf ¼ 0.49=3 (C.L. ¼ 92%), 5.5=2 (C.L. ¼ 6%), and
8.7=3 (C.L. ¼ 3%) for a Yð4260Þ resonance, linear con-
tinuu , and phase space distribution, respectively. The
Yð4260Þ reson nce describes the data better than the other
two tions.
systematic uncertainty i the Xð3872Þ mass meas-
ure t i clude those from the absolute mass scale and the
par metrization of th Xð3872Þ signal and background
sha . Sinc we use ISR ψð3686Þ events to calibrate the
fit, e systematic uncertainty from th ass scale is
esti ted to be 0.1 MeV=c2 (includ g sta s ical uncer-
tainti s of the MC samples us d in the calibration pro-
ced r ). In the Xð3872Þmass fit, a MC simulat d histogram
wit a zero width is u ed t parameterize the signal shape.
We replac this hist gram with a simulated Xð3872Þ
resonance with a width of 1.2 M V [13] (the upper limit
of the Xð3872Þ wi th at 90% C.L.) and repeat the fit; the
chang in mass for thi new fit is aken as the systematic
uncer ainty due to the signal parametrization, which is
0.1 MeV=c2. Lik wis , ha ges measured with a back-
gr und shape rom MC-simulated ðγISRÞπþπ−J=ψ and
η0J=ψ events indicate a systematic uncert i ty associated
with the background shape of 0.1 MeV=c2 in mass. By
summing the contributions from all sources assuming that
they are independent, e obtain a total systematic uncer-
tainty of 0.2 MeV=c2 for the Xð3872Þ mass measurem nt.
The systematic uncertainty in the cross section measure-
ment mainly comes from effi ienci , signal param triza-
tion, background shape, radiative correction, nd lumin sity
measurement. The luminosity is measured using Bhabha
ev n s, with an uncertain y of 1.0%. The uncertainty of
tracking efficien y for high momenta leptons is 1.0% per
track. Pions have momentum r nges fro 0.1 to 0.6 GeV=c
at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 4.260 GeV, and wi h a small change wit different
c.m. energies. The momentu -weighted uncertainty is also
estimated to be 1.0% per track. In this analysis, the radiative
photons have energies that several hundreds of MeV.
Studies with a sample of J=ψ → ρπ events show that the
uncert inty in the reconstruction efficiency for photons in
this energy range is less than 1.0%.
The numb r of Xð3872Þ signal events is obtained
through a fit to the Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ distribution. In the
nominal fit, a simulated histogram with zero width
convolved with a Gaussian function is used to parameterize
the Xð3872Þ signal. hen a C-si ulated signal shape
ith ½ ð3872Þ& 1.2 e [13] is used, the difference in
t e ð Þ si al iel , is . ; t is is ta e as t e
s ste ati rt i t t si l r tri ti .
a i t r s fr li r t r t
t e e e t s fr t i t r r
0 res lts i . iff r i t ð i l .
e li s ff ts t r i ti
c rrect f t r t ti ffi i . si t -
s re e ts fr III, ll , [ ] i t ,
t e a i iff r i ð Þ is . , i is t
as the syste atic uncertainty. he uncertainty fro the
kine atic fit is esti ated ith the very pure IS ψð3686Þ
TABLE I. The number f Xð3872Þ events (Nobs), radiative correction factor (1þ δ), detection efficiency (ϵ), measured Born cross
section σB½eþe− → γXð387 Þ& times B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & (σB · B, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second
systematic), measured ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σISR, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second systematic), and
predicted ISR ψð3686Þ cross section (σQED with uncertainties from resonant parameters) from QED [23] using resonant parameters in
PDG [13] as input at different energies. For 4.009 and 4.360 GeV, the upper limits of observed events (Nup) and cross section times
branching fraction (σup · B) are given at the 90% C.L.ffiffi
s
p
(GeV) Nobs Nup ε (%) 1þ δ σB · B (pb) σup · B (pb) σISR (pb) σQED ( b)
4.009 0.0 0.5 < 1.4 28.7 0.861 0.00 0.04 0.01 < 0.11 719 30 47 735' 13
4.229 9.6 3.1 ( ( ( 34.4 0.799 0.27 0.09 0.02 ( ( ( 404 14 27 408 7
4.260 8.7 3.0 ( ( ( 33.1 0.814 .33 .12 . 2 ( ( ( 7 6 5 82 7
4.360 1.7' 1.4 < 5.1 23.2 1.023 0.11' 0.09' 0.01 < 0.36 308' 17' 20 316' 5
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FI . 4 (c lor online). he fit to σB½e e− γ ð3872Þ&
½ ð3872Þ πþπ−J= & ith a ð4260Þ resonance (red solid
curve), a lin ar continuu (blue dashed curve), or a 1-transition
phase space ter (red dotted-dashed curve). ots ith error bars
are data.
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mea ur d ISR ψð3686Þ cross sectio at e ch ener y,
t g th r with the correspondin QED pr diction [23] are
al o listed in Tabl I, whe ther is good agreement.
W fit the energy-depe dent cross sectio with
a Yð4260Þ resonance (parameters fixed to PDG [13]
v lu s), a linea conti m, r E1-transition phase pac
(∝ E3γ ) t m. F gure 4 sh ws ll th fit r sul s, which give
χ2= df ¼ 0.49=3 (C.L. ¼ 92%), 5.5=2 (C.L. ¼ 6% , and
8.7=3 (C.L. ¼ 3%) for a Yð4260Þ reso ance, lin r con-
inuum, a d phase space distribu ion, resp ctively. The
Yð4260Þ reson nce escribes the ata better than the other
wo options.
Th syst m tic uncertainty in the Xð3872Þ m ss a -
ur ent includ thos from the bsolute mass scal and he
para etrization of the Xð3872Þ signal and b ckgrou d
sha s. Since we us ISR ψð3686Þ events to calibrat the
fit, the systematic uncertainty from the mass cale is
estimated to be 0.1 MeV=c2 (inclu ing tatist cal uncer-
ta nti s of th MC sample used in th calibra ion pro-
cedu ). In t Xð3872Þm s fit, MC si late hist gram
w th a zer w d is us d to par et rize the signal ape.
We re lac this histogram w th a simulated Xð3872Þ
resonanc with a width of 1.2 MeV [13] (the upper limit
of the ð3872Þ width at 90% C.L.) and repeat the fit; the
change in mass for this new fit is taken as the systematic
uncertainty due to the g al parametrization, which is
0.1 M =c2. Likewis , ha ges measured with a back-
ground shape from C-simulated ðγISRÞπþπ−J=ψ and
η0J=ψ events indicate a systematic uncertai ty associa ed
with th background shape of 0.1 MeV= 2 in mass. By
umming the contributions from all sou ces ssuming th t
they are independent, we obtain a total ystem tic unc r-
tainty of 0.2 MeV=c2 for the Xð3872Þ ma s m asurement.
T e systematic uncert inty in the cross section measure-
ent mainly co s from efficiencies, signal parametriza-
tion, background shape, radia ive correc ion, nd luminosity
measurement. The luminosity is measured using Bhabha
event , with unc rtainty of 1.0%. The uncertainty of
tracking efficiency for high moment leptons is 1.0% per
track. Pions hav momentum rang s fr m 0.1 to 0.6 GeV=c
at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 4.260 GeV, nd with a s all ch nge with d fferent
c.m. e ergies. Th omentum-we ghted certainty is also
estima ed to be 1.0% per track. In this analysis, he radiative
photons h ve ene gies hat sev ral hundreds of MeV.
tudies with sample of J=ψ → ρπ events show that the
uncertainty in the reconstru tion efficiency for ph tons in
t is energy range less than 1.0%.
The nu ber of Xð3872Þ signal events is obtained
thr ugh a f to the Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ distribution. In the
nominal fit, a simulated histogram with zero width
co volved with a Gaussian function is us to parameterize
the Xð3872Þ signal. When a MC-simulated signal shape
with Γ½Xð3872Þ& ¼ 1.2 M V [13] is used, the diffe nce i
the Xð3872Þ signal yield, is 4.0%; this is take s th
systematic uncertainty due to signal parametrization.
Changing the ba kground shape from a linear term to
the expected shape from the dominant ba kground source
η0J=ψ results in a 0.2% difference in the Xð3872Þ yields.
T e eþe− → πþπ−J=ψ line shape affects the radiative
correction factor and detection effici ncy. Using the mea-
surements from BESIII, B lle, and BABAR [11] as i puts,
the maximum difference in ð1þ δÞϵ is 0.6%, which is taken
as the systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty from the
kinematic fit is estimated with e very pure ISR ψð3686Þ
TABLE I. The number of Xð3872Þ event (Nobs), radiative correction factor (1þ δ), detection efficiency (ϵ), measured Bor cross
section σB½eþe− → γXð387 Þ& times B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & (σB · B, where the first uncertainties are s tistical and the s ond
systematic), meas red ISR ψð3686Þ cross se tion (σISR, where the first uncertainties are statistical a d the seco d syst matic), and
pre icted ISR ψð3686Þ cross s ctio (σQED with uncertainties from resonant paramet s) from QED [23] usi resonant parameters in
PDG [13] as input at different energies. For 4.009 and 4.360 GeV, the upper limits of observed events (Nup) and cross secti n imes
ranching fraction (σup · B) are given at the 90% C.L.ffiffip
(GeV) Nobs Nup ε (%) 1þ δ σB · B (pb) σup · B (pb) σISR (pb) σQED (pb)
009 0 0 5 1 4 8 7 0.861 .00 . 4 . 0.11 719 30 47 735' 13
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FIG. 4 (color onlin ). The fit to σB½eþe− → γXð3872Þ& ×
B½Xð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ & with a Yð4260Þ resonanc (red solid
c rve), a linear continuum (blue dashed curve), or a E1-transition
phase space term (red dotted-dashed curve). Dots with error bars
are data.
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where k! i defined bove, ‘ is the orbi al angular mom n-
tum alue, f0X ¼ 1:0 and f1Xðk!Þ ¼ ð1þ R2Xk!2Þ&1=2 r
Blatt-W isskopf ‘‘barri r actors’’ [47] and BW! is the
rela ivistic BW expre sion
BW!ðm""Þ /
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m""!!
q
m2! &m2"" & im!!! : (15)
Here !!¼!0½q!=q0(3½m!= ""(½f1!ðq!Þ=f1!ðq0Þ(2, wh re
q!ðm""Þ is the pion momentum in the ! rest frame, q0 ¼
q ðm!Þ, f1!ðqÞÞ ¼ ð1þ R2!q2Þ&1=2, 0 ¼ 146:2 MeV and
m! ¼ 775:5 MeV [7]. The ‘‘radii’’ RX R! ar poorly
kn wn. G nerally R! ¼ 1:5 GeV&1 is used and CDF uses
valu s forRX that ar s la ge a RX ¼ 5:0 GeV&1. (Higher
values of RX reduce the effec s of the k
!ð2‘þ1Þ factor and,
therefore, make the S- and P- ave differences smaller.)
We take th se values as ur d fault settings.
The smooth curves in Fig. 9 s ow the results of the
S-wave (dashed in ) and P-wave (solid line) fits. The
S-wave (‘ ¼ 0) case fits the data well: #2=d:o:f: ¼
17:5=18 (CL ¼ 49%). The P-wave (‘ ¼ 1) fit is poorer,
#2=d:o:f: ¼ 32:1=18 (CL ¼ 2%). Reducing the Blatt-
Weisskopf radius for the Xð3872Þ makes the P-wave fit
worse; increasing RX to 7:0 GeV
&1 improves the P-wave
fit #2=d:o:f: to 26:5=18, which co responds to a 9.0% CL.
La ge changes in R! are found to have li tle effect on the fit
quality for either case.
How ver, both Belle [48] and BABAR [18] have reported
evid nce for the subthr shold e y process Xð3872Þ!
!J=c . T e CDF group p i ted out th interference be-
tween the !J=c and !J=c final states, where
"þ"&, can have an important effect on the Mð"þ"&Þ
line shap near the uppe kin matic limit [12]. We there-
fore repeat d the fits d scribed above with the inclusion of
possible effects from !-! interference.
F r these fits we use th form g ven in Eq. (14) with
BW!ðm""Þ replace by
BW!&! / BW! þ r!ei$!BW!; (16)
where BW! is the s me form as BW! with ! meson mass
and width values subs ituted f those of the !, r! is the
strength of the ! amplitude relativ to that f th !, and
$! is th ir relative phase, which is xpected o be 95
) [49].
We performed fits to the Mð"þ"&Þ distribution using
this form w ighted by the acceptance with $! fixed t 95
)
and r! left as a free parameter. Figure 10 shows the results
of the S-wave (dashed line) and P-wave (solid line) fits.
The inclusion of mall ! ampli ud (r! ¼ 0:07* 0:05)
improves the S-wave fit to #2=d:o:f: ¼ 15:8=17 (54% CL).
The P-wave fit returns a larger ! contribution, r! ¼
0:48þ0:20&0:14, and a good fit quality: #2 ¼ 14: for 17 degrees
of freedom (62% CL).
The fits have three components: direct !! "þ"&
(/jBW!j2) and !! "þ"& ( / r2!jBW!j2) contributions
and a !-! interference term. The contributions from each
component for each fit re listed in Table VI.
If the low-mass tails of the !! "þ"&"0 and !!
"þ"& ine shapes ar the same [50], we expect
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FIG. 9 (color online). The data poi t show the background-
subtracted, relative-effic ency-corre te Mð"þ"&Þ istribution
for Xð3872Þ! "þ"&J=c events. The curves show the r sult
of fits using an S-wave (da hed) nd a P-wa (solid) BW
fu ction as d scrib d i t e text.
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FIG. 10 (color onl ne). The ba kgrou d-su tracted, relativ -
fficiency-c rre ted Mð"þ"&Þ distribut on for Xð3872Þ!
"þ"&J=c events. Th curve show the r sults of fits u i g an
S-wave (dashed line) and a P-wav (solid line) BW function
with effects of !-! interfer nce i cluded.
TABLE VI. Summary of the results from the !-! interference
fit.
Nsig r! N!!"" N!!"" N!-! interf
S- 9 0: 7* :05 140.9 0:6* 0:5 17.8
P-wave 158* 15 0:48þ0:20&0:14 93.2 3:6þ1:5&1:1 60.0
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T LHCb detector is a single-arm forwar spectrometer
covering th pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, de cribed
in tail in Refs. [1 ,19]. The Xð387 Þ c ndi at selec-
tion, which is based o reconstructing Bþ→ ðJ=ψ→μþμ−Þ
πþπ−Kþ candidate using particle identification i f rm
tion and t an verse momentum (pT) thresholds nd r quir-
ing separati n of tracks a d the Bþ v rtex from the primary
pp interaction vert x, s improved relative to that of
Ref. [17]. The ig al efficie cy is increas d by lowering
r irements on pT for muons fro 0.90 to 0.55 GeV and
for ha ron from 0.25 to 0.20 GeV. T backgrou d is
furt er suppressed without significant loss of signal by
r iri Q < 250 MeV. The Xð3872Þ ass resolutio
(σΔM) is improved from bout 5.5 to 2.8 MeV by
constraining the Bþ candidate to its known ass a d
requiri g its momentu to point to a pp collision ver ex
in the kinematic fit of its decay. The di tribution of ΔM≡
Mðπþπ−J=ψÞ −MðJ=ψÞ is shown in Fig. 1. A Crystal Ball
function [20] with symmetric tails is used to model the
signal shape, while the background is assumed to be linear.
An unbinned maximum-likeli ood fit yields 10 $ 38
Bþ → Xð3872ÞKþ decays and 1468$ 44 b ckground
entries in the 725 < ΔM < 825 MeV range used in the
angular analysis. The signal purity is 80% wi hin 2.5σΔM
from the signal peak. From studying the Kþπþπ− mass
distribution, the dominan sourc of the backgr und is
found to be Bþ→J=ψK1ð1270Þþ, K1ð1270Þþ → Kþπþπ−
decays.
Angular correlatio s in the Bþ decay chain a analyz d
using an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit o det rmine t e
Xð3872Þ quantu numbers and orbita angular mom ntu
in its decay. he p o ability de ity fu ction (P) fo each
JPC hyp thesi , JX, is efi e i the f ve-dim nsional
angu ar paceΩ≡ðcosθX;cosθρ;ΔϕX;ρ;cosθJ=ψ ;ΔϕX;J=ψÞ,
wher θX, θρ an θJ=ψ are the helicity angles [21–23] in the
Xð3872Þ, ρ0 and J=ψ decays, respectively, and ΔϕX;ρ,
ΔϕX;J=ψ ar the angles between the decay planes of the
Xð3872Þ particle and of its decay products. The quantity P
is e n malized product of t e xpected decay matrix
lem n (M) squared and of th reconstructio
efficienc (ϵ), PðΩjJXÞ ¼ jMðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞ=IðJXÞ, wher
IðJXÞ ¼
R j ðΩjJXÞj2ϵðΩÞdΩ. The efficiency is averaged
over the πþπ− ma s u ing a simulation [24–28] of the
Xð3872Þ→ ρ0J=ψ , ρ0 → πþπ− ecay. The line shap of
the ρ0 resonance can change slightly depending on the
Xð3872Þ spin hypothesis. The effect on ϵðΩÞ is very small
and is neglected. The angular correlations are obtained
sing the helicity formalism [16],
jMðΩjJXÞj2 ¼
Δλμ¼−1;þ1
j
X
λJ=ψ ;λρ¼−1;0;þ1
AλJ=ψ ;λρ D
JX
0;λJ=ψ−λρð0; θX; 0Þ&
D1λρ;0ðΔϕX;ρ; θρ; 0Þ&
D1λJ=ψ ;ΔλμðΔϕX;J=ψ ; θJ=ψ ; 0Þ&j2; ð1Þ
where the λ’s are particl heliciti s, Δλμ ¼ λμþ − λμ− and
DJλ1;λ2 are Wi ner functions [21–23]. The helicity cou-
in s, AλJ=ψ ;λρ , are expressed in terms of he LS co pli gs,
BLS, with the lp of Cleb ch-G rda coeff c e ts, wh re L
is the orbit l a gular mom tum betw en the ρ0 and the
J=ψ s n , and S is the sum of their spins,
AλJ=ψ ;λρ ¼
X
L
X
S
BLS
 
JJ=ψ Jρ S
λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
!
×
!
L S JX
0 λJ=ψ −λρ λJ=ψ −λρ
"
: ð2Þ
Po sibl v lues of L ar constrain d by p rity co servation,
PX ¼ PJ=ψPρð− ÞL ¼ ð−1ÞL. In the previ us analys s
[14,16,17], nly the minimal value of the angular momen-
m, min, was allowed. Thus, for the preferred JPC ¼ 1þþ
hypothesis, the D wav w s neglected allowing only
S-wave eca s. In this work all L values are allowed in
Eq. (2). The corresponding BLS amplitudes are listed i
Table I. Valu s of JX up to 4 re analyz d. Since the rbit l
ngular mo ntum in the Bþ decay equ s JX, high values
ar s ppre s d by the a gul r mom tum barrier. In fact,
the hig st bserv d spin f ny res nance rodu d in B
decays is 3 [29 30]. Sinc P is insensi ive to the overall
aliza on of th BLS coupling nd t the phase of the
matrix lement, the BLS amplitud with the lowest L and S
is s t t the rbitrary reference valu (1,0). The set of
other possible c mplex BLS amplitudes, whic a fre
par t rs in he fit, is deno ed a α.
) [M V]ψ) - M(J/ψJ/-π+π M = M(∆
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FIG. 1 ( online). Di ibu i f ΔM f r Bþ →
J=ψKþπþπ− candidates. The fit f the Xð3872Þ si nal is
displayed. The solid (blue), dash d (red) and dotted (green)
lines represent the total fit, sign l compon nt and backgroun
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Figure 2. The J/ ⇡+⇡  invariant-mass distribution in t e X(3872) region for two bins of
transverse momentum, 10–13.5GeV (left) and 18–30G V (right). Th li es represe t the
signal-plu -background fits (solid) and he background-only components (d shed). The  2/ndf of
the fit is also reported.
the Ga ssian func ions, t e fraction of signal associat d wi h each Gaussian, a d two
background-shape param ters. Fig re 2 shows examples of fitted mass istrib tions f r a
low- and a high-transverse-momentum bin. The measured number of X(3872) and  (2S)
signal vents are listed in table 1.
The acce tances and e ciencies of the X(3872) and  (2S) final states are factorized
i to four components, each of which is determined individually from the si ulation: the
acceptance (J/ ) and e ciency ✏(J/ ) for the trigger and d tection of the J/ , and the
acceptance A(⇡+⇡ ) and e ciency ✏(⇡+⇡ ) for the pion pa r, inc uding the J/ ⇡+⇡ 
vertex probability requ rem t. The acceptances are the same for the 2011a and 2011b
datasets for pT bins i common (pT > 13.5GeV). The e ciency is calculat d for th
2011a dataset in e ch bin since the changes in e ciency related to the trigger evolution
during data taking do not a↵ect the e ciency ratio. The average value of A · ✏ in each pT
bin is determined using fine-grained bins in transverse momentum as⌧
1
A · ✏
 
bin
⌘
NbinfineX
i=1
Ni
Ai · ✏i
,NbinfineX
i=1
Ni, (4.3)
where Ni is the number of signal events observed in the data, A
i = Ai(J/ ) · Ai(⇡+⇡ ),
✏i = ✏i(J/ ) · ✏i(⇡+⇡ ) are the acceptance and e ciency in each fine bin, and Nbinfine is the
number of fine bins contained in each pT interval. This procedure accounts for the large
variation in acceptance and e ciency over the wide pT bins, relying on the pT spectrum
from he d a. The number of signal events in each fine bin is det rmined using a s deband-
subtraction technique. The ratios of the acceptances and e ciencies, listed in table 1, are
di↵erent from unity because of small di↵erences in the X(3872) and  (2S) decay kinematics.
Studies are performed to verify the description of the data by the simulations and to
determine the systematic uncertainties. These are listed in table 2 and described in the
following.
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(a) (b) (d)
(d)
(b)(a)
(e)
in ach m3! in val to b ain the Gaussian and ARGUS
n rmalization a met r lues, and ence t extract th
B-mes n ig al.
In Fig. 1 there s a ll, but cle r, "-meson sign l,
larg -meson sig al, an not ing of sig ifican in b
tw n. The J=c m ss distributi shows n significa t
structure, and will not be discussed a y further.
In the !-m son region, th ign l xt nds down to
!0:74 GeV=c2; t er is also a high-mass a l above
! :8 =c2, a d pos ibly som small non onant on-
tribution in i region. When w assign !-Dal tz-pl t
eights [29] th v in reg on 0:74–
0:80 GeV 2, the su f eights (103 " 90) is consistent
with the signal size (1160" 60), indicating that any non-!
backg ound i s ll, and so w ignore such c tributions.
Similar be av or is observed f r B0 decay, but with a
s lected-event sample which is about 6 times smaller. I
the oll wing, we defi e the lower limit of t !-meson
mass region a 0:74 GeV=c2, but l av the upper limit at
0.7965 0:8055 GeV=c2 for the Bþ and B0 s mples
[23], resp ctively, in order to f cus o the i pact of his
one change on th obs rved J= mass distributio . The
ext sio of th m3! region toward low r values incre ses
the efficiency slightly.
The J=c! mass distribu ions for B0;þ ! J=c!K0;þ
candidates are obtained by using t e same fit pr cedure
used t ob ain the m3! i tribution. We then correct the
observed sig al yields for selection efficiency. Events cor-
responding t 0;þ J=c K0;þ cay are cre te by
MC si ulation, based on GEANT4 [30], in order to provide
uniform coverag of the entiremJ=c! range. The gen rated
event are subj cted to the reconstruction and selec ion
procedu es applied to the data. For Bþ (B0) dec y it is
ound that the efficiency increas (de reases) gra ually
from !6% (! 5%) lose to mJ=c! threshold to 7%
(! 4%) for mJ=c! ! 4:8 G V=c2. Comparison of g ner-
ated and r constructed mJ=c! values within each recon-
structed mJ=c! mass interval nabl s the m asurem nt of
the mJ=c! dep ndence of the mass resolution. From a
single-G ussian fit to each distribution, the rms deviation
is found to degrade gradually from 6 5 MeV=c2 at
mJ=c! ! 3:84 GeV=c2, to 9 MeV=c2 at mJ=c! !
4:8 GeV=c2.
The mJ=c! distributions for B
þ ! J=c!Kþ and B0 !
J=c!K0 decay, after fficie cy correction in each mass
interval, are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. For
the latter, corrections for K0L production and K
0
S ! !0!0
decay have been incorporated. The mJ=c! range from
3.8425 to 3:9925 GeV=c2 is divided into 10 MeV=c2 in-
tervals, while beyond this 50 MeV=c2 interval are sed.
The same choice of intervals was used in Ref. [23], where
the first two were inaccessible, and the third was only
partly accessible, because of the value of the lower limit
onm3!. Clear enhancements are observed in the vicinity of
the X and Y mesons in the Bþ distribution, and similar
effects are res nt in the B0 di tribution, wi lower statis-
tical significance.
The funct on u e to fit th distributions of Fig. 2 is a
sum of three components. The X meson compon nt i a
Gaussian resolution functio with fixed rms deviation # ¼
6:7 MeV=c2 obtained from MC simulation; the intrinsic
width of the X eson (estimated to be & 3 MeV [27]) is
ignore . The Y-m son intensity contribution is re resented
by a relativistic S-w ve Breit-Wigner (BW) function [23].
Th nonreso ant contribut on is described empirically by a
Gaus ia functio multipli d by mJ=c!. The Y-meson and
nonr son nt intensity contribution are multiplied by the
p ase space factor p% q, whe e p is the K momentum in
the B rest frame, and q is the J=c mo nt m in the rest
frame of the J=c 3! system. A simultaneous $2 fit to the
distributions of Figs. 2(a) nd 2(b) is carried out, in which
only the normalization parameters of the three contribu-
tions are allowed to differ between Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The
fit describes the data well ($2=NDF ¼ 54:7=51, NDF ¼
number of degrees of reedom), as sh wn by the solid
curves in Fig. 2. The dashed and dotted curves show the
X- and Y-meson contributions, respectively, while the dot-
dashed curv s represent the nonresonant distr bution.
For the X meson, the fitted mass is 3873:0þ1:8&1:6ðstatÞ "
1:3ðsystÞ MeV=c2, while the mass and width values for the
Y meson are 3919:1þ3:8&3:4ðstatÞ " 2:0ðsystÞ MeV=c2 and
31þ10&8 ðstatÞ " 5ðsystÞ MeV, respectively. These results are
consistent with earlier BABAR measurements [6,23].
From the fits of Fig. 2, we obtain product branching
fraction measurements for B0;þ ! XK0;þ, X ! J=c!.
The resulting Bþ and B0 product branching fraction values
are ½0:6" 0:2ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, and ½0:6"
0:3ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, respectively.
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in each m3! int rval to obtain the G ussian and ARGUS
n r alization p ram t r v l , d e to extrac t
B-m son sign l.
I F g. 1 th re is smal , but cl ar, "-mes n sign l,
large !-meson si nal, and nothin of significanc in be-
w n. The J=c" mass distributi n s ows o s g ifica
structu e, and will be is uss d any f th r.
In the !-meson region, th signal extends down to
!0:74 G V=c2; there is also a ig -mass tail above
!0:8 GeV=c2, a d possibly some small nonresonant con-
tributio in this region. Wh we as ign -Dalitz-plo
weights [29] to the vents in the r gion 0:74–
0:80 GeV=c2, the sum of weigh s (1030" 90) is consi t t
with th signal size (1160" 60), indicati g th t a y o -!
background is s all, and so we ignore uch contributions.
Similar behavior is observed for B0 decay, but with a
selecte -event sa ple which is about 6 tim s sm ll r. In
the following, we d fine the lower limit of the !- son
ass region as 0:74 GeV=c2, but l av th pper imit
0.7965 and 0:8055 GeV=c2 o the Bþ and B0 sa pl s
[23], r sp ctively, in order to focus o the impact of this
one change n th observed J=c! mass distribution. The
extension of e m3! regi n toward lower values incr ases
the fficie cy lig tly.
The J=c! ass distributio fo B0;þ ! J !K0;þ
candidates are obtained by using the ame fit procedur
used to obt in the m3! distribution. W then c rect the
b erved signal yields for election effici ncy. Ev cor-
resp ing o B0;þ J=c!K0;þ deca ar cr ated by
MC simulation, based n GEANT4 [30], in order to provi e
uniform coverag of the ntiremJ=c! r nge. The generated
events are subject d to the reconstruc ion and selection
procedures applied to th data. Fo Bþ (B0) ecay it is
found that t fficie cy increases ( creases) gradually
from !6% ( 5%) close to J=c! threshold to !7%
(! 4%) for mJ=c! ! 4:8 GeV=c2. Co parison f ge r-
t d and reco tructed mJ=c! val es within each co -
structed mJ=c! ass i terval en bl s th measurement of
the mJ=c! depe dence of the mass re olutio . From a
singl -Gaussian fit to each distributi n, the rms deviation
is found to degrade gradually from 6:5 MeV=c2 at
mJ=c! ! 3:84 G V=c2, to 9 MeV=c2 at m =c!
4:8 GeV=c2.
The mJ=c! distribut ns f r B
þ ! J=c!Kþ and B0 !
J c!K0 decay, af er efficiency correc ion n ach mass
int rval, are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) respectiv ly. For
latter, corrections for K0L produ tion and K
0
S ! 0!0
d c y have been in orporat d. Th mJ=c! range from
3.8425 o 3:9925 GeV=c2 is divided into 10 MeV= 2 in-
t rvals, while beyond th s 50 MeV=c2 intervals are u d.
The same choic of i tervals was use in R f. [23], whe e
the first two ere inaccessibl , and th third was only
partly ac essibl , b cause of the value f th l wer limit
nm3!. Clear enhanc ments are observed in the vicinity of
the X and Y mesons in th Bþ distribution, and simil r
effects are present in the B0 distribution, with lower statis-
tical significance.
Th function used t fit the di tributions of Fig. 2 is a
sum of three compon nts. The X meson component is a
Gaussian resolution fun tion with fixed rms deviatio # ¼
6:7 MeV=c2 obtained f om MC si ulation; the intr ic
width of th X m son ( stimated to be & 3 MeV [27]) is
ig red. The Y-m son intensity contribution is r pres n ed
b a re ivist S-wave Breit-Wig (BW) function [23].
Th no reso nt contribution is d cribed mpir cally by a
Gaussia functi m ltiplied by mJ=c!. The Y- on and
nonr sonant intensity contributi s are multiplied by the
pha sp factor p% q, w ere p is he K momentum in
the B r st fram , an q is the J=c ment n th r st
frame of the J=c 3! system. A simultan ous $2 fit to the
distributions of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) is carried out, in which
only the norm liz ion parameters of the three contribu-
tions are allowed to differ between Fig . 2(a) a d 2(b). The
fit describes the data well ($2=NDF ¼ 54:7=51, NDF ¼
umber of degrees of fre dom), as shown by the olid
curves in Fig. 2. The dashed and dotted curves show the
X- and Y-meson contri tions, res ectively, w i e th ot-
dashed curves r present the nonresonant distribution.
For t X me on, the fitted mass is 3873:0þ1:8&1:6ðstatÞ "
1:3ðsystÞ MeV=c2, while the mass and width values for the
Y meson are 3919:1þ3:8&3:4ðst tÞ " 2:0ð ystÞ MeV=c2 and
31þ10&8 ðstatÞ " 5ðsystÞ MeV, respectively. Th se r sults are
consistent with earli r BABAR m surements [6,23].
From the fits of Fig. 2, w obtain pro uct branching
fraction m asu ements for B0;þ ! XK0;þ, X ! J=c!.
T e resulti g Bþ and B0 product branching fraction values
are ½0:6" 0:2ð tatÞ " 0:1ðsy tÞ* % 10&5, a d ½0:6"
0:3ðstatÞ " 0:1ðsystÞ* % 10&5, respectively.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Th corrected mJ=c distribution for
(a) Bþ, (b) B0 decays; (c) (i s t) shows the low-mass regi n
of (a) in d t il. The curves indic te th res lts f the fit.
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Figure 8: Propertie of the X(3872). (a) T l test obser tion th X(3872) in B → K(pi+pi−J/ψ) from LHCb [109]. Compare the siz of
h d t mpl to the rli st bser tion of t X(3872) (Fig 6 ). T is sample was d i he dete ina ion f the JPC of the X(3872).
(b) The pi+pi− m ss pectru from th decay X 3872)→ pi+pi−J/ψ fro ell [110], showing the pi+pi− system originates from a ρ. The two
l n s ar for different assu p io s abo t t e orbital angular omentu i the de y t ρJ/ψ. (c) Obse vation of the dec y X(3872)→ ωJ/ψ
from BaB r [122]. The top plot i for B+ → K+(ωJ/ψ) and the bottom is fo B0 → K (ωJ/ψ). T X(3872) appea s j st b low the Y (3940).
(d) T cross sectio as f ncti n of c er-of-mass en rgy for e+ − → γX(3872) fr m BESIII [52]. The Y (4 60) ss mp i n (solid li e) is
r c ns st nt with a t an phas pac r li r ( ash d lines) as u p i . W h nly four da a poin s, more data is require .
restrictive. And it was also t ig t o b t e χc1(2P ). Furthermor , the pi
+pi− system i decay X(3 2)→ pi+pi−J/ψ
ap eared to com f om a ρ, maki g t e X(387 ) ithe isospin 1, ea i g t th X(3872) ha sig ificant isospin
violation i its dec y. R ther tha rac th hist rical d velop ent of fa s, b low li a number f r sults tha we
currently kn w bout h X(3872) a d w w k w the .
1. Th X(3872) xist . Th ini a bse on of th X(3872) [disc ver d in B → KX(3872) with X(3872) →
pi+pi−J/ψ] alr ady d a stati t cal significance of 10.3σ (Fig. 6a) [4]. L ter observations, ncluding using the
me oc s us d in i s di very, but wi h assive in r ase in h size of t ata sa ple (compare Figs. 6a
d 8a) [109], ave put t e xistence of the X(3872) bey nd a y d ubt.
2. The mass of the X(3872) is clos to h D∗0D¯0 threshold. The aver ge value of all measurements of the
X(3872) mass is urrent y 3871.69±0.17 Me [176]. Usi the current value for the D∗0 m ss, 2006.85±0.05 MeV,
d he D0 s, 1864.83 ± 0.05 MeV, the D∗0D¯0 th e h ld i 3871.68 ± 0.07 MeV [176]. The diff renc between
the X(3 72) ass n the D∗0D¯0 t hol is herefore ema kably s all, 0.01± 0.18 MeV. Notice that the e ror
is mi a d by th r or on t X(3872) ass
3. Th (3 72) i arrow. The upp r limi on th width of e X(3872) is curre tly 1.2 MeV. This value was set
by t B lle exp rime t in an analy is of B → KX(3872) wit X(3872) → pi+pi−J/ψ [110]. Using a simultaneous
fit to h B mass, the B energy, and the pi+pi−J/ψ mass spectrum, they w re ab e o overconstrai th ar a of t
X(3872) peak in he pi+pi−J/ψ mass spect um. This technique improved sen itivity to the width of the X(3872),
allowing for such tight upp r limit, even houg the detect r resolutio for the mass of the pi+pi−J/ψ system was
ar und 4 MeV.
4. The X(3872) as o isospin partners. The electrically neutral X(3872) ha been well-established in both of
th pr ce ses, B+ → K+X(387 ) and B¯0 → K¯0X(3872), with X( 872) → pi+pi−J/ψ. If the X(3872) had an
le tr cally c rged iso pin par ne , it uld be evide t in th r lat d pr ce ses B+ → K0X+ and B¯0 → K−X+
with X+ → pi+pi0J/ψ, accor ing to predict ble isospin ratios. Howev r, nly upper limits have been determine
for these r lat p ocesses, i consistent with the predicted isospin ratios [40, 110].
5. Th X(3872) radiatively decays to both γJ/ψ and γψ(2S). The LHCb xperime t has made the m st precise
measur ments of both radiative decays X(3872)→ γJ/ψ and X(3872)→ γψ(2S) [118]. The current average value
for the ratio of branching fractions is B(X(3872)→ γψ(2S))/B(X(3872)→ γJ/ψ) = 2.6± 0.6 [176].
6. The X(3872) decays to ρJ/ψ. Once th radiative decays X(3872) → γJ/ψ, γψ(2S) are establishe , i follows
that the X(3872) has C = +. In the de ay X(3872)→ pi+pi−J/ψ, the pi+pi− system must then hav C = −. Since
the pi+pi− system must ave C = P = (−1)L = (−1)J , the only JPC possibilities are 1−−, 3−−, e c., of which the
only plausible c mbination, consideri g the low pi+pi− mass, is 1−−. This result is consistent with analyses of the
pi+pi− mass distribution, showing X(3872) → ρ0J/ψ (Fig. 8b) [28, 110, 178]. Note that this decay violates isospin
if the X(3872) has isospin 0.
7. The X(3872) has JPC = 1++. The LHCb experiment conclusively determined the JPC of the X(3872) to be
1++ using a five-dimensional angular analysis of the process B+ → K+X(3872) with X(3872) → ρ0J/ψ and
ρ0 → pi+pi− [109]. The analysis was based on a large sample of X(3872) decays (Fig. 8a), and built upon earlier
JPC analyses [179, 111].
8. The X(3872) decays to ωJ/ψ. The BaBar experiment found evidence for the decay B → KX(3872) with
X(3872)→ ωJ/ψ [122]. The mass spectrum of the ωJ/ψ system is dominated by the Y (3940); the X(3872) appears
22
just below it (Fig. 8c). Comparing X(3872) decays to ωJ/ψ with its decays to pi+pi−J/ψ, where the X(3872) is
produced in B → KX(3872) in both cases, one can determine the ratio of branching fractions, B(X(3872) →
ωJ/ψ)/B(X(3872) → pi+pi−J/ψ) = 0.8 ± 0.3 [118]. Note that the presence of both of these decays implies that
there is isospin violation.
9. The X(3872) decays to D∗0D¯0 + c.c. The X(3872) appears as a peak just above D∗0D¯0 threshold in the process
B → KX(3872) with X(3872) → D∗0D¯0 + c.c. [115, 116, 117]. Because of the limited available phase space, it is
difficult to determine if there is a continuum X(3872)→ D0D¯0pi0 decay in addition to the X(3872)→ D∗0D¯0 decay.
Using the latest value of B(B+ → X(3872)K+)×B(X(3872)→ pi+pi−J/ψ) = (0.84± 0.15± 0.07)× 10−5 [112] and
the latest value of B(B+ → X(3872)K+)×B(X(3872)→ D∗0D¯0 + c.c.) = (7.7±1.6±1.0)×10−5 [117], one obtains
the ratio B(X(3872)→ D∗0D¯0 + c.c.)/B(X(3872)→ pi+pi−J/ψ) = 9.2± 2.9, where statistical and systematic errors
have been added in quadrature.
10. There are lower limits on X(3872) branching fractions. The BaBar experiment set an upper limit B(B+ →
K+X(3872)) < 3.2 × 10−4 in a search for inclusive decays of the X(3872) [185]. This upper limit, combined with
measured product branching fractions, such as B(B+ → K+X(3872)) × B(X(3872) → pi+pi−J/ψ), allows lower
limits to be calculated for X(3872) branching fractions. In this way, we know B(X(3872)→ pi+pi−J/ψ) > 2.6% and
B(X(3872)→ D∗0D¯0 + c.c.) > 24%.
11. The X(3872) is produced in hadron collisions. The X(3872) has been seen in pp¯ collisions with
√
s = 1.96 TeV
at the Tevatron [27, 178, 171, 172] and in pp collisions with
√
s = 7 TeV at the LHC [28, 173]. The CMS experiment
studied the production of the X(3872) in relation to the production of the ψ(2S), and found the ratio
R =
σ(pp→ X(3872) + anything)× B(X(3872)→ pi+pi−J/ψ)
σ(pp→ ψ(2S) + anything)× B(ψ(2S)→ pi+pi−J/ψ) = 0.0656± 0.0029± 0.0065 , (16)
in a region of rapidity (|y| < 1.2) and transverse momentum (10 < pT < 50 GeV) [28]. They also determined
the fraction of these X(3872) produced in B decays to be 0.263± 0.023± 0.016, the remainder being the so-called
“prompt” production. In the kinematic region studied, the ratio R appears to have no dependence on pT .
12. The X(3872) is possibly produced in radiative decays of the Y (4260). The BESIII experiment found clear
evidence for e+e− → γX(3872) with X(3872)→ pi+pi−J/ψ, where the e+e− center-of-mass energy was in the region
of the Y (4260) [52]. The cross section of this process as a function of center-of-mass energy is suggestive that it
proceeds through a Y (4260) (Fig. 8d), which would imply the existence of the radiative decay Y (4260)→ γX(3872),
but more data is needed before this prospect can be determined definitively.
2.4. Structure in B and Λb Decays
Besides the X(3872), a series of other structures have been observed in B decays through B → KX, where the
“X” decays to charmonium and can be either electrically charged or neutral. Two of these additional structures, the
X(3823) decaying to γχc1 and the Y (3940) decaying to ωJ/ψ, are relatively narrow and can likely be accommodated in
the traditional spectrum of cc¯ states. These will be discussed in Section 2.6. In this section we discuss the more exotic
remaining structures.
Recall that if the “X” is charged [as is the case with, for example, the Zc(4430)], and if the peak is not generated by a
dynamical effect, then that state must be composed of at least four quarks, since additional quarks are needed beyond the
neutral cc¯ pair to give a unit of electric charge. It is the presence of this signature for an exotic state that has brought so
much attention to many of these processes. But even the neutral “X” [such as the Y (4140)] do not fit in the traditional
spectrum of cc¯ states.
These additional “X” structures appearing in B → KX are broad, unlike the X(3872), with widths ranging from
roughly 100 to 400 MeV. And, with the possible exception of the Zc(4430), each has been seen in only one decay channel.
It is also interesting, but possibly only a coincidence, that these structures seem to appear in pairs. The Zc(4430) and
Zc(4240) are observed decaying to pi
±ψ(2S); the Y (4140), Y (4274), X(4500), and X(4700) are observed in φJ/ψ; the
Z1(4050) and Z2(4250) are reported in pi
±χc1; and the Zc(4200) and Zc(4430) [perhaps the same Zc(4430) as seen in
pi±ψ(2S)] are reported in pi±J/ψ.
This section also includes a discussion of the decay Λb → K(pJ/ψ), since there are many similarities between this
process and B → KX. The physical process is similar (both including a weak decay of the bottom quark, b→ scc¯), and
the methods used to analyze them are similar. Because anything decaying to pJ/ψ is electrically charged, contains a cc¯
pair, and is a baryon, it must contain at least five quarks. Here again, a pair of broad states is seen decaying to pJ/ψ,
the Pc(4380) and Pc(4450).
In the case of B → KX(3872) with X(3872) → pi+pi−J/ψ discussed above, the X(3872) was sufficiently narrow
to allow the neglect of interference with any possible structure in, for example, the Kpi system. To determine the
properties of the X(3872), a one-dimensional fit to the pi+pi−J/ψ mass spectrum was therefore reliable. This is not the
case for the wider “X” structures produced in B → KX, which require more complex methods. For example, in the
decay B → K[pi±ψ(2S)], in addition to any exotic structure in the pi±ψ(2S) system, one has to also contend with the K∗
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resonances in the Kpi± system. In fact, these resonances are generally larger than the interesting structure in, for example,
the pi±ψ(2S) system. And, due to their non-trivial angular momenta, the K∗ decays can populate the Kpi±ψ(2S) Dalitz
plot in a way that affects the projections onto the pi±ψ(2S) mass, leading to pollution by kinematical reflections. A
number of methods have been employed to handle this problem, such as full-amplitude analyses or methods that attempt
to parameterize all reasonable angular structure in the Kpi± system. Since many methods have been used to analyze the
Zc(4430) [decaying to pi
±ψ(2S)], they will be discussed in the following section.
2.4.1. B → Kpiψ(2S) and the Zc(4430) Tetraquark Candidate
The Zc(4430) was first reported by the Belle experiment in the process B → KZc(4430) with Zc(4430)→ pi±ψ(2S) [30].
It was the first claim of an electrically charged state in the charmonium region and therefore received a lot of attention.
Rather than presenting a full analysis of the Dalitz plot and angular distributions, this initial observation dealt with K∗
contributions by vetoing Kpi± combinations with a mass within 100 MeV of the K∗(890) or K∗2 (1430). After applying
this K∗ veto, the pi±ψ(2S) mass distribution was fit with a smooth background function and a Breit-Wigner distribution.
The resulting Zc(4430) had a significance of 6.5σ.
The BaBar experiment objected to this method, arguing that there are many other K∗ resonances besides the K∗(890)
and K∗2 (1430) that could have an influence on the pi
±ψ(2S) mass spectrum. To explore the influence of these other Kpi±
resonances, BaBar analyzed its own sample of data, which was of a comparable size to the Belle sample, using a model-
independent approach [135]. They first described the angular distributions of the Kpi± system in bins of Kpi± mass, using
a series of Legendre polynomials Pl(cos θ), where θ is the angle in the Kpi
± rest frame between the K momentum and the
boost direction that takes the Kpi± to its lab-frame momentum. They used polynomials up to l = 6, which allowed for
Kpi± resonances with spin ≤ 3. This series of Legendre polynomials has the feature that the coefficients, called moments,
can be determined without needing to fit the data. BaBar then generated a Dalitz plot based upon these moments and
projected it onto the pi±ψ(2S) mass. They found that this projection described the pi±ψ(2S) mass spectrum well, and
therefore found no need for the Zc(4430) state, despite the Belle and BaBar data sets being statistically consistent.
The Belle experiment quickly improved upon the one-dimensional analysis of the pi±ψ(2S) system by performing a
two-dimensional Dalitz plot analysis, simultaneously analyzing both the pi±ψ(2S) and Kpi± systems [136]. They later also
performed a full amplitude analysis (four-dimensional) of the B → Kpi±ψ(2S) decay, also taking into account angular
distributions [137]. Both analyses, using data sets that were almost the same as the original data set, confirmed the
existence of the Zc(4430). The latter found evidence that the Zc(4430) had a J
P of 1+.
While Belle and BaBar collected samples of a few thousand B → Kpi±ψ(2S) events, the LHCb experiment was able to
analyze a sample roughly an order of magnitude larger. With this increase in statistics, the LHCb experiment performed
a full four-dimensional amplitude analysis, confirmed the existence of the Zc(4430), and conclusively showed its J
P to
be 1+ (Fig. 9a) [138]. They also observed a lighter and wider structure in the pi±ψ(2S) amplitude, the Zc(4240), with a
significance of 6σ and a preferred JP of 0−. In addition, LHCb was able to analyze the phase motion of the Zc(4430) by
replacing the Zc(4430) Breit-Wigner amplitude with a piece-wise complex constant as a function of pi
±ψ(2S) mass. The
motion in the complex plane (the Argand diagram) is consistent with what one would expect for a resonance (Fig. 9b).
As a final test, LHCb also repeated the moments method used by the BaBar experiment and found that the pi±ψ(2S)
mass spectrum could not be described by using reflections from the Kpi± system; the Zc(4430) was still needed [138, 139].
In this moments study, the existence of the broader Zc(4240) was not addressed.
2.4.2. B → KφJ/ψ and the Y (4140) and More
Like the Zc(4430), produced in B → KZc(4430) with Zc(4430)→ pi±ψ(2S), the Y (4140), produced in B → KY (4140)
with Y (4140) → φJ/ψ, had a controversial beginning. It was first reported by the CDF experiment [126], but with a
significance of only 3.8σ from a sample of fewer than 100 B+ decays. It was not confirmed by the LHCb [127] and
BaBar [128] experiments, but it was confirmed by the D0 experiment [129], each using samples of a few hundred B
decays. The CMS experiment [130], using a sample of around 2000 B decays, found a 5σ-significance signal for the
Y (4140). Complicating the situation, both the original CDF analysis [126] and the higher-statistics CMS analysis [130] also
reported the existence of a higher-mass state, the Y (4274), although the masses reported for the state were significantly
different. All of these initial analyses were performed by fitting only the one-dimensional φJ/ψ mass spectrum, neglecting
any influence from the Kφ system.
Similar to the story of the Zc(4430), the status of the Y (4140) remained in limbo until a higher-statistics analysis from
the LHCb experiment was performed [125, 131]. Using more than 4000 B+ decays with relatively small backgrounds, the
LHCb experiment in fact not only confirmed the existence of the Y (4140) and the Y (4274), with significances of 8.4σ
and 6.0σ, respectively, but also reported another pair of peaks, the X(4500) and X(4700), with significances greater than
5σ (Fig. 9c). Using a full six-dimensional amplitude analysis, including K∗ resonances in the Kφ system and descriptions
of all decay angular distributions, the JPC of the Y (4140) and the Y (4274) were both determined to be 1++. The JPC
values of the higher-mass X(4500) and X(4700) were both found to be 0++.
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3positive parity rules out the possibility that the Zð4430Þ−
state is a D¯#ð2007ÞD1ð2420Þ threshold effect as proposed
in Refs. [4,14].
In the amplitude fit, the Z−1 is represented by a Breit-
Wigner amplitude, where the magnitude and phase vary
with m2ψ 0π− according to an approximately circular trajec-
tory in the (ReAZ
−
, ImAZ
−
) plane (Argand diagram [38]),
where AZ
−
is the m2ψ 0π− dependent part of the Z
−
1 amplitude.
We perform an additional fit to the data, in which we
represent the Z−1 amplitude as the combination of inde-
pendent complex amplitudes at six equidistant points in the
m2ψ 0π− range covering the Z
−
1 peak, 18.0–21.5 GeV
2. Thus,
the K# and the Z−1 components are no longer influenced
in the fit by the assumption of a Breit-Wigner amplitude for
the Z−1 . The resulting Argand diagram, shown in Fig. 3, is
consistent with a rapid change of the Z−1 phase when its
magnitude reaches the maximum, a behavior characteristic
of a resonance.
If a second Z− resonance is allowed in the amplitude
with JP ¼ 0− (Z−0 ) the pχ2 of the fit improves to 26%.
The Z−0 significance from the Δð−2 lnLÞ is 6σ including
the systematic variations. It peaks at a lower mass
4239% 18þ45−10 MeV, and has a larger width 220%
47þ108−74 MeV , with a much smaller fraction, fZ−0 ¼ ð1.6%
0.5þ1.9−0.4Þ% ðfIZ−0 ¼ ð2.4% 1.1
þ1.7
−0.2Þ%Þ than the Z−1 . With the
defaultK# model, 0− is preferred over 1−, 2−, and 2þ by 8σ.
The preference over 1þ is only 1σ. However, the width
in the 1þ fit becomes implausibly large, 660% 150 MeV.
The Z−0 has the same mass and width as one of the χc1π
−
states reported previously [21], but a 0− state cannot decay
strongly to χc1π−. Figure 4 compares the m2ψ 0π− projections
of the fits with both Z−0 and Z
−
1 , or the Z
−
1 component only.
The model-independent analysis has a large statistical
uncertainty in the Z−0 region and shows no deviations of
the data from the reflections of the K# degrees of freedom
(Fig. 1). Argand diagram studies for the Z−0 are incon-
clusive. Therefore, its characterization as a resonance will
need confirmation when larger samples become available.
In summary, an amplitude fit to a large sample of B0 →
ψ 0Kþπ− decays provides the first independent confirmation
of the existence of the Zð4430Þ− resonance and establishes
its spin parity to be 1þ, both with very high significance.
The positive parity rules out the interpretation in terms
of D¯#ð2007ÞD1ð2420Þ [4,14] or D¯#ð2007ÞD#2ð2460Þ
threshold effects, leaving the four-quark bound state as
the only plausible explanation. The measured mass
4475% 7þ15−25 MeV, width 172% 13þ37−34 MeV, and ampli-
tude fraction ð5.9% 0.9þ1.5−3.3Þ%, are consistent with, but
more precise than, the Belle results [28]. An analysis of the
data using the model-independent approach developed by
the BABAR collaboration [25] confirms the inconsistencies
in the Zð4430Þ− region between the data and Kþπ− states
with J ≤ 2. The D-wave contribution is found to be
insignificant in Zð4430Þ− decays, as expected for a true
state at such mass. The Argand diagram obtained for the
Zð4430Þ− amplitude is consistent with the resonant behav-
ior; among all observed candidates for charged four-quark
states, this is the first to have its resonant character confirmed
in this manner.
We express our gratitude to our colleagues in the CERN
accelerator departments for the excellent performance of
the LHC. We thank the technical and administrative staff at
the LHCb institutes. We acknowledge support from CERN
and from the national agencies: CAPES, CNPq, FAPERJ,
and FINEP (Brazil); NSFC (China); CNRS/IN2P3 and
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with m2ψ 0π− according to an approximately circular trajec-
tory in the (ReAZ
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) plane (Argand diagram [38]),
where AZ
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is the m2ψ 0π− dependent part of the Z
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1 amplitude.
We perform an additional fit to the data, in which we
represent the Z−1 amplitude as the combination of inde-
pendent complex amplitudes at six equidistant points in the
m2ψ 0π− range covering the Z
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1 peak, 18.0–21.5 GeV
2. Thus,
the K# and the Z−1 components are no longer influenced
in the fit by the assumption of a Breit-Wigner amplitude for
the Z−1 . The resulting Argand diagram, shown in Fig. 3, is
consistent with a rapid change of the Z−1 phase when its
magnitude reaches the maximum, a behavior characteristic
of a resonance.
If a second Z− resonance is allowed in the amplitude
with JP ¼ 0− (Z−0 ) the pχ2 of the fit improves to 26%.
The Z−0 significance from the Δð−2 lnLÞ is 6σ including
the systematic variations. It peaks at a lower mass
4239% 18þ45−10 MeV, and has a larger width 220%
47þ108−74 MeV , with a much smaller fraction, fZ−0 ¼ ð1.6%
0.5þ1.9−0.4Þ% ðfIZ−0 ¼ ð2.4% 1.1
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−0.2Þ%Þ than the Z−1 . With the
defaultK# model, 0− is preferred over 1−, 2−, and 2þ by 8σ.
The preference over 1þ is only 1σ. However, the width
in the 1þ fit becomes implausibly large, 660% 150 MeV.
The Z−0 has the same mass and width as one of the χc1π
−
states reported previously [21], but a 0− state cannot decay
strongly to χc1π−. Figure 4 compares the m2ψ 0π− projections
of the fits with both Z−0 and Z
−
1 , or the Z
−
1 component only.
The model-independent analysis has a large statistical
uncertainty in the Z−0 region and shows no deviations of
the data from the reflections of the K# degrees of freedom
(Fig. 1). Argand diagram studies for the Z−0 are incon-
clusive. Therefore, its characterization as a resonance will
need confirmation when larger samples become available.
In summary, an amplitude fit to a large sample of B0 →
ψ 0Kþπ− decays provides the first independent confirmation
of the existence of the Zð4430Þ− resonance and establishes
its spin parity to be 1þ, both with very high significance.
The positive parity rules out the interpretation in terms
of D¯#ð2007ÞD1ð2420Þ [4,14] or D¯#ð2007ÞD#2ð2460Þ
threshold effects, leaving the four-quark bound state as
the only plausible explanation. The measured mass
4475% 7þ15−25 MeV, width 172% 13þ37−34 MeV, and ampli-
tude fraction ð5.9% 0.9þ1.5−3.3Þ%, are consistent with, but
more precise than, the Belle results [28]. An analysis of the
data using the model-independent approach developed by
the BABAR collaboration [25] confirms the inconsistencies
in the Zð4430Þ− region between the data and Kþπ− states
with J ≤ 2. The D-wave contribution is found to be
insignificant in Zð4430Þ− decays, as expected for a true
state at such mass. The Argand diagram obtained for the
Zð4430Þ− amplitude is consistent with the resonant behav-
ior; among all observed candidates for charged four-quark
states, this is the first to have its resonant character confirmed
in this manner.
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Figure 3: Distributions of (t p left)  K+, (top righ ) J/ K+ and (bottom) J/   invariant
masses for the B+ ! J/  K+ candidates (black data points) compared with the results of the
default amplitude fit containing eight K⇤+ !  K+ and five X ! J/   contributions. The total
fit is given by the red points with error bars. Individual fit components are also shown.
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(c)
fore provide a useful cross-check. For the !c1 in th
helicity zero state the expected angular distribution for
!c1 ! J=c" and J=c ! ‘þ‘" decay is P0 ¼ 932 $ð1þ 2cos2#!c1cos2#J=c " cos2#J=c Þ, while for the !c1 in
the helicity '1 state the expected angular distribution is
P1 ¼ 932 ð1" cos2#!c1cos2#J=c Þ. Here it is assumed that
different J=c helicity states do not interfere. We integrate
the helicity zero and helicity '1 components of the fit
function over the Dalitz plot and find the relative contri-
butions w0 and w'1. The expected angular distribution is
then P ¼ w0P0 þ w'1P'1.
The cos#!c1 and cos#J=c distributions for the entire
Dalitz plot are presented in Fig. 11; for the leftmost vertical
slice containing the K(ð892Þ signal in Fig. 12; and for the
middle horizontal slice dominated by the Zþ resonances in
Fig. 13. The agreement with predictions is good. It is
evident that the different models give very similar predic-
tions and these angular distributions are not useful for
discriminating between them.
X. CONCLUSIONS
A broad doubly peaked structure is observed in the
$þ!c1 invariant mass distribution in exclusive !B0 !
K"$þ!c1 decays. When fitted with two Breit-Wigner
resonance amplitudes, the resonance parameters are
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We check if the Zcð4200Þþ signal can be explained by a
resonance in the J=ψK− system by adding a J=ψK−
resonance, which is referred to as the Z−cs instead of the
Zcð4200Þþ. The preferred quantum numbers of the Z−cs are
also JP ¼ 1þ; the mass and width in the default model for
the 1þ hypothesis are 4228% 5 MeV=c2 and 30%
17 MeV, respectively. The Wilks significance is only
4.3σ. The hypothesis of the existence of a J=ψπþ resonance
is preferred over the hypothesis of the existence of a
J=ψK− resonance at the level of 7.4σ. The Z−cs becomes
insignificant if the Zcð4200Þþ is added to the model.
Separate results from J=ψ → eþe− and J=ψ → μþμ−
decay samples agre with each other and with the results
from the combined sample. The Zcð4200Þþ mass, width
and significance for the JP ¼ 1þ hypothesis for each J=ψ
decay channel are shown in Table IV.
We also consider other amplitude models: without one of
the insignificant K& resonances [K&ð1680Þ, K&0ð1950Þ];
with the addition of S-, P- and D-wave nonresonant K−πþ
amplitudes; with free Blatt-Weisskopf r parameters; with
free masses and widths of K& resonances (with Gaussian
constraints to their known values [22]) and with the LASS
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FIG. 7 (color online). The fit results with (solid line) and without (dashed line) the Zcð4200Þþ (JP ¼ 1þ) in the default model. The
points with error bars are data; the hatched histograms are the J=ψ sidebands. The slices are defined in Fig. 4.
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higher mass states are 9 and 12 standard deviations,
respectively.
Analysis and results.—We use data corresponding to
1 fb−1 of integrated luminosity acquired by the LHCb
experiment in pp collisions at 7 TeV center-of-mass
energy, and 2 fb−1 at 8 TeV. The LHCb detector [13]
is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the
pseudorapidity range, 2 < η < 5. The detector includes a
high-precision tracking system consisting of a silicon-strip
vertex detector surrounding the pp interaction region [14],
a large-area silicon-strip detector located upstream of a
dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4 Tm, and
three stations of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift tubes
[15] placed downstream of the magnet. Different types of
charged hadrons are distinguished using information from
two ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors [16]. Muons are
identified by a system composed of alternating layers of
iron and multiwire proportional chambers [17].
Events are triggered by a J=ψ → μþμ− decay, requiring
two identified muons with opposite charge, each with
transverse momentum, pT , greater than 500 MeV. Th
dimuon system is required to form a vertex with a fit
χ2 < 16, to be significantly displaced from the nearest pp
interaction vertex, and to have an invariant mass within
120 MeV of the J=ψ mass [12]. After applying these
requirements, there is a large J=ψ signal over a small
background [18]. Only candidates with dimuon invariant
mass between −48 and þ43 MeV relative to the observed
J=ψ mass peak are selected, the asymmetry accounting for
final-state el ctromagnetic radiation.
Analysis preselection requirements are imposed prior to
using a gradient boosted decision tree, BDTG [19], that
separates the Λ0b signal from backgrounds. Each track is
required to be of good quality and multiple reconstructions
of the same track ar removed. Requ remen s on the
individual particles include pT > 550 MeV for muons,
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FIG. 2 (color online). Invariant mass of (a) K−p and (b) J=ψp combinations from Λ0b → J=ψK
−p decays. The solid (red) curve is the
expectation from phase space. The background has been subtracted.
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Figure 9: QCD ex tica found in B and Λb decays. (a) Observation of the Zc(4200) and Zc(4430) at LHCb in B → K(pi±ψ(2S)) [138].
(b) Argand diagram for the Zc(4430) [138]. (c) Observation of the Y (4140), Y (4274), X(4500), and X(4700) by LHCb in B → K(φJ/ψ) [125].
(d) Observation of the Pc(4380) and Pc(4450) by LHCb in Λb → K(pJ/ψ) [35]. (e) Observation of the Z1(4050) and Z2(4250) by Belle in
B → K(pi±χc1) [133]. (f) Observation of the Zc(4200) and evidence for the Zc(4430) by Belle in B → K(pi±J/ψ) [46].
2.4.3. Λb → KpJ/ψ and the Pc Pentaqu rk Candidates
The experimental analysis of the decay Λb → K(pJ/ψ) is very similar to that of B → K[pi±ψ(2S)] and B → K(φJ/ψ)
discussed ab ve. Using a sample of around 26,000 Λb decays, LHCb performed a full amplitude analysis of the process
Λb → K(pJ/ψ), which included all known Λ tates d caying to Kp [35]. Two additional mplitudes in the pJ/ψ system
were needed to describe the data, both found with more than 9σ significance (Fig. 9d). The lighter one, the Pc(4380),
was wide, with a width around 200 MeV; the heavier one, the Pc(4450), was narrow, with a width around 40 MeV. The
favored JP of the Pc(4380) and Pc(4450) were found to be
3
2
−
and 52
+
, respectively, although the combinations ( 32
+
, 52
−
)
and ( 52
+
, 32
−
) could not be ruled out. The Argan diagram for the narrower Pc(4450) was found to be consistent with a
resona c ; the Argand diagram for the wider Pc(4380) was more uncertain and depends more upon the details of the pK
amplitudes, which are not precisely known.
2.4.4. Other B D ays
Like the decays B → Kpi±ψ(2S), B → KφJ/ψ, and Λb → KpJ/ψ discussed above, the decays B → Kpi±χc1
and B → Kpi±J/ψ also possibly show evidence for pairs of exotic structures decaying to charmonium. The Z1(4050)
and Z2(4250), decaying to pi
±χc1, were reported by the Belle experiment in a Dalitz plot analysis of the decay B →
Kpi±χc1 (Fig. 9e) [133], while the Zc(4200) and Zc(4430), decaying to pi±J/ψ, were reported by Belle in an amplitude
analysis of the decay B → Kpi±J/ψ (Fig. 9f) [46]. The Zc(4430) decaying to pi±J/ψ is consistent with the Zc(4430)
decaying to pi±ψ(2S) and is perhaps the only one of the family of Z structures to be seen in multiple decays. The three
new Z structures reported by Belle were each found to have significances of greater than 5σ, while the Zc(4430) decay to
piJ/ψ was found with a significance of 4.0σ.
The BaBar experiment has also analyzed both of these channels using the same moments method discussed above [135,
134]. No evidence for the Z structures was found in either case. An investigation of these two channels with higher
statistics, perhaps by the LHCb experiment, is therefore needed.
2.5. Structure in e+e− Annihilation
When proceeding through a single virtual photon, e+e− annihilation should in principle be a relatively straightforward
way to produce vector mesons and study their decays. The lowest-lying ψ states of charmonium, the J/ψ, ψ(2S), and
ψ(3770), and the lowest-lying states of bottomonium, the Υ(1S), Υ(2S), Υ(3S), and Υ(4S), have been produced and
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studied using e+e− annihilation for over 35 years. However, raising the center-of-mass energies of the e+e− collisions
significantly above the threshold to produce open-charm or open-bottom states [the ψ(3770) lies just above DD¯ threshold
and the Υ(4S) lies just above BB¯ threshold] has led to a number of surprises that are yet to be understood. Before
presenting more detail about the structures seen in e+e− annihilation, we first provide a short chronology of how these
discoveries have unfolded. This narrative serves to illustrate the parallels between charmonium and bottomonium, and
how developments in one have led to new studies and discoveries in the other.
(1) The surprises in e+e− annihilation began in 2005 with the discovery of the Y (4260) by the BaBar experiment [29].
BaBar used initial-state radiation (ISR) to study the energy dependence of the cross section for e+e− → pi+pi−J/ψ; the
Y (4260) appeared as an unexpected peak at 4.26 GeV. This result was soon followed by the 2007 discovery of the Y (4360)
by BaBar in the cross section for e+e− → pi+pi−ψ(2S) using the same procedure [108]. (Also see Sec. 2.1 and Figs. 6c
and 6d.)
(2) In 2008, the Belle experiment, looking for a bottomonium analogue of the Y (4260) or Y (4360), studied the cross
sections for e+e− → pi+pi−Υ(1S, 2S) at a center-of-mass energy corresponding to the Υ(5S) mass [186]. The cross
sections were found to be anomalously large, indicating either the presence of an underlying exotic state, or Υ(5S) →
pi+pi−Υ(1S, 2S) partial widths several orders of magnitude larger than the measured Υ(4S) → pi+pi−Υ(1S, 2S) partial
widths. In 2010, Belle extended this study by analyzing several center-of-mass energies in the region surrounding the
Υ(5S) [151]. The peak in the e+e− → pi+pi−Υ(1S, 2S, 3S) cross sections appeared to be shifted from the Υ(5S) mass,
leading to the postulation of the Yb(10888).
(3) In 2011, the CLEO-c experiment found that the e+e− → pi+pi−hc(1P ) cross section in the region of the Y (4260)
was of a comparable size to the e+e− → pi+pi−J/ψ cross section [177]. This result was a surprise, because if e+e− proceeds
through the production of a conventional sc = 1 charmonium state, as expected, the process e
+e− → pi+pi−hc(1P ) would
involve a spin flip, and therefore ought to be strongly suppressed with respect to the process e+e− → pi+pi−J/ψ, which
would not involve a spin flip.
(4) In 2012, motivated by the observation of e+e− → pi+pi−hc(1P ), the Belle experiment performed a search for
e+e− → pi+pi−hb(1P, 2P ) [187]. Neither the hb(1P ) nor the hb(2P ) had yet been discovered. Belle not only discovered
both states, but also found that the e+e− → pi+pi−hb(1P, 2P ) cross sections in the region of the Υ(5S) were of comparable
size to the cross sections for e+e− → pi+pi−Υ(1S, 2S, 3S), which parallels the situation in charmonium.
(5) Also in 2012, as a follow-up to their discovery of e+e− → pi+pi−hb(1P, 2P ), the Belle experiment analyzed the
substructure in the five processes e+e− → pi+pi−hb(1P, 2P ) and e+e− → pi+pi−Υ(1S, 2S, 3S), where the e+e− collisions
were again in the region of the Υ(5S) [160]. They found two electrically charged Zb states, the Zb(10610) and the
Zb(10650), in the process e
+e− → pi±Zb, where both Zb states decayed to all of pi±hb(1P, 2P ) and pi±Υ(1S, 2S, 3S). The
Zb(10610) has a mass near the BB¯
∗ threshold; the Zb(10650) has a mass near the B∗B¯∗ threshold.
(6) In 2013, the BESIII experiment used e+e− collisions with center-of-mass energies at the Y (4260) mass to study
substructure in the process e+e− → pi+pi−J/ψ [22]. They observed the electrically charged Zc(3900) in the process
e+e− → pi±Zc(3900), with Zc(3900) → pi∓J/ψ. This process was simultaneously discovered by the Belle experiment,
except using ISR instead of direct production of the Y (4260) [23]. The Zc(4020) was also discovered in 2013 by the BESIII
experiment in the process e+e− → pi±Zc(4020), with Zc(4020) → pi∓hc(1P ) [156]. Similar to the case of bottomonium,
the charmoniumlike Zc(3900) and Zc(4020) are near the DD¯
∗ and D∗D¯∗ thresholds, respectively.
We have therefore uncovered a number of parallels between charmonium and bottomonium. In the charmonium
system, there is a series of unexplained “Y ” states decaying to charmonium, such as the Y (4260) and the Y (4360); in
bottomonium, there may be an exotic state with mass similar to the Υ(5S) [or at least unexpectedly large decays of
the Υ(5S) to other bottomonium states]. In the charmonium system, the Zc(3900) and Zc(4020) lie near the DD¯
∗ and
D∗D¯∗ thresholds, respectively; in bottomonium, the Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) lie near the BB¯∗ and B∗B¯∗ thresholds,
respectively. In the following, we discuss the bottomonium and charmonium regions separately.
2.5.1. Cross Sections in the Bottomonium Region
Above the Υ(4S), which has a mass just above the threshold to produce BB¯ pairs, the inclusive e+e− → bb cross
section σ(bb) clearly shows two additional peaks [151, 188, 152]. These peaks are illustrated in Fig. 10a, where σ(bb) is
normalized by the Born cross section σ0µµ (for e
+e− → µ+µ−) to form the variable Rb ≡ σ(bb)/σ0µµ. These two peaks are
the Υ(10860) and the Υ(11020), often abbreviated as the Υ(5S) and the Υ(6S), respectively, even though the 5S and 6S
quark-model assignments are not certain. Determining the parameters of the Υ(5S) and Υ(6S) from the Rb spectrum
is complicated by large interference effects between the resonant Υ(5S) and Υ(6S) amplitudes and the nonresonant bb
amplitude (which itself is not expected to be a simple function in this region of multiple thresholds) [152]. For the same
reason, it is difficult to precisely determine the electronic widths of the Υ(5S) and Υ(6S).
The exclusive cross sections for e+e− → pi+pi−Υ(nS) (where n = 1, 2, 3) also show two peaks, but apparently without
any of the nonresonant backgrounds (Fig. 10b) [152]. The Belle experiment has performed three separate analyses of
these cross sections, with each analysis including progressively more data and more sophistication.
In the first analysis [186], completed in 2008, data at a single center-of-mass energy near the peak of the Υ(5S) was
taken, and the cross sections for e+e− → pi+pi−Υ(nS) were measured at this point. Assuming the entire inclusive bb¯
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cross section at the same point was from the Υ(5S), the Υ(5S) partial widths to pi+pi−Υ(nS) could be computed from
the ratio of exclusive to inclusive cross sections. These partial widths were found to be much larger than those for the
lower-lying Υ states. For example, the Υ(5S)→ pi+pi−Υ(1S) partial width was found to be 0.59 MeV, compared to the
Υ(4S) → pi+pi−Υ(1S) partial width of 0.0019 MeV. In fact, due to the assumption about the inclusive bb¯ cross section,
it is now thought that these Υ(5S) partial widths were underestimated, making the discrepancy even larger.
In the second analysis [151], completed in 2010, Belle used seven center-of-mass energies around the Υ(5S) to roughly
map out the shape of the e+e− → pi+pi−Υ(nS) cross sections. The peak in these exclusive cross sections was found to be
at a higher mass than the Υ(5S) mass as it appears in the inclusive cross section. The discrepancy was 9± 4 MeV. This
result led to the postulation of the Yb(10888) as a separate state from the Υ(5S).
Finally, in the third analysis [152], completed in 2016, Belle used a much larger number of center-of-mass energy points
to map out the region of the Υ(5S) and Υ(6S). Here the argument shifted. Since two peaks could be seen clearly in
the exclusive e+e− → pi+pi−Υ(nS) cross sections, and with negligible backgrounds, these peaks were now used to define
the parameters of the Υ(5S) and Υ(6S). The fit to the Rb spectrum yielded consistent parameters, but the interference
with the nonresonant bb¯ continuum makes the fits to the Rb spectrum unreliable. Hence the status of an exotic Yb(10888)
remains unsettled, and so does the reason for the anomalously large pi+pi−Υ(nS) partial widths of the “Υ(5S)”.
The same two peaks are also apparent in the exclusive cross sections for e+e− → pi+pi−hb(nP ) with n = 1, 2
(Fig. 10c) [153]. Again, the Υ(5S) and Υ(6S) appear with little nonresonant background. The sizes of the cross sections
are similar to those for e+e− → pi+pi−Υ(nS).
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In fitting RΥðnSÞππ , the Υð5SÞ and Υð6SÞ masses, widths,
and relative phases are allowed to float, constrained to the
same values for the three channels. Due to limited statistics,
floating the three kn and δn did not produce a stable fit, so
we allow the three kn to fl at and constrain the three δn
to a common value. We find k1 ¼ 1.04( 0.19, k2 ¼
0.87( 0.17, k3 ¼ 1.07( 0.23, and δn ¼ −1.0( 0.4.
The results of the fit are shown in Table I and Fig. 1.
As a systematic check, we fit with kn fixed to unity and the
three δn allowed to float independently; we find δ1 ¼
−0.5( 1.9, δ2 ¼ −1.1( 0.5, and δ3 ¼ 1.0þ0.8−0.5 , while the
resonance masses and widths change very little.
To measure Rb, we select bb¯ events by requiring at least
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100 MeV=c that satisfy track quality criteria based on
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. We demand that the recon-
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and parallel to the eþ beam), respectively. To suppress
events of non-bb¯ origin, events are further required to
satisfy R2 < 0.2, where R2 is the ratio of the second and
zeroth Fox-Wolfram moments [14].
The selection efficiency ϵbb¯;i for the ith scan set is
estimated via MC simulation based on EvtGen [15] and
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open bb¯ event found at
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s . As the relative rates of the different event types are
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of the highest and lowest efficiencies as ϵbb¯ and the
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as its uncertainty. The value
of ϵbb¯ increases approximately linearly from about 70% to
74% over the scan region. The value at the on resonance
point is in good agreement with ϵbb¯ determined with the
known event mixture [11].
Events passing the above criteria include direct bb¯, qq¯
continuum (q ¼ u; d; s; c), and bottomonia produced via
ISR: eþe− → γΥðnSÞ (n ¼ 1, 2, 3). The number of selected
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FIG. 1. (From top) RΥðnSÞππ data with results of our nominal fit
for Υð1SÞ; Υð2SÞ; Υð3SÞ; R0b, data with components of fit: total
(solid curve), constants jAicj2 (thin), jAcj2 (thick); for Υð5SÞ
(thin) and Υð6SÞ (thick): jfj2 (dot-dot-dash), cross terms with Ac
(dashed), and two-resonance cross term (dot-dash). Error bars
include the statistical and uncorrelated systematic uncertainties.
TABLE I. Υð5SÞ and Υð6SÞmasses, widths, and phase difference, extracted from fits to data. The errors are statistical and systematic.
The 1 MeV uncertainty on the masses due to the systematic uncertainty in
ffiffi
s
p
is not included.
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FIG. 1. (From top) RΥðnSÞππ data with results of our nominal fit
for Υð1SÞ; Υð2SÞ; Υð3SÞ; R0b, data with components of fit: total
(solid curve), constants jAicj2 (thin), jAcj2 (thick); for Υð5SÞ
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R0b 10881.8þ1.0−1.1 ( 1.2 48.5þ1.9þ2.0−1.8−2.8 11003.0( 1.1þ0.9−1.0 39.3þ1.7þ1.3−1.6−2.4 −1.87þ0.32−0.51 ( 0.16 56=50
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scenario are likely. To account for near-threshold behavior,
the fitting function is multiplied by Φnð
ffiffi
s
p Þ, the ratio of
phase-space volumes of eþe− → ΥðnSÞππ to eþe− →
ΥðnSÞγγ. The fit function is thus
F 0nð
ffiffi
s
p Þ ¼ Φnð
ffiffi
s
p Þ · fjA5S;nf5Sj2 þ jA6S;nf6Sj2
þ 2knA5S;nA6S;nℜ½eiδnf5Sf&6S'g: ð3Þ
In fitting RΥðnSÞππ , the Υð5SÞ and Υð6SÞ masses, widths,
and relative phases are allowed to float, constrained to the
sam values for the three channels. Due to limited statistics,
floating the three kn and δn did not produce a stable fit, so
we allow the three kn to float and constrain the three δn
to a common value. We find k1 ¼ 1.04( 0.19, k2 ¼
0.87( 0.17, k3 ¼ 1.07( 0.23, and δn ¼ −1.0( 0.4.
The results of the fit are shown in Table I and Fig. 1.
As a systematic check, we fit with kn fixed to unity and the
three δn allowed to float independently; we find δ1 ¼
−0.5( 1.9, δ2 ¼ −1.1( 0.5, and δ3 ¼ 1.0þ0.8−0.5 , while the
resonance masses and widths change very little.
To measure Rb, we select bb¯ events by requiring at least
five charged tracks with transverse momentum pT >
100 MeV=c that satisfy track quality criteria based on
their i pact parameters relative to the IP. Each event must
have more than one ECL cluster with energy above
100 MeV, a total energy in the ECL between 0.1 and
0.8 ×
ffiffi
s
p
, and an energy sum of all charged tracks and
photons exceeding 0.5 ×
ffiffi
s
p
. We demand that the recon-
structed event vertex be within 1.5 and 3.5 cm of the IP in
the transverse and longitudinal dimensions (perpendicular
and parallel to the eþ beam), respectively. To suppress
events of non-bb¯ origin, events are further required to
satisfy R2 < 0.2, where R2 is the ratio of the second and
zeroth Fox-Wolfram moments [14].
The selection efficiency ϵbb¯;i for the ith scan set is
estimated via MC simulation based on EvtGen [15] and
GEANT3 [16]. Efficiencies are determined for each type of
open bb¯ event found at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 10.866 GeV: Bð&ÞB¯ð&ÞðπÞ and
Bð&Þs B¯
ð&Þ
s . As the relative rates of the different eve t types are
only known at the on resonance point, we take the average
of the highest and lowest efficiencies as ϵbb¯ and the
differ nce divided by
ffiffiffiffiffi
12
p
as its uncertainty. The value
of ϵbb¯ increases approx mately linearly from about 70% to
74% over the scan r gion. The valu at the on resonance
point is in good agreement with ϵbb¯ determined with the
known event mixture [11].
Events passing the above criteria include direct bb¯, qq¯
continuum (q ¼ u; d; s; c), and bottomonia produced via
ISR: eþe− → γΥðnSÞ (n ¼ 1, 2, 3). The number of selected
events is
Ni ¼ Li ×
"
σbb¯;iϵbb¯;i þ σqq¯;iϵqq¯;i þ
X
σISR;iϵISR;i
#
ð4Þ
FIG. 1. (From top) RΥðnSÞππ data with results of our nominal fit
for Υð1SÞ; Υð2SÞ; Υð3SÞ; R0b, data with components of fit: total
(solid curve), constants jAicj2 (thin), jAcj2 (thick); for Υð5SÞ
(thin) and Υð6SÞ (thick): jfj2 (dot-dot-dash), cross terms with Ac
(dashed), and two-resonance cross term (dot-dash). Error bars
include the statistical and uncorrelated systematic uncertainties.
TABLE I. Υð5SÞ and Υð6SÞmasses, widths, and phase difference, extracted from fits to data. The errors are statistical and systematic.
The 1 MeV uncertainty on the masses due to the systematic uncertainty in
ffiffi
s
p
is not included.
M5S (MeV=c2) Γ5S (MeV) M6S (MeV=c2) Γ6S (MeV) ϕ6S − ϕ5SðδÞ (rad) χ2=dof
R0b 10881.8 1.0.1 ( 1.2 48.5þ1.9þ2.0−1.8−2.8 11003.0( 1.1þ0.9−1.0 39.3þ1.7þ1.3−1.6−2.4 −1.87þ0.32−0.51 ( 0.16 56=50
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Chebyshev polynomial in both fit intervals. The order is
chosen by maximizing the confidence level of the fit.
Using MC simulation, we find that combining a ran-
dom pion that satisfies the Zb mass requirement and a
signal pion from Zb → hb(nP )π produces a broad bump
under the hb(nP ) signal. This background is incorpo-
rated within the combinatorial background and results
in minor corrections in the hb(1P ) and hb(2P ) yields of
0.99 ± 0.01 and 0.995 ± 0.005, respectively. The π+π−
pairs originating from the Υ(2S) → Υ(1S)π+π− transi-
tions with the Υ(2S) produced inclusively or via ISR re-
sult in a peak at Ec.m.− [mΥ(2S)−mΥ(1S)] that is inside
the hb(2P ) fit interval for the c.m. energies close to the
Υ(5S). The shape of this peaking background is found
to be a Gaussian with σ = 11MeV/c2. Its normalization
is floated in the fit.
To determine the reco struction efficiency, we use
phase-space-generatedMC, weighted inMmiss(π) accord-
ing to the fit results for the Υ(5S)→ hb(1P )π+π− tran-
sitions [14] and in angular variables according to the ex-
pectations for the Zb spin-p rity J
P = 1+ [22]. The
efficiencies for the hb(1P )π
+π− and hb(2P )π+π− chan-
nels are in the range 40−55% and 35−50%, respectively;
they rise with c.m. energy. At the lowest e ergy point,
there is a drop of efficiency by a factor of two since this
point is close to the kinematic boundary and the pion
momenta are low.
At each energy, the Born cross section is determined
according to the formula:
σB(e+e− → hb(nP )π+π−) = N
L ε |1−Π|2 , (2)
where N is the number of signal events determined from
the Mmiss(ππ) fit that includes the ISR correction, L
is the integrated luminosity, ε is the reconstruction ef-
ficiency and |1 − Π|2 is the vacuum polarization correc-
tion [23], which is in the range 0.927 − 0.930. The re-
sulting cross sections are shown in Fig. 1. The cross sec-
tions, averaged over the three high statistics on-resonance
points at Ec.m. = (10865.6± 2.0)MeV, are
σB(e+e− → hb(1P )π+π−) = 1.66± 0.09± 0.10 pb, (3)
σB(e+e− → hb(2P )π+π−) = 2.70± 0.17± 0.19 pb. (4)
The ratio of the cross sections is 0.616 ± 0.052 ± 0.017.
Here and elsewhere in this Letter, the first uncertainties
are statistical and the second are systematic.
The systematic uncertainties in the signal yields origi-
nate from the signal and background shapes. The relative
uncertainty due to the Mmiss(ππ) resolution is correlated
among different energy points and is equal to 1.4% for
the hb(1P ) and 3.3% for the hb(2P ). The uncertainties
due to the hb(nP ) masses and ISR tail shapes are found
to be negligible. To estimate the background-shape con-
tribution, we vary the fit interval limits by about 50MeV
0
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FIG. 1. (colored online) The cross sections for the e+e− →
hb(1P )π
+π− (top) and e+e− → hb(2P )π+π− (bottom) as
functions of c.m. energy. Po nts with error bars a e the data;
outer error bars indicate statistical uncertainties and inner
red error bars indicate uncorrelated systematic uncertainties.
The solid curves are the fit results.
and the polynomial order for each fit interval. The cor-
responding uncertainties are considered uncorrelated and
are 1.1% and 2.5% for the on-resonance cross sections in
Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively.
A relative uncertainty in the efficiency contributes to
the correlated systematic uncertainty. An uncertainty
due to the Zb mass requirement of
+1.0
−1.8% is estimated
by varying the Zb parameters by ±1σ and taking into
account correlations among different parameters. The
efficiency of the R2 requirement is studied using inclu-
sively reconstructed Υ(5S) → Υ(nS)π+π− decays. We
find good agreement between data and MC and assign
the 5% statistical uncertainty in data as a systematic un-
certainty due to the R2 requirement. Finally, we assign
a 1% uncertainty per track due to possible differences in
the reconstruction efficiency between data and MC.
An uncertainty in the luminosity of 1.4% is primar-
ily due to the simulation of Bhabha scattering that is
used for its determination and is correlated among energy
points. We add in quadrature all the contributions to find
the total systematic uncertainties shown in Eqs. (3) and
(4). The values of the cross sections for all energy points
are provided in Ref. [24].
The shapes of the hb(1P )π
+π− and hb(2P )π+π− cross
sections look very similar. They show clear Υ(5S) and
Υ(6S) peaks without significant continuum contribu-
tions. We perform a simultaneous fit of the shapes,
(c)
Figure 10: Inclusive and exclusive e+e− cross sections in the bottomo ium regi n as a function of ce ter-of-mass energy (
√
s or ECM ).
The Υ(5S) and Υ(6S) are present in each reaction. (a) The inclusive e+e− cross section (s own as Rb ≡ σ(bb)/σ0µµ). The solid lines
are for a fit that includes interfering Υ(5S) and Υ(6S) states as well as coherent and inc herent backgrounds [152]. (b) The exclusive
e+e− → pi+pi−Υ(1S, 2S, 3S) cross sections [152]. (c) The exclusive e+e− → pi+pi−hb(1P, 2P ) cross sections [153]. Note that all five of the
exclusive cross sections are dominated by the Υ(5S) and Υ(6S). All figures are from Belle.
2.5.2. Cross Sections in the Charmonium Region
While the inclusive e+e− cross section at center-of-mass energies in the bottomonium region abov the Υ(4S) shows
two peaks, the Υ(5S) and Υ(6S), the inclusive e+e− cross section in the charmonium region above the ψ(3770) sh ws
three, the ψ(4040), ψ(4160), and ψ(4415) ( ig. 11a) [189]. Th se peaks match well with potential model expectations for
the n2S+1LJ = 3
3S1, 2
3D1, and 4
3S1 states of charmonium, respectively [26]. However, many complications arise when
exclusive e+e− cross sections are considered.
The first of the puzzling exclusive e+e− cross sections to be measured was e+e− → pi+pi−J/ψ, wh r the Y (4260)
appeared as a peak in the cross section around 4.26 GeV (Fig. 11b) [23, 29, 141, 142, 143, 144], and with a cross section
around two orders of magnitude smaller than the inclus ve cros section. The mass of th Y (4260) lies between the masses
of the ψ(4140) and ψ(4415). In fact, in the inclusive e+e− cross section, the region of the Y (4260) has an apparently
featureless depletion of events. Setting an upper lim t on the inclusive decays of the Y (4260) has allowed a lower limit
to be calculated for the branching fraction of the decay Y (4260) → pi+pi−J/ψ of 0.6% [190], although this calculation
involves a relatively difficult fit to the inclusive cross section. Besides corresponding to a dip in the inclusive cross section,
the shape of the e+e− → Y (4260) → pi+pi−J/ψ cross s ction also ppears strange: I rises rapidly below the peak and
falls more slowly above the peak. The Belle experiment attributed this asymmetry to interference with a lower-mass
Y (4008) [23, 143], although the BaBar experiment could not confirm this hypothesis [144]. The BESIII experiment has
reported that the Y (4260) may in fact consist of two peaks, a narrow peak around 4.22 GeV and a wider peak around
4.31 GeV, accounting for the asymmetry [145]. The shape of the e+e− → pi0pi0J/ψ cross section is consistent with that
of the e+e− → pi+pi−J/ψ cross section and is suppressed by a factor of two, consistent with expectations for an isosinglet
Y (4260) [32].
27
Finding new decay modes of the Y (4260) has proven to be difficult. It is not sufficient to measure a single exclusive
e+e− cross section at 4.26 GeV, but one must instead measure the cross section at a range of energies in order to determine
whether the energy dependence of the cross section corresponds to the Y (4260). For example, the CLEO-c experiment
measured a non-zero cross section for e+e− → K+K−J/ψ at 4.26 GeV [142], but this single point is not sufficient to
establish the existence of the decay Y (4260) → K+K−J/ψ. Attempts to establish this decay by the Belle experiment
have lacked the required statistics [191, 192].
When the data has been sufficient to map exclusive cross sections as a function of center-of-mass energy, the Y (4260)
has not been found. In e+e− → pi+pi−ψ(2S), there are two clear peaks, the Y (4360) and the Y (4660) (Fig. 11c) [146,
147, 148]. In e+e− → pi+pi−hc(1P ), the data is also clearly inconsistent with a Y (4260); there is some evidence for a
narrow peak around 4.23 GeV and a much wider peak at higher mass (Fig. 11d) [156, 193]. The ωχc0 cross section also
shows evidence for peaking at a mass lower than that of the Y (4260), a feature that has been named the Y (4230) [149].
Other cross sections, such as ηJ/ψ [194, 195, 196], ωχc1,2 [197], and ΛcΛ¯c [150] [where the X(4630) has been reported],
have also proved to be remarkably complex.
Understanding the open-charm cross sections, which are typically an order of magnitude larger than the closed-charm
cross sections listed above, is likely a prerequisite for sorting out all of the structure seen in exclusive e+e− cross sections
in the charmonium region. Many open-charm cross sections have been measured by the CLEO-c experiment [198],
BaBar [199, 200, 201], and Belle [202, 203, 204, 205, 206], but higher-statistics measurements should be soon provided by
the BESIII experiment.
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Table 1
The resonance parameters of the high mass charmonia in this work together with the values in PDG2004 [11], PDG2006 [12] and Seth’s evaluations [13] based on
Crystal Ball and BES data. The total width Γtot ≡ Γr (M) in Eq. (9)
ψ(3770) ψ(4040) ψ(4160) ψ(4415)
M (MeV/c2) PDG2004 3769.9±2.5 4040±10 4159±20 4415±6
PDG2006 3771.1±2.4 4039±1 4153±3 4421±4
CB (Seth) – 4037±2 4151±4 4425±6
BES (Seth) – 4040±1 4155±5 4455±6
BES (this work) 3772.0±1.9 4039.6±4.3 4191.7±6.5 4415.1±7.9
Γtot (MeV) PDG2004 23.6±2.7 52±10 78±20 43±15
PDG2006 23.0±2.7 80±10 103±8 62±20
CB (Seth) – 85±10 107±10 119±16
BES (Seth) – 89±6 107±16 118±35
BES (this work) 30.4±8.5 84.5±12.3 71.8±12.3 71.5±19.0
Γee (keV) PDG2004 0.26±0.04 0.75±0.15 0.77±0.23 0.47±0.10
PDG2006 0.24±0.03 0.86±0.08 0.83±0.07 0.58±0.07
CB (Seth) – 0.88±0.11 0.83±0.08 0.72±0.11
BES (Seth) – 0.91±0.13 0.84±0.13 0.64±0.23
BES (this work) 0.22±0.05 0.83±0.20 0.48±0.22 0.35±0.12
δ (degree) BES (this work) 0 130±46 293±57 234±88
ψ(3770) is set to zero. The parameters of the ψ(2S) in Eq. (5)
are fixed to the values given in PDG2006.
3. Results and discussion
The values of the resonance parameters of the high mass
charmonium states determined in this work, together with those
in PDG2004, PDG2006 and the results given in Ref. [13] are
listed in Table 1. The fitted parameters for the continuum com-
ponent are C0 = 2.14 ± 0.10, C1 = (1.69 ± 0.23) × 10−3,
and C2 = −(0.66 ± 0.25) × 10−6. And the scale factor is
fc = 1.002 ± 0.033. The updated R values between 3.7 and
5.0 GeV (the percentage errors are the same as in Refs. [14,
15]) and the fitting curves are shown in Fig. 1. The quality of
the global fitting is indicated by χ2/d.o.f. = 1.08 (the number
of energy-points is 78, the number of the free parameters is 19,
and χ2 = 63.60) with a fit probability of 31.8%.
It should be noted that the ψ(4160) mass in this work is
about 30 MeV/c2 higher than the PDG2006 value, a differ-
ence that is much larger than the quoted errors. If the interfer-
ence terms in Eq. (4) all have their phase angles δr fixed to 0,
then the obtained mass parameters of the resonances ψ(4040),
ψ(4160), and ψ(4415) are 4048.4 ± 3.2, 4156.2 ± 4.4 and
4405.2± 5.7 MeV, respectively, with a larger χ2/d.o.f.= 1.39
corresponding to a probability of 2.3%. These comparisons
show that the influence of the phase angles on the resonance
parameters is significant.
In order to understand the model-dependent uncertainties
and to estimate the systematic errors, alternative choices and
combinations of Breit–Wigner forms, energy dependence of the
full width predicted by the quantum mechanics model [20] or
the effective interaction theory [23], and continuum charm pro-
duction described by a second order polynomial or the phenom-
enological form used by DASP [6] are used. We find the results
are also somewhat sensitive to the form of the energy-dependent
total width, but not sensitive to the continuum parameterization.
Fig. 1. The fit to the R values for the high mass charmonia structure. The dots
with error bars are the updated R values. The solid curve shows the best fit,
and the other curves show the contributions from each resonance RBW, the
interference Rint, the summation of the four resonances Rres = RBW + Rint,
and the continuum background Rcon respectively.
The DASP background function has six continuum production
channels, while the effective interaction theory predicts a dif-
ferent energy-dependent partial width for each one. However,
in both cases the best fits give unreasonable values for some pa-
rameters. This may be understood as being due to the fact that
the inclusive data does not supply enough information to de-
termine the relative width of different decay channels, nor the
phase angles of the hadronic final states (if they exist). To un-
derstand the detailed structure and components of the high mass
charmonium states, it is necessary to collect data at each energy
point with sufficiently high statistics, and to develop more reli-
able physical models. This is one of the physics tasks for a tau
charm factory, and may be further studied with BESIII that is
now under construction.
production of the Yð4260Þ, and beyond #4:8 GeV=c2 the
data are consistent with background only. There is a small
excess of events near 4:5 GeV=c2, which we choose to
attribute to statistical fluctuation. In this regard, we note
that no corresponding excess is observed in Ref. [14]. The
background contribution is featureless throughout the mass
region being considered.
In order to extract the parameter values of the Yð4260Þ,
we perform an unbinned, extended-maximum-likelihood
fit in the region 3:74–5:5 GeV=c2 to the J=c!þ!% dis-
tribution from the J=c signal region, and simultaneously
to the background distribution from the J=c sidebands.
The background is fitted using a third-order polynomial in
J=c!þ!% mass, m. The mass-dependence of the signal
function is given by fðmÞ ¼ "ðmÞ 'LðmÞ ' #ðmÞ, where
"ðmÞ is the mass-dependent signal-selection efficiency
from MC simulation with a J=c!þ!% phase space distri-
bution, and LðmÞ is the mass-distributed luminosity [23],
where we ignore the small corrections due to initial-state
emission of additional soft photons; "ðmÞ increases from
9.5% at 3:74 GeV=c2 to 15.5% at 5:5 GeV=c2, and LðmÞ
from 35 pb%1=20 MeV to 61:3 pb%1=20 MeV over the
same range. The cross section, #ðmÞ, is given by the
incoherent sum #ðmÞ ¼ #NYðmÞ þ #BWðmÞ, where we
choose #NYðmÞ to be a simple exponential function. This
provides an adequate description of the low-statistics
non-Yð4260Þ (NY) contributions, a d approaches zero
from above at mass #4:8 GeV=c2 (see Fig. 2). The func-
tion#BWðmÞ represents the cross section for the production
of the Yð4260Þ, and is given by
#BWðmÞ¼12!Cm2 '
PSðmÞ
PSðmYÞ '
!eþe% 'BðJ=c!þ!%Þ'm2Y '!Y
ðm2Y%m2Þ2þm2Y!2Y
;
(1)
where mY and !Y are the mass and width of the Yð4260Þ,
!eþe% is the partial width for Yð4260Þ! eþe%,
BðJ=c!þ!%Þ is the branching fraction for Yð4260Þ!
J=c!þ!%, and C ¼ 0:3894( 109 GeV2 pb. The func-
tion PSðmÞ represents the mass dependence of J=c!þ!%
phase space, and PSðmYÞ is its value at the mass of the
Yð4260Þ. In the likelihood function, #BWðmÞ is multiplied
by BðJ=c ! lþl%Þ, the branching fraction sum of the
eþe% and $þ$% decay modes [18], since the fit is to the
observed events. In the fit procedure fðmÞ is convolvedwith
a Gaussian resolution function obtained from MC simula-
tion. This function has a r.m.s. deviation which increases
linearly from 2:1 MeV=c2 at#3:5 GeV=c2 to 5 MeV=c2 at
#4:3 GeV=c2. The results of the fit are shown in Fig. 2(a).
The parameter values obtained for the Yð4260Þ are mY ¼
4245) 5ðstatÞ MeV=c2, !Y ¼ 114þ16%15ðstatÞ MeV, and
!eþe% (BðJ=c!þ!%Þ ¼ 9:2) 0:8ðstatÞ eV.
For each J=c!þ!% mass interval, i, we calculate the
eþe% ! J=c!þ!% cross section after background sub-
traction using
#i ¼ n
obs
i % nbkgi
"i 'Li 'BðJ=c ! lþl%Þ ; (2)
with nobsi and n
bkg
i the number of observed and background
events, respectively, for this interval; "i, and Li are the
values of "ðmÞ and LðmÞ [23] at the center of interval i.
The resulting cross section is shown in Fig. 2(b), where
the solid curve is obtained from the simultaneous like-
lihood fit. The corresponding estimates of systematic
uncertainty are due to luminosity (1%), tracking (5.1%),
BðJ=c ! lþl%Þ (0.7%), efficiency (1%) and PID (1%);
combined in quadrature. These yield a net systematic
uncertainty of 5.4%, as indicated in Table I.
The reaction eþe% ! J=c!þ!% has been studied at
the c.m. energy of the c ð3770Þ by the CLEO [24] and BES
[25] collaborations. The former reported the value 12:1)
2:2 pb for the eþe% ! c ð3770Þ! J=c!þ!% cross sec-
tion, after subtraction of the contribution resulting from
radiative return to the c ð2SÞ. The dependence on Ecm of
our fitted cross section, shown by the curve in Fig. 2(b),
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) The J=c!þ!% mass spectrum from
3:74 GeV=c2 to 5:5 GeV=c2; the points represent the data and
the shaded histogram is the background from the J=c sidebands;
the solid curve represents the fit result, and the dashed curve
results from the simultaneous fit to the background; (b) the
measured eþe% ! J=c!þ!% cross section as a function of
c.m. energy; the solid curve results from the fit shown in (a).
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The cross sections are of the same order of magnitude
as those of the e+e−→ π+π−J/ψ measured by BES!
[14] and other experiments [3, 4], but with a different line
shape (see Fig. 1). There is a broad structure at high en-
e gy with a possible local maximum at arou d 4.23 GeV.
We try to use the BES! and the CLEO-c measurements
to extract the resonant structures in e+e−→π+π−hc.
Fig. 1. A comparison between the cross sections
of e+e−→π+π−hc from BES! (dots with error
bars) [11] and those of e+e− → π+π−J/ψ from
Belle (open circles with error bars) [4]. The er-
rors ar s atist cal onl .
Since the systematic error (±18.1%) of the BES!
experiment is common for all the data point , we only
use the statistical errors in the fits below. The CLEO-c
measurement is completely independent from the BES!
experiment and all of the errors added in quadrature
(±4.2 pb) are taken as the total error, which is used in
the fits. We use a least χ2 method with [15]
χ2=
14∑
i=1
(σmeasi −σfit(mi))2
(∆σme si )
2
,
where σmeasi ±∆σmeasi is the experimental measurement,
and σfit(mi) is the cross section value calculated from the
model below with the parameters from the fit. Here, mi
is the energy corresponds to the ith energy point.
Since the line shape above 4.42 G V is unknow , it is
not clear whether or not the large cross sec ion at high
energy will decrease. We will try to fit the d ta with two
different scenarios.
Assuming that the cross section foll ws the three-
body phase space and that t ere is a narrow resonance
at around 4.2 GeV, we fit the cross sections with the co-
herent sum of two amplitudes, a constant and a constant
width relativistic Breit-Wigner (BW) function; that is,
σ(m)=|c·
√
PS(m)+eiφBW (m)
√
PS(m)/PS(M)|2,
where PS(m) is the 3-body phase space factor,
BW (m)=
√
12πΓe+e−B(π+π−hc)Γtot
m2−M 2+iMΓtot ,
is the Breit-Wigner (BW) function for a vector state,
with mass M , total width Γtot, electron partial
width Γe+e− , and the branching fraction to π
+π−hc,
B(π+π−hc), keep in mind that from the fit we can only
extract the product Γe+e−B(π+π−hc). The constant term
c and the relative phase, φ, between the two amplitudes
are also free parameters in the fit, together with the res-
onant parameters of the BW function.
The fit indicates the existence of a resonance (called
Y(4220) hereafter) with a mass of (4216±7) MeV/c2
and a width of (39±17) MeV, and the goodness-of-
the-fit is χ2/ndf = 11.04/9, corresponding to a confi-
dence level of 27%. There are two solutions for the
Γe+e−×B(Y(4220)→ π+π−hc), which are (3.2±1.5) eV
and (6.0±2.4) eV. Here, all of the errors are from the fit
only. Fitting the cross sections without the Y(4220) re-
sults in a very bad fit, χ2/ndf=72.75/13, corresponding
to a confidence level of 2.5×10−10. The statistical signif-
icance of the Y(4220) is calculated to be 7.1σ comparing
Fig. 2. The fit to the cross sections of e+e− →
π+π−hc from BES! and CLEO-c (dots with er-
ror bars). The solid curves show the best fits, and
the dashed ones are individual components. (a)
is the fit with the coherent sum of a phase space
amplitude and a BW function, and (b) is the co-
herent sum of two BW functions.
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number of events observed in data, the number of back-
ground events estimated from the fit to the events in the
sidebands and scaled to the signal region, the detection
efficiency of the jth mode, th effective luminosity in the
ith πþπ−ψð2SÞmass bin, and the branching fractions of the
jth mode [21], respectively. The resulting cross sections in
the full solid angle are shown in Fig. 1 and Appendix B,
where the error bars include statistical uncertainties in the
signal and the subtracted background and ll the systematic
errors. The systematic error for the cross-section measure-
ment is 4.8% and is the same for all data points.
V. SYSTEMATIC ERRORS
The systematic uncertainties in the cross-section mea-
surements are summarized in Table IVand discussed below.
The pa ticle identification uncertainty is 3.3% for the
πþπ−J=ψ mode and 1.4% for the μþμ− mode. The
uncertainty in th tracking efficiency is 0.35% per track
and is additive. The efficiency differences between data and
MC due to the corresponding resolutions in the J=ψ mass,
ψð2SÞ mass, and M2rec requirements are measured with the
control sample eþe− → ψð2SÞ → πþπ−J=ψ [9]. The MC
efficiency is found to be higher than in data by ð4.3$
0.7Þ% for the πþπ−J=ψ mode and ð4.4$ 0.3Þ% for the
μþμ− mode. A correction factor of 1.043 (1.044) is applied
to the πþπ−J=ψ (μþμ−) mode, leaving 0.7% (0.3%) as the
residual systematic error.
The luminosity uncertainty of 1.4% is due mainly to the
uncertainty from the Bhabha generator. The trigger effi-
ciency for the events surviving the selection criteria is
ð98.7$ 0.1ðstatÞÞ% for the πþπ−J=ψ mode and ð91.4$
0.6ðstatÞÞ% for the μþμ− mode, based on the trigger
simulation. A value of 1.0% is taken as a conservative
estimate of the systematic error for the πþπ−J=ψ mode;
1.5% is used for the μþμ− mode.
Uncertainties in the simulation of the ISR process with
PHOKHARA contributes less than 1.0%, and the largest
uncertainty in the MC generation of signal events is from
the simulation of the Mπþπ− from Y decays. We generate
another MC sample with mf0ð500Þ ¼ 0.7 GeV=c2 and
Γf0ð500Þ ¼ 0.2 GeV in order to check the efficiency varia-
tion. The efficiency changes by 2.0% at 4.4 GeV=c2 and
3.8% at 4.7 GeV=c2; half of the larger efficiency differ-
ence, 1.9%, is taken as the systematic error. The possible
existence of the Zc structure in π$ψð2SÞ system does not
affect the efficiency significantly and is thus neglected.
The uncertainties in the intermediate decay branching
fractions taken from Ref. [21] contribute systematic errors
of 1.0% for the πþπ−J=ψ mode and 10.4% for the μþμ−
mode. The statistical error in the MC determination of the
efficiency is less than 0.1%.
Assuming all the sources are independent and adding them
in quadrature, we obtain t tal systematic errors in the cross-
section measurement of 5.0% for the πþπ−J=ψ mode and
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FIG. 11 (color online). The measured eþe− → πþπ−ψð2SÞ
cross section for
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 4.0 to 5.5 GeV. The errors are the sum
in quadrature of the summed statistical errors of the numbers of
signal and background events and the systematic errors.
TABLE III. Results of the alternative fits to the πþπ−ψð2SÞ invariant-mass spectra using three resonances:
Yð4260Þ, Yð4360Þ, and Yð4660Þ. The parameters are the same as in Table I, except that, here, ϕ1 is the relative phase
between the Yð4360Þ and Yð4260Þ (in degrees) and ϕ2 is the relative phase between the Yð4360Þ and Yð4660Þ (in
degrees).
Parameters Solution III Solution IV Solution V Solution VI
MYð4260Þ 4259 (fixed)
ΓYð4260Þ 134 (fixed)
B½Yð4260Þ → πþπ−ψð2SÞ' · Γeþe−Yð4260Þ 1.5$ 0.6$ 0.4 1.7$ 0.7$ 0.5 10.4$ 1.3$ 0.8 8.9$ 1.2$ 0.8
MYð4360Þ 4365$ 7$ 4
ΓYð4360Þ 74$ 14$ 4
B½Yð4360Þ → πþπ−ψð2SÞ' · Γeþe−Yð4360Þ 4.1$ 1.0$ 0.6 4.9$ 1.3$ 0.6 21.1$ 3.5$ 1.4 17.7$ 2.6$ 1.5
MYð4660Þ 4660$ 9$ 12
ΓYð4660Þ 74$ 12$ 4
B½Yð4660Þ → πþπ−ψð2SÞ' · Γeþe−Yð4660Þ 2.2$ 0.4$ 0.2 8.4$ 0.9$ 0.9 9.3$ 1.2$ 1.0 2.4$ 0.5$ 0.3
ϕ1 304$ 24$ 21 294$ 25$ 23 130$ 4$ 2 141$ 5$ 4
ϕ2 26$ 19$ 10 238$ 14$ 21 329$ 8$ 5 117$ 23$ 25
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Table 1
The resonance parameters of the high mass charmonia in this work together with the values in PDG2004 [11], PDG2006 [12] and Seth’s evaluations [13] based on
Crystal Ball and BES data. The total width Γtot ≡ Γr (M) in Eq. (9)
ψ(3770) ψ(4040) ψ(4160) ψ(4415)
M (MeV/c2) PDG2004 3769.9±2.5 4040±10 4159±20 4415±6
PDG2006 3771.1±2.4 4039±1 4153±3 4421±4
CB (Seth) – 4037±2 4151±4 4425±6
BES (Seth) – 4040±1 4155±5 4455±6
BES (this work) 3772.0±1.9 4039.6±4.3 4191.7±6.5 4415.1±7.9
Γtot (MeV) PDG2004 23.6±2.7 52±10 78±20 43±15
PDG2006 23.0±2.7 80±10 103±8 62±20
CB (Seth) – 85±10 107±10 119±16
BES (Seth) – 89±6 107±16 118±35
BES (this work) 30.4±8.5 84.5±12.3 71.8±12.3 71.5±19.0
Γee (keV) PDG2004 0.26±0.04 0.75±0.15 0.77±0.23 0.47±0.10
PDG2006 0.24±0.03 0.86±0.08 0.83±0.07 0.58±0.07
CB (Seth) – 0.88±0.11 0.83±0.08 0.72±0.11
BES (Seth) – 0.91±0.13 0.84±0.13 0.64±0.23
BES (this work) 0.22±0.05 0.83±0.20 0.48±0.22 0.35±0.12
δ (degree) BES (this work) 0 130±46 293±57 234±88
ψ(3770) is set to zero. The parameters of the ψ(2S) in Eq. (5)
are fixed to the values given in PDG2006.
3. Results and discussion
The values of the resonance parameters of the high mass
charmonium states determined in this work, together with those
in PDG2004, PDG2006 and the results given in Ref. [13] are
listed in Table 1. The fitted parameters for the continuum com-
ponent are C0 = 2.14 ± 0.10, C1 = (1.69 ± 0.23) × 10−3,
and C2 = −(0.66 ± 0.25) × 10−6. And the scale factor is
fc = 1.002 ± 0.033. The updated R values between 3.7 and
5.0 GeV (the percentage errors are the same as in Refs. [14,
15]) and the fitting curves are shown in Fig. 1. The quality of
the global fitting is indicated by χ2/d.o.f. = 1.08 (the number
of energy-points is 78, the number of the free parameters is 19,
and χ2 = 63.60) with a fit probability of 31.8%.
It should be noted that the ψ(4160) mass in this work is
about 30 MeV/c2 higher than the PDG2006 value, a differ-
ence that is much larger than the quoted errors. If the interfer-
ence terms in Eq. (4) all have their phase angles δr fixed to 0,
then the obtained mass parameters of the resonances ψ(4040),
ψ(4160), and ψ(4415) are 4048.4 ± 3.2, 4156.2 ± 4.4 and
4405.2± 5.7 MeV, respectively, with a larger χ2/d.o.f.= 1.39
corresponding to a probability of 2.3%. These comparisons
show that the influence of the phase angles on the resonance
parameters is significant.
In order to understand the model-dependent uncertainties
and to estimate the systematic errors, alternative choices and
combinations of Breit–Wigner forms, energy dependence of the
full width predicted by the quantum mechanics model [20] or
the effective interaction theory [23], and continuum charm pro-
duction described by a second order polynomial or the phenom-
enological form used by DASP [6] are used. We find the results
are also somewhat sensitive to the form of the energy-dependent
total width, but not sensitive to the continuum parameterization.
Fig. 1. The fit to the R values for the high mass charmonia structure. The dots
with error bars are the updated R values. The solid curve shows the best fit,
and the other curves show the contributions from each resonance RBW, the
interference Rint, the summation of the four resonances Rres = RBW + Rint,
and the continuum background Rcon respectively.
The DASP background function has six continuum production
channels, while the effective interaction theory predicts a dif-
ferent energy-dependent partial width for each one. However,
in both cases the best fits give unreasonable values for some pa-
rameters. This may be understood as being due to the fact that
the inclusive data does not supply enough information to de-
termine the relative width of different decay channels, nor the
phase angles of the hadronic final states (if they exist). To un-
derstand the detailed structure and components of the high mass
charmonium states, it is necessary to collect data at each energy
point with sufficiently high statistics, and to develop more reli-
able physical models. This is one of the physics tasks for a tau
charm factory, and may be further studied with BESIII that is
now under construction.
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number of events observed in d ta, the number of back-
ground events estimated from the fit to th events in the
sidebands and scaled to the signal region, the d tection
efficiency of the jth mode, the effective luminosity in the
ith πþπ−ψð2SÞmass bin, and the branching fractions of the
jth mode [21], respectively. The resulting cros sections in
the full solid angle are shown in Fig. 11 and Append x B,
where the error bars include statistical uncertainties in th
signal and the subtracted background and all the system tic
errors. The systematic error for t e cros -section measure-
ment is 4.8% and is the same for all d ta points.
V. SYSTEMATIC E RORS
The systematic uncertainties in the cros -section mea-
surements are su marized in Table IVan discussed below.
The particle id ntification uncertainty is .3% for the
πþπ−J=ψ mode and 1.4% for the μþμ− mode. The
uncertainty in the tracking efficiency is 0.35% per track
and is additive. The efficiency differences between data and
MC due to the corresponding resolutions in the J=ψ mass,
ψð2SÞ mass, and M2rec requirements are measured wit the
control sampl eþe− → ψð2SÞ → πþπ−J=ψ [9]. The MC
efficiency is found to be higher than in data by ð4.3$
0.7Þ% for the πþπ−J=ψ m de and ð4.4$ 0.3Þ% for the
μþμ− mode. A correction factor of 1.043 (1.044) is applied
to the πþπ−J=ψ (μþμ−) mode, leaving 0.7% (0.3%) as the
residual ystematic er or.
The luminosity uncertainty of 1.4% is due mainly to the
uncertainty from the Bhabha g nerator. The trigger effi-
ciency for th vent sur iving the selection criteria is
ð98.7$ 0.1ðstatÞÞ% for the πþπ−J=ψ mode and ð91.4$
0.6ðstatÞÞ% for the μþμ− mode, based on the trigger
simulation. A value of 1.0% is taken as a conservative
estimate of the ystematic error for the πþπ−J=ψ mode;
1.5% is used for the μþμ− mode.
Uncertainties in the simulation of the ISR process with
PHOKHARA contributes less than 1.0%, and the largest
uncertainty in the MC g neration of signal vent is from
the simulation of the Mπþπ− from Y decays. We g nerate
another MC sample with mf0ð500Þ ¼ 0.7 GeV=c2 and
Γf0ð500Þ ¼ 0.2 GeV in order to check the efficiency v ria-
tion. Th efficiency changes by 2.0% at 4.4 GeV=c2 and
3.8% at 4.7 GeV=c2; half of the larger efficiency differ-
ence, 1.9%, is taken as the ystematic error. The possible
existence of the Zc structure in π$ψð2SÞ ystem does not
affect th efficiency significantly and is thus neglected.
The uncertainties in the intermediate decay branching
fractions taken from Ref. [21] contribute systematic errors
of 1.0% for the πþπ−J=ψ mode and 10.4% for the þμ−
mode. The statistical error in the MC determination of the
efficiency is less than 0.1%.
Assuming all the sources are i pendent an adding them
in qu drature, we obtain total systematic errors in the cross-
section measure ent of 5.0% for the πþπ−J=ψ mode and
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FIG. 1 (color online). The measured eþe− → πþπ−ψð2SÞ
cross section for
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 4.0 to .5 GeV. The errors are the sum
in quadrature of the su med statistical errors of the numbers of
signal and background events and the systematic errors.
TABLE II. Results of the alternative fits to the πþπ−ψð2SÞ invariant-mas spectra using three reso ances:
Yð4260Þ, Yð4360Þ, and Yð4660Þ. The p ram ters are the same as in Table I, except that, here, ϕ1 is th relative phase
between the Yð4360Þ and Yð4260Þ (in degrees) and ϕ2 is the relative phase between the Yð4360Þ and Yð4660Þ (in
degrees).
Param ters Solution III Solution IV Solution V Solution VI
MYð4260Þ 4259 (fixed)
ΓYð4260Þ 134 (fixed)
B½Yð4260Þ → πþπ−ψð2SÞ' · Γ þe−Yð4260Þ 1.5$ 0.6$ 0.4 1.7$ 0.7$ 0.5 10.4$ 1.3$ 0.8 8.9$ 1.2$ 0.8
MYð4360Þ 4365$ 7$ 4
ΓYð4360Þ 74$ 14$ 4
B½Yð4360Þ → πþπ−ψð2SÞ' · Γ þe−Yð4360Þ 4.1$ 1.0$ 0.6 4.9$ 1.3$ 0.6 21.1$ 3.5$ 1.4 17.7$ 2.6$ 1.5
MYð4660Þ 4660$ 9$ 12
ΓYð4660Þ 74$ 12$ 4
B½Yð4 60Þ → πþπ−ψð2SÞ' · Γ þe−Yð4660Þ .2$ 0.4$ 0.2 8.4$ 0.9$ 0.9 9.3$ 1.2$ 1.0 2.4$ 0.5$ 0.3
ϕ1 304$ 24$ 21 294$ 25$ 23 130$ 4$ 2 41$ 5$ 4
ϕ2 26$ 19$ 10 238$ 14$ 21 329$ 8$ 5 117$ 23$ 25
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The cro s sections are of the same order of magnitude
as those of th +e−→ +π−J/ψ measured by BES!
[14] and oth r experiments [3, 4], but with a different line
shape (see Fig. 1). There is a broad structure at igh en-
ergy with a possible local maxi um t around 4.23 GeV.
We try to use the BES! and the CLEO-c measur ments
to extract the reso an structures in +e−→ +π−hc.
Fig. 1. A comparison between the cro s sections
of +e−→ +π−hc from BES! (dots with error
bars) [11] and those of +e− → +π−J/ψ from
B lle (open ircles with error bars) [4]. The er-
rors are statistical only.
Since the ystematic error (±18.1%) of the BES!
experiment is co mon for all the ata points, we onl
use the s a istical errors in the fits below. The CLEO-c
measurement is complet ly i pendent f m e BES!
experime t and all of th errors ad d in quadrature
(±4.2 pb) are taken as the total error, w ich is used in
the fits. We use a least χ2 method with [15]
χ2=
14∑
i=1
(σmeasi −σfit(mi))2
(∆σmeasi )
2
,
wh re σmeasi ±∆σmeasi is the experimental measur ment,
and σfit(mi) is the cross section v lue alculated from the
model belo with the p ramete s f om he fit. Her , mi
is the nergy corresponds to the ith nergy point.
Since the line shape above 4.42 GeV s u known, it is
not clear whether or not the large cross section at i h
nergy will decrease. We will try to fit the data with two
diff rent scenarios.
Assuming that the cross section follows the three-
body phase space and that there is a narrow reso ance
at around 4.2 GeV, we fit the cross sections wit the co-
herent sum of two amplitudes, a constant and a constant
width relativistic Breit-Wigner (BW) function; that is,
σ(m)=|c·
√
PS(m)+eiφBW (m)
√
PS(m)/PS(M)|2,
where PS(m) is the 3-body phase space factor,
BW (m)=
√
12πΓe+e−B( +π−hc)Γtot
m2−M 2+iMΓtot ,
is the Breit-Wigner (BW) function for a vector state,
with mass M , total width Γtot, electron p rtial
width Γe+e− , a d the b anching fraction to π
+π−hc,
B( +π−hc), keep in mind hat from the fit we ca only
extract the product Γe+e−B( +π−hc). The cons ant term
c and th relative phase, φ, b tween the two amplitudes
are also free parameters in the fit, tog ther with the res-
onant parameters of the BW function.
The fit indicates the exist nce of a resonan e (called
Y(4220) hereafter) with a mass of (4216±7) MeV/c2
and a width of (39±17) MeV, and the goodness-of-
the-fit is χ2/ndf = 11.04/9, correspo ding to a confi-
denc level of 27%. There are tw solutions for the
Γe+e−×B(Y(4220)→ +π−hc), w i h are (3.2±1.5) eV
and (6.0±2.4) eV. Here, all of the e rors a e from the fit
only. Fitting the cross sections without the Y(4220) re-
sults in a very bad fit, χ2/ndf= 2.75/13, correspo ding
o a co fid nce level of 2.5×10−10. The statistical signif-
ic nce of the Y(4220) is alculated to be 7.1σ comparing
Fig. 2. The fit to the cross sections of e+e− →
+π−hc from BES! and CLEO-c (dots with er-
ror bars). The solid curves show the best fits, and
the dashed ones re in ividual component . (a)
is the fit wi th coherent sum of a phase spac
amplitude and a BW functio , and (b) is the co-
herent sum of two BW functions.
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Figure 11: Inclusive and exclusive e+e− cross sections in he c armoni m region as a function of center-of-mass energy (
√
s or ECM ). (a) The
inclusive e+e− ros section (shown as R ≡ σ(qq)/σ0µµ) from BESII [189]. The solid lines are for a fit that includes in erfering ψ(3770), ψ(4040),
ψ(4160), and ψ(4415) states as well as a non-interf ring continuum background. (b) The exclusive e+e− → pi+pi−J/ψ cross section from BaBar
s owing the Y (4260) [144]. (c) The exclusive e+e− → pi+pi−ψ(2S) cross sec ion from Belle showing the Y (4360) and Y (4660) [148]. (d) The
exclu ive e+e− → pi+pi−hc(1P ) c oss section from BESIII with a fit to a narrow peak with a ma s near 4.23 GeV and a wider peak at higher
ass [193].
2.5.3. Substructure in the Bottomonium Region
In the bottomonium region, we have already seen that there are surprisingly large cross sections for e+e− →
pi+pi−Υ(1S, 2S, 3S) and e+e− → pi+pi−hb(1P, 2P ) at center-of-mass e ergies near the Υ(5S) mass (Sec. 2.5.1). Perhaps
more interesting is the fact hat ll five of these reactions proceed, either entir ly or partially, through the intermediate
processes e+e− → pi±Zb(10610) and e+e− → pi±Zb(10650), where the Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) are electrically charged,
have widths on the order of 20 MeV, and decay to pi∓Υ(1S, 2S, 3S) and pi∓hb(1P, 2P ). These results were discovered by
the Belle experiment in 2012 in an analysis of all five reactions [160]. In the study of e+e− → pi±Zb with Zb → pi∓Υ(nS),
separate two-dimensional Dalitz-plot fit for n = 1, 2, 3 were performed (Figs. 12a,b). The Zb → pi∓hb(nP ) (with n = 1, 2)
processes were studied using one-dimensional fits to the pi∓hb(nP ) mass di tributio s, which were obtained by fitting for
the hb(nP ) yield in bins of pi
∓hb(nP ) mass (Fig. 12c). The masses and widths of the Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) were
consistent in all five reactions, and the combined significance of both Zb states was over 10σ in each reaction. In 2015, the
study of the e+e− → pi+pi−Υ(1S, 2S, 3S) processes was extended to include a six-dimensional amplitude analysis [162].
The JP = 1+ hypothesis was favored for both the Zb(10610) and the Zb(10650).
A neutral version of the Zb(10610) was seen by Belle in 2013 in the related processes e
+e− → pi0Zb(10610) with
Zb(10610) → pi0Υ(2S, 3S), with a combined significance of 6.5σ [161]. The ratio of cross sections for the charged and
neutral processes was consistent with expectations for an isovector Zb(10610). The statistics were not sufficient to observe
the Zb(10610) → pi0Υ(1S) decay or the Zb(10650) → pi0Υ(1S, 2S, 3S) decays, but the upper limits were consistent with
isospin expectations.
One of the most striking features of the Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) is that their masses are just above the thresholds
needed to produce BB¯∗ and B∗B¯∗, respectively. This fact prompted a study of the processes e+e− → B(∗)B¯(∗)pi with
center-of-mass energy near the Υ(5S) mass by the Belle experiment [163]. By fully reconstructing one B meson and the
pion, Belle was able to observe the decays Zb(10610)→ BB¯∗ (where BB¯∗ is shorthand for B+B¯∗0 and B¯0B∗+ and their
charge conjugates) and Zb(10650) → B∗B¯∗ (where B∗B¯∗ is shorthand for B∗+B¯∗0 and its charge conjugate), shown in
28
Fig. 12d. No evidence was found for the kinematically allowed Zb(10650)→ BB¯∗ decay, and no evidence was found for the
process e+e− → BB¯pi. Assuming the charged Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) decay only to pi±Υ(1S, 2S, 3S), pi±hb(1P, 2P ),
and BB¯(∗) (which is supported by the study of the inclusive Υ(5S) cross section [152]), branching fractions could be
calculated. It was found that the open-bottom decays are roughly an order of magnitude larger than the closed-bottom
decays.
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where Mmissð!þ!#Þ is the missing mass recoiling
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, Ec:m: is the center-of-mass
(c.m.) energy, and E&!þ!# and p
&
!þ!# are the energy
and momentum of the !þ!# system measured in the
c.m. frame. Candidate !ð5SÞ! !ðnSÞ!þ!# events
are selected by requiring jMmissð!þ!#Þ #m!ðnSÞj<
0:05 GeV=c2, where m!ðnSÞ is the mass of an !ðnSÞ state
[7]. Sideband regions are defined as 0:05 GeV=c2 <
jMmissð!þ!#Þ #m!ðnSÞj< 0:10 GeV=c2. To remove
background due to photon conversions in the innermost
parts of the Belle detector we require M2ð!þ!#Þ>
0:20; 0:14; 0:10 GeV=c2 for a final state with an !ð1SÞ,
!ð2SÞ, !ð3SÞ, respectively.
Amplitude analyses of the three-body !ð5SÞ!
!ðnSÞ!þ!# decays reported here are performed by means
of unbinned maximum likelihood fits to two-dimensional
M2½!ðnSÞ!þ( vs M2½!ðnSÞ!#( Dalitz distributions.
The fractions of signal events in the signal region are
determined from fits to the corresponding Mmissð!þ!#Þ
spectrum and are found to be 0:937) 0:015ðstatÞ, 0:940)
0:007ðstatÞ, 0:918) 0:010ðstatÞ for final states with!ð1SÞ,
!ð2SÞ,!ð3SÞ, respectively. The variation of reconstruction
efficiency across the Dalitz plot is determined from a
GEANT-based MC simulation [8] and is found to be small
except for the higherM½!ðnSÞ!)( region. The distribution
of background events is determined using events from the
!ðnSÞ sidebands and found to be uniform (after efficiency
correction) across the Dalitz plot.
Dalitz distributions of events in the!ð2SÞ sidebands and
signal regions are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respec-
tively, where M½!ðnSÞ!(max is the maximum invariant
mass of the two !ðnSÞ! combinations. This is used to
combine !ðnSÞ!þ and !ðnSÞ!# events for visualization
only. Two horizontal bands are evident in the !ð2SÞ!
system near 112:6 GeV2=c4 and 113:3 GeV2=c4, where
the distortion from straight lines is due to interference with
other intermediate states, as demonstrated below. One-
dimensional invariant mass projections for events in the
!ðnSÞ signal regions are shown in Fig. 2, where two peaks
are observed in the !ðnSÞ! system near 10:61 GeV=c2
and 10:65 GeV=c2. In the following we refer to these
structures as Zbð10 610Þ and Zbð10 650Þ, respectively.
We parametrize the !ð5SÞ! !ðnSÞ!þ!# three-body
decay amplitude by
M ¼ AZ1 þ AZ2 þ Af0 þ Af2 þ Anr; (1)
where AZ1 and AZ2 are amplitudes to account for contribu-
tions from the Zbð10 610Þ and Zbð10 650Þ, respectively.
Here we assume that the dominant contributions come
from amplitudes that preserve the orientation of the spin
of the heavy quarkonium state and, thus, both pions in the
cascade decay !ð5SÞ! Zb!! !ðnSÞ!þ!# are emitted
in an S wave with respect to the heavy quarkonium system.
As demonstrated in Ref. [9], angular analyses support this
assumption. Consequently, we parametrize the observed
Zbð10 610Þ and Zbð10 650Þ peaks with an S-wave Breit-
Wigner function Wðs;M;"Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
M"
p
M2#s#iM" , where we do
not consider possible s depen ence of the res nance width.
To account for the possibility of !ð5SÞ decay to both
Zþb !# and Z#b !þ, the amplitudes AZ1 and AZ2 are symme-
trized with respect to !þ and !# transposition. Using
isospin symmetry, the resulting amplitude is written as
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FIG. 1. Dalitz plots for !ð2SÞ!þ!# events in the (a) !ð2SÞ
sidebands; (b) !ð2SÞ signal region. Events to the left of the
vertical line are excluded.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of fit results (open histogram) with ex-
perimental data (points with error bars) for events in the !ð1SÞ
(a),(b), !ð2SÞ (c),(d), and !ð3SÞ (e),(f) signal regions. The
hatched histogram shows the background component.
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of background events is determined using events from the
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only. Two horizontal bands are evident in the !ð2SÞ!
system near 112:6 GeV2=c4 and 113:3 GeV2=c4, where
the distortion from straight lines is due to interference with
other intermediate states, as demonstrated below. One-
dimensional invariant mass projections for events in the
!ðnSÞ signal regions are shown in Fig. 2, where two peaks
are observed in the !ðnSÞ! system near 10:61 GeV=c2
and 10:65 GeV=c2. In the following we refer to these
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tions from the Zbð10 610Þ and Zbð10 650Þ, respectively.
Here we assume that the dominant contributions come
from amplitudes that preserve the orientation of the spin
of the heavy quarkonium state and, thus, both pions in the
cascade decay !ð5SÞ! Zb!! !ðnSÞ!þ!# are emitted
in an S wave with respect to the heavy quarkonium system.
As demonstrated in Ref. [9], angular analyses support this
assumption. Consequently, we parametrize the observed
Zbð10 610Þ and Zbð10 650Þ peaks with an S-wave Breit-
Wigner function BWðs;M;"Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
M"
p
M2#s#iM" , where we do
not consider possible s dependence of the resonance width.
To account for the possibility of !ð5SÞ decay to both
Zþb !# and Z#b !þ, the amplitudes AZ1 and AZ2 are symme-
trized with respect to !þ and !# transposition. Using
isospin symmetry, the resulting amplitude is written as
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tions from the Zbð10 610Þ and Zbð10 650Þ, respectively.
Here we assume that the dominant contributions come
from amplitudes that preserve the orientation of the spin
of the heavy quarkonium state and, thus, both pions in the
cascade decay !ð5SÞ! Zb!! !ðnSÞ!þ!# are emitted
in an S wave with respect to the heavy quarkonium system.
As demonstrated in Ref. [9], angular analyses support this
assumption. Consequently, we parametrize the observed
Zbð10 610Þ and Zbð10 650Þ peaks with an S-wave Breit-
Wigner function BWðs;M;"Þ ¼
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suppressed by a requirement on the ratio of the second to
zeroth Fox-W lfram moments R2 < 0:3 [13]. The fit func-
tion is a sum of peaking components due to dipion
transitions and combinatorial background. The positions
of all peaking components are fixed to the values measured
in Ref. [3]. In the case of the hbð1PÞ the peaking compo-
nents i clude signals from !ð5SÞ! hbð1PÞ and !ð5SÞ!
!ð2SÞ transitions, and a reflection from the !ð3SÞ!
!ð1SÞ transition, where the !ð3SÞ is produced inclusively
or via initial state radiation. Since the !ð3SÞ! !ð1SÞ
r flection is not w ll constrained by the fits, we determine
its ormalization elative to the !ð5SÞ! !ð2SÞ signal
from the exclusive !þ!$"þ"$ data for every Mmissð"Þ
bin. In case of the hbð2PÞ we use a smaller Mmissð"þ"$Þ
range than in Ref. [3], Mmissð"þ"$Þ< 10:34 GeV=c2,
to exclude the region of the K0S ! "þ"$ reflection.
The peaking components include the !ð5SÞ! hbð2PÞ
signal and a !ð2SÞ! !ð1SÞ reflection. To constrain the
normalization of the !ð2SÞ! !ð1SÞ reflection we use
exclusive !þ!$"þ"$ ata normalized to the total yield
of the reflection in the inclusive data. Systematic uncer-
tainty in the latter number is included in the error
propagation. The combinatorial background is parame-
trized by a Ch byshev polynomial. We use orders between
6 and 10 for the hbð1PÞ [the order decreases monotonically
with the Mmissð"Þ] and orders between 6 and 8 for the
hbð2PÞ.
The results for the yield of !ð5SÞ! hbðmPÞ"þ"$
(m ¼ 1, 2) decays as a function of theMmissð"Þ are shown
in Fig. 3. The distribution for the hbð1PÞ exhibits a clear
two-peak structure without a significant nonresonant con-
tribution. Th distribution for the hbð2PÞ is consistent with
the above picture, though the available phase space is
smaller and uncertainties are larger. We associate the two
peaks with the production of the Zbð10 610Þ and
Zbð10 650Þ. To fit the Mmissð"Þ distributions we use the
expression
jBW1ðs;M1;"1Þ þ aei#BW1ðs;M2;"2Þ þ beic j2 qpffiffisp :
(4)
Here
ffiffi
s
p & Mmissð"Þ; the variablesMk, "k (k ¼ 1, 2), a,#,
b, and c are free parameters; qpffiffi
s
p is a phase-space factor,
where p (q) is the momentum of the pion originating from
the !ð5SÞ (Zb) decay measured in the rest frame of the
corresponding mother particle. The P-wave Breit-Wigner
amplitude is expressed as BW1ðs;M;"Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
M"
p
Fðq=q0Þ
M2$s$iM" .
Here F is the P-wave Blatt-Weisskopf form factor F ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þðq0RÞ2
1þðqRÞ2
r
[14], q0 is a daughter momentum calculated with
pole mass of its mother, R ¼ 1:6 GeV$1. The function
[Eq. (4)] is convolved with the detector resolution function
($ ¼ 5:2 MeV=c2), integrated over the 10 MeV=c2 histo-
gram bin and corrected for the reconstruction efficiency.
The fit results are shown as solid histograms in Fig. 3
and are summarized in Table I. We find that the nonreso-
nant contribution is consistent with zero [significance is
0:3$ both for the hbð1PÞ and hbð2PÞ] in accord with
the expectation that it is suppressed due to heavy-quark
spin flip. In case of the hbð2PÞ we improve the stability
of the fit by fixing the nonresonant amplitude to zero.
The C.L. of the fit is 81% (61%) for the hbð1PÞ [hbð2PÞ].
The default fit hypothesis is favored over the phase-space
fit hypothesis at the 18$ [6:7$] level for the hbð1PÞ
[hbð2PÞ].
To estimate the systematic uncertainty we vary the order
of the Chebyshev polynomial in the fits to the
Mmissð"þ"$Þ spectra; to study the effect of finite
Mmissð"Þ binning we shift the binning by half bin size; to
study the model uncertainty in the fits to the Mmissð"Þ
distributions we remove [add] the nonresonant contribu-
tion in the hbð1PÞ [hbð2PÞ] case; we increase the width of
the resolution function by 10% to account for possible
difference between data and MC simulation. The maxi-
mum change of parameters for each source is used as
an estimate of its associated systematic error. We estimate
an additional 1 MeV=c2 uncertainty in mass measure-
ments based on the difference between the observed
!ðnSÞ peak positions and their world averages [3]. The
total systematic uncertainty presented in Table I is the sum
in quadrature of contributions from all sources. The sig-
nificance of the Zbð10 610Þ and Zbð10 650Þ including sys-
tematic uncertainties is 16:0$ [5:6$] for the hbð1PÞ
[hbð2PÞ].
In conclusion, we have observed two charged bottomo-
niumlike resonances, the Zbð10 610Þ and Zbð10 650Þ, with
signals in five different decay channels, !ðnSÞ"' (n ¼ 1,
2, 3) and hbðmPÞ"' (m ¼ 1, 2). The parameters of the
resonances are given in Table I. All channels yield consis-
tent results. Weighted averages over all five channels give
M ¼ 10 607:2' 2:0 MeV=c2, " ¼ 18:4' 2:4 MeV for
the Zbð10 610Þ and M ¼ 10 652:2' 1:5 MeV=c2, " ¼
11:5' 2:2 MeV for the Zbð10 650Þ, where statistical
and systematic errors are added in quadrature. The
Zbð10 610Þ production rate is similar to that of the
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FIG. 3. The (a) hbð1PÞ and (b) hbð2PÞ yields as a function of
Mmissð"Þ (points with error bars) and results of the fit (histo-
gram).
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suppressed by a requirement on the ratio of the second to
zeroth Fox-Wolfram moments R2 < 0:3 [13]. The fit func-
tion is a sum of peaking components due to dipion
transitio s and combinatorial background. The positions
of all peaking components are fixed to the values measured
in Ref. [3]. In the case of the hbð1PÞ the peaking compo-
nents include signals from !ð5SÞ! hbð1PÞ and !ð5SÞ!
!ð2SÞ transitions, and a reflection from the !ð3SÞ!
!ð1SÞ transition, where the !ð3SÞ is produced inclusively
or via initial state radiation. Since the !ð3SÞ! !ð1SÞ
reflection is not well constrained by the fits, we determine
its normalization relative to the !ð5SÞ! !ð2SÞ signal
from the exclusive !þ!$"þ"$ data for every Mmissð"Þ
bin. In case of the hbð2PÞ we use a smaller Mmissð"þ"$Þ
range than in Ref. [3], Mmissð"þ"$Þ< 10:34 GeV=c2,
to exclude the region of the K0S ! "þ"$ reflection.
The peaking components include the !ð5SÞ! hbð2PÞ
signal and a !ð2SÞ! !ð1SÞ reflection. To constrain the
normalization of the !ð2SÞ! !ð1SÞ reflection we use
excl sive !þ!$"þ"$ data normalized to the total yield
of the reflection in the inclusive data. Systematic uncer-
tainty in the latter number is included in the error
propagation. The combinatorial background is parame-
trized by a Chebyshev polynomial. We use orders between
6 and 10 for the hbð1PÞ [the order decreases monotonically
with the Mmissð"Þ] and orders between 6 and 8 for the
hbð2PÞ.
The results for the yield of !ð5SÞ! hbðmPÞ"þ"$
(m ¼ 1, 2) decays as a function of theMm ssð"Þ are shown
in Fig. 3. The distribution for the hbð1PÞ exhibits a clear
two-peak structure without a significant nonresonant con-
tribution. The distribution for the hbð2PÞ is consistent with
the above picture, though the available phase space is
smaller and uncertainties are larger. We associate the two
peaks with the production of the Zbð10 610Þ and
Zbð10 650Þ. To fit the Mmissð"Þ distributions we use the
expression
jBW1ðs;M1;"1Þ þ aei#BW1ðs;M2;"2Þ þ beic j2 qpffiffisp :
(4)
Here
ffiffi
s
p & Mmissð"Þ; the variablesMk, "k (k ¼ 1, 2), a,#,
b, and c are free parameters; qpffiffi
s
p is a phase-space factor,
where p (q) is the momentum of the pion originating from
the !ð5SÞ (Zb) decay measured in the rest frame of the
corresponding mother particle. The P-wave Breit-Wigner
amplitude is expressed as BW1ðs;M;"Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
M"
p
Fðq=q0Þ
M2$s$iM" .
Here F is the P-wave Blatt-Weisskopf form factor F ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þðq0RÞ2
1þðqRÞ2
r
[14], q0 is a daughter momentum calculated with
pole mass of its mother, R ¼ 1:6 GeV$1. The function
[Eq. (4)] is convolved with the detector resolution function
($ ¼ 5:2 MeV=c2), integrated over the 10 MeV=c2 histo-
gram bin and corrected for the reconstruction efficiency.
The fit results are shown as solid histograms in Fig. 3
and are summarized in Table I. We find that the nonreso-
nant contr bution is consistent with zero [significance is
0:3$ both for he hbð1PÞ and hbð2PÞ] in accord with
th expectation that it is suppressed due to heavy-quark
spin flip. In case of the hbð2PÞ we improve the stability
of the fit by fixing the nonresonant amplitude to zero.
The C.L. of the fit is 81% (61%) for the hbð1PÞ [hbð2PÞ].
The default fit hypothesis is favored over the phase-space
fit hypothesis at the 18$ [6:7$] level for the hbð1PÞ
[hbð2PÞ].
To estimate the systematic uncertainty we vary the order
of the Chebyshev polynomial in the fits to the
Mmissð"þ"$Þ spectra; to study the effect of finite
Mmissð"Þ binning we shift the binning by half bin size; to
study the model uncertainty in the fits to the Mmissð"Þ
distributions we remove [add] the nonresonant contribu-
tion in the hbð1PÞ [hbð2PÞ] case; we increase the width of
the resolution function by 10% to account for possible
difference between data and MC simulation. The maxi-
mum change of parameters for each source is used as
an estimate of its associated systematic error. We estimate
an additional 1 MeV=c2 uncertainty in mass measure-
ments based on the difference between the observed
!ðnSÞ peak positions and their world averages [3]. The
total systematic uncertainty presented in Table I is the sum
in quadrature of contributions from all sources. The sig-
nificance of the Zbð10 610Þ and Zbð10 650Þ including sys-
tematic uncertainties is 16:0$ [5:6$] for the hbð1PÞ
[hbð2PÞ].
In conclusion, we have observed two charged bottomo-
niumlike resonances, the Zbð10 610Þ and Zbð10 650Þ, with
signals in five different decay channels, !ðnSÞ"' (n ¼ 1,
2, 3) and hbðmPÞ"' (m ¼ 1, 2). The parameters of the
resonances are given in Table I. All channels yield consis-
tent results. Weighted averages over all five channels give
M ¼ 10 607:2' 2:0 MeV=c2, " ¼ 18:4' 2:4 MeV for
the Zbð10 610Þ and M ¼ 10 652:2' 1:5 MeV=c2, " ¼
11:5' 2:2 MeV for the Zbð10 650Þ, where statistical
and systematic errors are added in quadrature. The
Zbð10 610Þ production rate is similar to that of the
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FIG. 3. The (a) hbð1PÞ and (b) hbð2PÞ yields as a function of
Mmissð"Þ (points with error bars) and results of the fit (histo-
gram).
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position as BB!π events, where the reconstructed B is the
primary one. To remove the correlation betweenMmissðBπÞ
and MðBÞ and to improve the resolution, we use M!miss ¼
MmissðBπÞ þMðBÞ −mB instead of MmissðBπÞ The M!miss
distribution for the RS combinations is shown in Fig. 1(b),
where peaks corresponding to the BB!π and B!B!π signals
are evident. Combinations with πþ—the wrong-sign (WS)
combinations—are used to evaluate the shape of the
combinatorial background. (The B→ J=ψK0 mode is
not included in the WS sample, but both combinations
with πþ and π− are added to the RS sample.) We apply a
factor of 1.19& 0.01 [12] to the WS distribution to
normalize it to the expected number of the background
events in the RS sample. There is also a hint for a peaking
structure in the WS M!miss distribution, shown as a hatched
histogram in Fig. 1(b). Because of B0 − B¯0 oscillations, we
expect a fraction of the produced B0 mesons to decay as B¯0
given by 0.5x2d=ð1þ x2dÞ ¼ 0.1861& 0.0024, where xd is
the B0 mixing parameter [11].
Note that the momentum spectrum of B mesons produced
in events with initial-state radiation (ISR), eþe− → γBB¯,
overlaps significantly with that for B mesons from the three-
body eþe− → Bð!ÞBð!Þπ processes. However, ISR events do
not produce peaking structures in the M!miss distribution.
A binned maximum likelihood fit is performed to fit the
M!miss distribution to the sum of three Gaussian functions to
represent three possible signals and two threshold compo-
nents Akðxk −M!missÞαk expfðM!miss − xkÞ=δkg (k ¼ 1, 2) to
parametrize the qq¯ and two-body Bð!ÞB¯ð!Þ backgrounds.
The means and widths of the signal Gaussian functions are
fixed from the signal MC simulation. The parameters Ak,
αk, δk of the background functions are free parameters of
the fit; the threshold parameters xk are fixed from the
generic MC simulations. ISR events produce an M!miss
distribution similar to that for qq¯ events; these two
components are modeled by a single threshold function.
The resolution of the signal peaks in Fig. 1(b) is dominated
by the c.m. energy spread and is fixed at 6.5 and
6.2 MeV=c2 for the BB!π and B!B!π, respectively as
determined from the signal MC simulations. The fit to
the RS spectrum yields NBBπ¼13&25, NBB!π¼357&30,
and NB!B!π ¼ 161& 21 signal events. The statistical sig-
nificance of the observed BB!π and B!B!π signal is 9.3σ
and 8.1σ, respectively. The statistical significance is calcu-
lated as
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
−2 lnðL0=LsigÞ
p
, where Lsig and L0 denote the
likelihood values obtained with the nominal fit and with the
signal yield fixed at zero, respectively.
For the subsequent analysis, we require jM!miss −mB! j <
15 MeV=c2 to select BB!π signal events and jM!miss−
ðmB! þ ΔmBÞj < 12 MeV=c2, where ΔmB ¼ mB! −mB,
to select B!B!π events. For the selected Bð!ÞB!π candidates,
we calculate MmissðπÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið ffiffisp − EπÞ2=c4 − P2π=c2p ,
where Eπ and Pπ are the reconstructed energy and
momentum, respectively, of the charged pion in the c.m.
frame. TheMmissðπÞ distributions are shown in Fig. 2 [13].
We perform a simultaneous binned maximum likelihood fit
to the RS and WS samples, assuming the same number
(after normalization) and distribution of background events
in both samples and known fraction of signal events in the
RS sample that leaks to theWS sample due to mixing. To fit
the MmissðπÞ spectrum, we use the function
FðmÞ ¼ ½fsigSðmÞ þ BðmÞ(ϵðmÞFPHSPðmÞ; ð1Þ
where m≡MmissðπÞ, fsig ¼ 1.0 (0.1366& 0.0032 [14])
for the RS (WS) sample, SðmÞ and BðmÞ are the signal
and background probability density function, respectively,
and FPHSPðmÞ is the phase space function. To account for
the instrumental resolution, we smear the function FðmÞ
with a Gaussian function with σ ¼ 6.0 MeV=c2 that is
dominated by the c.m. energy spread. The reconstruction
efficiency is parametrized as ϵðmÞ ∼ exp½ðm −m0Þ=
Δ(ð1 −m=m0Þ3=4, where m0 ¼ 10.718& 0.001 GeV=c2
is an efficiency threshold and Δ ¼ 0.094& 0.002 GeV=c2.
The distribution of background events is parametrized as
BBð!ÞB!πðmÞ ¼ b0e−βδm , where b0 and β are fit parameters
and δm ¼ m − ðmBð!Þ þmB!Þ. A general form of the signal
probability density function is written as
SðmÞ ¼ jAZbð10610Þ þAZbð10650Þ þAnrj2; ð2Þ
where Anr ¼ anreiϕnr is the nonresonant amplitude para-
metrized as a complex constant and the two Zb amplitudes,
(a)
(b)
FIG. 2. The MmissðπÞ distribution for the (a) BB!π and
(b) B!B!π candidate events. Normalization factor is applied
for the WS distributions.
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position as BB!π events, where the reconstructed B is the
primary one. To remove the correlation betweenMmissðBπÞ
and MðBÞ and to improve the resolution, we use M!miss ¼
MmissðBπÞ þMðBÞ −mB instead of MmissðBπÞ. The M!miss
distribution for the RS combinations is shown in Fig. 1(b),
where peaks corresponding to the BB!π and B!B!π signals
are evident. Combinations with πþ—the wrong-sign (WS)
combinations—are used to evaluate the shape of the
combinatorial background. (The B→ J=ψK0 mode is
not included in the WS sample, but both combinations
with πþ and π− are added to the RS sample.) We apply a
factor of 1.19& .01 [12] to the WS distribution to
normalize it to the expected number of the background
events in the RS sample. There is als a hint for a peaking
structure in the WS M!miss distribution, shown as a hatched
histogram in Fig. 1(b). Because of B0 − B¯0 oscillations, we
expect a fraction of the produced B0 mesons to decay as B¯0
given by 0.5x2d=ð1þ x2dÞ ¼ 0.1861& 0.0024, where xd is
the B0 mixing parameter [11].
Note that the momentum spectrum of B mesons produced
in events with initial-state radiation (ISR), eþe− → γBB¯,
overlaps significantly with that for B mesons from the three-
body eþe− → Bð!ÞBð!Þπ processes. However, ISR events do
not produce peaking structures in the M!miss distribution.
A binned maximum likelihood fit is performed to fit the
M!miss distribution to the sum of three Gaussian functions to
represent three possible signals and two threshold compo-
nents Akðxk −M!missÞαk expfðM!miss − xkÞ=δkg (k ¼ 1, 2) to
parametrize the qq¯ and two-body Bð!ÞB¯ð!Þ backgrounds.
The means and widths of the signal Gaussian functions are
fixed from the signal MC simulation. The parameters Ak,
αk, δk of the background functions are free parameters of
the fit; the threshold parameters xk are fixed from the
generic MC simulations. ISR events produce an M!miss
distribution similar to that for qq¯ events; these two
components are modeled by a single threshold function.
The resolution of the signal peaks in Fig. 1(b) is dominated
by the c.m. energy spread and is fixed at 6.5 and
6.2 MeV=c2 for the BB!π and B!B!π, respectively as
determined from the signal MC simulations. The fit to
the RS spectrum yields NBBπ¼13&25, NBB!π¼357&30,
and NB!B!π ¼ 1 1& 21 signal events. The statistical sig-
nificance of the observed BB!π and B!B!π signal is 9.3σ
and 8.1σ, respectiv ly. The stati tical significance is calcu-
lated as
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
−2 lnðL0=LsigÞ
p
, where Lsig and L0 denote the
likelihood values obtained with the nominal fit and with the
signal yield fixed at zero, respectively.
For the s bsequent analysis, we require jM!miss −mB! j <
15 MeV=c2 to select BB!π signal events and jM!miss−
ðmB! þ ΔmBÞj < 12 MeV=c2, where ΔmB ¼ mB! −mB,
to select B!B!π events. For the selected Bð!ÞB!π candidates,
we calculate MmissðπÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið ffiffisp − EπÞ2=c4 − P2π=c2p ,
where Eπ and Pπ are the reconstructed energy and
momentum, respectively, of the charged pion in the c.m.
frame. TheMmissðπÞ distributions are shown in Fig. 2 [ 3].
We perform a simultaneous binned maximum likelihood fit
to the RS nd WS samples, assuming the same number
(after normalization) and distribution of background events
in both samples and known fraction of signal events in the
RS sample that leaks to theWS sample due to mixing. To fit
the MmissðπÞ spectrum, we use the function
FðmÞ ¼ ½fsigSðmÞ þ BðmÞ(ϵðmÞFPHSPðmÞ; ð1Þ
where m≡MmissðπÞ, fsig ¼ 1.0 (0.1366& 0.0032 [14])
for the RS (WS) sample, SðmÞ and BðmÞ are the signal
and background probability density function, respectively,
and FPHSPðmÞ is the phas space fu ction. To account for
the instrumental resolution, we smear the function FðmÞ
with a Gaussian function with σ ¼ 6.0 MeV=c2 that is
dominated by the c.m. energy spread. Th reconstruction
efficiency is parametrized as ϵðmÞ ∼ exp½ðm −m0Þ=
Δ(ð1 −m=m0Þ3=4, where m0 ¼ 10.718& 0.001 GeV=c
is an efficiency threshold and Δ ¼ 0.094& 0.002 GeV=c2.
The distribution of background events is parametrized as
BBð!ÞB!πðmÞ ¼ b0e−βδm , where b0 and β are fit parameters
and δm ¼ m − ðmBð!Þ þmB!Þ. A general form of the signal
probability density function is written as
SðmÞ ¼ jAZbð10610Þ þAZbð10650Þ þAnrj2; ð2Þ
where Anr ¼ anreiϕnr is the nonresonant amplitude para-
metrized as a complex constant and the two Zb amplitudes,
(a)
(b)
FIG. 2. The MmissðπÞ distribution for the (a) BB!π and
(b) B!B!π candidate events. Normalization factor is applied
for the WS distributions.
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where Mmissð!þ!#Þ is the mi sing ma s recoiling
against the !þ!# system calculated as Mmissð!þ!#Þ ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðEc:m: # E&!þ!#Þ2 # p&2!þ!#
q
, Ec:m: is the center-of-ma s
(c.m.) energy, and E&!þ!# and p
&
!þ!# are the energy
and momentum of the !þ!# system measured in the
c.m. frame. Candidate !ð5SÞ! !ðnSÞ!þ!# events
are selected by requiring jMmissð!þ!#Þ #m!ðnSÞj<
0:05 GeV=c2, where m!ðnSÞ is the mass of an !ðnSÞ state
[7]. Sideband regions are defined as 0:05 GeV=c2 <
jMmissð!þ!#Þ #m!ðnSÞj< 0:10 GeV=c2. To remove
background due to photon conversions in the i nermost
parts of the Belle detector we require M2ð!þ!#Þ>
0:20; 0:14; 0:10 GeV=c2 for a final state with an !ð1SÞ,
!ð2SÞ, !ð3SÞ, respectively.
Amplitude analyses of the three-body !ð5SÞ!
!ðnSÞ!þ!# decays reported here are performed by means
of unbinned maximum likelihood fits to two-dimensional
M2½!ðnSÞ!þ( vs M2½!ðnSÞ!#( Dalitz distributions.
The fractions of signal events in the signal region are
determined from fits to the corresponding Mmissð!þ!#Þ
spectrum and are found to be 0:937) 0:015ðstatÞ, 0:940)
0:007ðstatÞ, 0:918) 0:010ðstatÞ for final states with!ð1SÞ,
!ð2SÞ,!ð3SÞ, respectively. The variation of reconstruction
efficiency across the Dalitz plot is determined from a
GEANT-based MC simulation [8] and is found to be small
except for the higherM½!ðnSÞ!)( region. The distribution
of background events is determined using events from the
!ðnSÞ sidebands and found to be uniform (after efficiency
correction) across the Dalitz plot.
Dalitz distributions of events in the!ð2SÞ sidebands and
signal regions are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respec-
tively, where M½!ðnSÞ!(max is the maximum invariant
mass of the two !ðnSÞ! combinations. This is used to
combine !ðnSÞ!þ and !ðnSÞ!# events for visualization
only. Two horizontal bands are evident in the !ð2SÞ!
system near 112:6 GeV2=c4 and 113:3 GeV2=c4, where
the distortion from straight lines is due to interference with
other intermediate states, as demonstrated below. One-
dimensional invariant mass projections for events in the
!ðnSÞ ignal regions are show in Fig. 2, where two peaks
re observed in th !ðnSÞ! system ear 10:61 GeV=c2
and 10:65 GeV=c2. In the following we refer to these
structures as Zbð10 610Þ and Zbð10 650Þ, respectiv ly.
We parametrize the !ð5SÞ! !ðnSÞ!þ!# thr e-body
decay amplitude by
M ¼ AZ1 þ AZ2 þ Af0 þ Af2 þ Anr; ( )
where AZ1 and AZ2 are amplitudes to a count for contri u-
tions from the Zbð10 610Þ and Zbð10 650Þ, respectively.
Here we assume that the dominant contributions come
from amplitudes that preserve the orientation of the spin
of the heavy quark nium state and, thus, both pions in the
cascade decay !ð5SÞ! Zb!! !ðnSÞ!þ!# are emitted
in an S wave with respect to the heavy quarkonium sys e .
As d monstrated in Ref. [9], angular analyses support this
assumption. Consequently, we parametrize the observed
Zbð10 610Þ and Zbð10 650Þ peaks with an S-wave Brei -
Wigner function BWðs;M;"Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
M"
p
M2#s#iM" , where we d
not consider possible s dependence of the resonance width.
To account for the possibility of !ð5SÞ decay to both
Zþb !# and Z#b !þ, the amplitudes AZ1 and AZ2 are symme-
trized with respect to !þ an !# transposition. Using
isospin symmetry, the resulting amplitude is written as
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FIG. 1. Dalitz plots for !ð2SÞ!þ!# events in the (a) !ð2SÞ
sidebands; (b) !ð2SÞ signal region. Events to the left of the
vertical line are excluded.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of fit results (open histogram) with ex-
perimental data (points with error bars) for events in the !ð1SÞ
(a),(b), !ð2SÞ (c),(d), and !ð3SÞ (e),(f) signal regi ns. The
hatched histogram shows the background component.
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suppressed by a requirement on the ratio of the second to
zeroth Fox-Wolfram mome t R2 < 0:3 [13]. The fit func-
tion is a sum of peaking components due to dipion
tran itions and combi atorial background. The positions
of all peak ng components are fixed to the values measured
in Ref. [3]. In the case of the hbð1PÞ the peaking compo-
nents include signals from !ð5SÞ! hbð1PÞ and !ð5SÞ!
!ð2SÞ transitions, and a reflection from the !ð3SÞ!
!ð1SÞ transition, where the !ð3SÞ is produced inclusively
or via initial state radiation. Since the !ð3SÞ! !ð1SÞ
reflection is not well constrained by the fits, we determine
it normalization relative to th !ð5SÞ! !ð2SÞ signal
from the exclusive !þ!$"þ"$ data for every Mmissð"Þ
bin. In case of the hbð2PÞ we use a smaller Mmissð"þ"$Þ
range than in Ref. [3], Mmissð"þ"$Þ< 10:34 GeV= 2,
to exclude the r gion of the K0S ! "þ"$ reflection.
The peaking components include the !ð5SÞ! hbð2PÞ
signal and a !ð2SÞ! !ð1SÞ reflection. To constrain the
normalization of the !ð2SÞ! !ð1SÞ reflection we use
exclusive !þ!$"þ"$ data normalized to the tot l yi ld
of the reflection in the inclusive data. Systematic uncer-
tainty in the latter number is included in the error
propagation. The combinatorial background is p rame-
trized by a Chebyshev polynomial. We use orders between
6 and 10 for the hbð1PÞ [the order decreases monotonically
with the Mmissð"Þ] and orders between 6 and 8 for the
hbð2PÞ.
The results for the yield of !ð5SÞ! hbðmPÞ"þ"$
(m ¼ 1, 2) decays as a f nction of theMmissð Þ a shown
in Fig. 3. The distribution for the hbð1PÞ exhibits a cl ar
two-peak structure without a significant nonresonant con-
tribution. The distribution for the hbð2PÞ is consistent with
the above picture, though the available phase space is
smaller and uncertainties are larger. We associate the two
peaks with the production of the Zbð10 610Þ and
Zbð10 650Þ. To fit the Mmissð"Þ distributions we use the
expression
jBW1ðs;M1;"1Þ þ aei#BW1ðs;M2;"2Þ þ beic j2 q ffiffisp :
(4)
Here
ffiffi
s
p & Mmissð"Þ; the variablesMk, "k (k ¼ 1, 2), a,#,
b, and c are free parameters; qpffiffi
s
p is a phase-space factor,
where p (q) is the momentum of the pion originating from
the !ð5SÞ (Zb) decay easured in t e rest frame of the
corresponding mother particle. The P-wave Breit-Wigner
amplitude is expressed as BW1ðs;M;"Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
M"
p
Fðq=q0Þ
M2$s$iM" .
Here F is he P-wave Blatt-Weisskopf form factor F ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þðq0RÞ2
1þðqRÞ2
r
[14], q0 i daughter mom ntum calculated with
pole mass of its mother, R ¼ 1:6 GeV$1. The function
[Eq. (4)] is convolved with the detector resolution function
($ ¼ 5:2 MeV=c2), integrated over the 10 MeV=c2 histo-
gram bin and corrected for the reconstru tion efficiency.
The fit results are shown as solid histograms in Fig. 3
and are summarized in Table I. We find that the nonreso-
nant contribution is consistent with zero [significance is
0:3$ both for the hbð1PÞ and hbð2PÞ] in accord with
the expectation that it is suppressed due to heavy-quark
spin flip. In case of the hbð2PÞ we improve the stability
of the fit by fixing the nonresonant amplitude to zero.
The C.L. of the fit is 81% (61%) for the hbð1PÞ [hbð2PÞ].
Th default fit hypothesis is favored over the phase-space
fit hypothesis at the 18$ [6:7$] level for the hbð1PÞ
[hbð2PÞ].
To estimate the systematic uncertainty we vary the ord r
of the Chebyshev polynomial in the fits to the
Mmissð"þ"$Þ spectra; to study the effect of finite
Mmissð"Þ binning we shift the bin ing by half bin size; to
study the mod l uncertainty in the fi s to the Mmissð"Þ
distributions we remove [add] the nonresonant c ntribu-
tion in the hbð1PÞ [hbð2PÞ] case; we increase the width of
the res lution function by 10% to account f r possible
difference between data and MC simulation. The maxi-
mum change of parameters for each source is used as
n estimate of its ssociated systematic error. We estimate
an additional 1 MeV=c2 uncertainty in mass measure-
ments based on the dif erence betwe n the obse ved
!ðnSÞ peak positions and their world averages [3]. The
total systematic uncertainty presented in Table I is the sum
in qu drature of contributi ns from all sources. e sig-
nificance of the Zbð10 610Þ and Zbð10 650Þ including sys-
tematic uncertainties is 16:0$ [5:6$] for the hbð1PÞ
[hbð2PÞ].
In conclusion, we have observed two charged bottomo-
niumlike r sonances, the Zbð10 610Þ and Zbð10 650Þ, with
signals in five different decay channels, !ðnSÞ"' (n ¼ 1,
2, 3) and hbðmPÞ"' (m ¼ 1, 2). The param ters of th
resonances are given in Table I. All channels yield consis-
tent results. Weighted averages over all five channels give
M ¼ 10 607:2' 2:0 MeV=c2, " ¼ 18:4' 2:4 MeV for
the Zbð10 610Þ and M ¼ 10 652:2' 1:5 MeV=c2, " ¼
11:5' 2:2 MeV for the Zbð10 650Þ, where statistical
and systematic errors are added in quadrature. The
Zbð10 610Þ production rate is similar to that of the
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FIG. 3. The (a) hbð1PÞ and (b) hbð2PÞ yields as a func ion of
Mmissð"Þ (points with error bars) and results of the fit (histo-
gram).
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Figure 12: The Zb stat s observ d in e
+e− annihilation in the bottomonium region. (a,b,c) Observation of the Zb(10610) a d Zb(10650) in
e+e− → pi∓Zb with the Zb decaying to pi±Υ(1S) (a), pi±Υ(2S) (b), and pi±hb(1P ) (c) [160]. (d) Observation of the Zb(10610) ecaying to
(BB¯∗)± (top) and the Zb(10650) decaying to (B∗B¯∗)± (bottom) [163]. All figures are from the Belle experiment.
2.5.4. Substructure in the Charmonium Region
While there are two Zb states in the bottomonium regi n, one with m s near the BB¯
∗ threshold and one with mass
near the B∗B¯∗ threshold, there are analo ous Zc states in t e charmonium region near the DD¯∗ and D∗D¯∗ thresholds,
although with a few additional c plications. Note that these Zc states produced in e
+e− annihilation are distinct from
those produced in B decays (Sec. 2.4).
The first of the Zc states discovered in e
+e− annihilation was the Zc(3900). The Zc(3900) was simultaneously
discovered by BESIII and Belle in 2013 in analyses of the process e+e− → pi+pi−J/ψ with c nter-of-m ss en rgies n ar
the Y (4260) mass. The BESIII experiment used a single center- f-mass energy at 4.26 GeV [22]; he Bell experiment
covered a wider range by using the initial-state radiation technique [23]. F r both experiments, the Zc(3900) appear d as
a peak in the mass spectrum of the pi±J/ψ system, with a width of around 50 MeV (Fig. 13a). Only one-dimensional fits
were performed, but studies of the pi+pi− system were carried out to demonstrate that the Zc(3900) peak did not originate
from kinematic reflections. Anal g us to the Zb(10610) of bottomonium, the Zc(3900) is near the DD¯
∗ threshold. But
unlike bott onium, the pi±J/ψ system s owed no sign of a second state near the D∗D¯∗ threshold (which is just above
4 GeV).
Shortly after the discovery of the Zc(3900), the BESIII experiment did observe a second state near the D
∗D¯∗ threshold,
analogous to the Zb(10650) of bottomoniu [156]. It was discovered in the proces e
+e− → pi+pi− c(1P ), where three
center-of-mass energies (4.23, 4.26, and 4.36 GeV) w analyzed near the Y (4260) mass. The Zc(4020) was observed
as a narrow peak (with a width of roughly 8 MeV) in the pi±hc(1P ) mass spectrum (Fig. 13b). No evidence for the
Zc(3900)→ pi±hc(1P ) could be found and only an upper limit could be set.
The BESIII experiment also studied the Zc(3900) and Zc(4 20) in open-charm decays. Like the Zb(10610), the
Zc(3900) was found to decay to DD¯
∗ in the process e+e− → DD¯∗pi (where DD¯∗ st nds for both D+D¯∗0 and D¯0D∗+
and their charge conjug tes), both by reconstructing a sin le D meson (Fig. 13c) [154] and by reconstructing both D
mesons [155]. The first of these analyses also demonstrated the JP of the Zc(3900) to be 1
+. And, like the Zb(10650), the
Zc(4020) was found in the process e
+e− → D∗D¯∗pi decaying to D∗D¯∗, where D∗D¯∗ stands for D∗+D¯∗0 and its charge
conjugate (Fig. 13c) [158]. Also similar to bottomonium, the decays of the Zc(3900) and Zc(4020) to open charm are
roughly an order of magnitude larger than the r dec ys to closed charm. The masses and widths of the Zc states as
observed in their closed- and open-charm decays are not entirely consistent—the Zc(3900) is lighter and narrower in its
open-charm decay, while the Zc(4020) is heavier and wider in its open-charm decay—but it is highly probable that the
closed- and open-ch rm c annels are relat d.
Neutral partners to the Zc(3900) and Zc(4020) were subsequently discovered in the neutral v rsions of all f r reactions
listed above. The Zc(3900) was found to decay to pi
0J/ψ [31, 32] and (DD¯∗)0 [33]; the Zc(4020) was found to decay to
pi hc(1P ) [157] and (D
∗D¯∗)0 [159]. In the analysis of the Zc(3900)→ pi0J/ψ decay [32], the ratio of the cross section for
e+e− → pi0Zc(3900) followed by Zc(3900)→ pi0J/ψ to the cross section for e+e− → pi0pi0J/ψ was easured at a number
of different center-of-mass energi s. The sizes of the dat samples, however, were not sufficient to determine whether or
not the e+e− → pi0Zc(3900) process proceeds through a Y (4260).
29
A third Zc state, the Zc(4055), was reported by the Belle Collaboration in the process e
+e− → pi±Zc with Zc →
pi∓ψ(2S) for center-of-mass energies near the Y (4360) [148]. Its mass and width are clearly inconsistent with both the
Zc(3900) and the Zc(4020). These results also present a striking dissimilarity with the bottomonium system, where the
parameters of the Zb(10610) and the Zb(10650) are consistent in all three reactions e
+e− → pi+pi−Υ(1S, 2S, 3S). The
Zc(4055) requires further study.
It is interesting to note that neither the Zc(3900) nor the Zc(4055) has been seen in B decays. The Zc(3900) could
have been seen in the decay B → KpiJ/ψ, but instead the Zc(4200) and Zc(4430) were found (Sec. 2.4.4). Similarly, the
Zc(4055) could have been seen in the decay B → Kpiψ(2S), but instead the Zc(4240) and Zc(4430) were found (Sec. 2.4.1).
The fact that the Zc(4055) and Z1(4050) (the latter produced in B → KZ1 and decaying to pi±χc1, Sec. 2.4.4) have a
similar mass and width must be coincidence. If the Zc(4055) were produced in B decays, like the Z1(4050), it would be seen
in B → Kpiψ(2S). And if the Z1(4050) were produced in e+e− annihilation like the Zc(4055), then in e+e− → pi±Z1(4050)
with Z1(4050) → pi∓χc1 and χc1 → γJ/ψ would produce a prominent Z1(4050) signal in e+e− → γpi+pi−J/ψ, which is
not seen [52]. A search for the Zc(4020) in B decays has not yet been performed.
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a mass difference of 2:1 MeV=c2, a width difference of
3.7 MeV, and production ratio difference of 2.6% absolute.
Assuming the Zcð3900Þ couples strongly with D !D# results
in an energy dependence of the total width [22], and the fit
yields a difference of 2:1 MeV=c2 for mass, 15.4 MeV for
width, and no change for the production ratio. We estimate
the uncertainty due to the background shape by changing to
a third-order polynomial or a phase space shape, varying
the fit range, and varying the requirements on the !2 of the
kinematic fit. We find differences of 3:5 MeV=c2 for mass,
12.1 MeV for width, and 7.1% absolute for the production
ratio. Uncertainties due to the mass resolution are esti-
mated by increasing the resolution determined by MC
simulations by 16%, which is the difference between the
MC simulated and measured mass resolutions of the J=c
and D0 signals. We find the difference is 1.0 MeV in the
width, and 0.2% absolute in the production ratio, which are
taken as the systematic errors. Assuming all the sources of
systematic uncertainty are independent, the total system-
atic error is 4:9 MeV=c2 for mass, 20 MeV for width and
7.5% for the production ratio.
In Summary, we have studied eþe% ! "þ"%J=c at a
c.m. energy of 4.26 GeV. The cross section is measured to
be ð62:9& 1:9& 3:7Þ pb, which agrees with the existing
results from the BABAR [5], Belle [3], and CLEO [4]
experiments. In addition, a structure with a mass of
ð3899:0& 3:6& 4:9Þ MeV=c2 and a width of ð46& 10&
20Þ MeV is observed in the "&J=c mass spectrum. This
structure couples to charmonium and has an electric
charge, which is suggestive of a state containing more
quarks than just a charm and anticharm quark. Similar
studies were performed in B decays, with unconfirmed
structures reported in the "&c ð3686Þ and "&!c1 systems
[23–26]. It is also noted that model-dependent calculations
exist that attempt to explain the charged bottomonium-
like structures which may also apply to the charmonium-
like structures, and there were model predictions of
charmoniumlike structures near the D !D# and D# !D#
thresholds [27].
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FIG. 4 (color online). Fit to the Mmaxð"&J=c Þ distribution as
described in the text. Dots with error bars are data; the red solid
curve shows the total fit, and the blue dotted curve the back-
ground from the fit; the red dotted-dashed histogram shows the
result of a phase space (PHSP) MC simulation; and the green
shaded histogram shows the normalized J=c sideband events.
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Gaussian with a mass resolution determined from the data
directly. Assuming the spin parity of the Zcð4020Þ JP ¼
1þ, a phase space factor pq3 is considered in the partial
width, where p is the Zcð4020Þ momentum in the eþe%
c.m. frame and q is the hc momentum in the Zcð4020Þ c.m.
frame. The background shape is parametrized as an
ARGUS function [18]. The efficiency curve is considered
in the fit, but possible interferences between the signal and
ba kground are neglected. Figure 4 shows the fit results;
the fit yields a mass of ð4022:9& 0:8Þ MeV=c2 and a width
of ð7:9& 2:7Þ MeV. The goodness of fit is found to be
!2=n:d:f: ¼ 27:3=32 ¼ 0:85 by projecting the events into
a histogram with 46 bins. The statistical significance of the
Zcð4020Þ signal is calculated by comparing the fit like-
lihoods with and without the signal. Besides the nominal
fit, the fit is also performed by changing the fit range, the
signal shape, or the background shape. In all cases, the
significance is found to be greater than 8:9".
The numbers of Zcð4020Þ events are determined to be
N½Zcð4020Þ&( ¼ 114& 25, 72& 17, and 67& 15 at 4.23,
4.26, and 4.36 GeV, respectively. The cross sections are
calculated to be"½eþe% ! #&Zcð4020Þ) ! #þ#%hc( ¼
ð8:7& 1:9& 2:8& 1:4Þ pb at 4.23 GeV, ð7:4&1:7&2:1&
1:2Þ pb at 4.26 GeV, and ð10:3& 2:3& 3:1& 1:6Þ pb at
4.36 GeV, where the first errors are statistical, the second
ones systematic (described in detail below), and the third
ones from the uncertainty in Bðhc ! $%cÞ [14]. The
Zcð4020Þ production rate is uniform at these three energy
points.
Adding a Zcð3900Þ with the mass and width fixed to the
BESIII measurement [1] in the fit results in a statistical
significance of 2:1" (see the inset in Fig. 4). We set upper
limits on the production cross sections as "½eþe% !
#&Zcð3900Þ) ! #þ#%hc(< 13 pb at 4.23 GeV and
<11 pb at 4.26 GeV, at the 90% confidence level (C.L.).
The probability density function from the fit is smeared by
a Gaussian function with a standard deviation of "sys to
include the systematic error effect, where "sys is the rela-
tive systematic error in the cross section measurement
described below. We do not fit the 4.36 GeV data, as the
Zcð3900Þ signal overlaps with the reflection of the
Zcð4020Þ signal.
The systematic errors for the resonance parameters of
the Zcð4020Þ come from the mass calibration, parametri-
zation of the signal and background shapes, possible exis-
tence of the Zcð3900Þ and interference with it, fitting range,
efficiency curve, and mass resolution. The uncertainty
from the mass calibration is estimated by using the differ-
ence between the measured and known hc masses and D
0
m sses (reconstructed from K%#þ). The differences are
(2:1& 0:4) and %ð0:7& 0:2Þ MeV=c2, respectively. Since
our signal topology has one low momentum pion and many
tracks from the hc decay, we assume these differences
added in quadrature, 2:6 MeV=c2, is the systematic error
due to the mass calibration. Spin parity conservation for-
bids a zero spin for the Zcð4020Þ, and, assuming that
contributions from D wave or higher are negligible, the
only alternative is JP ¼ 1% for the Zcð4020Þ. A fit under
this scenario yields a mass difference of 0:2 MeV=c2 and a
width difference of 0.8 MeV. The uncertainty due to the
background shape is d termined by changing to a second-
order polynomial and by varying the fit range. A difference
of 0:1 MeV=c2 for the mass is found from the former, and
differences of 0:2 MeV=c2 for mass and 1.1MeV for width
are found from the latter. Uncertainties due to the mass
resolution are estim ted by varying the resolution differ-
ence between the data and MC simulation by one standard
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candidate events in the hc signal region (dots with error bars) and
the normalized hc sideband region (shaded histogram), summed
over data at all energy points.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Sum of the simultaneous fits to the
M#&hc distributions at 4.23, 4.26, and 4.36 GeV as described in
the text; the inset shows the sum of the simultaneous fit to the
M#þhc distributions at 4.23 and 4.26 GeV with Zcð3900Þ and
Zcð4020Þ. Dots with error bars are data; shaded histograms are
the normalized sideband background; the solid curves show the
total fit, and the dotted curves the backgrounds from the fit.
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select the Dþ candidates. We use events in 30 MeV=c2-
wide sideband regions centered at 40 MeV=c2 above
and below the D mass peaks to evaluate non-D meson
backgrounds.
Figure 1(a) shows the distribution of masses recoiling
against the detected πþD0 system [23], where a prominent
peak at mD"− is evident. The solid-line histogram shows the
same distribution for MC-simulated eþe− → πþD0D"−,
D0 → K−πþ three-body phase-space events. Because of
the limited phase space, some events from the isospin part-
ner decay πþZcð3885Þ−, Zcð3885Þ− → D−D"0, where the
detected D0 is from the D"0 decay, also peak near mD"−, as
shown by the dashed histogram for MC-simulated
eþe− → πþZcð3885Þ−, Zcð3885Þ− → D−D"0, D"0 → γ
or π0D0 decays with the mass and width of the
Zcð3885Þ set to our final measured values. Since the
DD¯" invariant mass distribution is equivalent to the bach-
elor pion recoil mass spectrum, the shape of the
Zcð3885Þ → DD¯" signal peak is not sensitive to the parent-
age of the D meson that is used for the event tagging.
Figure 1(b) shows the corresponding plot for π−Dþ-tag
events, where the solid histogram shows the contribution
from MC-simulated eþe− → π−DþD¯"0 three-body
phase-space events and the dashed histogram shows the
cross feed from MC-simulated eþe− → π−Zcð3885Þþ,
Zcð3885Þþ → D¯0D"þ, D"þ → π0Dþ events.
We apply a two-constraint (2C) kinematic fit to the
selected events that onstrains the invariant mass of the
D0 (Dþ) candidate to be qu l to mD0 (mDþ) and the mass
recoiling from th πþD0 (π−Dþ) to be equal to mD"−
(mD¯"0). If there is more than one bachelor pion candidate
in n event, we retain the one with the smallest χ2 from
the 2C fit. Events with χ2 < 30 are retained for further
analysis. For the πþD0-tag analysis, we require
MðπþD0Þ > 2.02 GeV=c2 to reject eþe− → D"þD"−,
D"þ → πþD0 events. Figure 2(a) [2(b)] shows the distribu-
tion ofD0D"− (DþD¯"0) invariant masses recoiling from the
bachel r pion f r the πþD0- (π−Dþ-) tag events. Both dis-
tributions have a distinct p ak near the mD þmD¯" mass
threshold. For cross-f ed events, the reconstructed D
meson is n t, n fact, re oiling from a D¯", and the efficiency
for these events decreases with increasing DD¯" mass. This
accepta ce variation is not sufficient to produce a peaking
structure, and its influence on the signal parameter deter-
mination is small compared to other sources of systematic
error.
To characterize the observed enhancement and determine
the signal yield, we fit the histograms of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)
using a mass-dependent-width Breit-Wigner (BW) line
shape using the parametrization described in Ref. [24] to
model the signal and smooth threshold functions to re-
present the nonpeaking background. In the default fits,
we assume S waves for Zcð3885Þ production and decay,
and leave the Zcð3885Þ mass, width, and yield as free
parameters. We multiply the BW by the mass-dependent
efficiency to form the signal probability density function.
Mass resolution effects are less than 1 MeV=c2 and
ignored. For the default nonpeaking background, we
use: fbkgðmDD¯" Þ∝ ðmDD¯" −MminÞcðMmax−mDD¯"Þd, where
Mmin and Mmax are the minimum and maximum kinemat-
ically allowed masses, respectively, and c and d are free
parameters.
The solid curves in Fig. 2 show the fit results and the
dashed curves show the nonresonant background. The
Zcð3885Þ signal significance for each fit is greater than
18σ. The fitted BW mass and width from the πþD0
(π−Dþ)-tag sample are 3889:2% 1.8 MeV=c2 and 28:1%
4.1 MeV (3891:8% 1.8 MeV=c2 and 27:8% 3.9 MeV),
respectively, where the errors are statistical only. Since
the mass and width of a mass-dependent-width BW are
model dependent [26], we solve for the corresponding com-
plex quantities P ¼ Mpole − iΓpole=2 for which the BW
denominators are zero, and useMpole and Γpole to character-
ize the Zcð3885Þ. These are listed in Table I.
Monte Carlo studies indicate that the process
eþe− → DD¯1ð2420Þ, D¯1ð2420Þ→ D¯"π, where D1ð2420Þ
is the lightest established D"π resonance with
MD1 ¼ 2421:3% 0.6 MeV=c2 and ΓD1 ¼ 27:1%
2.7 MeV [6], would produce a near-threshold reflection
peak in the DD¯" mass distribution. The D1ð2420Þ peak
mass is 30 MeV=c2 above the
ffiffi
s
p −mD kinematic boun-
dary, which suggests that contributions from DD¯1ð2420Þ
final states would be small. However, some models for
the Yð4260Þ attribute it to a bound DD¯1 molecular state
[13], in which case subthreshold D¯1 → D¯"π decays
might be important and, possibly, produce a reflection peak
in the DD¯" mass distribution that mimics a Zcð3885Þ
signal.
We study this possibility by separating the events into
two samples according to j cos θπDj > 0.5 and
FIG. 2 (color online). The (a) MðD0D"−Þ and
(b) MðDþD¯"0Þ distributions for selected events. The curves
are described in the text.
TABLE I. The pole mass Mpole and width Γpole, signal yields
and fit quality (χ2=ndf) for the two tag samples.
Tag Mpole ðMeV=c2Þ Γpole (MeV) Zc signal (evts) χ2=ndf
πþD0 3882:3% 1.5 24:6% 3.3 502% 41 54=54
π−Dþ 3885:5% 1.5 24:9% 3.2 710% 54 60=54
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distribution for the WS events, shown in Fig. 3(a), is
compatible with an ARGUS-function [20] shape fit to the
sidebands of the signal peak in the data. As shown in
Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), the WS events with a scaling factor of
1.9 well represent the combinatorial backgrounds in the
recoil mas spectra of the bachelor π−. Thi scaling is
verified by an analysis of the inclusive MC data.
Backgrounds from the soft π− from D!− decays in the
eþe− → D!þD!−ðπ0; γISRÞ processes are not well
described by the WS background; its RMðπ−Þ distribution
peaks in the region above 4.1 GeV=c2, which is excluded
in this analysis.
In Fig. 3(c), a clear enhancement above the WS back-
ground is evident. To study the enhancement, the events of
the D!þD¯!0π− final states within the signal region
ð2.135; 2.175Þ GeV=c2 in Fig. 3(a) are selected and dis-
played in Fig. 4. The enhancement cannot be attributed to
the PHSP eþe− → D!þD¯!0π− process. We simulate the
processes of eþe− → D!!D¯ð!Þ; D!! → Dð!ÞπðπÞ, where
D!! denotes neutral and charged highly excited D states,
such as D!0ð2400Þ, D1ð2420Þ, D1ð2430Þ, and D!2ð2460Þ.
Among these processes, only those with D!þD¯!0π− final
states, which are not components of the WS backgrounds,
would c ntribute to the difference between data and the WS
backgrounds. No peaking structure in the π− recoil mass
spectra for these simulated events is seen in Fig. 4. Since
the energy
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 4.26 GeV is much lower than t e pro-
duction thresholds of D!!D¯!, we neglect the possibility of
backgrounds relevant to D!!D¯! processes.
The observed enhancement is very close to the
mðD!þÞ þmðD¯!0Þ mass threshold. We assume that the
enhanceme t i due to a particle, labeled as Zþc ð4025Þ, and
parameterize its line shape by the product of an S-wave
Breit-Wigner (BW) shape and a phase space factor p · q
"""" 1M2 −m2 þ imΓ=c2
""""2 · p · q: (1)
Here,M is the reconstructed mass;m is the resonance mass;
Γ is the width; pðqÞ is the D!þðπ−Þ momentum in the rest
frame of the D!þD¯!0 system (the in tial eþe− system).
The signal yield of Zþc ð4025Þ is estimated by an
unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the spectrum of
RMðπ−Þ. The fit results are shown in Fig. 4. Possible
interference between the Zþc ð4025Þ signals and the PHSP
processes is neglected. The Zþc ð4025Þ signal shape is taken
as an efficiency-weighted BW shape convoluted with a
detector resolution function, which is obtained from MC
simulation. The detector resolution is about 2 MeV=c2 and
is asymmetric due to the effects of ISR. The shape of the
combinatorial backgrounds is taken from the kernel esti-
mate [21] of the WS events and its magnitude is fixed to the
number of the fitted background events within the signal
window in Fig. 3(a). The shape of the PHSP signal is taken
from the MC simulation and its amplitude is taken as a free
parameter in the fit. By using the MC shape, the smearing
due to effects of ISR and the detector resolution are taken
into account. From the fit, the parameters of m and Γ in
Eq. (1) are determined to be
mðZþc ð4025ÞÞ ¼ ð4026.3& 2.6Þ MeV=c2;
ΓðZþc ð 025ÞÞ ¼ ð24.8& 5.6Þ MeV:
A goodness-of-fit test gives a χ2=d.o.f. ¼ 30.4=33 ¼ 0.92.
The Zþc ð4025Þ signal is observed with a statistical signifi-
cance of 13σ, as determined by the ratio of the maximum
likelihood value and the likelihood value for a fit with a
null-signal hypothesis. When the systematic uncertainties
are taken into account, the significance is evaluated to
be 10σ.
The Born cross section is determined from
σ ¼ ðnsig=Lð1þ δÞεBÞ, where nsig is the number of
observed signal events, L is the integrated luminosity, ε
is the detection efficiency, 1þ δ is the radiative correction
factor, and B is the branchi g fr ction ofD!þ → Dþðπ0; γÞ,
Dþ → K−πþπþ. From the fit results, we obtain 560.1&
30.6 D!þD¯!0π− events, among which 400.9& 47.3 events
are Zþc ð4025Þ candidates. With the input of the observed
center-of-mass energy dependence of σðD!þD¯!0π−Þ, the
radiative correction factor is calculated to second order in
QED [22] to be 0.78& 0.03. The efficiency for
the Zþc ð4025Þ signal process is determined to be 23.5%,
while the efficiency of the PHSP signal process is 17.4%.
The total cross section σðeþe− → ðD!D¯!Þ∓π&Þ is mea-
sured to be ð137& 9Þpb, and the ratio R ¼ ðσðeþe− →
Z&c ð4025Þπ∓ → ðD!D¯!Þ&π∓Þ=σðeþe− → ðD!D¯!Þ&π∓ÞÞ
is determined to be 0.65& 0.09.
Sources of systematic error on the measurement of the
Zþc ð4025Þ resonance parameters and the cross section are
listed in Table I. The main sources of systematic uncer-
tainties relevant for determining the Zþc ð4025Þ resonance
parameters and the ratio R include the mass scale, the signal
shape, background models, and potentialD!! backgrounds.
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Figure 13: The Zc states observed in e+e− annihilation in the charmonium region. (a) Ob e vation of the Zc(3900) in e+e− → pi∓Zc with
the Zc decaying to pi±J/ψ [22]. (b) Observation of the Z (4020) in e+e− → pi∓Zc with the Zc decaying to pi±hc(1P ) [156]. (c) Observation
of the Zc(3900) decaying to (DD¯∗)± [154]. (d) Observation of t e Zc(4020) decaying to (D∗D¯∗)± [158]. All figures are from the BESIII
experiment.
2.6. The Region Between 3.8 and 4.0 GeV
The majority of the exotic states discussed abov exhibit properties that have clearly identified them as exotic: the
Zc(4430) contains a cc¯ pair and has an electric charge; the Y (4260) has a mass that is incompatible with the predicted,
and already discov red, JPC = 1−− quark-model states; the X(3872) is extremely narrow and has a mass remarkably
close to the D0D¯∗0 threshold. Other candidates for QCD exotica, especially in the region between 3.8 and 4.0 GeV, cannot
be iden ifie so o viously as exo ic. The challenge in this region is to try to separate exotic candidates from quark-model
states, many of which are yet to be identified. A few assignments appear to be straightforward: the X(3823) is likely the
ψ2(1D) (n
2s+1LJ = 1
3D2) state of charmonium; and the Z(3930) is lik ly the χc2(2P ) state. But other assignments are
not settled: the X(3915) [which is likely the same as the Y (3940)] was previously identified as the χc0(2P ) state, but this
assignment is problematic; and the interpretation of the X(3940) remains an outstanding issue. Here we provide a few
notes on quark-model assignments.
(1) The X(3823) is the ψ2(1D). The X(3823) was seen by Belle in the process B → KX(3823) [124] and by BESIII
in the process e+e− → pi+pi−X(3823) [164], where in both cases the X(3823) decayed to γχc1. While the sizes of the data
sa ples in these two measurements were not sufficient t determine the quantum numbers, the JPC = 2−− assignment
is highly likely, based upon its close match to the quark-model predictions for the ψ2(1D) state of charmonium. First,
the mass of the X(3823) closely matches the quark-model predictions for the mass of the ψ2(1D) state, which is well
constrained, given the identification of the ψ(3770) with the related ψ(1D) state. Second, the X(3823) decays to γχc1,
and the ψ2(1D) state i expected to have a large partial width to γχc1. Upper limits on the X(3823) decay to γχc2 are
also consistent with expectations for the ψ2(1D). Finally, the X(3823) is narrow, as expected for a 2
−− state, since the
DD¯ decay is forbidden by quantum numbers, and the X(3823) has a mass below the DD¯∗ threshold.
(2) The Z(3930) is the χc2(2P ). The Z(3930) was seen b both Belle [168] and BaBar [169] in the process γγ →
Z(3930) with Z(3930) → DD¯ (Fig. 14a). Both measurements could conclusively determine the JPC to be 2++. Since
the mass of the Z(3930) is near the quark-model prediction for the χc2(2P ), and since it decays to DD¯ as is expected for
the χc2(2P ), the χc2(2P ) assignment appears reasonable.
(3) Is the X(3915) [identified with the Y (3940)] the χc0(2P )? The Y (3940) was seen by both Belle [106] and
BaBar [122, 123] in the process B → KY (3940) with Y (3940)→ ωJ/ψ (Fig. 8c). The initial mass measurement was near
3940 MeV (hence the name) [106], but subsequent measurements were near 3915 MeV [122, 123]. The X(3915) was seen
by Belle [166] and BaBar [167] in the process γγ → X(3915) with X(3915)→ ωJ/ψ (Fig. 14b). BaBar was also able to
show that the JPC is likely 0++ [167]. Since their masses and widths are consistent, and since they both decay to ωJ/ψ,
30
the Y (3940) and X(3915) are usually considered to be the same state [referred to as the X(3915)]. The X(3915) was
originally identified with the χc0(2P ) state of charmonium, based on its mass and likely J
PC , but this assignment has a
number of problems [207]. First, the mass difference between the X(3915) and the χc2(2P ) [or Z(3930)], 8.8±3.2 MeV, is
far smaller than the expected χc0(2P )-χc2(2P ) mass difference. Second, if the X(3915) were the χc0(2P ), then it should
be seen in decays to DD¯, which is expected to be the dominant mode. These DD¯ decays would have been evident in the
analysis of B → KD0D¯0 by Belle [208] if B[X(3915)→ D0D¯0] > 1.2× B[X(3915)→ ωJ/ψ] [207]. The X(3915)→ DD¯
decay should also have been evident in the process γγ → X(3915) with X(3915)→ DD¯, which is not seen in Fig. 14a.
(4) What is the X(3940) [and the X(4160)]? The X(3940) was first reported by Belle in the process e+e− →
J/ψX(3940) with the X(3940) decaying to anything [165]. A later analysis examined the processes e+e− → J/ψD(∗)D¯(∗),
and the X(3940) was seen only in the DD¯∗ decay [41]. In addition, a peak named the X(4160) was seen in D∗D¯∗, and a
broad excess of events was seen in DD¯ (Fig. 14c). None of these peaks currently have clear interpretations.
8
wi ¼ 52 ð1# 3cos2!iÞ. The sum of the !-Dalitz-plot
weights is consistent with the number of events in the
J=c! signal region, thus consistent with the hypothesis
that most of the observed events do indeed arise from true
!! "þ"#"0 decays.
To improve the mass resolution, we define the recon-
structed J=c!mass asmðJ=c!Þ ¼ mð‘þ‘#"þ"#"0Þ #
mð‘þ‘#Þ þmðJ=c ÞPDG. The non-J=c! background is
estimated from the J=c and ! sidebands defined in
Fig. 2. The ! sidebands are defined as ½0:55; 0:59' and
½1:00; 1:04' GeV=c2. The J=c sidebands are defined as
½2:805; 2:900' and ½3:170; 3:265' GeV=c2 for the eþe#
channel and ½2:970; 3:015' and ½3:170; 3:215' GeV=c2 for
the #þ## channel. With these definitions, each sideband
size is half of the signal size. The mðJ=c!Þ spectrum of
this background in the J=c! signal region is obtained by
Bð5Þ¼Bð2ÞþBð4ÞþBð6ÞþBð8Þ#ðBð1ÞþBð3ÞþBð7Þþ
Bð9ÞÞ, where BðiÞ is the mðJ=c!Þ spectrum in the ith
region shown in Fig. 2. The estimated background from
this method is 5( 3 in good agreement with the estimate
from the fit to the pT distribution. The residual background
from c ð2SÞ! J=c"þ"# decay is estimated by using the
values of the integrated luminosity, MC efficiencies, the
cross section for c ð2SÞ production in ISR events [20], and
the nominal branching fractions for the relevant c ð2SÞ
and J=c decays [8]. The expected number of background
events from such process is smaller than 0.9 at 90% con-
fidence level (C.L.).
The detection efficiency depends on mðJ=c!Þ and !)‘,
where !)‘ is the angle between the direction of the posi-
tively charged lepton from J=c decay (‘þ) and the beam
axis in the J=c! rest frame. Since we select events in
which the eþ and e# beam particles are scattered at small
angles, the two-photon axis is approximately the same
as the beam axis. Therefore we use the beam axis to
determine !)‘.
We parameterize the efficiency dependence with a two-
dimensional [mðJ=c!Þ, !)‘] histogram. We label MC
events where the reconstructed decay particles are success-
fully matched to the generated ones as truth-matched
events. The detection efficiency in each histogram bin is
defined as the ratio between the number of truth-matched
MC events that satisfy the selection criteria and the number
of MC events that were generated for that bin.
The mðJ=c!Þ spectrum is shown in Fig. 4, where each
event is weighted to account for detector efficiency, which
is almost uniform as a function of the J=c! mass. The
event weight is equal to !"="ðmðJ=c!Þ; !)‘Þ, where
"ðmðJ=c!Þ; !)‘Þ is the mðJ=c!Þ- and !)‘-dependent effi-
ciency value and !" is a common scaling factor that ensures
all the weights areOð1Þ, since weights far from 1 can cause
the estimate of the statistical uncertainty to be incorrect
[21]. We observe a prominent peak near 3915 MeV=c2
over a small background. No evident structure is observed
around 3872 MeV=c2.
We perform an extended unbinned maximum-likelihood
fit to the efficiency-corrected mðJ=c!Þ spectrum to ex-
tract the resonance yield and parameters. In the likelihood
functionL there are two components: one for the Xð3915Þ
signal and one for the nonresonant (NR) J=c! contribu-
tion. The probability density function (PDF) for the signal
component is defined by the convolution of an S-wave
relativistic Breit-Wigner distribution with a detector-
resolution function. The NR contribution is taken to be
proportional to P bgðmÞ ¼ p)ðmÞ * exp½#$p)ðmÞ', where
p)ðmÞ is the J=c momentum in the rest frame of a J=c!
system with an invariant mass m, $ is a fit parameter, and
m ¼ mðJ=c!Þ. The signal and NR yields, the Xð3915Þ
mass and width, and $ are free parameters in the fit.
We use truth-matched MC events to determine the signal
PDF detector-resolution function. The signal detector-
resolution PDF is described by the sum of two Gaussian
shapes for the Xð3915Þ and the sum of a Gaussian plus a
Crystal Ball function [22] for the Xð3872Þ. The parameters
of the resolution functions are determined from fits to
truth-matched MC events. The widths of the Gaussian
core components are 5.7 and 4.5 MeV, respectively, for
Xð3915Þ and Xð3872Þ. No significant difference in the
resolution function parameters is observed for the different
J=c decay modes. The parameters of the resolution func-
tions are fixed to their MC values in the maximum-
likelihood fit.
The fitted distribution from the maximum-likelihood fit
to the efficiency-corrected mðJ=c!Þ spectrum is shown in
Fig. 4. We observe 59( 10 signal events; the measured
Xð3915Þ mass and width are ð3919:4( 2:2Þ MeV=c2 and
ð13( 6Þ MeV, respectively, where the uncertainties are
statistical only. We add an Xð3872Þ component, modeled
as a P-wave relativistic Breit-Wigner with mass
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FIG. 4 (color online). The efficiency-corrected mðJ=c!Þ dis-
tribution of selected events (solid points). The solid line repre-
sents the total fit function. The dashed line is the NR
contribution. The shaded histogram is the non-J=c! back-
ground defined in the text as Bð5Þ and estimated from sidebands.
The vertical dashed (red) line is placed at mðJ=c!Þ ¼
3:872 GeV=c2.
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is used, corresponding to the value given in Ref. [33]. The
mass-dependent width is given by
!m ¼ !r
!
pm
pm0
"
2Lþ1!m0
m
"
F2r (13)
with !r the total width of the resonance. Here the existence
of other possible decay modes is ignored. The momentum
of a given D candidate in the D "D center of mass frame is
denoted by pm; pm0 is the corresponding value for m ¼
m0. In the standard fit, spin J ¼ 2 (L ¼ 2) is chosen on the
basis of the angular distribution analysis described in
Sec. IX.
The signal function is convolved with the mass- and
decay-mode-dependent resolution model parametrized as
discussed previously in this section. The background is
parametrized by the function
DðmÞ /
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2 %m2t
q
ðm%mtÞ! exp½%"ðm%mtÞ' (14)
which takes theD "D thresholdmt into account. In the lower
mass region, the line shape does not describe the back-
ground exactly. Other functional forms were tried
(Sec. XI), but no improvement was obtained. The data
and the curves which result from the standard (J ¼ 2) fit
are shown in Fig. 10.
From the unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the five
mass spectra the Zð3930Þ values m0 ¼ ð3925:8(
2:7Þ MeV=c2 and !r ¼ ð21:3( 6:8Þ MeV are obtained
for the mass and total width, respectively (all errors in
this section are statistical only). The mass is corrected by
þ0:9 MeV=c2 as described above, resulting in a final mass
value of ð3926:7 2:7Þ MeV=c2. The efficiency-corrected
yield amou ts o N ¼ ð76( 17Þ signal events. T is value
is based on weights around 1 as discuss d i Sec. VII;
taking the constant used to scale the efficiency into account
[see Eq. (8)], this corresponds to a total Zð3930Þ signal of
N#B ¼ ð285( 64Þ ) 103 events.
The statistical significance of the peak is 5:8$ and is
derived from the difference # lnL between the negative
logarithmic likelihood of the nominal fit and that of a fit
where the parameter for the signal yield is fixed to zero.
This is then used to evaluate a p value:
p ¼
Z 1
2# lnL
fðz;ndÞdz; (15)
where fðz; ndÞ is the %2 probability density function and nd
is the number of degrees of freedom, 3 in this case. We then
determine the equivalent one-dimensional significance
from this p value.
IX. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION AND SPIN OF THE
Zð3930Þ STATE
General conservation laws limit the possibilities for the
JPC values of the Zð3930Þ state. For two-photon production
the initial state has positive C parity and hence the final
state must have positive C parity also. For the D "D final
state, C ¼ ð%1ÞLþS ¼ ð%1ÞL since the total spin S is zero.
Positive C parity then implies that the D "D system must
have orbital angular momentum L which is even, and
hence have even parity. It follows that for the Zð3930Þ state
JPC ¼ Jþþ with J ¼ 0; 2; 4; . . . In order to inv stigate the
possible values of J, we have compared the decay angular
distribution measured in the Zð3930Þ signal region to the
distributions expected for J ¼ 0 and J ¼ 2; higher spin
values are very unlikely for a state only 200 MeV=c2
above threshold.
The decay angle & is defined as the angle of theDmeson
in theD "D system relative to theD "D lab momentum vector.
Figure 11 shows the Zð3930Þ signal yield obtained from fits
to the D "D mass spectrum for ten regions of j cos&j. The
data have been weighted by a cos&-dependent efficiency,
which was determined in a similar manner as described in
Sec. VII for the mass-dependent efficiency (Fig. 12). In
these fits, the mass and width of the resonance have been
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distribution with standard fit. The dashed curve shows the
background line shape (see Sec. VIII).
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in the likelihood value when the signal and its three asso-
ciated degrees of freedom are removed from the fit. The
nonresonant contributions are consistent with zero within
1! in all fits, except for the case D!rec !Dassoc (1:6! from
zero). The fit results are shown in Fig. 2 as the solid curves;
the dashed curves are the background functions. The insets
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show the background subtracted
spectra with the signal functions superimposed.
A fit to the M"D !D# distribution finds a broad resonance
near the threshold, which is tentatively denoted asX"3880#,
with a statistical significance of only 3:8!. However, the fit
is not stable under variation of background parameteriza-
tion as well as variation of the bin width. The fit with two
resonances better describes the spectrum and is more sta-
ble, but the significance of the second resonance is lower
than 3!. We conclude that the observed threshold enhance-
ment is not consistent with nonresonant e$e% ! J= D !D
production, but with the present statistics the resonant
structure in this process cannot be reliably determined.
The significance of the X"3940# signal found by the fit to
the M"Drec !D!assoc# spectrum is 6:0!. The fitted width of
X"3940# is slightly higher than that obtained in our pre-
vious analysis [5]. The mass of the state is in good agree-
ment with the previously reported mass; the signal yield
scales in proportion to luminosity. The X"3940# signal is
also seen in the M"D!rec !Dassoc# spectrum with a significance
of 2:8!, with parameters in good agreement with those
from the M"Drec !D!assoc# fit. As this sample is a small sub-
sample of the Drec !D!assoc case, we use the latter fit only as a
cross check. The M"D! !D!# spectrum has a clear broad
enhancement near threshold, which is seen above the small
combinatorial background and the X"3940# reflection. We
interpret the observed enhancement, which has a statistical
significance of 5:5!, as a new resonance and denote it as
X"4160#. Contamination of this peak due to the process
e$e% ! "!"! ! J=  "4160# is found to be negligible.
Because of the requirement that both the J= and aD!$ be
reconstructed, the efficiency falls to zero for j cos"#!#j *
0:8, where #! is the J= production angle in the c.m.
frame. Any contribution from annihilation via two virtual
photons is strongly concentrated in this region and thus
suppressed. Based on the predicted e$e% ! J=  "2S#
cross section [10], and the ratio of dielectron widths of
the  "2S# and  "4160# [11], we expect only 0:5& 0:3
events due to the e$e% ! J=  "4160# process in our final
sample. Theoretical predictions for two-virtual-photon
processes appear reliable: e$e% ! $0$0 and %$0 cross
sections [12] are consistent with expected values, and
J= J= and J=  "2S# signals are not seen [2], again
consistent with the predicted cross sections [10]. The
present data sample does not allow us to exclude the
possibility that the X"4160# is the result of more than one
state.
The Born cross sections for the processes e$e% !
J= X"3940# [X"4160#] multiplied by BD"!# !D! ' B"X !
D"!# !D!# are calculated from the fitted X"3940# and
X"4160# yields with the procedure used in the previous
analysis [2]:
 !!e$e% ! J= X"3940#"BD! !D ( "13:9$6:4%4:1 & 2:2# fb;
!!e$e% ! J= X"4160#"BD! !D! ( "24:2$12:8%8:3 & 5:0# fb:
(1)
From the fits to the Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) distributions includ-
ing an X"4160# term, we find the following upper limits:
TABLE II. Summary of the signal yields, masses [MeV=c2],
widths [MeV] and significances for e$e% ! J= "D"!# !D"!##res.
State Nevents M " N !
X"3880#"Drec !Dassoc# 63$31%25 3878& 48 347$316%143 3.8
X"3940#"Drec !D!assoc# 52$24%16 3942$7%6 37$26%15 6.0
X"3940#"D!rec !D!assoc# 5:2$3:4%2:7 3934$23%17 57$62%34 2.8
X"4160#"D!rec !D!assoc# 23:8$12:3%8:0 4156$25%20 139$111%61 5.5
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FIG. 2. The M"D"!#rec !D"!#assoc# spectra for events tagged and con-
strained as (a) e$e% ! J= D !D, (b),(c) e$e% ! J= D! !D and
(d) e$e% ! J= D! !D! in the data. The solid lines represent the
fit results; the dashed lines are background functions.
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in the likelihood value when the signal and its three asso-
ciated degr es of freedom are removed from the fit. The
nonresonant contributions are consist nt with zero within
1! in all fits, except for the case D!rec !Dassoc (1:6! from
zero). The fit results are shown in Fig. 2 as the solid curves;
the dashed curves are the background functions. The insets
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show the background subtracted
spectra with the signal functions superimposed.
A fit to the M"D !D# distribution finds a broad resonance
near the threshold, which is tentatively denoted asX"3880#,
with a statistical significance of only 3:8!. However, the fit
is not stable under variation of background parameteriza-
tion as well as variation of the bin width. The fit with two
resonances better describes the spectrum and is more sta-
ble, but the significance of the second resonance is lower
than 3!. We conclude that the observed threshold enhance-
ment is not consistent with nonresonant e$e% ! J= D !D
production, but with the present statistics the resonant
structure in this process cannot be reliably determined.
The significance of the X"3940# signal found by the fit to
the M"Drec !D!assoc# spectrum is 6:0!. The fitted width of
X"3940# is slightly higher than that obtained in our pre-
vious analysis [5]. The mass of the state is in good agree-
ment with the previously reported mass; the signal yield
scales in proportion to luminosity. The X"3940# signal is
also seen in the M"D!rec !Dassoc# spectrum with a significance
of 2:8!, with parameters in good agreement with those
from the M"Drec !D!assoc# fit. As this sample is a small sub-
sample of the Drec !D!assoc case, we use the latter fit only as a
cross check. The M"D! !D!# spectrum has a clear broad
enhancement near threshold, which is seen above the small
combinatorial background and the X"3940# reflection. We
interpret the observed enhancement, which has a statistical
significance of 5:5 , as a new resonance and denote it as
X"4160#. Contamination of this peak due to the process
e$e% ! "!"! ! J=  "4160# is found to be negligible.
Because of the requirement that both the J= and aD!$ be
reconstructed, the efficiency falls to zero for j cos"#!#j *
0:8, where #! is the J= production angle in the c.m.
frame. Any contribution from annihilation via two virtual
photons is strongly concentrated in this region and thus
suppressed. Based on the predicted e$e% ! J=  "2S#
cross section [10], and the ratio of dielectron widths of
the  "2S# and  "4160# [11], we expect only 0:5& 0:3
events due to the e$e% ! J=  "4160# process in our final
sample. Theoretical predictions for two-virtual-photon
processes appear reliable: e$e% ! $0$0 and %$0 cross
sections [12] are consistent with expected values, and
J= J= and J=  "2S# signals are not seen [2], again
consistent with the predicted cross sections [10]. The
present data sample does not allow us to exclude the
possibility that the X"4160# is the result of more than one
state.
The Born cross sections for the processes e$e% !
J= X"3940# [X"4160#] multiplied by BD"!# !D! ' B"X !
D"!# !D!# are calculated from the fitted X"3940# and
X"4160# yields with the procedure used in the previous
analysis [2]:
 !!e$e% ! J= X"3940#"BD! !D ( "13:9$6:4%4:1 & 2:2# fb;
!!e$e% ! J= X"4160#"BD! !D! ( "24:2$12:8%8:3 & 5:0# fb:
(1)
From the fits to the Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) distributions includ-
ing an X"4160# term, we find the following upper limits:
TABLE II. Summary of the signal yields, masses [MeV=c2],
widths [MeV] and significances for e$e% ! J= "D"!# !D"!##res.
State Nevents M " N !
X"3880#"Drec !Dassoc# 63$31%25 3878& 48 347$316%143 3.8
X"3940#"Drec !D!assoc# 52$24%16 3942$7%6 37$26%15 6.0
X"3940#"D!rec !D!assoc# 5:2$3:4%2:7 3934$23%17 57$62%34 2.8
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Figure 14: The XYZ around 3.9 GeV. (a) Observation of the Z(3930) by BaBar in γγ → Z with Z → DD¯ [169]. (b) Observation of the
X(3915) by BaBar in γγ → X with X → ωJ/ψ [167]. (c) A study of e+e− → J/ψ + DD¯,DD¯∗, D∗D¯∗ at Belle [41]. The DD¯ system (top)
shows a broad excess of events; the DD¯∗ system (middle) shows the X(3940); the D∗D¯∗ system (bottom) shows the X(4160).
2.7. Results Waiting for Confirmation
The maj rity of the candidates for QCD exotica discussed above ar experimentally on solid ground. Even many of
the states that were controversial initially, such s he Zc(4430) a d the Y (4 40), have become firmly established over
the last several years. In this section we single out a few states, though, that remain unsettled and require confirmation.
LHCb, with its larger samples of B decays than those collected by the B fact ries, has confirmed the exi tence of
a number of the states see in B decays. There are a few more channels, however, that need to be revisited. The
existence of the Z1(4050) and the Z2(4250) i B → K(pi±χc1), and the xistence of the Zc(4200) a d the Zc(4430) in
B → K(pi±J/ψ), both reported by the Belle experi ent but not seen by BaBar, remain somewhat controversial.
In the e+e− sector, the large number of Y states in the charmonium region needs to be investigated. While many
features of the data are statistically significant, there is apparently little order from channel to channel. A more global
analysis of the da a is required to understan the effects of cross-cha n l scattering. Such an analysis could settle the
existence or non-existence of a few of th Y states, such as the Y (4230), and may help clari y the properti of the
Y (4260).
In γγ collisions, the X(3915) (decaying to ωJ/ψ) is firmly established. The presumably related X(4350), reported by
Belle to decay to φJ/ψ [170], however, requires confirmation.
The ssue of the X(5568), recently reported by the D0 experiment in inclusive pp production at a center-of-mass energy
of 1.96 TeV [175], also remains unsettled. Because it decays to Bspi
±, it could be a tet aquark state that contains four
separate quark flavors, b, s, u, and d. It could be related to the electrically charged Zc (containing cc¯ and light quarks)
or the Zb (with bb¯ and light quarks), but it differs in the fact that its mass is significantly below the threshold to decay to
two ope -(heavy)-flavor mesons, in this case a B and a K, while th Zc and Zb states have masses above the open-charm
and open-bottom thresholds, respectively. The D0 experiment reported that a significant fraction (around 10%) of the
Bs produced in the transverse momentum region between 10 and 30 GeV originated from X(5568) decays. The LHCb
experiment searched for the same state, but with pp collisions and with center-of-mass energies at 7 and 8 TeV, but found
no evidence for it [209]. LHCb set an upper limit of around 2% for the fraction of Bs originating from X(5568) decays
for ransverse momentum of the Bs above 10 GeV. The X(5568) certainly deserves further study.
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3. Theory Applications
3.1. Molecular Picture
We begin with the first theoretical picture proposed to describe the structure of hidden-flavor multiquark hadrons,
that of hadronic molecules. The original proposal of charmed-meson molecules, as already noted, far predated [36, 37]
the discovery [4] of the first confirmed exotic candidate, the X(3872).
3.1.1. General Considerations: Binding Energy and Size
The only states thus far absolutely known to be hadronic molecules are the composite nuclei, lending hope that one
may attempt to draw some useful insights from their attributes. The deuteron stands alone as the only confirmed two-
hadron bound state, making it a suitable prototype for heavy-hadron molecules [210]. The essential properties of the
deuteron for this purpose are (i) that its quantum numbers (Q = 1, JP = 1+, I = 0) are accessible to a bound state of
a component proton and a neutron, (ii) the proximity of its mass mD ≡ 2mN − B to the threshold for dissociation into
p+ n (binding energy B = 2.2 MeV), which suggests a large characteristic size R for the state,
R ≡ h¯√
2µB
= 4.3 fm , (17)
where the reduced mass µ ' mN/2, and (iii) a large p-n spin-triplet (t) scattering length at = 5.3 fm in the corresponding
channel, supporting its interpretation as a bound state [211]. Indeed, for sufficiently small B, the only length parameter
describing the bound state is the scattering length, R→ a, a phenomenon known as low-energy universality [212].
In fact, the scattering length by itself provides only partial information on the structure of the state. A more incisive
test comes through considering the next moment in the effective-range expansion of the low-momentum (k), s-wave (` = 0)
scattering amplitude f0, which is called the effective range r0:
f0 =
1
k cot δ0(k)− ik =
1
1
a + r0
k2
2 − ik
. (18)
For the deuteron channel, r0 = 1.75 fm. Weinberg long ago derived a criterion [213] for determining in terms of a,
r0, and R whether a state is primarily extended (composite) or compact (elementary). The parameter connecting the
observables is the wave function renormalization pole residue Z, which is 0 for purely composite particles like molecules
and approaches 1 for an elementary state. The relations read
a = 2
(
1− Z
2− Z
)
R+O
(
1
m
)
, r0 = −
(
Z
1− Z
)
R+O
(
1
m
)
, (19)
where m represents corrections due to the momentum scale of the binding interactions (i.e., m is set to mpi if one-
pion exchange is the primary binding mechanism). Noting that the deuteron satisfies at > R, and especially that r0 > 0,
Weinberg deduced that Z cannot be too close to 1, and indeed that the deuteron is dominated by its composite component
since Z lies much closer to 0 than 1. In principle, such measurements for the heavy-quark exotics should become feasible
in the future when near-threshold production experiments become possible and detailed line shapes of the production
amplitudes for the states become available. At present, however, not even the sign of B for X(3872) has been uniquely
fixed.
As one further figure of merit for studies of hadronic molecules, the largest binding energies per nucleon for compound
nuclei are < 9 MeV. Such numbers are obtained, for example, in nuclear shell models by starting with a basic attractive
nucleon-nucleon potential of depth ≈ 50 MeV and then adding various corrections [214]. One therefore expects all true
heavy-hadron molecules to lie not far below dissociation thresholds (tens of MeV or less) and to have large spatial extent
[O(1–10 fm)].
3.1.2. Dynamics of Binding
Of course, bound states must also possess a dynamical mechanism that can provide a sufficiently attractive binding
interaction. In the deuteron, the long-distance attraction necessary for this extended bound state to persist is provided
largely, but not exclusively, through pion exchange. The detailed mechanism is a variant of the original Yukawa interaction,
via a potential energy function of the form
V (r) = (couplings× spin-isospin-orbital structure)× e
−µr
r
×
[
1 +O
(
1
µr
)]
, (20)
where µ is the mass of the exchanged meson. Contact [δ(3)(r)] terms are also frequently included as contributions to
V (r). At large r the pion, being the lightest meson, dominates. An intermediate-range attraction is interpreted as a
two-pi correlation or JP = 0+ σ-meson exchange, while a short-distance hard-core repulsion is interpreted as JP = 1− ρ
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or ω exchange. Potentials using this basic type of interaction are used to great effect in modeling complex nuclei, as in
the Nijmegen [71], Bonn [72], and Argonne [73] potentials.
Needless to say, meson-exchange models, even for two-body systems, can become quite intricate and require a sub-
stantial number of parameters. Moreover, many species of compound nuclei have rather long lifetimes and well-measured
properties (in particular, the deuteron is completely stable). In contrast, the heavy-quark exotic candidates all have very
short lifetimes; the longest-lived one appears to be the X(3872), whose width is only known as the bound < 1.2 MeV;
a plausible width of, say, 100 keV corresponds to a lifetime of only 10−20 s. Not enough precision data is yet available
to perform the same level of fitting to interaction potentials for heavy-quark exotics, even for the well-studied X(3872).
Nevertheless, the extreme closeness of the X(3872) mass to the D0D¯∗0 threshold makes it extremely compelling to model
as a molecule of these mesons [210].
It is also worth recalling that a qqq¯q¯ system can form a pair of color-singlet mesons in two ways, corresponding in the
case of cc¯qq¯ systems like the X(3872) to an open-charm meson pair, or to a pair of a charmonium and a light-quark meson.
Indeed, the X(3872) lies not only very close to the D0D¯∗0 threshold, but also to the thresholds for J/ψ ρ0peak (3872 MeV)
and J/ψ ω (3880 MeV). However, molecules of the pure (cc¯)(qq¯) type would necessarily be bound by the exchange of the
much heavier D(∗) mesons, which propagate shorter distances than pi’s and would have difficulty accounting for spatially
extended bound states. It therefore appears much more natural for such states to have a rather larger open-charm
than hidden-charm meson component, and therefore the open-charm decays are expected to dominate. For all exotics
candidates for which open-charm modes have been seen, they do indeed provide the dominant decay channels, although
several of the exotics still lack evidence for such decays despite dedicated searches and plenty of available phase space. One
cannot eliminate the possibility of a substantial (cc¯)(qq¯) component, or indeed, a pure charmonium (cc¯) state if quantum
numbers allow, to combine with a primarily open-charm hadron-pair molecule, and such a coupled-channel analysis may
be essential to understanding the detailed structure of exotics such as the X(3872).
One can also explore quark exchange as a binding mechanism, using a quark potential model. Indeed, one of the first
analyses [215] of the X(3872) contained both quark-exchange and pion-exchange potentials. Because of color confinement,
one expects quark exchange to be a significant binding mechanism only at short distances, where the equivalent descrip-
tion in terms of meson exchanges (due to quark-hadron duality) might require the inclusion of multiple meson species.
Moreover, quark exchanges with net non-singlet (octet) color charge are possible and cannot be expressed in terms in any
number of (color-singlet) mesons, although the bound “mesons” in this case would themselves become colored objects.
Virtually every exotic candidate has been modeled as a hadronic molecule. Relevant thresholds appear in Figs. 1–2
as dashed or dotted lines, from which one can assess the ease or difficulty with which the molecular hypothesis can be
supported. A few exotics lie remarkably close to hadron thresholds: the X(3872) of course, and also the X(3915) and
possibly X(3940) below mD+s + mD−s = 3937 MeV, Pc(4380) below mΣ∗+c + mD0 = 4388 MeV, and Pc(4450) below
mΣ+c + mD∗0 = 4461 MeV [216]. Others are quite close to and lie just above thresholds, such as Z
+
c (3900) above
mD0 +mD∗+ = 3875 MeV, Z
+
c (4020) above mD∗0 +mD∗+ = 4017 MeV, X(4630) above Λ
+
c +Λ¯
−
c = 4573 MeV, Zb(10610)
above mB∗+mB = 10604 MeV, and Zb(10650) very slightly above 2mB∗ = 10650 MeV. In these latter cases, the molecular
hypothesis only works if one posits a mechanism to prevent the instantaneous fall-apart decay into the component hadrons,
such as an intermediate-range potential barrier that must be tunneled through in order for decay to occur. Alternately,
such states may be considered molecular resonances rather than true bound states [217]; a strong attraction between the
component hadrons can persist above threshold, creating an enhancement exhibiting a width that nevertheless remains
observably small. As the distance of the state from threshold increases, such objects gradually merge into ones better
described as the threshold kinematical effects to be discussed in Sec. 3.5.
Lastly, one should note that the mass of the heavy quark Q influences the ease with which hadronic molecules can
be formed. In particular, molecules containing bb¯ should be more likely to form than those containing the lighter pair
cc¯ [76], since Fermi motion and other effects suppressed as 1/mQ are rather larger in the charm case (in particular, when
compared with the typical binding scales provided by mpi), and can be more effective in cc¯ states in counteracting the
binding obtained through light-meson exchanges.
3.1.3. Case Study: X(3872) as a Molecule
As mentioned, virtually every heavy-quark exotic candidate has been considered in the molecular picture, which would
make a full examination of the literature rather cumbersome for the purposes of this pedagogical summary. Instead, we
present here a qualitative chronological overview of studies of the exotic state most likely to be a molecule by virtue of
its proximity to a hadronic threshold, the X(3872).
Despite intensive studies since 2003, the exact nature of the JPC = 1++ state X(3872) still remains elusive. Its most
remarkable feature remains its extreme closeness to the D0D¯∗0 threshold, mX(3872) −mD∗0 −mD0 = +0.01± 0.18 MeV.
In fact, the threshold mD∗+ +mD+ lies about 7 MeV higher, meaning that molecular X(3872) should have a larger D
0D¯∗0
than D+D¯∗− component, thus manifestly breaking isospin in the X(3872)—a unique situation not previously encountered
in hadronic physics. Nevertheless, no charged partner to the X(3872) has turned up in a dedicated search [40], suggesting
that it should be interpreted as a (largely) I = 0 state. Even so, it decays to both J/ψ pi+pi− [112]—understood as
the I = 1 state J/ψ ρ0 due to the proximity of mX(3872) to the combination mJ/ψ + mρ0, peak—and to the I = 0 state
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J/ψ ω [122, 167]. These features alone are enough to demonstrate that X(3872) cannot simply be the yet-unobserved
conventional charmonium state χc1(2P ), which was anticipated on the basis of quark-potential models to lie several tens
of MeV higher than 3872 MeV (note the cluster of [blue] dashed lines for JPC = 1++ in Fig. 1).
The first two analyses [215, 218] of X(3872) as a D0D¯∗0 molecule included explicit quark degrees of freedom. The
analysis of Ref. [215] also included J/ψ {ω, ρ} components; however, it was later found to underpredict the substantial
radiative decay branching fractions to J/ψ γ and ψ(2S)γ. Meanwhile, Ref. [218] predicted both D0D¯∗0 and D+D¯∗−
bound states, which the lack of I = 1 partners to the X(3872) seems to preclude.
The first hadronic effective Lagrangian studies [219, 220] of X(3872) as a bound state appeared in 2006–7, with
the first chiral unitary calculations beginning in 2013 [221]. In the direction of purely hadronic-exchange potential
models, the first calculation including σ exchange to represent intermediate-range attraction appeared in 2008 [222] and
ρ exchange in 2009 [223]. While even the earliest calculations (e.g., [215]) included both central and tensor interactions,
the indispensability of including both s and d waves in the binding of the D0D¯∗0 pair via a tensor interaction—analogous
to its necessary presence in the deuteron wave function in order to explain its nonzero electric quadrupole moment—was
first noted in 2008 [224].
Calculations with separate treatment of the D0D¯∗0 and D+D¯∗− and isospin breaking (i.e., not just the charged and
neutral D(∗) mass differences, but the relative weight of these states in the I = 0 and I = 1 Hamiltonian eigenstates)
began in 2009 [225].
State-of-the-art meson-exchange models for X(3872) [226, 227] now include coupled-channel effects, isospin breaking,
s-d mixing, and now also explicit 1/mQ effects.
In contrast, in 2009 QCD sum rules calculations [228] were found to favor a much larger (cc¯) component (97%)
compared to the D0D¯∗0 component (3%) when the tiny width of the X(3872) is taken into account. An X(3872) with
such a composition was found to satisfactorily accommodate its radiative decays [229], which can be quite challenging
for pure meson-exchange models. In fact, an admixture for the X(3872) favoring the cc¯ component had been anticipated
already in 2005 [230] on other grounds, as we discuss next. But the central message should already be clear: Although the
technology for describing the X(3872) as a primarily D0D¯∗0 molecule is quite mature, solid reasons exist for questioning
this interpretation.
3.1.4. Prompt Production of the X(3872)
The suggestion that the χc1(2P ) (cc¯) component should dominate the X(3872) wave function compared to the D
0D¯∗0
component, despite its closeness to the D0D¯∗0 threshold, was emphasized in 2005 in Ref. [230], in part due to the (then)
newly discovered fact [27, 171] that X(3872) was produced in high-energy colliders with a rate comparable to that of
ordinary charmonium ψ(2S). This so-called prompt production (production at the primary collision point, as opposed to
production through the subsequent decay of a b-containing hadron originally produced from the initial collision) of the
X(3872) [27, 28, 171, 173]—providing a cross section of about 30 nb—is surprisingly large and creates quite a problem
for the molecular picture.
The essential physics is simple to describe, but its correct implementation remains controversial. If the X(3872) is
primarily a D0D¯∗0 molecule, then presumably the strongly bound D(∗) hadrons must form first, and then coalesce into
the weakly bound molecule. The component hadrons must have a sufficiently small relative momentum less than some
kmax in order to have an opportunity to form a bound state, or else they simply fly off as free particles. One expects the
probability of finding such correlated pairs to drop drastically for large beam energies such as those at the Tevatron and
especially at the LHC, in particular for high values of transverse momentum pT with respect to the beam.
Again drawing on the analogy between the deuteron and the X(3872), one can ask about the rate of production of anti-
deuterons in pp or pp¯ collisions (whose component p¯n¯ baryons must clearly be produced in the collision). By modeling
the coalescence in conjunction with standard hadronization Monte Carlo algorithms and limiting to kmax = 50 MeV,
Ref. [42] showed the prompt-production cross section to be only about 0.1 nb, hundreds of times smaller than the
observed value. That this coalescence model produces the correct rate for antideuteron production (with kmax = 80 MeV)
was demonstrated in Ref. [231].
Hadronization is, however, a complicated process, and an analysis based on correlated free particles may not directly
translate into their bound states. In particular, Ref. [232] argued that strong final-state interactions (FSI) between the
hadrons are sufficient to allow kmax to be as high as 500 MeV and still form a bound state, making the large prompt
production rate not so surprising. A rebuttal [43] argued that such strong FSI would produce unobserved results, like the
generation of a DsD¯
∗
s molecule at the Tevatron, and that strong FSI did not appear to be needed for deuteron studies.
The same collaboration also proposed an analysis [233] to consider the effect of multiple scattering of the D0 and D¯∗0
from pions in the interaction region in order to test how many D0D¯∗0 pairs can thereby be rescattered into a state of
relative momentum < kmax, and showed [231] that the prompt production rate of X(3872) can be brought in this way
closer to the experimental value—but again, to values still far below it, unless particularly strong FSI are included.
A direct comparison between prompt production of (anti)deuterons and X(3872) at values of pT ≈ 15 GeV, at which
the X(3872) has already been seen at CMS [28], will illuminate the relative importance of FSI in the two processes and
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will provide a more decisive probe of the structure of the X(3872). Such experiments are well within the capabilities of
the LHC, and these future measurements will provide crucial information for studies of exotics.
3.2. Hadrocharmonium Picture
3.2.1. Motivation and Origin
Some of the heavy-quark exotic candidates preferentially decay to conventional charmonium plus light hadrons, rather
than to open-charm meson pairs (DD¯ or DD¯∗). In particular, the JPC = 1−− candidates Y (4008), Y (4230), Y (4260),
Y (4360), and Y (4660) (See Appendix A) fit into this category. Moreover, no open-charm decay of Z±c (4430) has yet been
seen, and it strongly prefers to decay to ψ′ pi± rather than to J/ψ pi±, and the Y (4008) and Y (4260) decay to pi+pi−J/ψ,
while the Y (4360) and Y (4660) decay to pi+pi−ψ′: Some of the exotics clearly have specific preferred charmonium decay
products.
These observations have a natural explanation if the exotic state can be described as a particular compact charmonium
species embedded in a larger cloud of light-quark hadronic matter, an idea dating back to the proposal of nuclear-bound
quarkonium in 1990 [234]. In this picture for exotics, the heavy cc¯ pair can be supposed to act as a sort of nucleus for the
system. This proposal was first qualitatively mentioned by Voloshin in the discussion of Ref. [18] in 2008, and developed
into a model some months later in Ref. [44], where it was dubbed hadrocharmonium.
3.2.2. Structure and Binding
A first observation about the hadrocharmonium picture is that it is qualitatively distinct from a simple molecular
picture of charmonium plus a light meson, in which the wave functions of the two hadrons have a somewhat suppressed
spatial overlap, as in a diatomic molecule. In hadrocharmonium, the core is purported to live entirely within the light-
quark cloud. Such a distinction should be kept in mind when considering the interpretation of calculations such as in
Ref. [235], in which the Y (4660) is proposed to be a f0(980)ψ
′ bound state.
The binding mechanism for hadrocharmonium [44] is a color van der Waals attraction between a compact, color-singlet
cc¯ core and a larger qq¯ cloud interacting chiefly through the chromoelectric dipole (E1 multipole) interaction, the QCD
analogue of the atomic van der Waals attraction. While this interaction is manifestly attractive, it does not guarantee
the existence of bound states, especially because of the counteracting effect of the Fermi motion of the light degrees of
freedom (mass labeled by MX). As found in Ref. [44], a value of MX exceeding 1 GeV, perhaps approaching 2 GeV, is
necessary for the net effect of all interactions to give binding for the hadrocharmonium system. Interestingly, this result
shows that hadrocharmonium with more highly excited light degrees of freedom is more likely to form and be observed.
In the case of hadrobottomonium, the effect of Fermi motion decreases (since mb ' 3mc), but so does the strength of the
chromoelectric dipole interaction, due to the smaller size of Υ states compared to ψ states; owing to these competing
effects, hadrobottomonium states may still exist, but likely not as exact siblings to hadrocharmonium states. In particular,
Ref. [44] anticipates hadrobottomonium states no lower than 11 GeV, too heavy to accommodate the known Zb states
(at 10610 and 10650 MeV).
3.2.3. Hadrocharmonium and Heavy-Quark Spin Symmetry
Owing to heavy-quark spin symmetry (HQSS) and the attendant hypothesis that the charmonium wave function is
largely decoupled from the light degrees of freedom, one expects that any particular charmonium structure existing at
the center of the hadrocharmonium state should leave its imprint on the final state. This restriction not only provides
a natural explanation for the preference of particular states to decay to a particular charmonium state (e.g., J/ψ for
Y (4008), Y (4260), Zc(3900) vs. ψ
′ for Y (4360), Y (4660), Zc(4430) [44, 236] because the J/ψ = ψ(1S) wave function is
much more compact than that of the ψ′ = ψ(2S) [24, 25], but it also predicts that the open-charm decay modes should
be relatively suppressed because of the dynamical difficulty of breaking up the compact (cc¯) core and rearranging the
constituents with (cc¯)(qq¯) color structure into (cq¯)(c¯q). For the Zc(3900) this interpretation is problematic, as the DD¯
∗
mode appears to dominate its decay width [154].
In addition, HQSS predicts that the cc¯ spin in hadrocharmonium is approximately conserved, so that states with a spin-
triplet (-singlet) core should decay preferentially to ψ or χc (ηc or hc). Experimental evidence that Y (4260) and Y (4360)
decay not only to spin-triplet ψ states but spin-singlet hc as well [156] inspired an extension of the hadrocharmonium
hypothesis [47] that asserts the core can be a mixture of spin-singlet and spin-triplet cc¯ and still satisfy HQSS.
In contrast, in a truly molecular model, the hadronic components have well-defined quantum numbers, and the HQSS
predictions can be somewhat different. Following the aforementioned proposal of a f0(980)ψ
′ state in Ref. [235], the
authors then predicted [237] the existence of an f0(980)η
′
c bound state, using that ψ
′ and η′c are degenerate states in the
HQSS limit. A side-by-side comparison of the HQSS predictions of molecular, hadrocharmonium, and diquark pictures
is presented in Ref. [81].
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3.2.4. Can Hadrocharmonium Coexist with Other Pictures?
The question of whether hadrocharmonium states really occur in nature comes down to an assessment of the relative
strength of valid competing dynamical effects. It seems extremely likely that, by allowing ΛQCD and the heavy-quark
mass mQ to assume a variety of numerical values, one can find regimes in which hadronic molecular states occur and
regimes in which hadroquarkonium states occur. These regimes may be distinct, or they may overlap, in which case the
eigenstates of the hadronic QCD Lagrangian for a given set of parameters may be combinations of the two. Without
being able to solve QCD for physical values of quark masses, one must rely on hints from data such as spectroscopy, decay
modes and ratios, and in the future, detailed production line shapes.
One very interesting piece of data in this regard is the suggestion of a significant measured branching fraction for
the radiative decay Y (4260)→ γX(3872) [52]. The X(3872) was touted in Sec. 3.1 as the best candidate for a hadronic
molecule (although not without some conceptual difficulties), while Y (4260) was described in this section as a prime
candidate for a hadrocharmonium state. If indeed they are connected by a prominent radiative transition, then one
expects a high degree of similarity in the structure of their wave functions, and hence of what kinds of state they are.
For example, the possibility that both are molecular-cc¯ combinations is studied in Ref. [238].
3.3. Diquark Picture
3.3.1. General Considerations: Nature of Diquarks
The prediction by Eq. (4) of a attractive channel in which two color-3 quarks can combine into a color-3¯ diquark
(or two color-3¯ antiquarks into a color-3 antidiquark) immediately suggests the possibility of composite but colored
subcomponents inside of hadrons. This fact alone explains the rich history of diquark phenomenology [48], particularly
for baryons. The diquark itself can be considered to be either a fairly compact object, with a size similar to that of an
ordinary meson (a few tenths of a fm), or it can be considered merely as a correlated state between two quarks in a
hadron. Since the quarks have spin 12 , the diquark (orbital) ground state can be scalar (spin 0) or vector (spin 1), and
has positive parity.
While numerous papers dating as far back as the 1970s have examined the possibility of diquarks as constituents of
exotic hadrons (including exotics containing heavy quarks), the modern studies of diquark models for heavy-quark exotics
were originally inspired by certain peculiar behaviors of the light-quark scalar mesons a0(980) (I = 1) and f0(980) (I = 0)
that cast doubt upon a naive qq¯ interpretation for these states. For instance, their masses lie extremely close to the KK¯
thresholds (hence little phase space is available for these channels), and yet their KK¯ decay branching fractions are in
the tens of percent [176]. Diquark-antidiquark models provide a natural explanation of this fact by suggesting that each
diquark component in the a0(980) and f0(980) carries a valence s (or s¯) quark [49]. A fresh look at more recent light-quark
scalar meson data using the diquark model [239] inspired an extension of the approach [50] to the then-newly discovered
heavy-quark exotics; this extension, to be discussed below, constitutes the basis of modern heavy-quark diquark models.
3.3.2. Heavy-Quark Diquark Models
The presence of heavy quarks in the exotic hadron has a number of interesting implications for its structure in diquark
models. First, light-quark diquarks were predicted to be more strongly bound in the spin-0 than spin-1 channel, and
hence the former (“good”) diquarks are expected to be more successful in forming light hadrons than the latter (“bad”)
diquarks [240]. However, for a diquark that contains a heavy quark, the “good” and “bad” varieties differ only by the
relative orientation of the heavy-quark spin, and operators sensitive to this spin are suppressed by powers of 1/mQ
according to heavy-quark spin symmetry (HQSS). Second, the characteristic size associated with a diquark may be
identified with its Compton wavelength, which is inversely proportional to the reduced mass µ of its constituents. For
a given light constituent mass m, µ can vary from 12m (for an equal-mass light-light system) up to m (for an infinitely
heavy-light system). One thus expects a heavy-light diquark to be substantially smaller than a light-light diquark.
Diquark models tend to predict large numbers of states, particularly when compared with molecular hadron or
hadrocharmonium models. This proliferation of states is the result of the nonzero net color charge of the diquarks,
meaning that the overall system is bound by strong fundamental QCD forces rather than by the much weaker color-
singlet van der Waals forces. As a result, one expects all quark spin and isospin combinations to produce a state, because
the energy cost for exchanging up and down spins or exchanging u and d quarks is relatively small compared to the
strong-interaction energy scales responsible for the overall binding of the state. In contrast, we have seen that molecular
models are highly sensitive to the proximity of hadronic dissociation thresholds, as well as the spin and isospin of mesons
assumed responsible for their binding. In particular, not every two-meson threshold is expected to produce a hadronic
molecule. In the case of hadrocharmonium, we have seen that the spatial extent of the core charmonium wave function,
which depends upon internal excitation quantum numbers, is significant in determining whether or not the state binds.
One should not, however, infer from these observations that all diquark-antidiquark states are equivalent; the proximity
of hadronic thresholds can have profound effects on the states, as discussed below.
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The most common model for the diquark-antidiquark system2 (Qq1)(Q¯q¯2) uses an effective Hamiltonian that is dom-
inated by spin and orbital interactions amongst the quarks. In the original model of Ref. [50], the Hamiltonian can be
written as
H = m(Qq1) +m(Q¯q¯2) +H
qq
SS +H
qq¯
SS +HSL +HL , (21)
where m(Qq1) and m(Q¯q¯2) are the diquark masses. H
qq
SS represents spin-spin couplings between the two quarks (or the two
antiquarks), and therefore refers to spin-spin couplings within either the diquark or the antidiquark:
HqqSS = 2κ(Qq1) sQ · sq1 + 2κ(Q¯q¯2) sQ¯ · sq¯2 . (22)
In contrast, Hqq¯SS couples quarks to antiquarks, thereby providing interactions between the diquark and the antidiquark:
Hqq¯SS = 2κQq¯2 sQ · sq¯2 + 2κQQ¯ sQ · sQ¯ + 2κq1Q¯ sq1 · sQ¯ + 2κq1q¯2 sq1 · sq¯2 . (23)
The remaining terms are the spin-orbit (HSL) and purely orbital (HL) contributions,
HSL = −2a[s(Qq1) · L + s(Q¯q¯2) · L] = −2aS· L ,
HL =
Bc
2
L2 . (24)
Here, s(Qq1) ≡ sQ + sq1 is the total diquark spin (and similarly for the antidiquark), and S represents the the total quark
spin for the system. From this Hamiltonian, one then computes the mass eigenvalues for a full spectrum of four-quark
states, using standard operator techniques.
The original model of Ref. [50] fit the JPC = 1++ X(3872)—the only exotic candidate known at the time—to the
symmetric combination of {s(cq) = 1, s(c¯q¯) = 0} and {s(cq) = 0, s(c¯q¯) = 1} states, and predicted a number of other levels,
such as a 1+− state [the same quantum numbers as the Z0c (3900) and Zc(4020)] at the much lower mass of 3750 MeV. In
2014, the model was improved [51] by the inclusion of a significant dynamical assumption: Spin couplings between the
diquark and the antidiquark are assumed to be negligible. In terms of the full Hamiltonian of Eq. (21), the contribution
Hqq¯SS of Eq. (23) is set to zero.
The model of Ref. [51] has many desirable features; for example, a number of the 1−− Y states naturally arise as
relative L = 1 excitations of the diquark-antidiquark pair, meaning that the electric dipole radiative transition Y (4260)→
γX(3872) is natural in this picture [241], and the Z0c (3900) arises as 1
+− partner to the X(3872), the {scq = 1, sc¯q¯ = 0}
and {scq = 0, sc¯q¯ = 1} states now appearing in the antisymmetric combination, while the Z0c (4430) is the first radial
excitation of Z0c (3900). Nevertheless, the prediction of numerous yet-unobserved states is a key feature of this model; for
example, a prominent 2++ state remains to be found. The analysis can be applied to the bottom sector as well, where it
has been used, e.g., to study the Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) [242]. It has also been applied to the cc¯ss¯ sector [243], where
the troublesome 0++ X(3915) [which, in contrast to the expectation for the pure cc¯ state χc0(2P ), lacks DD¯ decays; see
Sec. 2.6] is suggested to be the cc¯ss¯ ground state, and states that decay to J/ψ φ such as the Y (4140) (Sec. 2.4.2) are
naturally accommodated.
3.3.3. Dynamical Diquarks
For all its merits, the diquark picture in the Hamiltonian formalism does not provide detailed dynamics. One may,
for example, relativize the light quarks [244], or incorporate a variant of the static Cornell potential [Eq. (2)] [245], or
model the interaction using a static color flux tube [246], or introduce nonlocal (e.g., Gaussian) vertex functions between
the quarks [247].
However, one important feature not taken into account in these pictures is that the exotic states exist for only a very
short time (∼ 10−20 s or less), while the techniques described up to this point refer directly or indirectly to eigenstates of
a Hamiltonian, which suggests a single time coordinate for the whole system and hence a single (approximate) common
rest frame for the components. In reality, the diquark-antidiquark pair may be flying apart from their production point
for the entire lifetime of the exotic hadron. Put another way, if one treats the exotic as some sort of molecule, it may not
survive long enough to execute a single orbit.
The dynamical diquark picture introduced in Ref. [54] instead suggests that confinement is the primary binding
mechanism for the exotic states. The diquark-antidiquark pair forms promptly at the production point, and rapidly
separates due to the kinematics of the production process, whether via the decay of a heavy b-containing hadron or through
a hadron collision process. Since the diquark and antidiquark are colored objects, they cannot separate asymptotically
far apart; they create a color flux tube or string between them. Were sufficient energy available, the string would break
as part of a conventional fragmentation process, producing an additional qq¯ pair. In the case of the (cq)(c¯q¯) system, the
first available threshold is Λc + Λ¯c at 4573 MeV, and indeed the X(4630) just above this threshold (Sec. 2.5.2) has only
been seen so far in the baryonic decay mode.
2Hidden heavy flavor is implied here, but Q and Q¯ need not be the same flavor.
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Below the fragmentation threshold, the only available modes for decay require the quarks (in the diquark) and the
antiquarks (in the antidiquark) to overlap with the wave function of a meson state; inasmuch as the diquark-antidiquark
pair may have achieved a substantial separation (r > 1 fm) during the lifetime of the state, the overlap is suppressed by
the exponentially small meson wave function tail at large r. The transition rate is therefore also suppressed, potentially
explaining the measurably small exotic widths. Additionally, the large size of the diquark-antidiquark pair before coming
to rest can explain the preference of more highly excited exotics like the Zc(4430) to decay into ψ(2S), which is spatially
much larger than the J/ψ [24, 25]. The production mechanism for B0 → Z−c (4430)K+ is illustrated in Fig. 15.
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Figure 15: Illustration of the dynamical diquark picture mechanism for production of the Z−c (4430) in the decay B0 → Z−c (4430)K+ (the
weak-interaction vertex indicated by a square), adapted from Ref. [54]. The diquark-antidiquark pair are denoted by δ and δ¯, and the color
flux tube is indicated by gluon lines.
Despite these qualitative successes, it should be noted that the dynamical diquark picture has not yet been developed
into a particular model with uniquely specified interactions. Necessary ingredients include modeling of the diquark
formation and proper quantization of the flux tube glue, in order to obtain a specific spectrum and pattern of decays for
the exotic states.
3.3.4. Pentaquarks from Diquarks
Both the conventional diquark picture and dynamical diquark picture can be used to study pentaquark states, including
the recently discovered candidates Pc(4380), Pc(4450). In the conventional diquark picture [53], the pentaquark may be
assembled as the bound state of three 3¯ components, c¯(cq)(qq), a composition exploited, e.g., in Refs. [248, 249, 250].
Alternately, pentaquarks can arise in the dynamical diquark model [55] via the sequential formation of compact color
triplets through the attractive channels 3 × 3 → 3¯ and 3¯ × 3¯ → 3 as a diquark-triquark system, c¯3¯(qq)3¯ → [c¯(qq)]3
plus (cq)3¯ , as was used in Ref. [251], and applied to hidden-strangeness system in Refs. [252, 253]. Whether or not the
diquarks in exotics are sufficiently tightly bound to enter as elementary fields for use in QCD constituent counting rules
and alter the energy scaling behavior of their production amplitudes is addressed in Ref. [254].
Significantly, the observation of opposite parities for the Pc(4380) and Pc(4450) requires one of the two states to
contain a unit of orbital excitation. This fact is not difficult to accommodate in the diquark picture, where the broad
Pc(4380) can be a highly excited s-wave resonance (J
P = 32
−
), while the narrower Pc(4450) can be a lower p-wave
resonance (JP = 52
+
).
3.3.5. Other Diquark Approaches
In addition to the Hamiltonian operator, quark model, and flux tube approaches, diquarks have also been employed
as interpolating fields in QCD sum rule calculations and in lattice QCD simulations.
A very brief summary of the theory of QCD sum rules has been presented in Sec. 1.6.5, while a review of applications
to the charmonium system through 2009 appears in Ref. [89]. QCD sum rules can incorporate diquark-antidiquark pair
interpolating operators such as the JPC = 1+− 3-3¯ current [255], an example of which is (C being the Dirac matrix
representing charge conjugation):
J2µ = q
T
a Ccb(q¯aγµγ5Cc¯
T
b − q¯bγµγ5Cc¯Ta )− qTa Cγµγ5cb(q¯aCc¯Tb − q¯bCc¯Ta ) . (25)
In Ref. [255], to give just one sample result, the 1++ cc¯qq¯ states are found to have masses about 4.0–4.2 GeV, somewhat
higher than the X(3872). Entire spectra may thus be computed once one has a complete set of interpolating operators.
Other examples (both tetraquark and pentaquark states) appear in Refs. [256, 257, 258]. One must note, however, that
QCD sum rules take their interpolating operators to be local, which in the current context means that the diquarks are
pointlike.
A similar situation arises in lattice QCD simulations (briefly reviewed in Sec. 1.6.6). Here, calculations have been
performed that include DD¯∗, diquark-antidiquark, and cc¯ interpolating operators. In the case of the X(3872), the most
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recent simulations [259, 260] include J/ψ ω and J/ψ ρ as well. Of these simulations, only Ref. [260] includes diquark
interpolating operators, but finds that the X(3872) appears only if both DD¯∗ and cc¯ interpolators are included, i.e., the
diquark interpolators are unnecessary. This result is analogous to the structure for X(3872) suggested in Sec. 3.1.3. Again,
the interpolators in lattice simulations are nominally pointlike; introducing finite-size effects is possible, although rather
costly in computational time, requiring the use of nontrivial link variables. Furthermore, the state-of-the-art calculations
of Ref. [260] use mpi = 266 MeV; since the pion with its light mass may very well be crucial (See Sec. 1.6.2) to the
successful formation of exotic states, the results of future simulations with smaller pion masses are eagerly awaited.
3.4. Hybrids
Although there is little doubt that hybrid mesons (and baryons) exist, not much else is known about these states. The
main preliminary question concerns their observability; in particular, are they sufficiently long lived to be recognized as
resonances? Assuming no unexpected experimental impediments to their production and observation, the main intellectual
challenge will be discerning the degrees of freedom and their dynamics that are relevant to describing the spectrum,
production, and decay of these novel states.
The absence of experimental input has led to a rather broad evolutionary landscape, with commensurately many ideas
concerning the nature of soft glue. The chief historical ideas have been that soft glue forms some sort of string or flux
tube, or that it is an effective constituent confined by a bag or potential. Alternatively, nonperturbative glue can be
thought of in terms of collective, nonlocal degrees of freedom, or as a local quasiparticle degree of freedom.
The steadily improving capabilities of computational lattice gauge field theory lends hope that this situation will
be improved. Ironically, lattice calculations have so far provided evidence for both pictures: The adiabatic gluonic
surfaces discussed in Sec. 1.6.7 can be modeled reasonably well with a bag picture [261], while results from the Lattice
Hadron Collaboration [262] provide compelling evidence that nonperturbative gluons can be thought of as chromomagnetic
quasiparticles of quantum numbers JPC = 1+− with an excitation energy of approximately 1 GeV. In this way, the lightest
hybrid multiplet contains states with
JPC = 1−− = (1+−)glue × (0−+)quarks , (26)
which corresponds to a vector hybrid with quarks in a spin singlet and in an s wave, and
JPC = (0, 1, 2)−+ = (1+−)glue × (1−−)quarks , (27)
which combines the “gluon” with quarks in a spin triplet and in an s wave.
An early lattice computation of the heavy hybrid-meson spectrum was made by the CP-PACS collaboration [263]. The
authors worked with the Lagrangian of nonrelativistic QCD and ignored all spin-dependent operators. This assumption led
to a degenerate multiplet of states with the quantum numbers given in Eq. (26). The computations yielded a charmonium
hybrid multiplet 1.323(13) GeV above the spin-averaged charmonium ground state (near 4.39 GeV) and a bottomonium
hybrid multiplet near 10.99 GeV.
More recently, the Hadron Spectrum Collaboration performed a large-scale unquenched calculation [262] that used
a large variational basis, a fine temporal lattice spacing, two light dynamical quarks, a dynamical strange quark, and
improved lattice actions to obtain a comprehensive charmonium spectrum. Despite these technical advances, the dynam-
ical quarks were still heavy, yielding a pion mass of 396 MeV, and a J/ψ-ηc splitting of 80(2) MeV, which is too small
compared to the experimental value of 113 MeV.
The authors of Ref. [262] also probed the internal structure of their hadrons by measuring state overlaps with various
operators. Thus, for example, some vectors have significant overlaps with a quark-antiquark pair in a 3S1 state, while
others have larger overlap with 3D1 operators. These overlaps only provide qualitative indications of state configurations
because they are scale-dependent, and comparison to continuum matrix elements can be confounded by operator mixing.
This method can be used to determine states having large overlaps with operators of large gluonic content. The
resulting states are indicated with red and blue boxes in Fig. 16 (darker grays, when the figure is viewed in a black-
and-white representation). As can be seen, the red boxes form an approximate multiplet with the expected quantum
numbers of Eq. (26). The thin (black) lines in the figure are experimental masses, and (green) boxes are calculations of
predominantly conventional charmonium state masses. Notice that the agreement with JPC = 1−− worsens as one moves
up the spectrum. In view of this deterioration, one might expect that an additional 100 MeV of uncertainty should be
applied to the predicted hybrid masses presented in Table 4.
3.4.1. Transitions
Models of strong hybrid decays typically find a selection rule that forbids decay to pairs of identical s-wave mesons [264,
265, 266]. This constraint is sometimes extended to forbidding decay to any pairs of identical mesons [267]. Such a rule,
leading to the absence of decay channels, often predicts hybrids to be narrow.
The first lattice calculation of a hadronic transition was made by the UKQCD collaboration for the case of heavy
hybrids [268]. The static-quark limit imposes important constraints on the decay process, since the quark-antiquark
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JPC Mass (MeV)
0−+ 4195(13)
1−+ 4217(16)
1−− 4285(14)
2−+ 4334(17)
1+− 4344(38) 4477(30)
0+− 4386(9)
2+− 4395(40) 4509(18)
1++ 4399(14)
0++ 4472(30)
2++ 4492(21)
3+− 4548(22)
Table 4: Charmonium hybrid mass predictions [262]. Masses are (lattice mass) - (lattice ηc) + (expt. ηc).
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Figure 16: A lattice QCD calculation of charmonium states. (Figure reproduced with permission from Ref. [262].) Solid (black) lines are
experimental masses, green boxes (the lighter grays in a black-and-white representation) refer to predominantly conventional charmonia, red
boxes (the darker grays in the columns up to JPC = 1−+) are the lowest-lying hybrid multiplet; blue boxes (the darker grays in the columns
starting at JPC = 0++) are the first excited hybrid multiplet. Box heights represent statistical uncertainty.
configuration must remain invariant. The authors focused on the decay of the exotic 1−+ state and determined that decay
into s-wave mesons is forbidden (since production of the light-quark pair in a spin triplet is forbidden by conservation
of gluonic parity and charge conjugation, while production of a spin singlet is forbidden by parity reflection in the
quark-antiquark axis).
Furthermore, decay to an s-wave (Qq¯) + p-wave (qQ¯) configuration is forbidden because the p-wave excitation energy
is typically greater than the hybrid excitation energy. Thus, the only allowed transition in the heavy-quark limit is a
string de-excitation process in which a light flavor-singlet meson is produced.
The authors computed two such transitions, using unquenched QCD with light-quark masses near the strange quark
mass. When the results are interpreted in terms of bottomonium, the authors obtained
Γ[bb¯g(1−+)→ ηb η(ss¯)] ∼ 1 MeV , (28)
and
Γ[bb¯g(1−+)→ χb σ(ss¯)] ∼ 60 MeV . (29)
More recently, charmonium hybrid radiative transitions have been computed by the Hadron Spectrum Collabora-
tion [269]. The calculation was made with a large operator basis in the quenched approximation. The renormalization
constant required to compare the lattice matrix elements to physical ones was determined nonperturbatively by conserv-
ing charge at zero recoil. The resulting widths are presented in Table 5, where one sees quite acceptable agreement with
experiment. Notice that the process cc¯g(1−+) → J/ψ γ is a magnetic dipole transition. With conventional charmonia,
these transitions require a spin flip and are therefore suppressed for heavy quarks. In the case of hybrids, the extra
“gluon” permits evading the suppression, and the transition can be large.
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transition Γlattice (keV) Γexpt (keV)
χc0 → J/ψγ 199(6) 131(14)
ψ′ → χc0γ 26(11) 30(2)
ψ′′ → χc0γ 265(66) 199(26)
cc¯g(1−−)→ χc0γ < 20
J/ψ → ηcγ 2.51(8) 1.85(29)
ψ′ → ηcγ 0.4(8) 0.95 – 1.37
ψ′′ → ηcγ 10(11)
cc¯g(1−−)→ ηcγ 42(18)
cc¯g(1−+)→ J/ψγ 115(16)
Table 5: Quenched lattice charmonia radiative decays [269].
3.4.2. Y(4260) as a Hybrid
The most popular candidate for a heavy hybrid meson is the Y (4260) (we stress, however, that alternative models for
this state exist as discussed above, such as hadrocharmonium and an L = 1 diquark-antidiquark state). As discussed in
Section 2.5.2, the Y has been observed in the reaction e+e− → J/ψpipi by four different experiments and is evidently a
JPC = 1−− charmoniumlike meson. With a mass of 4251(9) MeV, the state lies between quark model predictions for the
2D vector at 4168(24) MeV [expt. 4191(5) MeV] and the 4S vector at 4428(22) MeV [expt. 4421(4) MeV], and is therefore
a prime candidate for an exotic state.
Several groups have noted the following features of the Y (4260) [270, 271, 272]:
• The decay modes J/ψ σ, J/ψ f0, J/ψ a0 appear to dominate.
• Γ[Y (4260)→ e+e−] is much smaller than for all other vector charmonia.
• Γ[Y (4260)→ J/ψpi+pi−] is much larger than for all other vector charmonia.
• The mass is about 1 GeV greater than the ground state ηc and J/ψ, as is expected for a gluonic excitation.
Close and Page [270] also argue that the decay selection rule implies a preferred decay to DD∗∗ states, which lie
40 MeV above the Y mass. Rescattering (Sec. 3.5) is then postulated to yield the J/ψ pipi final state.
Subsequent lattice work [262] (discussed above) yielded an estimate of the vector charmonium hybrid mass of
4285 MeV, quite close to that of the Y . Furthermore, as just mentioned, lattice results strongly indicate that quarks
should form a spin singlet in the low-lying vector hybrid. Since photons prefer to create quarks in a spin triplet, a spin
flip is required to created the hybrid state. This observation neatly fits with the idea of an extra gluon being present in
the state, but “costs” a factor of approximately 〈p〉/mc ∼ ΛQCD/mc ∼ 0.1 with respect to the creation of s-wave vector
charmonia (Here, 〈p〉 is a typical momentum scale in the hybrid). Close and Page estimated the electronic width of the
Y to be
5 eV < Γ[Y (4260)→ e+e−] < 60 eV . (30)
Subsequent measurements have raised the lower limit to 9 eV. This width is 2–3 orders of magnitude smaller than those
of the well-established conventional charmonium vectors, in rough agreement with the spin-flip suppression just noted.
Finally, Close and Page noted that the relatively large width, Γ[Y (4260)] = 120(12) MeV, implies that decays to D1D¯,
D′1D¯, and D0D¯
∗ should be accessible. These decay modes feed D∗D¯pi and DD¯pi final states, which can be searched for.
We remark that the current PDG [176] lists “not seen” for these modes, indicating that this expectation was incorrect.
If the Y (4260) is indeed a hybrid (or predominantly a hybrid), the remainder of the low-lying multiplet should lie
nearby. In particular, one expects a 0−+ hybrid at 4170 MeV, a 2−+ hybrid at 4310 MeV, and the quantum number-exotic
1−+ hybrid at 4190 MeV. The discovery of the latter meson would be a watershed moment in hadron spectroscopy, as it
would be the first definitive sighting of this manifestly exotic, long-expected form of matter. After discovery, the next task
will be a thorough exploration of the production and decay mechanisms that manifest in the hybrid spectrum. Finally,
developing a robust models of these properties will lend insight into the behavior of QCD in a new regime.
3.5. Kinematical Effects
The relevance of “kinematical effects” to heavy exotic hadrons is slowly becoming more appreciated3. Before discussing
the case of heavy mesons, we remind the reader of a long-standing controversy in the case of the light scalar f0 and a0
mesons.
3Although this nomenclature is traditional, it is regrettable, since channel coupling or the generation of self-energies is dynamical. Never-
theless, the term persists because it stresses that the relevant phenomena are not described solely by S-matrix poles.
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3.5.1. Light Hadrons and Cusps
In the context of the constituent quark model, scalar mesons are considered as quark-antiquark states with 2S+1LJ =
3P0 quantum numbers. This assignment is problematic because it leads to states that are heavier than the lightest s-wave
states by a typical orbital excitation energy of several hundred MeV. Thus, the constituent quark model appears to
identify the f0(1370), f0(1500), a0(1450), and K0(1430) as the lightest scalar nonet. The problem, of course, is that this
identification leaves the f0(980), a0(980), and f0(500) as orphan states.
It should be stressed that this tension only exists in the context of nonrelativistic constituent quark models. Rela-
tivistic models, for example, typically have large spin-orbit forces in the light-quark sector, which can lead to light scalar
mesons [273, 274]. Nevertheless, other issues remain: (i) The width of the f0 is 40–100 MeV, much smaller than the 500–
1000 MeV expected by scaling Γ(b1 → ωpi); (ii) the near-degeneracy of the f0 and a0 suggests that they are nearly ideally
mixed, but then Γ(f0 → pipi)/Γ(a0 → ηpi) should be around 4 (pi vs. η light-quark Clebsch-Gordan coefficients), rather
than the observed ratio of approximately 1; (iii) both states couple strongly to KK¯, suggesting valence strange-quark
content.
A popular alternative interpretation is that four-quark states qqq¯q¯ comprise the lowest scalar nonet. The quarks can
either be in a symmetrical configuration, as in a bag model [49, 240], or asymmetrical, as in diquark models. In the
diquark picture an “inverted” light-scalar nonet is built as follows:
[ud][u¯d¯] f0(500) ,
[ud][d¯s¯], [ud][s¯d¯], [us][u¯d¯], [ds][d¯u¯] κ(800) ,
1√
2
([su][s¯u¯] + [sd][s¯d¯]) f0(980) ,
[su][s¯d¯],
1√
2
([su][s¯u¯]− [sd][s¯d¯]), [sd][s¯u¯] a0(980) . (31)
Yet another four-quark model assumes that states are predominantly composed of a meson-meson system. For example,
the possibility that the a0(980) and f0(980) quartet is composed of KK¯ bound states was examined in Ref. [275]. Similar
applications in the light-quark sector abound: f1(1420) (K
∗K¯) [276], f2(2010) (φφ) [277] (p. VII.166), and f0(1770)
(K∗K¯∗) [278].
Perhaps the most conservative resolution of the light-scalar issue relies on the strong coupling of scalar mesons to
their decay channels to generate dynamical poles with masses below 1 GeV [64, 279, 280]. The dynamical states are not
arranged according to their qq¯ “seed” states, but according to the channels that dominate: pipi for the f0(500), Kpi for
the κ(800), and KK¯ for f0(980) and a0(980).
3.5.2. Heavy Hadrons and Cusps
Not surprisingly, all of these multiquark notions have found application in descriptions of the new heavy-quark exotic
mesons. Bugg was the first to emphasize the possible importance of cusps for interpreting several heavy states [65].
Amongst these are the X(3872) at the D0(1865)-D∗0(2007) threshold, Z(4430) near the D∗(2007)-D1(2420) threshold,
and Y (4260), which is close to the D(1865)-D1(2420) threshold. All of these couplings are s wave. We remark that the
same situation exists with baryons: the P11 N(1710) and P13 N(1720) are near the N -ω threshold, while the Λc(2940) is
near the D∗(2007)-N threshold.
Early applications of loop diagrams in heavy-meson physics concentrated on their effects on hadronic transitions [281,
282, 283, 284]. For example, Guo et al. [285, 286] examined the effects of virtual charmed-meson loops on strong transitions
of charmonia and found that the loops significantly enhanced processes such as ψ′ → piJ/ψ. We remark that, although
these studies did not address cusp enhancements, they made the important point that the QCD multipole expansion does
not incorporate the long-distance or long-time scales that can occur when intermediate hadrons are created and propagate.
While this observation appears self-evident, it contradicts several decades of lore surrounding hadronic interactions that
do not involve flavor exchange.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
A
B C
D A
B
D
B
D
C
B
D
Figure 17: Various hadronic loop diagrams. Diagrams (b), (c), and (d) can be obtained from (a) by taking the limits mC → ∞, mA → ∞,
and both, respectively.
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The earliest explicit model that applied cusp effects to heavy exotics (to our knowledge) is due to Chen and Liu [287],
who developed the “Initial Single Pion Emission” (ISPE) model to explain the Zb(10560) and Zb(10610) as cusp effects
(although this terminology was not used). Ensuing work invoked the same mechanism to predict charmed-analogue states
[subsequently discovered as the Zc(3900) and Zc(4020)] [288]. The relevant diagrams correspond to (c) in Fig. 17, where,
in the charm case, the initial meson is taken to be a heavy vector charmonium state [ψ(4040)], the intermediate particles
(B,C,D) are D or D∗ states, and the final state is pipiJ/ψ.
Subsequent work has employed several variants of loop diagrams to implement the cusp effect. These can be organized
as shown in Fig. 17. At the one-loop level, all diagrams can be obtained from the box diagram (a) by integrating out
various intermediate mesons (and rescaling appropriately). Thus, for example, the ISPE diagram is obtained in the large
mA (or mB) limit. Other groups have considered diagram (b), which is obtained by taking mC (or mD) to be large.
Taking mA and mC to infinity yields the bubble diagram (d). Of course other combinations can be taken (but appear to
not be employed in the literature); these choices merge the box diagram to a four-point vertex, or have a bubble with a
single particle on one side and a three-point vertex on the other. Vertex models are typically built from low-order effective
Lagrangians (they are not effective field theories, in the sense of systematically including all allowed operators), or with
the aid of heavy-quark or chiral symmetry. An important take-away point is that the cusp behavior obtained from all of
these diagrams is similar.
The work of Wang et al. [289] is an example of an alternate analysis of the Zc states that employs a formalism in this
class of methods. The authors consider the reaction Y (4260)→ pipiJ/ψ and postulate that the Y is a D1D¯ bound state.
This choice leads naturally to the box diagrams of Fig. 17a. The authors also consider the case where D∗D¯ interactions
give rise to a Zc(3900) and include this contribution in their analysis of the BESIII data. The reasonably good fit to the
data leads the authors to claim (i) there is “strong evidence that the mysterious Y (4260) is a D¯D1(2420) + DD¯1(2420)
molecular state”, and (ii) “for a more detailed description of the data the need for an explicit Zc(3900) pole seems to be
necessary”.
We remark that both of these conclusions seem to be overstatements of the results. It is only necessary for the Y (4260)
to couple to strongly to D¯D1 for their analysis to hold, which is expected for hybrids as well as molecular states. With
regard to the claimed existence of a Zc pole, their own analysis (presented in their Fig. 2) clearly shows that an explicit
Zc pole appears to not be needed to describe the data. Nevertheless, follow-up work by this group, discussed shortly,
found further evidence in support of the resonance picture of the Zc(3900).
An application of the simplest nontrivial cusp diagram, Fig. 17d, appeared in 2014 [290]. In this work, it was noted
that many of the recently discovered heavy charged states lie just above nearby open-flavor thresholds. These are B¯B∗
[Zb(10610)], B¯
∗B∗ [Zb(10650)], D¯D∗ [Zc(3900)], and D¯∗D∗ [Zc(4025)]. While the proximity to thresholds suggests a
molecular interpretation for states just below these thresholds, it would require unnatural dynamics to generate such
poles above threshold. Even so, Ref. [21] argues otherwise.
The exotic bottomonium states were seen in Belle in e+e− → Υ(5S)→ Υ(nS)pi+pi− or Υ(5S)→ hb(nP )pi+pi− in the
final states Υ(nS)pi± or hc(nP )pi± (See Sec. 2.5). Axial-vector quantum numbers were heavily favored by an analysis of
the angular distributions. In modeling these features, Ref. [290] noted that the Υ(5S) decays predominantly to B(∗)B¯(∗),
which leads to an Υ(nS)pipi amplitude that is roughly constant. The next most prolific decay mode of the Υ(5S) is to
B(∗)B¯(∗)pi, which can rescatter via Fig. 17d to yield the Υ(nS)pipi final state. Following tradition [64, 65], the imaginary
part of the bubble was modeled with an exponential vertex form factor, and the entire bubble was reconstructed from
the dispersion relation. Couplings and form factors scales were set by data in Υ(5S) → Υ(3S)pipi, and a surprisingly
consistent description of all the data (13 peaks in 7 invariant mass distributions) followed.
The following general points were noted:
(i) Z “states” have JP = 1+;
(ii) Z “states” lie slightly above open-flavor thresholds;
(iii) Threshold partners produce effects of approximately the same width if they are observed in the same channel;
however, these widths can differ in different channels. Such behavior is not expected with T -matrix poles;
(iv) Zc “states” may appear in B¯
0 → J/ψ pi0pi0 and B± → J/ψ pi±pi0;
(v) Similarly, B¯s → J/ψ ϕϕ and B¯0 → J/ψ ϕK should exhibit cusp effects at DsD¯∗s and D∗sD¯∗s thresholds, while
B¯0 → J/ψ ηK should display DD¯∗, D∗D¯∗, DsD¯∗s , and D∗sD¯∗s cusp enhancements;
(vi) It should be possible to discern a rich spectrum of exotic “states” at higher center-of-mass energy in J/ψ pipi.
These include a D0D¯1 state at 4740 MeV and D2D¯1 enhancement at 4880 MeV;
(vii) Υ(5S)→ KK¯Υ(nS) should show enhancements at 10695 MeV (BB¯∗s and B∗B¯s) and 10745 MeV (B∗B¯∗s ).
Some aspects of this work were subsequently criticized. Reference [291] noted that the use of an exponential form
factor in the dispersion relation violates causality. We remark that, while true, it has little bearing on the dispersion
integral in which it is likely to be used. Gou et al. [292] argued that rescattering effects need to be summed, and that doing
so necessarily forms a Zc(3900) resonance pole. The model employed by the authors includes a four-point Y J/ψ pipi vertex
whose strength was fitted to the Y (4260)→ DD¯∗pi distribution at high invariant mass. Fitting the same distribution at
low invariant mass then required iterating DD¯∗ bubble diagrams with sufficient strength to generate a Zc(3900) pole.
Nevertheless, it is clear the conclusion of Gou et al. is contingent upon the model used. In particular, it is natural
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to attribute the enhancement in the DD¯∗pi data near threshold to the threshold opening—as is common in hadronic
physics. The latter point of view was pursued in Ref. [293], where a simple, causal, and unitarized nonrelativistic model
was employed to describe the Y → DD¯∗pi, Y → D∗D¯∗pi, Y → J/ψ pipi, and e+e− → hcpipi data. No S-matrix poles
were required to obtain very good agreement with experiment. This conclusion is supported by lattice gauge theory
computations that report only weakly repulsive (D∗D¯∗)± interactions in the JP = 1+ channel [294].
This topic has been revisited recently by Zhou and Xiao [295], who employed a unitarized coupled-channel approach
similar to that of To¨rnqvist [64] to analyze the same Zc data as above. The authors concluded that the Zc(3900) signal is
related to the combined effect of a pair of near-threshold “shadow” poles and the DD¯∗ threshold, in which a third-sheet
pole might provide a dominant contribution. Similar work was also carried out by He [296] in a model that generated
relevant interactions with boson exchange and employed a Bethe-Salpeter formalism to compute amplitudes.
It is disappointing, but not surprising, that conclusions concerning the dynamical origin of the Zb and Zc signals
can depend strongly upon the model assumptions used to generate those conclusions. The way forward, of course, is to
develop models that are sufficiently robust and well vetted against experimental results, such that the conclusions based
upon them can be trusted.
Threshold enhancements and openings are generic features of hadronic systems, and one must therefore be cautious
in claiming bound states where such effects are known to operate. Near-threshold enhancements can arise simply because
hadrons are soft; thus, the Y → DD¯∗pi and Y → D∗D¯∗pi data are easily explained. Similarly, coupled-channel cusps should
be regarded as a possible explanation for bumps seen in rescattering channels slightly above coupled-channel thresholds.
If the “widths” of these enhancements vary strongly (as they do for the Zc’s) between pure threshold and rescattering
processes, then one has an additional sign that nonresonant explanations should be considered. In particular, threshold
bumps arise due to competing effects between form factors and phase space, whereas a rescattering enhancement width is
mediated by form factors and a rescattering loop. One sees that (cusp-dominated) threshold bumps do not exhibit phase
motion, while rescattering enhancements may have phase motion due to the associated bubble diagrams.
Indeed, both threshold effects and true resonant poles can coexist and interact; as was shown in Ref. [65], the presence
of a threshold can, through self-energy diagrams, shift the position of the fundamental resonance closer to the threshold.
It was noted in Ref. [297] that this “pole dragging” effect does not depend upon the origin of the pole, whether through
meson molecules, diquark-antidiquark pairs, or intrinsic qq¯ states.
3.5.3. Further Experimental Considerations
The LHCb collaboration recently reported the discovery of four states in the J/ψ φ invariant-mass distribution of
B+ → J/ψ φK+ [125] (See Sec. 2.4.2). Salient properties of these states are given in Table 6.
State Mass (unct.) [MeV] Width (unct.) [MeV] JPC
Y (4140) 4165.5(5,3) 83(21,16) 1++
Y (4274) 4273.3(8,11) 56(11,10) 1++
X(4500) 4506(11,13) 92(21,21) 0++
X(4700) 4704(10,19) 120(31,35) 0++
Table 6: Extracted J/ψ φ Breit-Wigner resonance properties [125].
The resonance parameters of Table 6 are based on standard Breit-Wigner phenomenology. However, motivated by
point (v) above, the collaboration also fit the data with a cusp model of the Y (4140). This amplitude model had one less
parameter than the s-wave Breit-Wigner model and was able to fit the data better by 3σ (it has five fewer parameters
than the full Breit-Wigner model and in this case fits the data better by 1.6σ). This success motivated the collaboration
to construct a DsD
∗
s0 cusp model for the Y (4274). It is perhaps not surprising that this choice did not perform better
than the default amplitude model, since the s-wave quantum numbers are incorrect.
In the bottom sector, the relatively large rate for the reaction Υ(5S) → hbpipi is somewhat mysterious, because
a heavy-quark spin flip is required to make the transition from the 3S1 Υ to the
1P1 hb bottomonium state. It is
tempting to speculate that the spin flip is facilitated by the presence of light-quark degrees of freedom in the loop-
diagram intermediate state that persist over long time scales. In effect, the virtual B(∗)B¯(∗) states permit the pions to
carry off the spin component necessary to effect the required b-quark spin flip.
Lin et al. [298] have suggested that the coupling of the Zc(3900) to piJ/ψ can be exploited to search for this exotic state
in photoproduction. The idea is that the virtual photon converts to a J/ψ via the vector-meson dominance mechanism,
which then interacts with a nucleon by pion exchange, and creates an s-channel Zc, which finally decays to J/ψ pi. The
cross section for γN → ZN was estimated using a hadronic Lagrangian with dipole form factors, while the ZcpiJ/ψ
coupling was taken from the measured width of the Zc. The resulting cross section was predicted to peak at
√
s ≈ 7 GeV,
with a readily observable rate. In spite of these expectations, a measurement of µN → µJ/ψ piN by the COMPASS
collaboration [181] found no evidence for the Zc(3900). This somewhat problematical result may have a resolution in
dynamical effects associated with the high center-of-mass energy (such as hadronic form factors or Pomeron exchange).
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Finally, there appears to be a tension between e+e− and electroweak decay production mechanisms for a subset of
exotic states. In particular, we note that the electroweak decay B¯0 → J/ψ pipi has recently been measured by the LHCb
Collaboration, and the distribution of events in J/ψ pi invariant mass was published [299]. A comparison of the analogous
distribution from BESIII reveals a stark difference: Although the distributions stretch over nearly identical mass ranges,
there is no sign of the Zc(3900) or Zc(4020) in the LHCb data. This result is difficult to understand, because other
than quantum numbers, there seems to be little difference between γ∗ → cc¯ (Y (4260) decay where the Zc(3900) is seen,
Sec. 2.5.4) and b→ cc¯d (B decay, where the Zc is not seen).
4. Prospects
The search for and discovery of new QCD exotics has been one of the most productive areas of experimental particle
physics in the past two decades. For example, of all the particles discovered so far at the Large Hadron Collider whose
existence was not a foregone conclusion, all are QCD exotics with the exception of the Higgs boson. The fact that the rate
of appearance of new experimental findings currently greatly outpaces theoretical explanations in this area [for instance,
even the true structure of the X(3872), the first and best studied example among the heavy-quark exotics, remains a
mystery] is a state of affairs that has not occurred for many years in particle physics and provides an excellent indication
of intellectual vitality in this field.
No obvious ceiling to the number of exotics yet to be discovered is known; there could be many dozens more remaining
to be found. Moreover, the LHC experiments (particularly LHCb) and BESIII will continue to take data for several
more years, the Belle II upgrade will soon be coming online, and in the future, detailed processes will be examined at
GlueX (Jefferson Lab), COMPASS (CERN), and P¯ANDA at FAIR (GSI, Darmstadt). The great majority of exotics
already observed appear in the hidden-charm cc¯ and hidden-bottom bb¯ tetraquark and cc¯ pentaquark sectors. The flavor
universality of QCD demands that, once the particular details of hadronic thresholds are taken into account, exotics
should be possible in any combination of quark flavors. To date, the only exotic candidate with valence quark content
other than cc¯ and bb¯ is the X(5568) (b¯sd¯u), and its existence remains controversial (See Sec. 2.7). And yet, the cc¯ sector
was the first one in which the first unambiguous exotics candidates were found, despite decades of dedicated searches in
the lighter-quark sectors. Is there a sense in which the existence of exotics, or at least the ability to distinguish them
from backgrounds, requires the presence of heavy quarks? If it is the latter, then one can hope to glean some hints of
exotics among states containing some (intermediate-mass) s quarks. The D∗s0(2317) discovered by BaBar in 2003 [300],
for example, is surprising in having a much lighter mass than predicted for the expected cs¯ state, and moreover decays
through the isospin-violating mode Dspi
0. The state Y (2175) [or φ(2170)] was discovered by BaBar in 2007 [301] as a φf0
resonance in the initial-state radiation process e+e− → γISRφpi+pi−, the strange analogue of the one in which Y (4260)
was originally found (See Sec. 2.5.2). Now that the existence of heavy-quark exotics has been established, anomalous
light-quark systems have come under greater scrutiny.
In the opposite direction of even more exotic hadrons, one can anticipate the production of states with manifestly
exotic (for qq¯) quantum numbers such as JPC = 1−+. In that case, if the state is neutral (cc¯qq¯), then one faces the
enviable problem of trying to determine whether the states is a “conventional” hybrid exotic (See Sec. 3.4) or a tetraquark
exotic. On the other hand, doubly heavy exotics (such as ccq¯q¯) lack heavy-quarkonium decay modes and should be rather
straightforward to identify if they can be produced. Options for producing doubly heavy hadrons have been discussed
in detail (e.g., Ref. [302, 303]), and while not even the lowest conventional doubly heavy state [the Ξc(ccq) baryon]
has yet been confirmed, the prospects for producing such states are nevertheless considered bright. A key observation
of [302] is that the chief complication in producing doubly-heavies, to produce two separate heavy QQ¯ pairs and induce
a quark from each pair to coalesce, is already accomplished in Bc production. Copious Bc output (such as at LHCb) is
therefore seen as a promising benchmark for producing doubly heavy hadrons. At an even higher level of exoticity are
hexaquarks [304, 305], which can refer either to a bound state of 6 q’s, or 3 q’s plus 3 q¯’s. Considering the comments on
doubly heavies, presumably the latter type would be easier to produce with heavy quarks; indeed, it is possible that the
X(4630), with its strong coupling to ΛcΛ¯c (See Sec. 2.5.2), is such a state.
The differing status of experiment and theory with respect to our knowledge of the exotic candidates requires different
intellectual approaches. Imminent experimental studies present tremendous opportunities for clarifying multiple issues
(discovery of new states, confirmation of others, measurement of production and decay channels) in a systematic fashion:
One can actually present these goals as a “to-do” list, as given below. Theoretical studies also present tremendous
opportunities, in the sense that all known pictures have limits to their applicability, and none of them provide a plausible
explanation for the whole set of exotic candidates. As discussed below, the direction of progress involves an honest
assessment of the constraints on existing methods (does one really know what being a molecule means, which fields are
truly important near hadronic thresholds, etc.), leading both to improvements rendering existing techniques more flexible
and robust, and to the development entirely new theoretical approaches.
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4.1. Experimental Issues and Prospects
As mentioned above, the goals for ongoing and future efforts in the experimental study of QCD exotica are compara-
tively straightforward. Here we simply list ten of the most important.
1. Search for qualitatively new classes of particles. There has been a growing list of robust experimental discoveries
indicating potential candidates for QCD exotica. These include tetraquark candidates containing cc¯ and light quarks
[like the Zc(3900) and Zc(4430)], pentaquark candidates containing cc¯ and light quarks [the Pc(4380) and Pc(4450)],
and supernumerary states that are potentially hybrid mesons [like the Y (4260)]. However, pinning down these
interpretations has proven difficult. Finding qualitatively new classes of particles could solidify emerging patterns
(e.g., peaks near thresholds) or reveal new ones. A few examples that could be revealing include: hexaquarks (either
dibaryons or tri-mesons); double-heavy open-charm exotics (like ccu¯d¯); other tetraquark combinations [the X(5568)
is particularly intriguing and should obviously be studied further]; and states with exotic JPC .
2. Search for new decay modes of the particles that have already been discovered. Once a particle is discovered in
some production process (e.g., B decays or e+e− annihilation), that same process can be used to search for new
decay modes. So far, many particles have only been observed in a single decay mode. This result may, at least
in part, be due to experimental commonplaces. For example, it is much easier to find decay modes containing a
J/ψ (which is narrow and has a large dilepton branching fraction) than those with an ηc (which is wide and decays
to multiple-hadron final states). As more data is collected, these less experimentally accessible decay modes should
be explored. Judging from history, besides possibly establishing new decay modes, these searches are also likely to
lead to the discovery of new particles. Furthermore, none of the discovered exotic states has yet to be seen to decay
exclusively to light-quark final states, a result that might be due to a lack of data and comprehensive searches.
3. Identify the conventional mesons in the region between 3.8 and 4.0 GeV. This region serves as a crucial test for
our understanding of conventional mesons above open-flavor thresholds, which is especially important if we hope to
distinguish conventional mesons from exotic mesons using their observed properties. While the situation is currently
complicated, there are a number of experimental measurements yet to be completed. For example, it seems the
decay χc2(2P ) → DD¯ has been established, assuming the Z(3930) is the χc2(2P ). But can the χc2(2P ) decay to
DD¯∗ be found? And what about the decay χc0(2P )→ DD¯? Besides open-charm decays, radiative decays (despite
being much smaller) could also prove decisive.
4. Understand e+e− cross sections, both exclusive and inclusive, as a function of center-of-mass energy. As discussed
in Section 2.5.2, e+e− cross sections in the charmonium region show a surprisingly diverse range of shapes. These
shapes should be mapped more finely in the future. Will patterns start to emerge? Will possibly informative
connections like the decay Y (4260) → γX(3872) be established? Special attention should be paid to the open-
charm cross sections, which are larger than the closed-charm cross sections, and which also display surprising
structure. If possible, open-bottom cross sections should similarly be mapped.
5. Continue to establish the existence or nonexistence of resonances in B decays. The LHCb experiment has already
resolved long-standing controversies in the B → Kpiψ(2S) and B → KφJ/ψ channels. Both revealed the existence
of a number of states. Several more channels, however, remain controversial. The decays B → KpiJ/ψ and
B → Kpiχc1 should be revisited with higher statistics. Other B and Λb decays should also be explored. Will the
pattern of pairs of peaks continue?
6. Explore the differences between the Zc in B decays and in e
+e− annihilation. While many Zc peaks have been
seen in either B decays or e+e− annihilation, one of the most conspicuous puzzles is the fact that no Zc peak
has been seen in both. The Zc(3900), for example, discovered in e
+e− → pi∓Zc with Zc → pi±J/ψ, is not seen
in B decays to either K(piJ/ψ) or pi(piJ/ψ). Searches with higher statistics should be performed. Similarly, the
Zc(4430), discovered in B → KZc with Zc → pi±ψ(2S) should be searched for in e+e− annihilation to pi∓Zc with
Zc → pi±ψ(2S). This study requires higher statistics at higher center-of-mass energies than currently available.
7. Search for previously established particles in hadron production. Of all the candidates for QCD exotica, currently
only the X(3872), Y (4140), and X(5568) have been reported in prompt hadron production. Several other states,
however, might also be experimentally accessible. Besides the Y (4140), the Y (4274), X(4500), and X(4700) might
also be seen in inclusive φJ/ψ production. If they are not seen, why not? Several of the Zc states could also have
signatures allowing them to be observed in hadron production, such as Zc(3900)→ pi±J/ψ or Zc(4430)→ pi±ψ(2S).
8. Continue mining relatively unexplored production mechanisms, such as γγ collisions and e+e− → ψ +X. While a
lot of attention has been paid to B decays and e+e− annihilation, other production mechanisms should continue to
be explored. In particular, γγ collisions and e+e− → ψ +X should be revisited with higher statistics.
9. Explore qualitatively new production mechanisms. New production mechanisms are desparately needed and may
soon be available. At the upcoming P¯ANDA experiment, a scan of pp¯ cross sections would be extremely interesting.
How would it compare to e+e− annihilation? At GlueX, the photoproduction of light-quark hybrid mesons will be
studied. At COMPASS, the photoproduction of a variety of charmonium states is feasible and studies have just
begun [181].
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10. Consider more advanced phenomenological methods, such as coupled channels. While it is relatively straightforward
for experiments to measure cross sections and to fit peaks, more advanced phenomenology becomes important when
performing detailed Dalitz plot analyses or considering the effects of one channel coupling to another. There has been
a lot of success in extending experimental studies in this direction. These efforts need to continue, and cooperation
between experiment and theory remains essential.
4.2. Theoretical Issues and Prospects
Theory finds itself in an interesting predicament because the tools that have served so well for conventional hadronic
states (e.g., the quark model, chiral perturbation theory, lattice studies of static properties) seem to require new insights
and extensions to maintain their applicability to the exotic states. The best-known theoretical methods require a clear
separation between distinct distance/time/energy scales, but it is not clear how far apart the four (or five) quarks reside
in these states, or even if they reach an equilibrium before the exotic state decays, so it is not clear what substructure
degrees of freedom best represent the states. Moreover, quantum mechanics allows components of different structures but
the same overall quantum numbers to mix; we have seen this proposal in the suggestion that the X(3872) is a molecule
plus conventional charmonium (Sec. 3.1). Similarly, the JPC = 1−− states such as the Y (4260) provide an excellent place
to look for the lowest hybrid (Sec. 3.4), but they may mix with I = 0 tetraquark states. Thus far, theoretical pictures
tend to be at their most incisive when they are not as successful in explaining a given state, because they better indicate
the limitations of the picture.
Indeed, among the generic problems with theory is that it can be focused too narrowly. For example, quark models
may concentrate upon a specific flavor sector, which may be adequate when sufficient data exists in that sector, but often it
does not; one should investigate models as broadly as possible to ensure a reasonable level of reliability. A related problem
occurs for molecular models of states near thresholds that assume a particular meson pair AB forms a resonance, but that
often do not posit any plausible mechanism for this binding. Under these conditions all possible meson pair thresholds
can be thought to form a resonance or bound state! A similar situation occurs with threshold-cusp models associated
with a channel AB. In this case, it is incumbent on the proposer to explain why the resulting cusp should dominate the
process under consideration. Analogous observations apply to lattice gauge theory results that have not been obtained
with a large interpolating-field basis (especially in the case of exotic spectroscopy, where multihadron interpolating fields
must be considered), and to QCD sum rule calculations, which require careful validation against experiment to ensure
robustness. These problems are compounded when the technique is applied to incomplete or ambiguous experimental
results, such as is the case in some sectors of exotic spectroscopy.
Lattice QCD could be considered the arbiter of these questions, and the quality of these calculations is definitely
improving (e.g., the calculated pion mass is becoming ever closer to its physical value), but lattice simulations are at their
best when dealing with compact, static, isolated states. The need to use a suitably large basis of interpolating operators
to properly study exotic states has already been noted. Additionally, interpolating operators are typically pointlike;
extended states require the simulation of link variables, which is computationally expensive. States with finite widths
like exotics require a lattice technology that was originally developed for elastic scattering [306] and has been extended to
multiparticle states [307], but has not yet been as well developed, particularly for heavy-quark states. Coupled-channel
effects, which are clearly important for the heavy-quark exotics, have only recently received their first light-quark lattice
simulations [308], but have not yet been studied for heavy-quark systems.
From the theoretical perspective, one of many experimental mysteries is the apparent difficulty of observing some
exotic states in B decays, even though they have been seen in e+e− collisions. For example, the Zc(3900) and Zc(4020)
are clearly revealed in e+e− → J/ψ(hc)pipi. Nevertheless, the Dalitz plot for B¯0 → J/ψ pipi has been measured by
LHCb [299], and shows no hint of these states. In contrast, the X(3823) [now believed to be the ψ2(1D)] has been
observed in both B → Kγχc1 and in e+e− → pipiγχc1. These findings are difficult to understand unless the production
mechanism depends sensitively on the environment; if they withstand further experimental scrutiny, it becomes incumbent
upon theorists to explain why these cases are different.
An analogous situation in the φJ/ψ channel where the LHCb collaboration found a quartet of new states in B →
KY → KφJ/ψ [125]. A notable absence in the list is the X(4350), which was observed in γγ → φJ/ψ. One expects this
state to have quantum numbers JP = 2+ or 0+ and hence show up in p- or s-wave in B decays, respectively. Since the
statistical significance of the X(4350) is below 5σ (See App. A), it may disappear entirely, and models predicting it to
exist become suspect.
There is also a curious dichotomy between exotics that decay to J/ψ and to ψ(2S). In particular, the Zc(4055),
Y (4360), and Zc(4430) are produced in either e
+e− or B decays, and so far appear only in ψ(2S)pi or ψ(2S)pipi. In
contrast, the Y (4260) and Zc(4200) were discovered in the J/ψ pipi or J/ψ pi decay modes, respectively. Naively, one
would expect all the states to couple to ψ(nS)pi(pi) with weights approximately given by phase space and slowly varying
couplings. Perhaps this conundrum is an example, among many, that points to novel dynamics, such as that proposed in
Sec. 3.3.3.
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5. Conclusions
An entirely new chapter of hadronic physics opened in 2003, with the discovery of the enigmatic X(3872). It has
since been joined by about 30 equally mysterious states, many believed to be tetraquarks or pentaquark resonances, while
others might ultimately turn out instead to be prominent effects due to the opening of hadronic thresholds.
In this review we explored the history and techniques of the experiments that discovered, confirmed, and measured
the mass, JPC , and decay properties of these numerous states. Very often, the search to probe a known state led to the
discovery of new ones.
We also examined in detail the leading theoretical pictures proposed for describing these states, finding that no
single paradigm yet fits all of the candidate exotics. The eventual consensus picture may turn out to be one that is yet
undiscovered, or a hybrid of those already proposed. In any case, the rate of theoretical work has not abated, with a new
wave of excitement each time a new exotic candidate is discovered.
Many of the most prolific experiments uncovering these new results are still currently active, while a number of others
designed to be sensitive to new production processes and/or new decay modes will come online in the next few years. The
directions of both experimental and theoretical discovery can never be predicted, but only conjectured based upon past
experience. In that light, the next several years should be just as rich, if not richer, in the volume of new experimental
information and the creation of new theoretical ideas for these new classes of hadrons.
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A. Glossary of Exotic States
A.1. X(3823) (or ψ2(1D))
The X(3823) was discovered by the Belle Collaboration in 2013 in the reaction B → KX with X → γχc1 [124].
The BESIII Collaboration later found a peak consistent with the X(3823) produced in e+e− → pi+pi−X, again with
X → γχc1 [164]. The X(3823) is likely the ψ2(1D) state of charmonium. See Sec. 2.6 for more detail.
A.2. X(3872)
Accidentally discovered by the Belle Collaboration in 2003 in the reaction B → KX with X → pi+pi−J/ψ [4], the
X(3872) was both the first of the XYZ states to be discovered and is the one that has been most studied. Nevertheless,
like most of the XYZ states, there is no interpretation that is universally agreed upon. It has been produced in decays
of the B meson [4, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 140], in hadronic collisions [27,
28, 171, 172, 173, 178], and perhaps in radiative decays of the Y (4260) [52]. Besides pi+pi−J/ψ, it has also been seen to
decay to ωJ/ψ [122], D∗D¯ [115, 116, 117], γJ/ψ [118, 119, 120, 121], and γψ(2S) [118, 120]. Its unusual features include
a mass that is currently indistinguishable from the D∗0D¯0 threshold (the current mass difference is 0.01± 0.18 MeV) and
a narrow width (< 1.2 MeV). It is has no isospin partners and has JPC = 1++. See Sec. 2.3 for more discussion of its
experimental properties.
A.3. Zc(3900)
The Zc(3900) was simultaneously discovered in 2013 by the BESIII and Belle Collaborations in the process e
+e− →
pi∓Z±c with Z
±
c → pi±J/ψ. For the BESIII observation [22], the center-of-mass energy was fixed to 4.26 GeV. Belle [23]
used initial-state radiation to cover the energy region from 4.15 to 4.45 GeV, corresponding to the region of the Y (4260).
It is not yet clear whether the production of the Zc(3900) is associated with the Y (4260). The Zc(3900) has since been
seen in decays to pi0J/ψ [31, 32] (Z0c ) and in D
∗D¯ (both charged and neutral) [33, 154, 155]. It has only been produced
in the reaction e+e− → piZc. See Sec. 2.5.4 for more experimental details.
A.4. X(3915) (or χc0(2P ))
The X(3915) was first seen by the Belle Collaboration in 2010 in the process γγ → X with X → ωJ/ψ [166]. It was
later confirmed by the BaBar Collaboration [167]. It appears as a clear peak with little background. Its JPC is likely
0++, so there is some possibility that it is the χc0(2P ) state of charmonium, although this assignment is controversial.
See Sec. 2.6 for more discussion.
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A.5. Y (3940)
The Y (3940) was first observed in 2005 by the Belle Collaboration in the process B → KY with Y → ωJ/ψ [106]. It
was the second of the XYZ to be discovered [after the X(3872)]. It was later confirmed by the BaBar Collaboration in
both 2008 [123] and 2010 [122], but with a mass around 3915 MeV. Due to its similar mass and width to the X(3915),
and since both states decay to ωJ/ψ, the Y (3940) is usually identified with the X(3915). See Sec. 2.6 for more details.
A.6. Z(3930) (or χc2(2P ))
The Z(3930) was discovered in 2006 by the Belle Collaboration in the process γγ → Z with Z → DD¯ [168]. It was
confirmed in 2010 by the BaBar Collaboration in the same process [169]. Both collaborations measured JPC = 2++. It
is often assumed to be the χc2(2P ) state of charmonium. See Sec. 2.6 for more details.
A.7. X(3940)
The X(3940) was first reported in 2007 by the Belle Collaboration in e+e− collisions near the Υ(4S) resonance. It
appeared in e+e− → J/ψX, where the X either decayed inclusively or to D∗D¯ [165]. A later analysis by Belle using
a similar technique but with more data confirmed the X(3940) decay to D∗D¯ [41]. The same analysis also reported a
X(4160) state decaying to D∗D¯∗ and a very broad excess of events near threshold in DD¯. See Sec. 2.6 for more details.
A.8. Zc(4020)
The Zc(4020) was discovered in 2013 by the BESIII Collaboration in the process e
+e− → pi∓Z±c with Z±c → pi±hc [156].
The center-of-mass energies included 4.23, 4.26, and 4.36 GeV, and the production rate of the Zc(4020) apparently does
not vary greatly over this energy range. It is thus unclear whether or not its production is associated with the Y (4260),
Y (4360), or any other state produced in e+e− annihilation. The Zc(4020) has since been seen to decay to pi0hc [157] and
to both charged [158] and neutral [159] combinations of D∗D¯∗. See Sec. 2.5.4 for more discussion.
A.9. Z1(4050) and Z2(4250)
The Z1(4050) and Z2(4250) were reported in 2008 by the Belle Collaboration in the process B → KZ± with Z± →
pi±χc1 [133]. Using a Dalitz plot analysis, the significance of each structure was reported to be more than 5σ. BaBar
searched for the same structures in the same reaction but used a phenomenological method to describe the effects of
possible resonances in the Kpi subsystem [134]. They found no need for the Z1(4050) or Z2(4250) states, but with upper
limits that are not inconsistent with the early measurements of Belle. See Sec. 2.4.4 for more discussion.
A.10. Zc(4055)
The Zc(4055) was reported in 2015 by the Belle Collaboration in the reaction e
+e− → pi∓Z±c with Z±c → pi±ψ(2S) [148].
A wide range of e+e− energies was covered using the initial-state radiation of the beams. It appears that the Zc(4055)
is only produced when the e+e− energies are near the Y (4360) (between 4.0 and 4.5 GeV). When the energy is in the
Y (4660) region (between 4.5 and 4.9 GeV), no signal is apparent. See Sec. 2.5.4 for more discussion.
A.11. Y (4140), Y (4274), X(4500), and X(4700)
The Y (4140) was first reported in 2009 by the CDF Collaboration in the process B → KY with Y → φJ/ψ [126].
A series of positive [129, 130] and negative [127, 128] searches using the same process followed, making the status of
the Y (4140) uncertain. In addition to the Y (4140), the CDF and CMS Collaborations found evidence for a higher-mass
structure, the Y (4274) [130, 132], whose status was also uncertain. In 2016, the LHCb Collaboration used a much larger
sample of events to decisively confirm the existence of both the Y (4140) and the Y (4274) [125, 131]. In the same analysis,
LHCb also found evidence for two more structures, the X(4500) and the X(4700). See Sec. 2.4.2 for more detail.
A.12. X(4160)
The X(4160) was reported by the Belle Collaboration in 2008 in the reaction e+e− → J/ψX with X → D∗D¯∗, where
the energy of the e+e− collisions was near the Υ(4S) resonance [41]. While the signal is significant (> 5σ), it is yet to be
confirmed. The same reaction with X → D∗D¯ has so far produced only the X(3940). See Sec. 2.6 for more discussion.
A.13. Zc(4200)
The Zc(4200) was reported in 2014 by the Belle Collaboration in the process B → KZ±c with Z±c → pi±J/ψ [46].
Along with numerous K∗ states, an amplitude analysis of the Kpi±J/ψ system showed evidence for both the Zc(4200)
and the Zc(4430) [see the separate entry on the Zc(4430)]. However, neither the Zc(4200) nor the Zc(4430) have yet been
confirmed in this process. [BaBar reported a negative search for the Zc(4430) in pi
±Jψ [135], but this was before Belle
first reported the Zc(4200)]. See Sec. 2.4.4 for more details.
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A.14. Y (4230)
The Y (4230) was reported in 2015 by the BESIII Collaboration in the reaction e+e− → Y with Y → ωχc0 [149]. Since
BESIII only had large data sets at a few center-of-mass energies, the mass and width of the Y (4230) could not be measured
precisely. The energy dependence of the cross section for e+e− → ωχc0 was, however, shown to be decisively different
from the Y (4260). There is some indication that a narrow peak around 4.23 GeV may also exist in the e+e− → pi+pi−hc
cross section [193]. See Sec. 2.5.2 for more details.
A.15. Y (4260) and Y (4008)
The Y (4260) was first observed by the BaBar Collaboration in 2005 in the reaction e+e− → Y with Y → pi+pi−J/ψ [29].
It was the third of the XYZ states to be discovered. It was later confirmed by CLEO-c [141] and by Belle [143] in the same
reaction. CLEO-c [142] and BESIII [32] saw the same peak in e+e− → pi0pi0J/ψ. The Belle Collaboration reported a
second peak, called the Y (4008), just below the much larger Y (4260) peak [23, 143]. The Y (4008) peak was not confirmed
by a BaBar analysis using the same method with a data set of similar size [144]. Establishing new decay modes of the
Y (4260) involves mapping other e+e− cross sections as a function of center-of-mass energy, which has proven difficult.
See Sec. 2.5.2 for more discussion.
A.16. X(4350)
The X(4350) was reported by the Belle Collaboration in 2010 in the reaction γγ → X with X → φJ/ψ [170]. Its
significance is only at the level of 3.2σ and is in need of confirmation. See Sec. 2.7 for more detail.
A.17. Y (4360) and Y (4660)
The Y (4360) was discovered in 2007 by the BaBar Collaboration in the process e+e− → Y with Y → pi+pi−ψ(2S) [108].
This unexpected discovery was a byproduct of a search for the Y (4260) decaying to pi+pi−ψ(2S), which was not found.
The Belle Collaboration soon confirmed the BaBar finding using the same process, but also found a second peak at
higher mass, the Y (4660) [146]. Both peaks have been confirmed with higher statistics by both the Belle [148] and BaBar
Collaborations [147]. See Sec. 2.5.2 for more details.
A.18. Zc(4430) and Zc(4240)
The Zc(4430) was first reported in 2008 by the Belle Collaboration in the process B → KZ±c with Z±c → pi±ψ(2S) [30].
As the first of the electrically charged XYZ states to be reported, it was the subject of much scrutiny. The initial report
by Belle was based on a one-dimensional fit to the pi±ψ(2S) invariant mass, but the data was later reanalyzed using more
sophisticated amplitude analyses [136, 137]. The BaBar Collaboration, however, using a technique that allowed for Kpi±
resonances in a model-independent way, could not confirm the Zc(4430) in either its reported decay of pi
±ψ(2S) or in the
possible decay pi±J/ψ [135]. Belle later also reported evidence for the Zc(4430) in B → KZ±c with Z±c → pi±J/ψ [also see
the entry for the Zc(4200)] [46]. In 2014, the LHCb Collaboration confirmed the existence of the Zc(4430) in pi
±ψ(2S)
using a larger data set, and also observed a lighter and wider structure named the Zc(4240) [138, 139]. See Sec. 2.4.1 for
more details.
A.19. X(4630)
The X(4630) was seen in 2008 by the Belle Collaboration as a threshold enhancement in e+e− → X with X →
ΛcΛ¯c [150]. The X(4630) is one of several peaks seen in exclusive e
+e− cross sections, such as the Y (4260) in e+e− →
pipiJ/ψ and the Y (4360) in e+e− → pipiψ(2S). The fact that it is named X rather than Y is thus somewhat of an anomaly.
See Sec. 2.5.2 for more details.
A.20. Pc(4380) and Pc(4450)
The Pc(4380) and Pc(4450) pentaquark candidates were reported in 2015 by the LHCb Collaboration in an amplitude
analysis of the decay Λb → K−J/ψ p [35]. In addition to a number of excited resonant Λ decays to K−p, amplitudes
corresponding to Pc → J/ψp resonances were found to be necessary to describe the data. See Sec. 2.4.3 for more details.
A.21. X(5568)
The X(5568) was reported in 2016 by the D0 Collaboration in inclusive hadronic (pp¯) production of Bspi
± [175]. It
was not confirmed by the LHCb Collaboration in pp collisions at the LHC. While the data sets at LHCb are larger, the
production mechanisms and energies are different. The state needs confirmation. See Sec. 2.7 for more details.
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A.22. Zb(10610) and Zb(10650)
The Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) were discovered in 2012 by the Belle Collaboration in e
+e− annihilations near the
Υ(5S) mass [160]. They were produced in the process e+e− → pi∓Z±b and were found to decay through the five channels
pi±Υ(1S, 2S, 3S) and pi±hb(1P, 2P ), with consistent properties in each. Their JP were measured to be 1+ [162]. A neutral
version of the Zb(10610) was later found in the process e
+e− → pi0Zb with Zb → pi0Υ(2S, 3S) [161]. The open-bottom
decays Zb(10610)→ B∗B¯ and Zb(10650)→ B∗B¯∗ were also reported by the Belle Collaboration [163]. See Sec. 2.5.3 for
more discussion.
A.23. Yb(10888)
The Yb(10888) was originally reported in 2010 by the Belle Collaboration in the process e
+e− → Yb, with Yb →
pi+pi−Υ(1S, 2S, 3S) [151]. This initial report found evidence for a deviation in mass between the peak in the e+e− →
pi+pi−Υ(1S, 2S, 3S) cross section and the peak in the inclusive e+e− cross section, the latter thought to be the Υ(5S). A
later analysis found that the two peaks could be described with the same parameterization [152]. It is thus not clear that
there is a Yb(10888) distinct from the Υ(5S), although the large closed-bottom cross sections are still a mystery. The energy
dependences of the e+e− → pi+pi−hb(1P, 2P ) cross sections are consistent with those of the e+e− → pi+pi−Υ(1S, 2S, 3S)
cross sections [153]. See Sec. 2.5.1 for more details.
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